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Abstract
The study explores the construction of Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments in the
region of northern Wessex in terms of the labour invested in their creation. A
historiography of ‘megalithic construction studies’ is initially presented, along with an
account of experimental studies evaluating different approaches to the material
problems likely experienced by prehistoric monument builders. A summary of the
various forms of prehistoric structure found throughout northern Wessex is then
provided, along with any archaeological observations relating to their construction. Two
key sub-areas are particular foci: the Stonehenge and Avebury landscapes. Individual
case studies exploring the construction of key structures—Stonehenge and the West
Kennet chambered tomb—within these sub-areas are presented, forging new
understandings of the great effort expended in creating these places. Much of the main
study draws on a previous research paper, published by Colin Renfrew in 1973,
entitled Monuments, Mobilization and Social Organization in Neolithic Wessex. The
study presented herein attempts to replicate Renfrew’s (ibid.) findings and critically
evaluate the empirical basis of his claims.
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1 Introduction
The etymological origins of monumentality are bound up in remembrance. Deriving
from the latin monumentum, ‘something that reminds’, the word did not take on its now
more popularly understood association with the mass loss of life until the early
seventeenth century (Scarre 2011, 9). Natural places—rivers, mountains etc.—are
capable of reminding, yet, for Bradley (2000, 34), something that simply reminds does
not constitute a monument sensu stricto. It is the exertion of human labour upon the
world, to make it remind, that defines the truly monumental. Yet despite this instructive
definition, the process of construction has often been underplayed within the study of
British prehistoric monumental architecture (Whittle et al. 2007: 140). An early
exception can be found in the work of Colin Renfrew (1973). His paradigmatic study of
the changing levels of labour invested in monument building in Wessex over the
Neolithic period—Monuments, mobilization and social organization in Neolithic Wessex
(hereafter MMSO)—remains one of the few studies that attempted to both quantify
monumentality and set it within a broader regional narrative of social change (Bradley
1984, 61).

1.1

Monuments, mobilization and social organization in context

The method underlying MMSO is explained in detail in Chapter 1, although it is
perhaps best summarised as a comparative ‘work estimate’ study. In short, Renfrew
(ibid.) used the materials and dimensions of Neolithic earthen and stone monuments
located across Wessex to estimate the labour originally required to build them. MMSO
was unique at the time in using these estimates to inform a regional narrative of social
evolution, from Early Neolithic egalitarian tribes to Late Neolithic confederations of
hierarchical chiefdoms. MMSO has been much critiqued since its publication some 50
years ago, with scholars initially describing it as ‘highly speculative’ (Leach 1973),
then—on account of the circularity of using large monuments to explain the existence
of chiefdoms and vice versa—‘necessarily tautologous’ (Barrett et al. 1991, 120). More
recently, it has been described as simply ‘an exercise in explanation by labelling’
(Fleming 2004, 144). Nevertheless, the legacy of MMSO remains with us today, as
Pollard’s (2013) recent paper, Renfrew’s monuments and mobilisation 40 years on
attests.
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Despite the criticisms, as Bradley (2001, 73) notes, Renfrew’s somewhat expeditiously
outlined model (‘itself admittedly hypothetical’ ibid.: 549) ultimately went on to inspire a
new generation of prehistorians to ‘think more boldly’ about the past. Archaeological
research of comparable import is usually meticulously picked and revised many times
over. Yet, despite some legitimate, if not minor, amendments to method of labour
estimation outlined in MMSO (Startin et al. 1981), a sea-change in Anglo-American
archaeological theory ensured that the original empirical data underlying the model
was never formally revaluated. As such, the generalising conclusions drawn from these
data—the backbone of Renfrew’s (ibid.) social narrative—remain untested in terms of
statistical integrity and wider applicability. The core objective of this thesis is to do
exactly that, and the large-scale simulation study contained herein (chapters 6 and 7)
both replicates and expands the temporal (and thus typological scope) of MMSO. In
contrast, its geographic focus is restricted to the areas most discussed within the
original text: Salisbury Plain and the North Wiltshire Downs (herein referred to together
as northern Wessex).

A faithful replication of MMSO necessarily means adopting a perspective—imbued with
mechanistic assumptions around how monuments were built, and what does or does
not constitute a monument—that has since come under sustained criticism for its
totalizing generality and lack of site-specific detail. This thesis therefore also explores
the value of labour estimation, really just breaking down sites into their constituent
processes of assembly, as a heuristic tool at a much finer scale. The process and
results of ‘thinking through labour’ are presented in case studies detailing the
construction of two monuments key to the development of northern Wessex; the West
Kennet long barrow and Stonehenge (chapters 4 and 5).

These more finely-grained approaches highlight the difficulties and ambiguities
inherent in what is essentially a reconstructive process, but also lead to a better
understanding of how different components the same structure relate to one another in
terms of the effort likely invested in creating them. Questions relating to particular
aspects of their construction (e.g. ‘how were the Stonehenge sarsen trilithons raised to
vertical’, or ‘how were the capstones at West Kennet lifted into place’?) also form useful
platforms for wider research on the topic. Methods and approaches developed at the
smaller scale are scaled-up and inform the wider, replicative study.
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Underlying the above is a considerable amount of background research into what is
known about the construction of prehistoric structures, detailed throughout chapters 2–
4. This includes a historiography of perceptions of prehistoric monument construction,
detailing the earliest known attitudes to the aetiology of Neolithic architecture in northwestern Europe and the development of more formalised approaches to studying it. In
this way, the theoretical locus of the present study is contextualised. At a more
practical level, data and observations from experimental studies into and ethnographic
accounts of the construction of monuments are collated and synthesised. The resulting
corpus forms a solid evidential resource from which both ‘rates of working’ and
technological solutions to particular constructional problems are sought.

1.2

A meta-narrative of a meta-narrative: MMSO in its recent historical
context

John Lubbock first coined the term ‘Neolithic’ in the mid nineteenth century. He used it
to refer to what he saw as a particular stage in human history when people began to
replace their coarsely flaked stone tools with ground, polished ones (Lubbock 1865, 2–
3). In the years following, normative archaeologists noted that a number of other
important technological innovations were frequently found in archaeological association
with these smoother ‘Neolithic’ tools. Pottery, monumental and domestic architecture,
and the remains of domesticated plants and animals all appeared to coincide with the
appearance of Neolithic tools. These remains contrasted sharply with those left by the
earlier Mesolithic bands of nomadic hunter-gatherers. Subsequently, Childe (1950)
proposed that these smoother tools were in fact one element of a wider ‘Neolithic
revolution’ involving a number of technological and social developments (Darvill 2010:
77–8).

To culture-historians like Childe, the term ‘Neolithic’ was no longer a chronological
division based on a tool type but a culture of people that were more socially evolved
than Mesolithic hunter-gatherers. Via processes of migration and diffusion, these
people and or their way of life spread westwards across Eurasia from the Near East
and gave rise to a number of distinct Neolithic pioneer cultures (Childe 1958, 43–4).
Stuart Piggott (1954) methodically documented recurrent styles of material culture in
order to identify a number of these groups within the British Isles. As Barrett (1994,
157) has remarked, culture history portrayed societies as homogenous entities whose
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shared cultural norms translated into particular patterns of material culture. Society was
essentially unchanging until new ideas or new people, or both, brought change along
with them. This was a particularising version of history in which the differences
between cultures were stressed (Johnson 2010, 19) and, aside from the idea of
diffusion, it offered no generalising models about how a society could change over
time.

In the 1960-70s, Anglo-American archaeologists sought to change this and explain
‘Neolithisation’ (and many other cultural changes) in neoevolutionary and economic
terms (Binford 1962; Binford 1965). They conducted quantitative ‘ecosystemic’
analyses of the material culture produced by ancient populations and their associated
biological remains (e.g. Clark 1966, Trigger 1990). In theory, changing patterns of
behaviour would become apparent through analysing quantitative archaeological data.
In the field, they pioneered systematic sampling procedures and developed many of
the spatial analysis techniques commonly used today. Within these early systemsbased approaches, humans’ past cultural choices were all in a sense functional, as
they were governed by non-tangible, overarching economic structures and or
ecological forces (Trigger 1990, 119). This step change in archaeological theory was
partly driven by prior developments in anthropological theory. Drawing heavily on the
work of Sahlins (1958, xi), Elman Service (1962, 143–4) had developed a new set of
sociological classificatory criteria that were primarily economic in character rather than
political. His definition of a chiefdom hinged partially on the existence of redistribution
centre from which a chief could control and allocate resources (Carniero 2011, 42).

1.3

Enter MMSO: objectives, method, theory

Drawing on many of the above theoretical developments, in 1973, Colin Renfrew
published MMSO. He developed his model by initially mapping the locations of different
types (e.g. long barrows, causewayed enclosures etc.) of Neolithic monument within
Wessex (1973, 545–6). Subsequently, he compared the numbers of hours required to
build different types of structures. Examining the figures together (see Table 1.1),
Renfrew (1973, 544–554) proposed the existence of a ‘hierarchy’ between different
types of monuments in terms of labour, spatial distribution and chronology. It is
important to recognise that the 7 labour estimates listed in Table 1.1 are the only ones
Renfrew (1973) used to construct these groupings, i.e. he used an extremely small
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sample size to inform his model. In addition, he fully acknowledged that the
monuments and associated labour estimates were deliberately chosen to demonstrate
the existence of these groups. No estimates for henges below 300ft. in diameter, for
example, were included (Renfrew 1973, 549)

Site

Type

Published by

Hours

Group

Fussell’s

Long barrow

Ashbee (1966, 35)

5,080

i (less than 10,000

Lodge
Windmill Hill

hours)
Causewayed

Renfrew (1973, 547–8)

120,000

Enclosure
Durrington

Henge

hours)
Wainwright (1970, 30)

900,000

Walls
Avebury

ii (about 100,000

iii (about 1,000,000
hours)

Henge

Wainwright (1970, 30)

1,500,000

iii (about 1,000,000
hours)

Dorset

Cursus

Renfrew (1973, 547–8)

9,000,000

Cursus
Silbury Hill

iv (about
10,000,000 hours)

Mound

Renfrew (1973, 547–8)

18,000,000

iv (about
10,000,000 hours)

Stonehenge

Stone circle /

III

Henge

Renfrew (1973, 547–8)

35,000,000

v (about
30,000,000 hours)

Table 1.1 - Renfrew's (1973, 549) labour estimates and groups

Regardless, his model supposed that the earliest and most numerous structures, long
barrows, all required less than 10,000 hours labour, whilst the far less common and
chronologically later causewayed enclosures all required around 100,000 hours. There
was also, Renfrew (ibid.) suggested, a spatial dimension to this hierarchical
relationship, with a single causewayed enclosure positioned nearby each cluster of
long barrows (see Figure 1.1). The construction of major henges and cursuses during
Late Neolithic period represented the next stage of the model. Once again, labour
investment increased by a factor of ten, with major henges requiring an average of one
million hours of labour. There was no accompanying spatial consolidation, however,
and pre-existing spatial divisions were said to be reiterated, with a major henge
constructed in the vicinity of every causewayed enclosure. The final stage of Renfrew’s
(ibid.) model charted the effects of the construction of two incredibly labour-intensive
structures: Silbury Hill, which required ten million hours, and the sarsen phase of
Stonehenge, which probably represented around 30 million hours of labour. Once
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again, Renfrew (ibid.) suggested that the rarity of these structures represented a
spatial consolidation of labour, each structure the single product of the entire region.

Figure 1.1 – The location of long barrows and causewayed enclosures in Wessex. Note the three clusters around
Whitesheet Hill, Robin Hood’s Ball and Windmill Hill (Renfrew 1973, 550, fig. 3)

As discussed above, the figures underlying Renfrew’s (ibid.) model were substantially
less controversial than the social framework that they informed. At the heart of MMSO
was the notion of monuments as proxies for territories (discussed further in Chapter 2).
In this characterisation, monuments did more than simply mark the geographical
location of a territory, rather, their size and labour requirements indicated its extent.
Renfrew (ibid.) further postulated that because the creation of more labour-intensive
monuments necessitated the co-ordination of labour from a geographically larger
region, they must also indicate a greater degree of centralised control and an
increasing population. Such deductions also assisted Renfrew in linking each putative
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stage of his overarching model with various social classifications outlined by Service
(1962).

In the Early Neolithic, Renfrew (1973, 544–8) argued that ‘essentially egalitarian’ tribes
could muster the required labour to build relatively non labour-intensive long barrows,
possibly by mobilising additional labour from nearby tribes by sponsoring a feast.
Causewayed enclosures required collective action of multiple tribes, and represented
‘proto-chiefdoms’, whose jurisdiction extended across each cluster of long barrows.
This location of causewayed enclosures (and later henges) in relation to both each
other and long barrows also prompted Renfrew (1973, 542–4) to suggest that they
functioned as resource redistribution centres, another key component of Service’s
(1962) and Sahlins’ (1968) classificatory criteria for hierarchical social formations.
During the Late Neolithic, a repeat of the same spatial patterning but an increase in
overall labour equated to an increase in population and an evolution of the pre-existing
social structure to a more centralised form: chiefdoms were borne. A century or two
later, these individual chiefdoms coalesced into a single, ‘confederation’ in order to
build the spectacularly labour-intensive sarsen phase of Stonehenge and Silbury Hill.

1.4

Constructing a monumental battleground: the archaeological schism
and its legacy

Renfrew’s study convincingly matched, both methodologically and theoretically, what
Andrew Sherratt (1996b, 141) termed an ‘Enlightenment’ view of the past. Renfrew
sought to explain why monuments were constructed and he used excavation, survey
and experimental data to construct a reductive, deterministic model of the invisible
‘deep structures’ that he believed drove past human behaviour. Indeed it perhaps
epitomises better than any other study Leslie White’s (1943, 346) deterministic
statement that “Other things being equal, culture evolves as the productivity of human
labor increases.” The impact of Renfrew’s work was far reaching, not least because it
was one of the earliest studies to set quantitative archaeological data into an
interpretative framework that explained how social change could have occurred via a
process of internal reorganisation. In this way, Renfrew’s study contrasted with prior
labour estimation studies (Atkinson 1956; Ashbee 1966; Clark 1966a, 179) that had
focused on establishing the labour expended on building specific monuments.
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After Renfrew (1973), the practice of estimating prehistoric labour became increasingly
common, at least in north-western Europe. For some years, labour estimates were
regularly printed on the final pages or in the appendices of archaeological excavation
reports, not far behind environmental and lithic analyses (Mitchell 1976, 130; Ralston
1976; Mercer 1980, 58–60; Startin 1982b; Andersen 1988, 55; Saville 1990, 242;
Whiteman 1995). As Fleming (1973, 179) remarked, it quickly became ‘fashionable to
stress the work-loads involved’ in monument construction. As is discussed below,
however, the practice of producing labour estimates essentially declined at the turn of
the twenty-first century. In contrast, Renfrew’s (1973) emergent chiefdom model
persisted (Earle 1987; Earle 1993; Kristiansen et al. 2005). It is instructive to consider
why there is such a disjuncture today between the labour estimation aspect of
Renfrew’s methodology and the conclusions regarding social dynamics that it allowed
him to draw. This mismatch is at least partly due to the theoretical schism that
developed within Anglo-American archaeological theory from the mid-1980s onwards.

Upon publication Renfrew’s work was critiqued by fellow processualists (Fleming 1973,
179; Startin et al. 1981; Startin 1982a, 154), who primarily highlighted methodological
issues. Barrett (1994) also argued that the assumption that large henge monuments
such as Durrington Walls were constructed synchronously was baseless and,
moreover, was required to ‘fit’ Renfrew’s (1973) and others’ overarching narratives
around mass labour mobilization and emerging chiefdoms in the later Neolithic. He
suggested the construction of such enormous earthworks may have occurred more
gradually, perhaps over several generations or more, and involved less people than
previously suggested (discussed further in Chapter 4). Eventually, however, it was
theoretical foundation of MMSO that attracted most criticism from those who adopted
what are now known as postprocessual perspectives (e.g. Barrett 1994, 157–64).

Advocates of postprocessualism challenged the very idea that society could be
conceptualised as a bounded, socio-economic system (Hodder 1985, 7). Projecting
these modern explanatory frameworks onto the remains of the distant past was simply
a way of making the historically specific and unfamiliar comprehensible (Barrett 1994,
161). Thus classifying the ‘Neolithic’ as a particular economic system was entirely
erroneous too. Furthermore, British prehistorians such as Julian Thomas (1988) argued
that this economically ‘essentialised’ definition of the Neolithic could not explain the
diversity of the archaeological record either, particularly in Britain. Within
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postprocessual thinking the forces of historical social transformation are not
deterministic socio-economic systems but the conscious actions of individual agents.
These actors creatively reproduced and manipulated shared conceptual structures
through decisions to build, shape or destroy their material world. This, in turn,
manipulated the actors themselves, influencing their future decisions (Giddens 2013).

These later accounts reframed monument construction in what Sherratt (1996b, 141)
has described as a ‘Romantic’ view of the past. They emphasised what the
construction of monumental architecture implied in terms of individual meaning and
action (Richards 2004a; McFadyen 2007). In short, these localised archaeological
narratives prioritised the description of perceptible phenomena over derived abstract
models operating at a regional scale. The concept of materiality opened up new
avenues for exploring the symbolic and cosmological implications of the substances
used to make monuments during the Neolithic (Parker Pearson et al. 1998; Cummings
2002; Boivin et al. 2004). Multi-sensory or phenomenological encounters with individual
monuments and monumental landscapes seemed to emphasise their role in the
genealogical transmission of knowledge through time and space (Hodder 1984; Bender
1992; Tilley 1994; Tilley 2007; Miller 1997; Richards 2004a; Scarre & Lawson 2006;
Johnson 2012). One of the most significant outcomes of constructing monuments was
thus the affordance of new material conditions under which social differentiation could
occur (Barrett 1994, 29–32). This rival epistemology stated that, contra Renfrew
(1973), building monuments did not simply reflect or reify a set of pre-existing social
relations; rather, it made possible a new perspective by which the world might be
‘objectified, represented and spoken about’ (Barrett et al. 2009, 288).

To express the act of constructing monuments in mere hours of hypothetically
calculated labour was thus seen to miss its significance entirely. Furthermore, these
estimations necessarily excluded the unknowable gaps of time that may have elapsed
over the course of a monument’s construction. They thus prioritised the final form and
somehow inverted the very act of construction, portraying it as if participants were
striving only to inflict a pre-existing design upon the world. Richards (2013, 4) has
argued that this conception of architecture epitomises the ‘building perspective’ (Ingold
2000, 178), in which people must first make the world before they may dwell in it – an
impossible situation to reconcile with Gibson’s (1979, 6) proposal that there can be no
organism without an environment and vice versa. Renfrew’s (1973) labour estimates
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were further undermined by these arguments because they focused exclusively on
calculating the labour invested in creating the final state of a monument (McFadyen
2018). Thus, Renfrew’s (1973) data inadvertently implied that the finished state of a
monument was its only socially meaningful stage (Richards 2004a).

The consequences of the above were twofold. Firstly and most obviously, subsequent
researchers did not comprehensively replicate Renfrew’s (1973) study in Wessex or for
the archaeology of any nearby, readily comparable region (Startin et al. 1981). Even
although ensuing piecemeal labour estimates for structures— buried in site reports, as
described above—did occasionally reveal significant irregularities in Renfrew’s
calculations (Mercer 1980, 59; Startin 1982a, 155), these were never effectively
synthesised to falsify his hypothesis or used to construct an alternative narrative of
social change. Secondly, the postprocessual preoccupation with materiality and
particularly agency (Dobres et al. 2000) altered the scope of archaeological enquiries
into Neolithic monumentality. In Britain, there was a rapid move away from quantifying
the intrinsic properties of Neolithic monuments—including their construction—towards
a structuralist consideration of the kind of social orders certain architectures could have
produced (Parker Pearson et al. 1994; Harding 1995, 128).

The effect of the above was not limited to a disinterest in the calculation of labour
estimates for monumental structures but also extended to, for example, a reluctance to
provenance the source (or sources) of the stones incorporated within megalithic
structures. In Britain this process has now recently begun (Bevins et al. 2014; Parker
Pearson et al. 2015) but on the continent, in Iberia say, it has a considerably longer
pedigree (e.g. Ramos Muñoz et al. 1996). Despite a general move towards studying
more experiential, ‘softer’, aspects of Neolithic monumentality, it should also be noted
that postprocessual archaeology did not eschew all quantitative data, as Shank and
Tilley’s (1982) investigation into long barrow burial practices demonstrated.

It may be the case, however, that this did occur at some level regarding the study of
the construction of these monuments. The shift to studying the extrinsic properties of
monuments—landscape placement, architecture, materiality etc.—discussed above,
meant the methodological aspect of Renfrew’s (1973) thesis was never thoroughly
interrogated. Meanwhile, the continued use of the—albeit modified— chiefdom concept
(Kristiansen 2010) and a more general call for archaeologies of social organisation
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(Shennan 1993) has ensured Renfrew’s (1973) evolving social model of Neolithic
Wessex remains tacitly accepted. This will continue until a comparable social narrative
of regional prehistory is proffered.

1.5

Modelling labour and space in archaeology

This chapter documents and problematises the general principles of ‘work estimate’
studies, which are now increasingly referred to in the US and Europe as ‘architectural
energetics’ (Abrams 1989; McCurdy et al. 2019) and ‘econometrics’ (Kerig et al. 2013;
Schiesberg 2007), respectively. It also then details the specific methods used to
produce the data that underpins MMSO. This section is divided into two parts. The first
examines the underpinnings of the method of labour estimation that Renfrew (ibid.)
employed. The second considers Renfrew’s (ibid.) use of the notion of territories. In
each case, Renfrew’s (ibid.) approach is contextualised with wider relevant research
relating to the concepts (i.e. ‘labour’ and ‘territories’) themselves, with reference to one
or more critiques (e.g. Startin et al. 1981).

1.6

Labour estimation

The isolation of labour as a commodity worthy of archaeological study might first be
traced back to Leslie White (1959; White 1943). Viewed in its proper historical context,
the rationale behind quantifying labour undoubtedly lies within a more generalised,
neoevolutionary characterisation of human societies rooted within empiricism. The
inalienable and universal nature of a variety of societal metrics are critical to this
framework, be they related to agricultural output, population density or territory size.
For neoevolutionary archaeologists and anthropologists, population size still remains a
key definer of social form. For example, Johnson and Earle’s (2000, 304) definition of a
state necessarily includes a population of hundreds of thousands or more. More
recently, Peter Turchin et al. (2018) have claimed that population size remains the key
societal driver toward statehood.

Equally, ethnographers such as Hayden (2014, 34) and Ames (2004, 367) have both
proposed a universal, ‘hard’ population density limit of 0.1 people per square kilometre,
below which hunter-gatherer groups rarely tend to exhibit marked social stratification.
In this respect, the perceived value of labour estimates as tool for estimating population
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size, and thence social structure, perhaps best explain their earliest applications
(Aaberg et al. 1975; Renfrew 1976). Somewhat later, Trigger (1990) emphasised the
socially diagnostic value of rates of labour mobilisation for monumental architecture in
their own right. He also framed monuments as exemplars of ‘conspicuous
consumption’ (Veblen 1899), within which the deployment of deliberately ‘inefficient’
means of construction might have only reinforced their potency as symbols of individual
or group prestige through mass labour control (Trigger 1990, 129). Kolb (1997)
developed this further, noting the association between particular scales of construction
and the mechanisms used to mobilise labour (e.g. family obligations, festive, corveé).

More recent thinking has challenged the notion that rates of labour mobilisation or
population size can be used to straightforwardly categorise archaeological cultures
within recently established social classifications, the so-called ‘tick box’ approach
(Earle 1987, 280). This partly due to an increasing recognition of the sheer number and
diversity of sites—deriving from even a single archaeological period (Pauketat 2007,
151–8)—which do not seem to fit comfortably within any single category. Add to this an
increasing number of chronologically early ‘problematic’ sites, which have monumental
architecture at an enormous scale and no other obvious classic signs of hierarchy,
such as Gobekli Tepe, Anatolia (Dietrich et al. 2012) and indeed Avebury (Pollard and
Reynolds 2002, 121), or massive settlements with populations verging on classic cities,
with no monumental architecture or obvious elites, such as Trypllia, central Ukraine
(Müller 2016). As Fleming (2004, 143) notes, overarching social classifications are
perhaps most useful in helping archaeologists understand the archaeological record in
terms processes, dynamics and relationships across multiple categories of information,
rather than definitively pinning down the social structure of archaeological cultures.

1.6.1

How to make an estimate (including a few problems)

The production of a labour estimates relating to an individual structure usually follows a
tripartite methodological workflow. First, the ‘breaking down’ of the structure into
component parts, based either on the materials used and or the process demanded by
their creation (drystone walls, corbelled roof, orthostats, chalk mound etc.). The second
stage is the measurement of these component parts, often referred to as volumetric
analyses. The methods used to calculate volumes of vary from simple solid shape
geometries to automated volume calculation derived from complex 3D shapes. Often
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the nature and preservation of the original archaeological source material determines
the appropriate method. The volumetric stage is also frequently reconstructive, in the
sense that the remains of parts of the structure are used to infer their original extent. It
can also include the conversion of the volume of material into another unit of
measurement, such as weight.

Thirdly, and perhaps most problematically, a number of ‘behaviours’ (McCurdy et al.
2019, 4) must be associated with the production of all identified components (i.e. what
was required, in terms of time, to produce a given quantity of the structure ). Behaviour
data frequently takes the form of ‘rates of construction’ or ‘work coefficient’ (i.e. units of
volume that can be created per units of time). This aspect of the process really forms
the crux of the archaeological problem as, lingering behind seemingly objective
‘behaviours’ and ‘work coefficients’ are a plethora of assumptions about how
individuals did things in the past and why. As Devolder (2017, 58–9) notes, viewed
most pessimistically, these assumptions have the capacity to undermine the stated
objective of the entire exercise, that is to establish the socio-political structure of those
building the structures.

A circularity is proposed: given the inextricable link between the social mechanism by
which labour is mobilised and the rate at which construction occurs (Erasmus 1965,
277), how can an assessment of archaeological remains using recently generated
rates of working tell us about past social mechanisms (Dobres et al. 2000, 41; Webster
1991; Whittle 1997, 147)? For example, the average number of hours worked by an
individual attending a communal feast might differ from the number worked by
someone who had been enslaved. Differences such as these might also influence the
method of construction adopted, particularly in regard to the safety of those involved.
Thus rates of working are already imbued with particular forms of sociality, regardless
of whether they derive from experimental, ethnographic or historic contexts.

A good example of the above comes from Startin (1982a, 154), who calculated that,
when faced with steep slopes, it is more time-efficient for basket carriers to form a
chain than for individuals to make runs back and forth, a fact that he argued made the
former mode of organisation more probable. Yet, as discussed above, Trigger’s (ibid.)
proposition that monuments were acts of conspicuous consumption writ large might
question the wisdom of using Zipf’s (1949) ‘principle of least effort’ as an guide to the
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specificities of monument construction in this way (Bradley 2000, 86; Jones 1999, 344;
also see Pfaffenberger 1992, 505).

A more encouraging example has been documented with regards to those sponsoring
the movement of large stones on the island of Sumba (Hoskins 1986; Adams 2007).
Here, Richards (2013, 5–6) noted that sponsors of stone-moving ceremonies, far from
calculating the most efficient mode of transportation requiring the least individuals,
sought to involve as many people as possible as part of a competitive display of
wealth. Calculating the minimum number of individuals required to move a stone—as
per the ‘architectural energetics’ approach—would therefore be meaningless. Yet, an
examination of Adam’s original data regarding the movement of 25 different capstones
on Sumba (2007, 301–15) suggests otherwise. The data shows that, while large
numbers of individuals could theoretically be marshalled to haul smaller stones, this
seldom occurred in practice. Rather, there is a positive correlation between greater
labour forces and larger, heavier stones (and the time spent moving them - see Figure
1.2). In this context it appears that the scale of construction (i.e. the size of a tomb’s
capstone) could act as a reliable proxy for the competitive success of those buried
within it.

Figure 1.2 – Scatter plots showing the relationship between capstone weight and labour force size and time
expenditure on Sumba (Adams 2007).
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1.6.2

Labour estimates in MMSO: methods and critique

In compiling MMSO, Renfrew (1973) produced only a limited number of labour
estimates himself, and instead relied primarily on collating labour estimates published
by Ashbee (1966, 32), Atkinson (1955; 1956, 95–137), Burl (1969) and Wainwright
(1970, 30). All of the labour estimates used and produced by Renfrew relied on an
equation (Equation 1.1) devised by Richard Atkinson (1961, 265). As discussed below,
Atkinson’s approach differed significantly from previous estimates made by Ashbee
and Cornwall (1961, 133), which were produced by simply dividing the mound volume
by the amount of chalk one person could dig per hour. This rate was determined by
digging experiments during the construction of the Overton Down experimental
earthwork, (Jewell 1963, 51–2), discussed further in Chapter 3.

Atkinson (1961) warned that, although this rate might be acceptable when estimating
the labour required to build small prehistoric earthworks, it should not simply be scaled
up in a linear fashion to estimate labour investment at large Neolithic sites where the
distances involved would be far greater. Instead, Atkinson (1961, 295) devised a
formula (Equation 1.1) that modified the rate depending on the vertical and horizontal
distances between the ditch and bank locations:
𝐻=

𝐻=

𝑉(120 + 8𝑙 + 2𝑓)
1000

;(<=>?(@ × B.;)?(= × <D.B))
<>>>
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<>>>
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𝐻 = <>>>

𝐻 = 1.056

Equation 1.1 – Atkinson’s (1961, 295) formula where H equals the total ‘man-hours’1 required, V is the volume of solid
chalk excavated in cu. ft., and l and f are the vertical and horizontal distances in feet respectively between the
centroids (the ‘centres of gravity’) of the cross-sections of the ditch and bank as originally constructed (see Figure
1.3).

1

This term is used here as it conveys an implicit, gendered assumption about the past

held by Atkinson and others. The term ‘person-hours’ is used for my own calculation as
this better reflects the ambiguity around exactly whom was involved in monument
building in prehistory.
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The formula works by taking the rate of working and material conditions from Overton
Down as unity. At Overton, the horizontal distance from the ditch centroid to the bank
centroid was c. 19.6 feet (f) and the vertical distance was c. 6.5 feet (l) (Jewell 1963).
Thus, if these figures are substituted into Atkinson’s (ibid.) equation, along with a
hypothetical ditch volume of 5 cubic feet, a construction time of around 1 hour is
resolved. Possibly drawing on guidance found in Rankine’s pre-industrial engineering
manual (1862, 337), Atkinson (1961: 295) ensured that the equation returned higher
values for increases in vertical distances between ditch and bank than for increases in
horizontal distances. Per 5 cubic feet of chalk dug, an increase of 5 feet vertically
would add a quarter of an hour onto the time, whereas an increase of 5 feet
horizontally adds just six minutes.

Figure 1.3 - An isometric drawing of the dimensions used in Atkinson's (1961: 295) labour estimation equation.

Following 30 years of regular monitoring and survey, Ashbee and Jewell (1998, 496)
observed that there was little physical change to the mound at the Overton Down
experimental earthwork. This, they suggested, indicates that volumetric analyses of
extant prehistoric mounds could now be undertaken with some degree of confidence
given that, discounting damage from agricultural activities, these mounds would have
had broadly the same appearance in the mid-twentieth century as they did during the
Neolithic (Figure 2.7). They also observed that when solid, in situ chalk was broken up
and piled into a mound, the volume of any given weight increased by a factor of 1.45.
In civil engineering this is known as the ‘swell factor’ and is defined as the “ratio of the
volume of a unit of weight of intact material to that when broken” (Kennedy 1990, 569).
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Knowing the swell factor of chalk theoretically enabled the approximate volume of the
ditch to be derived from the volume of the bank and vice versa. During their volumetric
analysis of Durrington Walls, however, Wainwright and Longworth (1971, 196–7)
realised that deriving the volume of the ditch from the bank would produce inaccuracies
because severe ploughing on the northwesern side of the monument had reduced the
height of the bank here significantly. They thus opted to undertake the process in
reverse and first calculate the volume of the ditch. They had excavated the ditch in two
places: across one of its terminals beside the southern entrance of the henge, and
again over the other side of the monument directly north from here (see Figure 1.4).

Curwen’s experiment (1930) and the experimental earthwork at Overton Down (Jewell
1963) had demonstrated that erosional processes dramatically increased the upper
width of a chalk ditch in a single year. Wainwright and Longworth (1971, 196–7)
therefore used the preserved lower portions of their ditch sections at Durrington Walls
to reconstruct their original profiles. Working on the assumption that the chalk bedrock
itself had been truncated some 0.3m since the Neolithic (Atkinson 1957, 229), they
added this figure onto the presumed depths. Finally, they averaged the reconstructed
dimensions from both ditch sections to create a ‘typical’ ditch section with an area of
42.27m2.

Figure 1.4 - The southern section of the ditch at Durrington Walls (Wainwright et al. 1971, 16)

In order to calculate the original bank dimensions they multiplied the reconstructed
ditch section area by the swell factor. This figure was then multiplied by the length of
the ditch divided by the length of the bank to give an average bank area of 48.49m2.
Wainwright and Longworth (1971, 196–7) used the experimental observation that loose
chalk’s maximum angle of rest (i.e. how steep a bank gradient can be) is around 35°
(Jewell 1963, 37) to calculate the height and width of the bank given this area. They
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calculated the volumes of the ditch and bank by multiplying by the average section
areas by the respective lengths of these features, still discernible from survey. They
concluded that the original ditch theoretically had a negative volume of 1,751,750 cubic
feet, or 49,604m3. As discussed below, these calculations provided Wainwright and
Longworth (1971, 196–7) with the necessary data to estimate the labour expended
building Durrington Walls using Atkinson’s (1961: 295) equation.

Ashbee (1966, 32) adopted a slightly different approach to calculating the volumes of
the ditches and mound at Fussell’s Lodge long barrow. He reconstructed the profile of
the ditches in a similar manner, accounting for the likely erosion that gave them their
typical trumpet-mouth (Ashbee 2004, 1) appearance. Even accounting for this, he
noted that the ditches were considerably wider and deeper at their eastern ends. This
irregularity would be missed if the ditch volumes were calculated by multiplying the
sectional area of a ‘typical’ ditch by its overall length (ibid.). Thus, Ashbee (1966, 32)
employed a frustrum formula that allows the volume of an irregular solid to be obtained.
Frustra formulae are still regularly used in construction and engineering applications,
where they are deployed to estimate the volume of stockpiles and mineral deposits etc.
(Hardy 1996). By using this equation, Ashbee (1966, 32) could account for the different
areas of the ditch terminal ends. After subtracting 291.66m3 for ‘irregularities’, he
calculated the negative volume of both ditches at Fussell’s lodge to be 523.86m3 using
this method.
ℎ
V = (𝑆< +𝑆= +K𝑆< 𝑆= )
3
Equation 1.2- Frustum formula for calculating the volume of a pyramid

Based on his excavations, Ashbee (1966, 32) also suspected that the mound at
Fussell’s lodge was contained within a timber palisade. This meant that, unlike
Wainwright and Longworth (1971, 196–7), he could not assume that the chalk was
piled into a mound with 35° sloping sides. Rather, Ashbee (1966, 32) employed the
same frustrum formula to determine the dimensions of the mound with a volume of
785.34m3 (the negative volume of the ditch multiplied by the swell factor). He further
calculated that around 3707m of standing timber was set into the palisade trench.
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1.6.3

Startin and Bradley’s critique

Bill Startin (1982a, 153–4) questioned the applicability of Atkinson’s (1961, 295)
equation on a number of grounds. He noted that the construction time per unit of
volume was increased in relation to the size of the monument only. This meant that the
energy expenditure of those involved in transporting the material to the bank was
assumed to be a constant. In contrast, Startin (1982a, 153–4) argued that basket
carriers who had to walk farther would not only take longer because of the extra
distance they covered but also because they had expended more energy. In addition,
Startin (1982b) pointed out that the rate of working reflected in Atkinson’s (1961, 295)
equation was achieved by a group of five individuals in which one person dug while the
others filled and transported baskets of spoil. The equation made no allowance for the
fact that this configuration would probably change depending on the size of the
monument and other conditions. Larger groups of individuals would not necessarily
form units of five. Thus the organisation of labour would also impact on the time
incurred and the expenditure of energy (Startin 1982a, 153–4).

Startin and Bradley (1981, 290) argued that Atkinson’s (1961, 295) equation should
therefore only be used on smaller sites such as burial mounds. They noted that for
larger monuments it produced rather high estimates compared to techniques that
accounted for time savings gained through different configurations of labourers. Rather
than use an empirical formula, Startin’s (1982a) approach was to break the calculations
down in their component parts. He first obtained figures relating to the speed at which
chalk could be quarried from pre-mechanised industry manuals (Rankine 1862; Rea
1902). Next he reduced these rates by a third in order to account for the use of antlers
rather than metal picks. For transportation, the same manuals listed a rate of 4ft. / sec
for an individual carrying a 30lb load and returning empty-handed on level ground. This
average speed falls to 0.14ft / sec when the worker has to walk up and down a slope
(Startin 1982a, 154). Thus where steep slopes were involved, Startin (1982a, 154)
argued that a chain of individuals could transport more material in less time than
individual basket carriers.

Startin (1982a, 154) also noted that Rankine (1862, 336) had specified that excavators
must work to a face of 5-6 feet. This observation partly led him to suggest two potential
‘modes’ of organising labour operated during the Neolithic. Each one was theoretically
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recognisable by the different shape of ditch that it produced when viewed from above.
‘Pit-digging’ involved separating the workforce into a number of teams who each
excavated a pit in a different position along the length of a ditch. Dividing baulks were
left in place between the pits which were later knocked through to create a continuous
ditch with ‘kinks’ along its upper width, variously described as having a ‘string of
sausages’ (Oswald et al. 2001, 39) appearance. Startin (1982a) believed that this
mode of working would be adopted when a large workforce was available, because
even although it meant that the diggers working in the middle of the pits would not be
working to a face, it still ensured that many people could dig simultaneously. His
second mode of working – ‘trench-digging’ – was used for relatively small workforces.
In this scenario, a small team excavated a pit and then worked either end of it around
the length of the ditch. This ensured everyone involved was working to a face.

Figure 1.5 - A recent resistivity scan from Robin Hood's Ball causewayed enclosure, annotated by the author (Bayer
2016). The northern section of the inner ring is made up of 13 conjoined pits. According to Startin (1982a, 154) this
means the total workforce would have comprised around 13 people.

Startin (1982a, 154) argued that a crude estimate of the size of the labour force could
be obtained by examining the layout of the pits. His surmised that if a distinct length of
kinked ditch (i.e. one composed of multiple pits) could be identified, then the total
number of individuals that could fit into each pit within this section represented the
entire labour force in action at this time. He argued against the idea that two collections
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of work gangs would have dug two such ditch lengths simultaneously. At large
monuments, splitting the work force in this way this would have revealed the enormity
of the task to be undertaken. The negative ‘psychological effect’ of this, Startin (1982a,
154) proposed, would have therefore made it an unlikely scenario(!). Using the above
method, Startin and Bradley (1981, 292) recalculated some of the labour estimates
included in Renfrew’s (1973) study.
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Table 1.2 - Startin and Bradley's (1981, 292) labour estimates

Site

Estimated labour

Estimated labour

Individual work load

(hours)

force size

(hours)

Fussell’s Lodge

6,900

32-40

173-215

West Kennet long

15,700

100

157

48,100

mode 1: 80

600

mode 2: 1,600

30

barrow
Windmill Hill (outer
ring only)
Durrington Walls

500,000

250-500

1,000-2,000

Stonehenge II

360,000

> 100

3,600

Stonehenge IIIa

1,750,000

600

2,917

Startin and Bradley’s (1981, 292) figures are more in line with those generated by
Roger Mercer (1980, 59) in relation to Hambledon Hill and Windmill Hill. Using
Atkinson’s (1961: 295) formula, Mercer (1980, 59) placed the labour demands for the
construction of these causewayed enclosures at 40-45,000 and c. 39,000 hours
respectively. He noted that these figures were rather at odds with the 120,000 manhours calculated by Renfrew (1973), who apparently used the same technique. Startin
and Bradley (1981, 292) used their revised calculations to scrutinise Renfrew’s (1973)
claim that each Neolithic monument type was clearly distinguishable based on the
labour required to construct it.

They drew particular attention to the individual work-load figures for long barrows and
causewayed enclosures that their calculations suggested. Startin and Bradley (1981,
292) argued that the differences between the two types of monument had been
overplayed and showed that, for each individual involved, the workloads required to
build either a long barrow or a causewayed enclosure were not that different. It is only
in the later Neolithic, with the construction of large henge monuments, that the
difference in labour sizes and individual workloads really increases. Thus there was
little evidence of the gradually evolving labour demands that Renfrew originally
proposed (Startin et al. 1981, 294).
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1.7

Territories in MMSO

The spatial distribution of archaeological structures formed an important
complementary component of Renfrew’s (1973) thesis on labour expenditure. He
argued that the dispersal of structures increased in tandem with labour investment, and
surmised that the greater distances between chronologically later structures indicated
the establishment of expansive new territories, from which additional labour was drawn.
Applied to Wessex, he argued that the relatively concentrated distributions of Early
Neolithic long barrows indicated that, during this period, the landscape was divided into
a number of small territories, each focussed around a single tomb. Notions of
territoriality were important within the context of Renfrew’s analyses and although the
meaning of the concept itself (as distinct from tenure, for example) has been subject to
much debate (Chapman 1995; Chapman 1981; Higgs et al. 1972, 29–30; Ingold 1986,
130; Sawyer 1976), in Renfrew’s (ibid.) terms, it alluded to a form of exclusivity, such
that individual monuments were exclusive to one particular surrounding area of the
landscape.

Figure 1.6 - Renfrew's (1973, 545 Figure 1) Thiessen polygons, surrounding the locations of a cluster of long barrows
on the western edge of Salisbury Plain.
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1.7.1

Geometric territories

Renfrew illustrated his idea of territoriality using unweighted Thiessen polygons (Figure
1.6), an approach both he (e.g. 1976; 1979) and others (Chapman 1981; Darvill 1979)
repeated across different geographic regions and chronological periods. Thiessen
polygons divide any given set of n points into n polygons, ensuring that each point is
located within its own, exclusive polygon, the size and shape of which is determined by
the distance between each point and its nearest neighbours (see Rhynsburger 1973 for
a full definition). The method relies on the points occupying a regular plane and thus, in
the context of points that specify monument locations, is completely of independent of
landscape topography. Several major methodological issues arise from its use within
archaeology.

Firstly, an arbitrary ‘edge’ must be introduced to constrain the polygons encompassing
the outermost structure locations, which would otherwise infinitely extend away from
the study area. For this purpose Renfrew (ibid.) employed the spatial extent of the
chalk deposits of Salisbury Plain, a method which only effectively limited the polygons
to the northwest (see Figure 1.6). In this respect, it is notable that the polygons to the
south (encompassing points located farther from the southern escarpment) are
considerably larger than those to the northwest, whilst the actual limits of the extremely
large polygons to the east are not visible, and are clipped by the visible edge of the
map.

Secondly, and perhaps more problematically, this technique also relies on the
assumption that all modelled monuments were contemporary, or at least ‘functioned’ as
territorial markers simultaneously. If this were not the case (and same method was
repeated with one or more points removed), then the overall configuration of calculated
polygons would be liable to radically change. Applied in relation to the earliest phases
of monument construction (wherein only a handful of monuments has been
constructed) a pure Thiessen approach would return a small number of enormous
polygons. It remains to be seen whether proximate long barrows within particular
regions are closer in date than spatially disparate constructions (see e.g. Bayliss,
Whittle, et al. 2007), although it is known that the overall period within which all long
barrows were built was probably well over 500 years (see Chapter 6). Finally, although
it might be possible to evaluate individual Thiessen territories by comparing, for
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example, their material culture, an additional methodological consideration centres
around the lack of an appropriate, internal mechanism to evaluate their authenticity
(Hare 2004, 803–4).

The approach also raises interpretive issues. For example, whilst the boundaries of
Thiessen polygons have been argued as representing literal, if not approximate,
territorial boundaries, it is difficult to envisage—practically speaking—how prehistoric
communities would have organised themselves according to Thiessen polygon
boundaries (see Fraser 1996, 46). In certain cases (see Darvill 1979, 317 Figure 4),
such boundaries are derived from structures over 100km apart and themselves bear no
relation to easily identifiable natural features ‘on the ground’. As discussed above,
Thiessen boundaries are independent of the landscape and—as has since been
pointed out by others (Ducke et al. 2007; e.g. Bevan 2011)—all but ignore key
topographic features classically utilised as socio-political borders, such as mountain
ranges, ridges and rivers.

As summarised by Gillings and Wheatley (2001), the above issues catalysed a rapid
scepticism towards Thiessen based territories and both early-adopters (Davidson 1979;
Fraser 1983; Renfrew 1976; Renfrew et al. 1979) and later generations of researchers
(Llobera et al. 2010; Lock et al. 1996; Wheatley 1995) increasingly turned toward
monument viewsheds—either exclusively or as one component of a multivariate
model—as an alternative, more tangible form of territorial expression. The
spatiotemporal analyses of prehistoric Danebury by Lock and Harris (1996) is
particularly relevant in the context of the present study, although should be considered
in light of the various methodological flaws highlighted by Gillings and Wheatley (2001,
10–11).

Based on their analyses of Neolithic long barrow locations, Lock and Harris (ibid.)
noted that viewsheds from long barrows were highly variable in terms of spatial extent,
although structures appeared to have been deliberately sited as to be non-intervisible
with one another (even when otherwise geographically close). On occasions, long
barrows were highly visible only from surrounding ridges (the so-called ‘rim’ effect), a
property Lock and Harris (ibid.) note would make them effective territorial markers that
would have been conspicuous when entering or leaving surrounding territories. Other
visual trends were recorded and, overall, they suggested that viewshed analyses
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offered a more robust and fruitful approach to reconstructing early Neolithic territories
in Wessex than Renfrew’s (ibid.) Thiessen polygons.

Renfrew and Level (1979) developed an alternative approach in their Xtent model,
which attempted to construct territories that reflected—in terms of area—the relative
influence of one site in relation to another. The model enabled the creation of
hierarchical organised territories containing multiple sites, whereby the territories
associated with higher-influence sites subsumed those associated with nearby, lowerinfluence sites. This approach necessitated modelling both the relative influence of a
site and the spatial ‘decay’ of this influence. In their examination of settlement
locations, Renfrew and Level (ibid.) suggested site influence might best be determined
by settlement area and proposed that influence decayed linearly in step with the
Euclidean distance away from each site.

Bevan (2011) and others (e.g. Hare 2004) later modified this approach so that the rate
of influence decay was explicitly contingent on landscape topography and its
associated costs in relation to various modes of transport. Bevan’s modelling (2011,
389–90) indicates that the weighted settlement locations within Neopalatial Crete can
be used to generate the ‘full gamut’ of political possibilities vis-à-vis territory extent and
configuration (see Figure 1.7). As Bevan (ibid.) noted, small-scale adjustments to site
sizes frequently resulted in a ‘Knossos dominated’ Cretan landscape (e.g. Figure 1.7 C
& F), a trend also produced by the reduction of influence decay following the
introduction of new modes of travel (e.g. seafaring, see Figure 1.7, D–F).
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Figure 1.7 – Putative territories for Neopalatial Crete produced using a modified version of Renfrew and Level’s
(1979)’s XTENT model (Bevan 2011, 390)

The post-Thiessen approaches detailed above partly addressed some of the
methodological and interpretive issues raised by the use of Thiessen polygons to
determine territory boundaries. The ‘edge’ issue (i.e. how to constrain the size of the
outermost territories) is somewhat resolved where viewsheds are used to delineate
territories, although an arbitrary, if not more realistically calculable, maximum visibility
limit must also be imposed. The same issue is also addressed by the Xtent model,
which positions the limits of otherwise unconstrained territories wherever a site’s
influence was deemed to have decayed fully. Such locations frequently coincide with
natural landforms in modified versions of the Xtent model (Ducke et al. 2007; e.g.
Bevan 2011), which also goes some way to simultaneously addressing the
interpretative issues surrounding how groups would have practically organised
according to Thiessen boundaries. Notably, prior to later cost-surface modifications to
the Xtent model, its early adopters manually altered territory boundaries in a
comparable manner. For example, in their Xtent analyses of Mississippian mound
polities Scarry and Payne (1986) adjusted the generated territorial boundaries so they
flowed along river valleys rather than radiating evenly away from them.

These approaches also better deal with chronological uncertainty around the
sequencing and contemporaneity of the sites under analysis. The extent of viewshedbased territories are entirely independent of relative site chronology, although
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assertions around the deliberate positioning of long barrows to achieve nonintervisibility (e.g. Lock et al. 1996) would imply long barrows ‘functioned’ persistently.
There are currently no sensitivity analyses published investigating to what extent
territories produced using the modified Xtent method might vary given different
chronological sequences of the same set of sites.

1.7.2

Basins as territories

The importance of topography is a common theme throughout all of the above
approaches, including Renfrew’s (ibid.) original Thiessen-based methods. As already
discussed, Renfrew (ibid.) used the steep chalk scarps of Salisbury Plain as a
convenient external boundary for his Thiessen territories in Early Neolithic Wessex,
whilst both the coastline and central, relatively higher-elevation hills, served the same
purpose in his analyses of cairn locations and territories on the Orcadian islands of
Arran and Rousay (Renfrew 1976). Equally, topography primarily determines the extent
of viewsheds and so is also key in shaping territories when using viewsheds-based
approaches, such as that demonstrated by Lock and Harris (1996). Topography also
plays an important role in the least cost path modified version of the Xtent model
investigated by Bevan (2011) and others, as—depending on the mode of transport
modelled—costs can accrue rapidly when travelling uphill, which in turn contributes to
the rapid decay of site influence and hence ultimately territorial limits. Finally—and
away from the concept of territoriality per se—authors from differing research traditions
have frequently cited local and regional topography as influencing the location of
prehistoric structures (Ashbee 1970; Cummings et al. 2002; Darvill 1979; Field 1998;
Fleming 1973; Fleming 1971; Tilley 1994; Tomalin 1993; Wheatley 1995; Woodward et
al. 1996).
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1.7.2.1 What is a drainage basin?

Figure 1.8 - Drainage basin with labels showing sources of energy input and output (Zavoianu 2011, 12)

Given the above linkages between topography and archaeological structure location /
territory reconstruction, it is notable that the idea of drainage basins acting as potential
territorial spaces—either representing territories in themselves or the constituent
components of wider territories—has so far been little addressed in specifically
Neolithic or Bronze Age contexts (though see von Hackwitz 2012, discussed below).
As outlined by Brooke et al. (2012) the simplest definition of a drainage basin (also
known as river catchment or simply a watershed) is a ‘biophysical system that defines
the land surface that drains water … to a point in a stream defined by topographic
boundaries’. Drawing on system theory, Zavoianu (2011, 9–11) characterises drainage
basins as open systems that ‘permanently exchange matter and energy with their
surroundings’ (see Figure 1.8). Whilst it is therefore possible to represent the
boundaries of a drainage basin in cartesian space, the spatial extent and form of its
surface is only one element of a multi-faceted, dynamic basin character that constitutes
far more than the visible surface of the earth.
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The properties of a drainage basin emerge from out of a complex series of interactions
involving (but not limited to): local rates of precipitation, the type and depth of soil, the
presence, quantity and type of vegetation, and the morphometry (i.e. shape) of the
basin surface, including properties such as relief ratio (i.e. the drop in elevation over
the length of the basin). As Zavoianu (2011, 63) notes, any stream also has both a
surface drainage basin and an underground one, the spatial extents of which rarely
coincide. Due the difficulty in assessing the extent of underground basins, the present
discussion focuses on surface drainage basins. As a concept, drainage basins can be
argued as representing more than mere hydrological system units, and Peter Warshall
(1976, 2–8) has alternatively characterised them as ‘the first extension of the Mind into
the environment’. Writing in CoEvolution Quarterly, he has explored how the concept of
a drainage basin can inform wider, water-centred views of the world within what he
describes as the ‘watershed way’: ‘the hillslopes and river are just two kinds of pipe
water must pass through on its way to the sea. The soil is a sieve, the river an open
channel. Plants, people, ponds and lakes are just temporary storage containers’.
Warshall’s (ibid.) perspective is not provided as a blueprint for prehistoric world views,
rather, it usefully illustrates the plasticity of the concept of drainage basins and its
potential to feed into wider ontological understandings of the world.

1.7.2.2 Some examples of watershed-based polities
Across a number of different regions, there is a growing body of evidence documenting
the use of watersheds as geopolitical boundaries at various points in time. In
northwestern Europe, some of the most convincing examples date to later, historical
periods, and relate to riverine environments such as those that form much of northern
Wessex. In Hampshire, for example, Klingelhöfer (1991) has argued that the borders of
early Saxon so-called ‘archaic hundreds’—discrete socio-political structures each
containing social, administrative and spiritual centres—may have largely followed
watersheds (Klingelhöfer 1992; though see Latimer 1993). This view is also shared in
relation to other parts of England by Williamson (2013, 86), who notes that the close
correspondence of many hundred and wapentake boundaries to watersheds suggests
they were not merely imposed by middle Saxon administrators but were more likely
inherited from more ancient—potentially Iron Age—folk groups.
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Work by Löwenborg (2007) within the province of Västmanland, central Sweden, also
points to the importance of drainage basins in determining the shape and extent of
early medieval socio-political units, known as hundare. His work comprised a more
formal, albeit preliminary, GIS study that compared the boundaries of drainage basins
to both parish and hundare borders. Frequent and striking spatial correspondences
were observable between watersheds and these latter, historic administrative
boundaries (Löwenborg 2007, 145), as shown in Figure 1.9 C1 & C2. Finally, von
Hackwitz (2012) has effectively demonstrated how traditional ‘coast-vs-inland’
assumptions around different Middle Neolithic ‘ethnicities’ existing around Lake
Hjälmaren, south Sweden, are undermined by careful analysis of material culture from
each respective zone. She notes that, whilst there are differences in material culture,
these are better explained by different activities occurring at either locale. Coastal and
inland zones were in fact united into single regions by a shared hydrological
catchment, the recurrent navigation of which was attested by the construction and
reconstruction of monuments near to routeways and waterways.
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Figure 1.9 – A: The location of water temples and subak in relation to rivers, watersheds and weirs within the region
Gianya, Bali (Lansing 2009, 119). B: Reconstructed ahupua’a (red) and mobak (purple) boundaries on the Hawaii’n
island of Kaua (Wilson 2008). C1: medieval hundare boundaries in Västmanland, Sweden C2: Various drainage basins
(coloured) superimposed over hundare boundaries showing close alignment between borders and watersheds.

Several ethnographic and historical studies have also detailed the more recent use of
watersheds as geopolitical boundaries. Sturtevant (1978, 58), for example, has
documented how the many of the 17th-century Algonquian hunter-gathererhorticulturalists of East coast America organised themselves according to drainage
basin membership, although he also noted how different communities could
simultaneously occupy the upstream and downstream components of the same basins.
A better-known and more detailed study was provided by Earle (1978), who
documented the historical development of complex chiefdom societies on the Hawaiian
island of Kauai. Here, the borders of small, local community units known as ahupua'a
radiated out centrally from the island’s mountainous interior and closely followed
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individual watersheds separating largely parallel streams. The boundaries of larger
administrative units known as moku also followed watersheds, although these tended
to be major drainage divides that separated watercourses that eventually discharged at
spatially disparate parts of the coast line (e.g. one moku to the north-east and another
to the east, see Figure 1.9 B).

Figure 1.10 – 17th century tribal boundaries of Iroquian (purple) Algonquian (light red) peoples. Note the approximate
correspondence of north-south watersheds and political borders in the territories running east-west, south of Lake
Ontario. In several cases, territories (e.g. Oneida and Mohawk) split drainage river basins into upstream and
downstream components.

Occasionally ahupua'a borders deviated from watersheds to ensure areas of key
resource were divided between neighbouring ahupua'a (Earle 1978, 25) and recent
attempts to accurately reconstruct historic ahupua'a boundaries have shown that
riverbeds were occasionally also used to separate ahupua'a (Wilson 2008). Gonschor
and Beamer (2014, 70–79) have emphasised that Hawaiian ahupua'a borders were
‘culturally appropriate, ecologically aligned, and place specific’ and, whilst accepting
some correspondence between ahupua'a borders and watersheds on Kauai, show this
is not generally true for the other islands of the archipelago. Another classic example of
watershed-based geopolitical configurations can be found in the much-studied
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Balinese subak irrigation system. Subaks are traditional associations of farmers who
are collectively responsible for managing the irrigation of a particular set of the many
terraced fields that descend the mountainous island interior (Wengrow 2017). As
described by Lansing (2009, 119–21), co-ordination of planting is orchestrated via
meetings of the subak within water temples. As can be seen from Figure 1.9 A, subaks
typically cluster around springs and the tributaries that feed major rivers, whilst water
temples are often situated at higher elevations near to river headwaters, and are
distributed more or less on the basis of one temple per drainage basin.

1.7.3

Why basins?

In considering whether a comparable pattern of basin tenure might have existed in
Neolithic or Bronze Age Wessex, it is instructive to explore some of the factors—
beyond the fact watersheds often form easily recognisable boundaries—althought to
have influenced the formation of these kinds of geopolitical arrangements in each of
the above cases. Both Klingelhöfer (1991; 1992) and Löwenborg (2007) note that a
reliance on riverine transport might favour the adoption of basins as territories. For
example, Löwenborg (ibid.: 145) notes that the many different Iron Age groups that
occupied a single drainage basin in Västmanland would still probably use the same
river for travel and communication and hence might also access the same assembly
sites. Löwenborg (ibid.: 144) also observes that the north-south flowing rivers of
Västmanland played an important role in making the overall province one of the most
dynamic and prosperous in Iron Age Sweden.

The northern parts of Västmanland were rich in furs and iron ores, whilst crops could
be grown on the fertile soils in the south. Neither one of these distinct zones could
therefore prosper in isolation, and the rivers effectively enabled their mutually beneficial
symbiosis. For Williamson (2013, 57), this explains why, for example, the archaeology
of early medieval Oxfordshire is more analogous to that of Kent—some 80 miles to the
southeast along the Thames—than nearby West Berkshire. In this context, river
confluences take on additional significance, as all incoming boat traffic must pass
through them. Sherratt (1996a, 216) has highlighted the potential strategic importance
of such riverine ‘choke-points’ in terms of their capacity to control trade and
communication in Neolithic and Bronze Age Wessex (discussed further in Chapter 8).
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In addition to travel, any groups residing within the same basin may at times utilise the
same water supply—whether for agricultural, pastoral or domestic purposes—and
therefore also share a common interest in maintaining both its abundance and
cleanliness. In this sense, proximity to the source or sources of rivers is also important
as activities upstream (e.g. increased demand, introduction of pollutants etc.) are
inevitably experienced downstream. As Warshall (1976, 5–6) has remarked, how
human, animal and other domestic waste is transported away from settlements (and to
where) seems an abstract problem to individuals accustomed to flushing toilets and
modern drainage. Yet, the management of waste—particularly in relation to water
supplies—remains a key concern for both pre-industrial communities and modern
nations, although attitudes to what constitutes ‘polluting’ waste and how it should be
treated vary enormously (see e.g. Reno 2015).

In Britain, systems relating to the transport of liquid waste date back to at least the later
Neolithic period where, at the Orcadian village at Barnhouses and contemporary
settlements, Richards (1993, 205) has documented extensive, subterranean drain
networks shared across houses. In constrast, the subak irrigation system on Bali
exemplifies an approach to the co-operative management of water supplies by
interdependent groups, with the aim of carefully maximising water availability. Here,
strict field planting cycles around the upper reaches of rivers are co-ordinated via the
subak system. Staggering crops in this way ensures that each farm could access
sufficient water supplies for irrigation when and where they were required, a process
that maximised yields for all. Further downstream, where water was more plentiful,
similarly staggered planting cycles minimised the spread of common pests between
neighbouring plots (Lansing 2009, 119–21). Finally, on the island of Kauai, Hawaii, the
propensity for islanders to form drainage basin bounded ahupua’a was similarly related
the division of available resources. Here, the ‘integrated farming system’ in use across
much of the island comprised a mix of both freshwater irrigated agriculture and
aquaculture. Naturally, both these activities relied heavily on access to and
management of riverine resources (see Costa-Pierce 1987).

Distinct but no doubt related to the above is the capacity for humans to integrate
individual rivers or networks of watercourses into a shared sense of collective identity.
Gersie and Matson (2010, 53) note how the Algonquian-speaking Iroquois of northeast
coast America depended on the rivers around the Saratoga Lake not just for travel and
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subsistence but as a symbol of their spiritual connection to the natural world within
which they dwelled. For Bahn (1978, 175), the veneration of water constitutes one of
the few human ‘universals’ which archaeologists can confidently employ to understand
the past. Certainly, discussions of the role of rivers (both literal and viewed in the
context of the ‘riverscape’) in the formation of modern national identities demonstrate
the continued intertwining of watercourses and collective belonging in post-industrial
contexts (e.g. Cusack 2007), although the earliest evidence for such a connection is
more ambiguous.

In northwest Europe, Bahn (ibid.) argues that the denser spatial distribution of parietal
cave art within river valleys near to natural springs could demonstrate that the
veneration of water dates back to the Palaeolithic. In Britain, Richards (1996) has
argued that a cosmological connection to rivers had been established by the later
Neolithic period, when henges were constructed near to rivers, both literally and in
terms of their architectural character. Around Stonehenge, Parker Pearson has
emphasised the importance of the river Avon in linking—both physically and
metaphorically—the domain of the ancestors to that of the living (Parker Pearson et al.
2006; Allen et al. 2016). Many more examples exist and, regardless of whether one
accepts Bahn’s (ibid.) claim that water veneration was a human ‘universal’, together
they demonstrate that humans have, and continue to, associate with rivers at spiritual
and social level.

“Although the river and the hillside […] do not resemble each other at first sight, they
are only the extreme members of a continuous series; and when this generalization is
appreciated, one may fairly extend the "river" all over its basin, and up to its very
divides. Ordinarily treated, the river is like the veins of a leaf; broadly viewed, it is like
the entire leaf” (Davis 1899, 495)

The key point in relation to present discussion, however, is Davis’ characterisation
(ibid.) of ‘the river’ as encompassing not just the watercourse itself but the entire
catchment within which it resides. As Curry (1976, 15) has written, hillslopes and
streams are merely two different ways that water moves through the landscape. The
interconnected nature of hillslope and stream is neatly illustrated by considering what
occurs if part of a basin’s hillslope is cut into and levelled. As Curry (1976, 17) outlines,
the ‘Law of Minimum Variance’ ensures that, as less sediment now finds its way into
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the stream due to reduced hillslope erosion, the river has increased energy which it
uses to eventually downcut its channel. This results in a steeper slope beside the
stream channel from which additional sediment erodes into the stream, replacing the
lost sediment caused by the original hillslope modification.

Acknowledging the interconnectedness of rivers and their basins offers some rationale
for expanding the mythology and spiritual association with rivers beyond the
watercourses themselves to encompass the draining hillslopes and valley bottoms
bounded by basin watersheds. As discussed above, watersheds often divided
terrestrial resources (including water itself), access to particular transport and
communication links but, viewed in this way, they might also have divided foundational
mythologies and, by extension, notions of collective identity and social group
membership (Haughey 2016).
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2 Past approaches to understanding construction

The following chapter returns the focus to the monuments themselves. Below, a
historiography of the perceptions of prehistoric monuments helps contextualise this
present study within a broader narrative of ways of understanding the archaeological
record.

2.1

Myths and legends

Historically, ideas of what today could be termed ‘prehistoric monument construction
studies’ have always been subsumed within wider ways of knowing and understanding
the world. In Britain, the earliest, fragmentary references to the subject are found
embedded within local folklore dating to the pre-Roman period. According to these
stories it was giants, or other supernatural beings, that were responsible for moving the
massive slabs of stone or raising the huge mounds of earth that local populations
recognised as ancient, monumental constructions. Indeed, early Roman sources tell of
how the local pagan populations of Britain still revered many of these monuments
(Grinsell, 1976: 26). The conversion of Emperor Constantine I changed this, however,
and local myth surrounding the construction of prehistoric monuments increasingly
featured the devil as the Roman Empire instilled Christianity throughout Britain over the
course of the 4th-century.

Today, the word ‘devil’ still survives in the name of around 60 prehistoric monuments in
Britain, mostly in England (Grinsell, 1976: 27).
From the 12th-century onwards, ideas around the construction of prehistoric
monuments were further politicised through their inclusion within medieval chronicles
that glorified past kings and peoples. In 1140AD, Geoffrey of Monmouth wrote that an
English army of 15,000 men collected stones from Ireland, sailed them to England, and
built them into Stonehenge. Merlin allegedly oversaw the operation and was described
as a figure of authority “in mechanical contrivances” (Geoffrey, 1842 [1140]: 158–160).
Whilst Geoffrey’s tales certainly retained an element of the mystical vis-à-vis the
construction of Stonehenge, they are also the first account that suggested mechanical
devices were used in the construction of prehistoric monuments. Incidentally, Geoffrey
had probably envisaged a device similar to the treadwheel and harbour cranes that
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were in use throughout England at the time (M. Parker Pearson, 2015 pers. comms.,
1st August).

By the late 16th-century, rationalists had begun to question the historical authenticity of
such texts. In his encyclopaedic history Britannia, Camden (1610) adopted a materialist
explanation for the construction of Stonehenge. He proposed that the sarsens were not
transported from Ireland, but fabricated locally out of an early form of cement. Unaware
of the vast difference in age, he supported this assertion by pointing out that the great
Pantheon dome in Rome was composed of separate sections of ‘unctuous material’
(Delatte 2001). Camden (1610 [1586]) was thus the first to individual to use a crosscultural analogy to address the problem of how prehistoric megaliths were constructed.
Shortly afterwards, in 1591, Sir John Harington noticed similarities between the stones
of Stonehenge and those outcropping on the Marlborough Downs. Consequently, he
too rejected Geoffrey’s (1842 [1140]) claim that the stones were brought to Wiltshire
from Ireland. This was the first time a lithological analysis was used to identify a
megalithic ‘quarry’ location. Somewhat astoundingly, Harington’s conclusion still stands
today (Chippindale, 2012: 37).

Figure 2.1 The Pantheon in Rome, by Antonio Lafreri c.1512
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Several decades later, the publication of Bishop John Wilkins’ Mathematical Magick
(Wilkins 1680) highlighted the potential of simple mechanical devices to lift and
transport massive loads. Influenced by this work, Walter Charleton – a physician to
King Charles II – dispelled the notion that the construction of Stonehenge was
supernatural and proposed that the great monoliths were probably transported from
their quarry using wheels, pulleys, rollers, levers and wedges (Charleton, 1663: 60–
61). To support his argument, Charleton pointed to the vast obelisk at the Vatican in
Rome, which was lowered and relocated in the 16th century using 900 men, 75 horses
and scores of capstans. He calculated the volume of the obelisk and multiplied this by
the average weight of a cubic foot of ophitic stone to arrive at the figure of 956,148
pounds (the actual weight is 455 tonnes, just 22 more than Charleton’s estimate).
Contrasting this figure with his estimate of “12 tun in weight” for Stonehenge’s largest
monoliths, Charleton (1663: 61) placed the construction of the monument in
perspective and suggested Stonehenge could easily have been built by the pre-Roman
inhabitants of the British Isles using similar methods.

Figure 2.2 - Re-erection of the Vatican Obelisk by Domenico Fontana, 1586
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Scholars have readily highlighted the political spin within Charleton’s (1663) treatise on
Stonehenge. His interpretation of it as an ancient coronation place for Danish Kings
was seen as obvious lip service to the Restoration, which had occurred just three years
earlier (Chippindale, 2012: 61). However, this overtly political analysis has somewhat
eclipsed the full technical impact of Charleton’s (1663) work. In fact, Charleton was one
of 17th-century England’s foremost Epicurian thinkers (Parkin 1999, 149). Building on
the work of William Camden and John Harington, he pioneered two practices within
megalithic research that have endured to this day. The first was the systematic
estimation of monolith weight from measurement and density data. This quantitative
approach allowed, for the first time, the construction of one megalithic monument to be
formally compared with that of another. Charleton (1663) was also the first to
realistically outline the techniques and equipment that could have been used to
transport megaliths in antiquity. In fact, his innocuous reference to the use of rollers
(Charleton, 1663: 61)initiated a myth so persistent that it can be found perpetuated – in
material form – at the Stonehenge visitor centre in 2015, some three and half centuries
later.

Figure 2.3 - The roller hypothesis perpetuated at the Stonehenge Visitor centre, 2013 (Photo: Chris Jones) (Sawer
2013)

From the late 17th-century onwards, European antiquarians further developed the
rational approaches first used to understand megalithic construction at Stonehenge.
Proposed methods of megalith construction now became increasingly detailed, and
statements were frequently supported by archaeological observations, estimations of
weight and ethnographic parallels. In Holland, Van Lier (1760, 168) made one of the
earliest references to megalithic structures in the New World. He argued against the
(still persistent) idea that the hunebedden at Drenthe were built by giants. He reasoned
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that ancient Indians had transported boulders – measuring some 30 x 18 x 6 feet – at
Cuzco, Peru with simple means prior to the arrival of the Spaniards (Bakker, 2009: 14).
Rollers also featured prominently in explanations of megalith transport during this
period. Following its introduction by Charleton, the idea was first repeated by the
German antiquarians J.H Nunningh (1714) and J.G Keysler. Both scholars rejected the
idea that giants had been responsible for the construction of the German passage
graves after learning that normally proportioned bones had been found inside them
(Bakker 2009a, 12). They surmised that sticks and rollers were used to move the
boulders and also suggested, quite bizarrely, that the more robust men of antiquity
could have employed their own arms as levers (Bakker 2009b, 56).

The 19th and 20th centuries saw antiquarian interest in megalithic construction grow
exponentially. Captain Anders Lindgren made some of the earliest detailed estimates
of volume and weight for megalithic structures in Sweden. Here, he calculated the
volume and weight of the roof blocks and surrounding mound at Odin’s grave, Axvalla
(Sjögren 2009, 72). In a notable break from the more material evidence-based
propositions of the time, Weaver (1840, 133) cited various inclusions of the word ‘roll’
or ‘rolling’ within the Bible as evidence for the probable use of rollers to build
Stonehenge:

“When King Saul…wished for an alter to be erected for sacrifice, he said, “Roll me a
great Stone”… “The house of God, the second temple, was built by Stones of Rolling,”
(Ezra, v. 8) for such is the expression, which shews that the great building, composed
of such large stones, was erected by the aid of rollers;” (Weaver 1840, 133)

19th-century imperialism in the Americas, Africa and the Near East had opened up new
regions – laden with impressive megaliths – to exploration by European antiquarians.
Henry Austen Layard (1853, 146–147) provided one of the earliest accounts of
prehistoric megalith transport based on pictorial evidence. He observed that around
300 men were shown dragging a roughed-out stone that was fastened to a boat. The
load is dragged using three ropes, with roughly 100 men to each rope. The main ropes
are passed through the stone itself and also fastened to the head of the boat. Each
man was attached to his rope by a smaller rope slung around his shoulders. A second
stella depicted the now roughly shaped bull being removed from the river. The bull is
now shown on a larger sledge being pulled by 4 separate cables. Several men also
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operated a large lever from behind the sledge to propel it forward. More men are
shown placing sticks in front of the advancing sledge. Layard (1853, 06) interpreted
these as rollers designed to facilitate the sledge’s movement.

Figure 2.4 - Layard's partly restored etching of the Assyrian transport of a winged bull, made from a bas-relief found at
Kuyunjik (Layard 1853).

Ultimately, Layard’s (1853) and Rawlinson’s (1871, 496–8) widely read descriptions of
Assyrian megalith transport were responsible for immortalising the roller hypothesis
within archaeological folklore. Two contextual factors contributed significantly to this
process. Firstly, the theory was eminently believable as it derived its authenticity from
pictorial evidence, unlike preceding speculative proposals (e.g. Charleton 1663).
Secondly, it was disseminated widely. This was because Layard’s (1853) accounts not
only described spectacular finds, but also contributed to the historical narrative outlined
within the Bible. In light of such convincing evidence scholars quickly accepted the
roller as a probable component of prehistoric megalith construction in Europe (though
see Harris 2018). Following Layard’s (1853) publication, it was mentioned in a number
of accounts concerning the construction of Stonehenge and Avebury (Mason 1896,
229; Nadaillac et al. 1892, 207; Smith 1864; Smith, A.C. 1866).

The same year as Layard’s publication, Janssen (1853) published one of the earliest
comprehensive accounts of Dutch hunebedden construction. The roller featured as a
key component. He imagined boulders were first placed on rollers fashioned from tree
trunks and either pushed into place from behind or pulled from the front using a rope of
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twisted bark or animal skin. Once collected together, the stones were raised using a
tree trunk lever and then ‘mantelled’ with earth. He then proposed that the capstones
were dragged up into place using an earthen ramp. Finally, the whole construction was
surrounded by more earth to contain it. Several years later, King Frederik VII (1857,
13–14) published a very similar thesis which contained some of the earliest diagrams
of wooden rollers and megaliths.

Figure 2.5 – One of King Frederick VII’s scenarios for the raising of the capstone (Frederick 1857)

In the New World, E.G. Squier visited 19th-century Peru and recorded some of the
earliest observations on megalithic quarrying. Squier (1877, 418–419) recorded tool
markings from a variety of andesite ashlar blocks scattered across the old working
surface of an Inca quarry near Cuzco. He also noted tools marks on partially extracted
blocks. From these observations he concluded that the Incas extracted stone using a
combination of masonry techniques. First, the desired the block was undercut with a
lateral trench, then, on the upper surface of the outcrop another groove was made at
the desired line of fracture. Within this groove a series of oblong holes were cut ‘to
some depth’, into which dried wooden wedges were inserted. The wedges were then
soaked with water causing the wood to swell and split the rock. The stones were then
probably moved by the ‘disciplined application of human strength’.
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2.2

Megalith by Experiment: Experimental Studies in Megalith
Construction from the 20th-century Onwards

During the process of constructing a megalith, large stones were transported, raised,
and in some cases quarried. In rare cases, such as at Stonehenge, individual stones
were also shaped by hammering and pounding. Avebury, Wiltshire and New Grange,
County Meath are two examples where the digging of ditches and the construction of
earthen mounds or banks is also evident. As at Maeshowe, Orkney, stretches of
dressed or rough dry-stone walling and corbelling were also occasionally incorporated
within monuments. The exact methods employed during the Neolithic and Bronze Age
have been partially deduced by the examination of archaeological remains. Starting
from the late 19th-century however, replicative experimental studies were used to test
the speed, limitations and efficacy of these assumed prehistoric techniques (e.g. Lane
Fox 1876, 382). It was not until experimental archaeology was more formally
recognised however, during the second half of the 20th-century, that a number of
studies pertinent to megalithic constriction were initiated. These studies are discussed
below.

2.2.1

Pit digging, earth moving and mound construction

2.2.1.1 Earthworks and erosion
The frequent occurrence of worn antlers in henge ditches and at the bottom of flint
mines is evidence that they were used to dig through chalk during the Neolithic
(Ashbee et al. 1961, 129). To 20th-century users of metal spades and pick axes
however, exactly how these organic tools were used has always been of great interest.
Lane Fox (1876, 382) wanted to establish how the Neolithic flint mines of Cissbury
were formed. In particular, he wanted to understand the “exact mode of working the
chalk by the prehistoric men”. To answer this question, he decided to excavate a test
pit nearby Cissbury using replicas of the tools he had found preserved in the Neolithic
workings. After one and a half hours of work, Lane Fox and an assistant had excavated
3 cubic feet of chalk using antler picks, tine punches, antler wedges and wooden
mauls. Today, Lane Fox can be credited with conducting one of the earliest
experimental studies into prehistoric engineering and, interestingly, he and his
assistant still hold the record for the most chalk (approx. 457kg) removed with antler
picks in a single hour (Ashbee et al. 1998, 491). Lane Fox was also interested in
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establishing how much prehistoric ditches had eroded since their construction, and in
what ways. This led him to conduct further experimental studies at Cranbourne Chase,
Dorset. Here, he completely excavated the ditch at Wor Barrow and left it open to
erosion from rain and frost. He returned after four years and excavated a section
through the 70cm of silt that had accumulated. The upper section of the ditch had
widened considerably whilst the lower, protected section had retained its original profile
(Coles 1973, 63).

Just under a century later, the experimental earthwork project on Overton Down,
Wiltshire was initiated, in order to build upon Lane Fox’s (1876) earlier work (Jewell
1963). The main purpose of this long-term project was to examine how earthworks
eroded over time and to understand how post-depositional processes affected buried
artefacts. The experiment began with the excavation of a ditch into the Upper Chalk
bedrock of Overton Down. The ditch measured 93 feet long, 5 feet deep and 10 feet
wide (Crabtree 1971, 237). The majority of the ditch was dug using modern pick-axes,
spades and wheelbarrows. A smaller section however, was excavated using red deer
and wapiti antler picks, ox scapulae shovels and wicker baskets. Data relating to both
the modern and ‘ancient’ methods of excavation were collected for comparison (Jewell
1963, 51–2). Individual timed runs showed that volunteers using the ‘ancient’ tools
could extract 5 cubic feet of chalk per person, per hour. This equated to 250kg per
man-hour, roughly a third less than could be removed using modern tools. A less
extreme ratio of 1.3:1 was established over the course of whole experiment, however.
The inefficiency of scapulae shovels was deemed the decisive factor in the disparity
between ‘ancient’ and modern methods. It was also noted that volunteers using the
‘ancient’ tools favoured the larger, heavier antler picks and mostly swung these like
pick axes, rather than hammering them into the chalk.
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Figure 2.6 - The completed experimental earthwork at Overton Down (Ashbee et al. 1998, 490)

Once constructed, the bank and ditch were left to decay naturally over time. The
subsequent publication of section drawings through the bank and ditch revealed how
these structures changed in appearance (see Figure 2.7) (Ashbee et al. 1998).
Excavation of the ditch and bank in 1992 revealed that the majority of erosion occurred
within the first 30 years of abandonment. A prehistoric earthwork excavated today
could therefore have the appearance of a structure built just 30 years ago (Ashbee et
al. 1998, 496). A number of similar experiments were also initiated around the same
time. At Wareham, Dorset, a ditch (1.75m deep x 3m wide x 29.2m long) and bank
(1.5m high x 6m wide x 28m long) were constructed to investigate long-term erosion
within a different natural environment. The subsoil here was sand, and the ditch was
excavated with modern tools by hand (Evans et al. 1974, 172).

Further afield in the US, Ascher (1970) initiated the CUES I experiment at Tompkins
County, New York. This experimental earthwork was conceived at a smaller scale so
that it could be cheaply reproduced in a variety of environmental settings. The
construction comprised three circular lenses of natural material layered on top of one
another. Five-inch (~12.7cm) diameter pebbles and slightly weathered clay composed
the lowest layer, whilst the second and third layers comprised heavily weathered clay
and humus respectively (Ascher 1970, 216). Each lens was 15.2cm deep and 1.8m in
diameter. Various artefacts were left at known locations within the structure and after
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completion it was left to decay naturally. After fourth months, Ascher (1970, 216) noted
that the structure had compacted 7.6cm. To date, no further observations have been
published, however.

Figure 2.7 - Sections through the eroded ditch and bank at Overton down in 1960 (top), 1976 (middle) and 1992
(bottom) (Ashbee et al. 1998, 496)

2.2.1.2 Timed digging and construction
With the exception of Lane Fox’s (1876) study, the experiments so far discussed have
focused primarily on how experimental structures erode over time. Beginning in the
1960s however, a significant amount of research was conducted into how long
experimental structures took to produce using replicated ‘primitive’ materials and
methods. In Mesoamerica, Charles Erasmus was interested in calculating the time
taken to construct the large, stone-built ceremonial centres of the Maya. Whilst on
fieldwork in Sonora, Mexico, he paid two pairs of workers to excavate and carry earth
to two separate locations and timed how long it took them (Erasmus 1965). In 5 hours,
one pair had transported 4,151kg of earth using wooden digging sticks and a 5-gallon
can, the other 2,313kg. The disparity in weight was due to the difference in distance
between the team’s digging site and spoil heap (50m and 100m respectively) (Erasmus
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1965, 285). Erasmus conducted similar experiments involving the digging and transport
of loose stone (Erasmus 1965, 285–8) and also measured the time taken to construct a
cubic metre section of stone wall and to sculpt a 1m squared section of stone façade
(Erasmus 1965, 292–3). The rates of working derived from these experiments were
then used to calculate the total number of man-days required to construct the
ceremonial centre of Uxmal. The figure given was 7.5 million man-days (Erasmus
1965, 294).

Building on the work of Erasmus (1965), Elliot Abrams (1994) published an
exceedingly detailed investigation into Mayan megalithic construction practices in
1994. In particular, his work focused on the calculating the labour originally required to
build Mayan ceremonial and domestic architecture at Copán in the Honduras. Abrams
(1989, 49) termed this highly quantitative approach ‘architectural energetics’ and, in the
late 1980s, he was given the opportunity to apply it at a large scale during the second
phase of Proyecto Arcqueológico Copán (PAC II). PAC II involved the restoration of a
number of excavated archaeological structures at Copán. Working alongside the
restorers, Abrams (1994) conducted a series of experiments to establish how long
particular tasks took. Once it was established how long it took to produce a certain
volume of material (e.g masonry walling), the observed dimensions of archaeological
structures could be converted into hours of labour.

Figure 2.8 - The experimental carving of volcanic tuff by a local stonemason (Abrams 1994, 50)
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The first experiment investigated the time taken to quarry volcanic tuff. With steel tools,
an experienced quarry worker extracted 715.6kg of volcanic tuff in 2 hours and 23
minutes, or roughly 300kg per hour. In order to account for the presumed disadvantage
conferred by using stone tools this figure was reduced to 200kg per hour (a ratio of
steel to stone tools of 1:1.5). The total quantity of tuff that could be quarried in a fivehour day using stone tools was therefore 1000kg. A local quarry supervisor advised
that a more realistic figure was 153kg per hour using steel tools. Using the same ratio,
this translated to 102kg per hour, or 500kg per day for stone tools. An intermediate
figure of 750kg / day was selected as the standard quarrying cost (Abrams 1994, 44–
5).

The ratio of 1:1.5 was established during the experimental manufacture of masonry
blocks using both steel and stone tools. Even after allowing workers to practice with
stone tools, it still took them 1.5 times longer to shape the tuff then when using steel
tools. Abrams (1994, 48) calculated it would therefore take 11.6 days to manufacture 1
cubic metre of masonry blocks with stone tools. He also noted that this process
reduced the volume of quarried tuff by around 50% (Abrams, 1994: 46). In order to
calculate the total volume of quarried tuff required for a structure it was therefore
necessary to divide the volume of observed stone masonry by 0.55. An additional
experiment investigated the time taken to procure river cobbles. For this experiment
several men were observed collecting cobbles from an accumulation along the Copan
River. On average, one person collected 7,200kg of pebbles over 8 hours. The
average weight of a cubic metre of river cobbles was 1,863kg (Abrams 1994, 46). The
time taken to sculpt Maya designs was based on timed observations of local sculptor.
One person carved simple motifs at a rate of 321cm per hour whilst complex motifs
took 89cm per hour (Abrams, 1994: 49).

Bostyn et al. (2007) organised the experimental excavation of a flint mineshaft near
Flins-Sur-Seine in north central France. A team of volunteers dug an experimental
mineshaft into the limestone of Saint-Ouen using antler picks, wooden digging
implements and flint adzes. Scapulae shovels and wicker baskets were used to
transport the spoil out of the shaft (Bostyn et al. 2007, 375). The experiment was
conducted over 10 days, but actual digging took 60 hours in total. When complete, the
shaft had a diameter of 1.80m and a depth of 2.40m. On average, two diggers and one
basket carrier removed 30cm – 40cm of spoil each day (Bostyn et al. 2007, 377).
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Figure 2.9 - Volunteers digging an experimental mine shaft using antler picks (Bostyn et al. 2007, 376)

Toussaint (2009) organised a similar study to investigate the construction of allée
couverte within the megalithic complex of Wéris, Belgium. His study focused on how
the foundation pits for these monuments were dug and how long this process would
have originally taken. Volunteers were asked to dig a pit using different combinations of
antler picks, wooden picks, flint picks, scapulae scrapers and asymmetrical wooden
spades based on LBK examples recovered from Erkelenz-Kückhoven. In total 12 timed
experiments were conducted and the following variables recorded: meteorological
conditions, soil characteristics, participant details (age, height etc.), characteristics of
the tools (wear, damage etc.), pit dimensions (width, depth etc.). The stratigraphy of
the experimental site was also recorded as being relatively homogenous. Loose soils
formed the upper strata whilst below a meter there were mixed sandy deposits,
sandstone fragments and a layer of reddish clay deposited on a limestone substrate
(Toussaint 2009, 61).
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Figure 2.10- A volunteer rakes back soil using a replica hafted scapulae hoe (Toussaint 2009, 64)

Experiment times ranged from 30-40 minutes up to 4.25 hours. The same group of
three men were used for each experiment so that any changes in the rate of digging
could be attributed to the tools and methods rather than differences in human ability.
There was great variability in the time taken to remove a single cubic metre of soil per
person (from 4h – 18 hours). The fastest result was achieved when the soil removed
was contained within the intervening baulk between two existing pits. The volunteers’
familiarity with tools was also shown to be important as the earliest rates of soil
removal were seen to be the lowest (Toussaint 2009, 68). Toussaint (2009, 70)
modelled the digging of the foundation pit of Wéris II using data obtained from the
experimental study. He first produced a schematic diagram of the foundation pit in
order to calculate its total volume. Secondly, he proposed the original sequence of its
excavation. Three parallel trenches were dug first, measuring approximately 18m x 2m
x 0.5m. The baulks between these trenches were then removed and the process
repeated until an overall depth of 1.5m was achieved (see Figure 2.11). Data from the
experiment was used to calculate how long each cubic meter of soil would have taken
to remove. Dug in this way, thirty teams of three people could have dug the entire
Wéris II foundation pit over two long days.
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Figure 2.11 - The model of soil extraction proposed for the Wéris II foundation pit. Starting from the top left, the darker
bands represent areas of soil being sequentially removed. (Toussaint 2009, 69)

In 2007, Bros and Bosquet (2007) initiated an experimental study into ditch digging at
Atterode-Wever, Glabbeek in central Belgium. Their aim was to assess the efficacy of a
number of replicated tools and to understand how, and why, the distinctive ‘V’ shaped
ditch profiles of LBK Rubané enclosures were formed. They also hoped to explore
various modes of worker organisation and to observe how the experimental ditch
eroded over time. A technician manufactured a number of replica tools for the
experiment including spades, picks and hoes made from wood. 10 litre plastic buckets
were used to transport spoil out of the ditch. Volunteers found that working in teams of
three – one digging, one filling buckets and one emptying them – was the most
effective arrangement. No more than five people could work in a space of 5 metres,
however (Broes et al. 2007, 142). A foreman was also considered essential in order to
coordinate the operation. The experiment lasted for 27 hours in total and established
that, on average, teams of 2 – 4 removed 24 10-litre buckets of soil per hour. For a 10hour working day this equated to 240 buckets, or 2.4m3 of soil. Broes and Bosquet
(2007, 142) noted that this figure is significantly higher than those presented in similar
experiments (e.g. Jewell 1963). It would have taken 30 people around 12 days to dig
the ditch at Darion, based on these rates of working (Broes et al. 2007, 147).
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Figure 2.12 - Volunteers use replica wooden spades to create the 'V' shaped ditch profile (Broes et al. 2007, 143)

Digging and earth moving also featured prominently in the construction of the
Mississippian mound complex at Cahokia, Illinois. In order to better estimate the
quantities of labour required for their construction, George Milner and colleagues
organised the experimental excavation of earth using chipped stone hoes, resembling
those used in the 11th- 15th-century Mississippian period (Milner et al. 2010, 103). The
experiment took place at an unspecified location in Mexico and involved five
individuals, two of whom were Maya labourers. The author and colleagues excavated
c. 20-30cm wide trenches, whilst the Mayan workmen opened small excavation units.
The soil was a compact loam with rare and occasional inclusions of stones. The
average excavation rate over a 5-hour day was 1.13m3, although for the Mayan
workmen it was 1.36m3 (Milner et al. 2010, 108). The experiment established that the
soil condition did not have any serious effect on the rate of excavation, although the
presence of stones roughly halved it.

In 1999 a programme of experimental archaeology was initiated in order to better
understand the historic labour requirements and the function of terraces observed at
Cerro Juanaqueña in northern Chihuahua, Mexico (Hard et al. 1999). 500 such
terraces exist and were constructed in 1150BC by Native American populations. Their
construction demanded the procurement and transport of vast quantities of earth and
stone. The experiment involved the construction of two replica terraces, the largest of
which measured approximately 15m x 10m (see Figure 2.13). It was situated on a
hillside north of Cerro Juanaqueña that adequately resembled the archaeological site.
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It exhibited a slope of around 20 degrees and contained an abundance of surface
basalt boulders.

Figure 2.13 - The experimental terrace constructed near Cerro Juanaqueña (Hard et al. 1999, 137)

The experimental terraces were constructed using wooden digging sticks, metal picks
and metal buckets. Their construction constituted five main stages: vegetation
clearance, outlining the feature with rocks, berm construction, laying the rock rubble
layer, capping the platform with sediment (Hard et al. 1999, 136). All the rocks used to
mark out the feature and construct the berm were initially collected from a 350m2 area.
No block was transported more than 15m. As surface rocks were exhausted the team
swapped to working in threes and dug shallow stones out using sticks. Once the berm
was constructed it was filled with cobbles. Finally, the nearby silty, compacted
sediments were loosened with digging sticks and scooped by hand into 12-litre metal
buckets. The time taken for each stage of construction is summarised in Table 2.1.
Although the terrace was only partially constructed, (Hard et al. 1999, 138) calculated
that it would have taken 65 hours to complete and would have contained approximately
28m3 of rock and 4.3m3 of sediment.
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Table 2.1 - Time taken to complete various stages of the experimental terrace construction (Hard et al. 1999, 138)

Toussaint (2009, 68) remarked that it would be difficult to compare his own results with
those obtained from other studies (e.g. Bostyn et al. 2007), as these have involved the
construction of different structures, often in different natural environments and with
different experimental procedures. The above summary of experimental digging studies
further emphasises this point. Erasmus’s (1965) study shows the distance of the spoil
heap from the point of extraction is an important factor in determining the rate of
digging. Yet many experimental studies have not recorded this variable (e.g. Bostyn et
al. 2007; Hard et al. 1999; Lane Fox 1876; Milner et al. 2010) The work of Milner et al.
(2010) revealed how inclusions in the soil can reduce the speed of digging by as much
as 50%, yet the only other study that recorded soil stratigraphy in detail was by
Toussaint (2009).

Finally, Jewell (1963) suggested that the lower rate of extraction for Overton Down
volunteers using ‘ancient’ tools could be attributed wholly to the inefficiency of their
scapulae shovels. Indeed, the use of replica wooden spades by Broes and Bosquet
(2007) meant that they doubled Jewel’s (1963) rate of extraction. With this in mind it is
questionable as to whether Neolithic diggers would have operated without using
wooden spades. Are experimental studies excluding their use simply reflecting the poor
preservation of this tool? There are further problems associated with establishing likely
rates of working in antiquity. Abrams (1994) noted that the experimental carving of tuff
with stone tools was slower than with metal tools by a ratio of 1.5:1. This ratio was then
used to ‘adjust’ data relating to the speed of quarrying with metal tools, as no
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0.16

Chalk

5

55

0.33

0.36

0.08

Chalk

4

103

0.77

0.45

0.12

Chalk

4

200

1.25

0.38

0.1

Chalk

4

145

0.87

0.36

0.09

Chalk

3

40

0.47

0.71

0.24

Chalk

3

60

0.47

0.47

0.16

Soil

2

360

3.62

0.61

0.31

Soil

2

360

2.05

0.35

0.18

Soil

3

300

0.89

0.18

0.06

scapulae shovels.
Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Overton down (Jewell,

Antler picks, tine

1963:53-4)

wedges, wooden mauls
scapulae shovels.

Sonara, Mexico

Digging stick, tin can,

(Erasmus, 1965)

hand-filled

Sonara, Mexico

Digging stick, tin can,

(Erasmus, 1965)

hand-filled

Flins-sur-Seine (Bostyn

Antler picks, flint adzes,

et al. 2007)

wooden sticks & mauls

Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, flint pick, hoe

Soil

2

30

0.14

0.28

0.14

Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, hoes

Soil

3

60

0.17

0.17

0.06

Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, hoe, wood

Soil

2

60

0.23

0.23

0.12

spade
Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, hoe

Soil

3

240

1.82

0.46

0.16

Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, hoe

Soil

3

240

1.52

0.38

0.13

Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, hoes,

Soil

3

45

0.56

0.75

0.25

Soil

3

180

0.91

0.31

0.11

wooden spade
Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, hoe
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Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Antler pick, hoe, wooden

Soil

3

265

1.58

0.36

0.12

spade
Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Flint pick, hoe

Soil

3

265

0.9

0.21

0.07

Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Flint pick, hoe

Soil

3

210

1.06

0.31

0.11

Weris (Toussaint, 2009)

Hoe, wooden point

Soil

2

120

0.79

0.4

0.2

Belgium (Broes and

Wooden spades,

Soil

3

60

2.4

2.4

0.8

Boquet, 2007)

wooden picks

Mexico (Milner et al.,

Chert hoes

Soil

1

25.2

0.08

0.21

0.21

0.18

0.18

0.37

0.37

0.37

0.37

2010)
Mexico (Milner et al.,

5
Chert hoes

Soil

1

60

2010)
Mexico (Milner et al.,

1
Chert hoes

Soil

1

60

2010)
Mexico (Milner et al.,

0.36
7

Chert hoes

Soil

1

60

2010)
Mexico (Milner et al.,

0.17

0.36
9

Chert hoes

Soil

1

60

0.25

0.25

0.25

Chert hoes

Soil

1

243

0.60

0.16

0.16

0.12

0.12

0.2

0.2

2010)
Mexico (Milner et al.,
2010)
Mexico (Milner et al.,

9
Chert hoes

Soil

1

106.8

2010)
Mexico (Milner et al.,

0.20
2

Chert hoes

Soil

2010)

1

40.8

0.13
1

Table 2.2 - Summary of normalised rates of experimental digging

In the lower Yangzi Basin, China, Xie et al. (2015) conducted a comprehensive
experimental investigation into the construction and maintenance of Neolithic field
systems. Their experiment focused on the relative efficacy of both stone and scapulae
shovels for digging and tilling different soils. Xie et al. (2015) chose a number of
modern and ancient rice fields for the experiment. These were situated on wetland
sediments and Xiashu Loess commonly present in the lower Yangzi basin. The texture,
soil penetration resistance, water content and sand content were recorded for each
experimental location (Xie et al. 2015, 73). Three skilled farmers participated in the
experiments and used replica tools based on archaeologically preserved examples.
Each individual farmer undertook timed ‘paired’ experiments to enable fair comparison
between the stone and bone spades. This meant individuals used both the stone and
bone spades to dig (break earth) and till (break and turn earth) at each experimental
location. In addition to the rates of working achieved, Xie et al. (2015) recorded the
estimated energy costs of the activity and the rate of tool attrition. Xie’s (ibid.)
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experimental design is exemplary, though—due to the wetland conditions within which
it was conducted—its wider applicability to the digging of chalk on Wessex is somewhat
limited.

2.2.2

Megalith quarrying, transport and raising

2.2.2.1 Quarrying and extraction
In the 1950s, Antoine Zuber (1956, 198–202) conducted an experimental study into
ancient Egyptian methods of quarrying at Aswan. He aimed to replicate the methods
used to quarry hard stones, such as granite, and to ascertain whether particular tools
and techniques left identifiable tool marks. As part of his study, Zuber demonstrated
that dried wooden wedges could be used to detach small blocks of granite. He first
hammered dried wooden wedges into a line of 5cm deep slots cut into the granite with
dolerite fragments. He then soaked the wedges with water over a number of days,
causing them to expand. In total, it took fifteen days to detach a small block of granite
using this technique, excluding the time taken to prepare the tools themselves (Zuber
1956, 201–02). Zuber’s (1956) study remains the only published experiment
concerning the extraction of hard stones using wooden wedges. This relative dearth of
evidence has led scholars to question the validity of this technique and the likelihood of
its application in ancient Egypt (Arnold 1991, 280). In particular, Röder (Röder 1965)
has claimed the swelling of wooden wedges would not be able to generate sufficient
pressure to split granite.

Nevertheless, the technique is listed in the 2008 edition of QuarryScapes Guide to
Ancient Stone Quarrying Landscapes (Heldal et al. 2008), and a number of authors
have suggested wooden wedges were used at a variety of megalithic quarry sites.
Ritchie (Ritchie 1976, 51) has proposed the Stones of Stenness in Orkney may have
been quarried in this way, suggesting sea spray may have been exploited to wet
wedges inserted into coastal outcropping sandstone. It should, however, be noted that
his assertion was based on early 20th-century Orcadian anecdotes collected by
Callander and Grant (1915, 444). Atkinson (1956, 118) has also proposed the
technique was used to exploit pre-existing faults in order to obtain stone for
Stonehenge. Daniel Cilia (2004, 373) described wooden wedge quarrying as ‘well
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attested in many parts of the world’ and suggested it may have been used to obtain
Coralline rock for the megalithic Ggantija Temple in Malta.

Figure 2.14 - Possible wedge marks in rhyolite boulders at the Inca quarry of Kachiqhata. The irregular shape of the
holes, the sinuous tracing of the channel, and the pecking scars in the holes and channel strongly suggest that
channel and holes were bruised out rather than cut with a chisel (Protzen et al. 1993, 166).

On the contrary, archaeological evidence at Son Carla, Menorca indicated that the
megalith builders here did not employ wooden wedges when quarrying. Instead, fire
degraded channels undercutting individual blocks of limestone indicated pounding and
fire setting were used (Kopper et al. 1974, 165–6). Protzen and Batson (1993, 167–9)
also rejected the idea that the Incas used wooden wedges to quarry or split stone at
the quarries of Kachiqhata. Here, the pounding of grooves along natural hairline
fractures was used to split large, naturally cleaved, blocks of rhyolite. Where ‘wedge’
sockets were identified, they were argued to be too small for wooden wedges to have
been used. For Nicholson and Shaw (2000, 7) at least, the use of wooden wedges for
quarrying hard stone in Egypt, and beyond, remains contentious.

2.2.1.2 Stone tool quarrying

The quarrying of megaliths using stone tools, as opposed to wooden wedges, is better
supported by experimental studies. In 1958, Thor Heyerdahl led a Norwegian
expedition to Easter Island. Here, he initiated several experiments in which the Island’s
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local inhabitants quarried, transported and raised a replica moai statue. The quarrying
began with the mayor marking out a section of the rock face with a stone pick. Next,
five men began quarrying the rock using discarded stone picks recovered from the
base of the outcrop. They each carried a calabash of water that they used to wet the
rock to prevent splinters from flying into their eyes. Throughout the quarrying of the
stone the workers regularly changed their stone picks, which blunted quickly. The
mayor assisted in this process by frequently hammering two picks together in order to
sharpen each of them. After three days the outline of the statue was clearly visible.
Heyerdahl (1958, 138) reported that it would have taken two teams (presumably of 6)
working 12 – 15 months to quarry a medium sized statue.

2.2.2.2 Megalith transport
Water transport
In Britain, Richard Atkinson (Atkinson 1956) conducted some of the most well known
experiments regarding the transportation of megaliths. These were organised as part of
a BBC television programme focusing on the construction of Stonehenge, originally
broadcast in July 1954. Atkinson (1956) wanted to understand how the Stonehenge
bluestones were transported from their source in the Preseli Mountains to their current
location in Amesbury, Wiltshire. He reasoned that the stones were first dragged from
their quarry overland to Milford Haven, roughly following the route delineated by the
A478. From here he proposed that the stones were loaded onto a raft and sailed anticlockwise around the coast of south Pembrokeshire and eastwards into to the Severn
estuary. From here, Atkinson (Atkinson 1956, 104) suggested the stones were sailed
up the Bristol Avon, along the River Frome to the town of Frome and thence overland
to the River Wylye at Warminster. Finally, they were taken down the Wylye until it
meets the Avon at Salisbury and, from here, up to Amesbury.
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Figure 2.15 - Atkinson's experimental bluestone raft. (BBC, 1954)

In order to demonstrate the viability of this theory, Atkinson (1956, 107) experimentally
transported a concrete replica bluestone using three plank-built ‘canoes’ lashed
together by three posts. Each canoe was constructed of elm boarding and measured
twelve feet (3.7m) by two feet (0.6m) and three inches (0.08m) by one foot (0.3m) and
six inches (0.15m). The bluestone measured seven feet (2.1m) and six inches (0.15m)
by two feet (0.6) by one foot (0.3) and six inches (0.15). It weighed approximately 1.2
tonnes. Once the replica stone and a crew of four were aboard the vessel, a draught of
nine inches was noted. This crew of four easily propelled the vessel along the River
Avon with punting sticks. Atkinson (1956, 107) was satisfied with the results of this
experiment but questioned whether this type of craft could be used out at sea.

Further experimental work around the Mediterranean (Tichý 2000; Tzalas 1989) has
since demonstrated the seafaring potential of dug out canoes, however. In 1995,
Radomír Tichý sailed a dug out canoe 300km across the Aegean Sea and in 1998, he
sailed the same craft 800km along Western Mediterranean coastline. The experimental
canoe was 8.85m length overall (LOA), its beam measured 1m and it was 90cm deep.
It was based on a Neolithic example recovered from Lake Bracciano, Italy. During the
experiment the craft endured two-meter high waves and wind speeds of 7 - 9 degrees
on the Beaufort scale. In a separate experiment, a reed-boat was sailed 50km over
seven days (Tzalas 1989). This vessel carried a load of approximately half a tonne
(Peacock et al. 2010, 122).
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Figure 2.16 - The monoxylon dug out canoe on the open sea c. 1995 (Tichý 2000)

Sledges and rollers
Atkinson (1956, 109) also organised an experiment in which the replica bluestone was
mounted on a 9ft. by 4ft. wooden sledge. Thirty-two schoolboys were required to drag
the combined load (weighing some 1.5 tons) up a 4° slope. A single rope was used to
pull the sledge, to which beams of wood were fastened so haulers could work four
abreast. Rollers placed under the sledge reduced the number of haulers required by
around 50% but increased the numbers of individuals required in other ways. In
addition to those hauling, twelve people were now required to steady the load and to
remove rollers from behind the sledge and place them in its advancing path. The
experiment took place on the firm, gently sloping downs south of Stonehenge. Around
the same time, Heyerdahl (1958, 145) conducted a comparable experiment on Rapa
Nui. Here, he reported that 180 locals had dragged a 9 -10 tonne (Love 2000, 116–7)
moai an unspecified distance across sandy ground. Subsequent estimates have placed
the number of individuals involved as low as 78, however (Van Tilburg and Ralston
2005, 287).

Some years later J.P. Mohen organised the experimental transport of a replica
concrete megalith weighing 32 tonnes (Mohen 1980). The experiment took place at
Exoudun, France, just 4km away from the megalithic Tumulus de Bougon. Mohen was
interested in how many people would have been required to move the capstone of
chamber F2 at Bougon, which weighed approximately 32 tons. The was stone
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positioned onto oak trunk rollers (c. 40cm diameter), although Mohen (1980) noted that
if the stone did not have a flat bottom it would first have to be mounted on a sledge. In
one morning it was moved 40m. 170 individuals pulled on four 100m long ropes
fastened to the stone, whilst 30 individuals propelled it from behind using a number of
10m long oak levers.

Figure 2.17 - The transportation of a 32 tonne concrete block using rollers and 200 volunteers (Mohen 1980, 63).

Atkinson’s (1956) and Mohen’s (1980) experiments both involved the use of concrete
replica stones. Importantly, these cast replicas were produced with flat surfaces and
regular, predictable centres of gravity. Later work by Osenton (2001) investigated
megalith transport using natural, irregular stones. These stones were found to present
additional problems. The first experiment involved the placing of a natural 10-tonne
stone directly upon log rollers positioned on an unprepared ground surface. Osenton
(2001, 295) reported that, with such a large load, the rollers constantly jammed against
each other and that undulations in the stones surface made the stone’s movement over
the rollers erratic. The method proved partially successful with a block of 4-tonnes,
however. A short sledge mounted with a 2-tonne stone was tested next. This sledge
sat upon a track of wooden slats but proved immoveable because the sledge’s rails bit
into the wood. It was possible to pull it along slippery mud, however. Finally, a bigger,
4m long sledge was tested. A track of c. 5cm diameter rollers was laid down and the
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sledge could be pulled easily over them, even over soft ground. This technique
enabled a 4-tonne stone to be pulled up gradients of up to 1:7.

Figure 2.18 - The sledge loaded with a 3-tonne bluestone set upon rollers (Osenton 2001, 296).

The most ambitious part of Osenton’s (2001, 295) experimental programme however
was ‘The Bluestone Project’. This experiment involved the transport and raising of an
irregularly shaped 3-tonne bluestone. The very long sledge was constructed using two
7m timbers, c. 40cm in diameter, lashed together using two 3.5m cross beams. The
cross beams sat in lap joints cut into the runners using a wide-bit flint axe. Rollers
ranging in diameter from c. 30-50cm were trimmed of small branches using an axe.
The team encountered considerable problems when attempting to load the irregular
stone onto the sledge, however. The stone could not be ‘shuffled’ sideways onto the
sledge as its rough, irregular surface gripped the wood upon which it was stacked. The
fine movement of megaliths has also been recognised as problematic by Poissonnier
(1998, 14). He experimented with using cranked log rollers to move megaliths when the
use of sledges and long levers is restricted by a lack of space. He reported that an 11tonne slab had been moved by ten people in this way during an experiment at the
Museum de Préhistosite de Ramioul (Belgium). In later experiments, ten people moved
a 32-tonne slab perfectly into position on top of some supporting pillars using this
technique.
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Figure 2.19 - the 'cranked roller' technique allowed the fine positioning of megaliths when a lack of space does not
permit large sledges and long levers (Poissonnier 1998, 14).

For Osenton (2001, 297), the solution was to lift one side of the stone at a time using
levers and insert each individual sledge runner alternately. The disassembled sledge
runners were then lashed together using the cross beams with the stone in situ.
Osenton’s (2001) 7-metre long bluestone sledge weighed 5 tonnes when laden with its
3-tonne cargo. In order to move it, the sledge was first levered up onto stacking timbers
and then rollers, spaced at 1.5m intervals, were placed on the ground beneath it. 28
people were able to pull the stone 200m to the desired location at a speed of
approximately 5kph. A pit was now dug beneath the stone whilst it remained mounted
on the sledge. The stone was levered up off the sledge and raised to the correct height
by inserting timbers beneath either side of it. The stone was allowed to slide into the pit
and a small group of people easily pulled it upright. Osenton (Osenton 2001, 298)
found that operating high levers using ropes was dangerous and ineffectual. As noted
by Whitby and Richards (1997, 245–6), levers are prone to slip from pivot blocks when
placed under strain.
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Figure 2.20 - The experimental transport of a replica Moai. Loading the Moai onto the 'V'-shaped sledge (Van Tilburg
and Ralston 2005, 297).

Back on Rapa Nui, Jo Anne Van Tilburg and Ted Ralston conducted a welldocumented experiment into the transport of moai using a sledge (Van Tilburg and
Ralston 2005). This experiment involved a 10-tonne replica concrete moai. The statue
was mounted face up on a ‘V’ shaped sled composed of two 6.65m long eucalyptus
trunk runners. These runners were lashed together at one end whilst an approximately
2m long cross beam was lashed to their opposing ends. Parallel trunks of eucalyptus
were laid on the ground to act as rails, onto which wooden rollers were placed. Forty
people were able to pull the sledge around 5m before misaligned rollers caused the
sledge to slip to one side. A second test using the same system caused the rollers to
jam. Following these problematic attempts, the sledge was reconfigured to “incorporate
the physics of the Polynesian canoe ladder” (Van Tilburg and Ralston 2005). Three
‘rollers’ were firmly lashed across the underside of the sledge. When positioned on top
of the log rails, these ‘rollers’ acted as sliders and reduced the static coefficient of
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friction to around 0.2. Sliding was also enhanced by the surface gloss of the de-barked
eucalyptus. Forty people were now able to haul the statue 40m and 70m at a time.

The friction reducing power of lubricants was amply demonstrated by a comparable
experiment undertaken near Osaka, Japan. In 1978, a natural 14-tonne stone was
mounted on a reproduction shura sledge and positioned on a dry riverbed. Three
hundred able-bodied men were able to pull the sledge, where two hundred had failed
before. Afterwards the sledge was mounted on an oak log track that allowed it to pulled
much faster. When the logs were oiled with rapeseed oil the speed further increased to
4 kph. Finally, planking was laid out with the oak rollers on top which allowed just 36
men to pull the load (Shimotsuma et al. 2011, 163).

Other systems of moving megaliths: panglong, litter, sedan and shuffling
Although the sledge system is evidenced both ethnographically and archaeologically, a
number of other megalith transport systems have also been tested experimentally.
More casual experiments include those by Heizer (1966, 825) who, in 1955, noted that
basalt columns weighing between 1.5-2 tonnes could be carried by 35 men using
wooden shoulder poles and rope slings. He also recorded that in 1943, 35 men had
carried a 1-tonne sculpture upon a timber litter. Around the same time, Nepalese
couriers used this method to transport luxury cars over the mountain passes to India
(see Figure 2.21). Records indicate that around 64 men were required to transport a
stripped-down 1930s Mercedes, weighing approximately 1.5 tonnes (Bhujel 2014;
Heizer 1966, 829). The route was around 60km long, involved ascending at least
1000m and took approximately 8 days to complete (Bhujel 2014). Heavier loads (of up
to 2 ¼ tonnes, if the same ratio of individual to weight was maintained) were also
known to have been carried by 96 individuals. The above figures indicate a speed of
7.5km per day, which equates to 0.2m per second over the course of a 10-hour day.
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Figure 2.21 - Nepalese porters carry a 1.5 Mercedes to India using a sedan system (Ripley 1950, 35)

More formal experiments include those Julian Richards and engineer Mark Whitby,
who conducted a programme of experimental archaeology related to the construction
of Stonehenge (Whitby et al. 1997). The experiments were filmed and included in the
1994 television series Secrets of Lost Empires. The first experiment involved the
transport of a replica concrete ‘sarsen’ stone up a 1 in 20 slope. The replica was based
on one of the Great Trilithon’s surviving intact uprights (stone 56) and weighed
approximately 40 tons (Whitby et al. 1997, 234). A preliminary experiment involving a
10-ton stone revealed the problems associated with using rollers for transporting
megaliths. With the stone sat unsecured on loose rollers, its movement was difficult to
control, except on perfectly level ground. The load would also skid sideways if the
rollers were not placed exactly parallel to one another. On uneven ground the system
was also prone to jamming as the weight of the whole load would occasionally bear on
only one or two rollers, driving them into the ground (Whitby et al. 1997, 235).

Whitby and Richards (1997, 236) therefore settled on a system that involved a sledge
and lubricated slipway. Such a system had been earlier theorised by Garfitt (1979),
who referred to it as the panglong system. Whitby and Richards’ (1997) sledge was
fashioned from a single slab of oak approximately 5m long, 1m wide and 0.3m deep.
When unladen it weighed around 1 ton. Once the stone was lashed to the sledge it was
set on a slipway. The slipway comprised pairs of approximately 200 mm square timber
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rails greased with modern Shell grease. All rope used in the experiment was modern
and made from hemp using traditional manufacturing techniques.

Figure 2.22 - Section drawing of the sledge, stone and rail arranged in the panglong system (Whitby et al. 1997, 237)

A mixed group of 130 volunteers were available for the experiment. They were divided
into four teams and co-ordinated by a single supervisor. Only 60 individuals were
required to pull the stone down the slope using this system. A much larger force of 130
was required to pull the stone back up the hill, however. Initially the stone was
impossible to move as it had become stuck to the rails, although this was overcome by
rocking the stone from side to side with levers whilst it was being pulled. The stone was
moved five times, or a total distance of 750m, during the one-day long experiment.
Using this system, Whitby and Richards (1997, 238) estimated that a stone this size
could be transported up a 1 in 20 slope in excess of 1km per day. On level terrain, or
downhill, a distance of over 10km per day could be achieved. 50kg of grease was used
during the experiment. A single journey of 42km would therefore require 2.1 tonnes of
grease.

Engineer Dick Parry (2000, 189–90) however, has suggested that producing enough
grease to transport c. 75 sarsens in this manner would be damaging to a pastoral
economy. Parry (2000, 188–9) therefore explored methods of transportation that
minimised human effort. Interested in the construction of Stonehenge, he conducted an
experiment involving the transport of a 3-tonne concrete block at Carne Meini. By
lashing twelve modified logs to it, the block was converted to an approximately
cylindrical shape. This enabled 22 people to haul the block up a 1:7 slope at fast
walking pace. Parry (2000, 186–7) noted however, that unless dressed, the irregular
surface of quarried stone could undermine the viability of this method. In this case, he
favoured the idea of sledge based transport.
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Figure 2.23 - The 'rolling cylinder' with peripheral pull method (Parry 2000, 189).

The previously mentioned experimental studies focusing on the transportation of the
moai statues of Rapa Nui have also produced a variety of novel experiments. Following
Heyedhal’s (1956) experiments with dragging a prone statue, Charles Love (1990)
proposed the statues could have instead been transported whilst stood upright. His
experiments with a 9-tonne concrete moai replica in Wyoming, in 1985, showed that
the statue could indeed be moved whilst upright, at least on flat ground. In order to
edge the statue forward it was titled and twisted using a wooden cross bar strapped to
its back. 25 people also succeeded in pulling the statue over log rollers after it had
been fitted with wooden ‘skis’ (Love 2000, 117). Around the same time, Pavel (1995)
conducted a comparable pair of experiments that explored the ‘walking’ hypothesis in
more detail. The first took place in the Czech Republic and involved a 4.5m high
concrete moai that weighed 12 tonnes. Pavel (1995, 69) tied ropes to the head and
base of the statue. Nine men pulled on the ropes tied to the statue’s head and were
able to tilt the statue from side to side. Meanwhile, a further eight men pulled on the
ropes attached the statue’s base, twisting the elevated side of the statue forward
alternately.
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Figure 2.24 - 3m tall, 4.35 tonne moai being ‘walked’ forward (Lipo et al. 2013, 2864)

Two further experiments were conducted on Rapa Nui and involved moving actual
moai using the same method (Pavel 1995, 69–70). A 2.8-metre tall statue that weighed
4 – 5 tonnes took three men to tilt it and five men to twist it forward. A 4-meter tall
statue that weighed 9 tonnes required seven people to tilt it and nine to twist it. Tilburg
(1995, 36) has pointed out that both these upright transport experiments were
problematic, however: the replica statue crashed down during the roller experiment in
Wyoming and the moai base was damaged during the walking experiments on Rapa
Nui. More recently, the viability of this technique has been bolstered by experimental
work conducted on Rapa Nui by Lipo et al. (2013). A precise 4.35-tonne replica moai
was successfully ‘walked’ 100m in 40 minutes by a minimum group of 18. The majority
of this group (10) were required to maintain tension on a ‘retaining’ rope that ran out
behind the walking moai to prevent it from falling forwards (Lipo et al. 2013, 2865). The
authors argue that the shape of the statues themselves, with a centre of mass close to,
or beyond, their front edge is evidence that they were designed to be transported in
this manner (Lipo et al. 2013, 2861).
2.2.2.3 Megalith raising

The raising of megaliths presents a different set of problems. Here, the bulk of the
weight must be manoeuvred, with some degree of accuracy, into a prepared socket or
space. Numerous experiments have demonstrated the viability of a range of
techniques. Thor Heyerdahl conducted one of the earliest studies, which involved the
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raising of moai statue by around twelve men on Rapa Nui. The statue, which was
found lying face down, measured ten feet across the shoulders and probably weighed
25-30 tonnes (Heyerdahl 1958, 145). Initially, three poles operated by 3-4 men were
wedged under the statue’s face. These were then used to lever the statue up a
scarcely perceptible distance. As it was levered, the mayor inserted first small stones,
and then larger ones, under the statue’s face. By evening the statue had been raised
three foot at one end (Heyerdahl 1958, 145). The next day two poles, each operated by
five men, were used to lever up the right side of the statue, and then the left, whilst
more stones were placed underneath it.

The process continued for nine days, by which time the still horizontal statue had been
elevated twelve feet at the highest point. Men now operated the levers by dangling
from ropes fastened to them. Very large boulders were now used to raise the statue
and each one was positioned carefully to ensure the statue did not slip. As a
preventative measure ropes were fastened around the giant’s forehead and staked into
the ground either side of it. Finally, stones were added beneath the face and chest of
the statue to raise it into an upright position. Eventually, the statue slid from the pile of
stones and – after the dust had settled – stood triumphantly upon its original platform.
Eleven men, three poles and several ropes had raised a 25-30 tonne statue in eighteen
days (Heyerdahl 1958, 145).

Mohen’s (1980) experiments also involved the raising of the stone onto a set pillars.
Three 10m long levers were used to raise one side of the stone 50cm at a time.
Wooden chocks were inserted to keep the block at this level whilst the operation was
repeated on the opposite side of the stone. Split log scaffolding was then slid under the
stone to keep it at this height and the raising process was repeated until the desired
height was achieved. The second experiment involved raising the 40-ton replica stone
into a vertical position. Several previously published theories (e.g. Atkinson 1956, 148)
regarding how to achieve this were considered but ultimately rejected as their labour
demands were considered too high. Whitby and Richards (1997, 279) calculated that
either levering the stone up from its top end or hauling it up using an ‘A’ frame would
require a lifting force of 20 tonnes, 3.5 times greater than the 6 tonnes that could be
generated by their team of 130 volunteers. They were also concerned that both these
methods could cause the stone to slide horizontally forward and jam against the far
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side of the socket. A pivot-based method for rotating the upright by 70° was developed
(see Figure 2.25).

To begin with, an experimental stone hole was dug. The shape and depth of stone 56’s
socket has been known for some time, so this was used as a guide (Whitby et al. 1997,
234). The recumbent stone was then mounted on a small sledge and dragged up an
earthen ramp beside the stone socket, so that it was 1500mm above the ground
surface. A hard pivot stone, triangular in section, was cast out of cement and set into
the end of the ramp nearest the stone socket. The mounted replica stone was now
dragged further up the ramp so the leading lip of the sledge was positioned just above
the pivot stone and the majority of the stone overhung the socket. A set of six 1-tonne
tilting stones were then dragged to the overhanging end of the replica, causing it to
overbalance, pivot on the lip of the sledge and rotate 70° degrees before falling into the
socket. In support of this theory Whitby and Richard’s (1997, 239) note that the pivot
stoned employed during this experiment is ‘reminiscent’ of some of the wedge shaped
stones in the sarsen circle at Stonehenge, although no stone numbers are supplied.

Figure 2.25 - Whitby and Richard's (1997: 241) method for raising the replica uprights
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The second phase of the stone raising experiment was to rotate the replica stone into a
fully upright position. With the stone now at 70°, Whitby and Richards (1997, 242)
calculated a force of 10 tonnes was needed to haul it upright. An ‘A’ frame lever system
was developed to allow the team of 130 haulers to generate the required force (see
Figure 2.26). Wooden poles were lashed together to create an ‘A’ shaped frame, the
base of which was set in the ground. Hauling ropes were attached to the top of the
frame, whilst ropes attached to the stone were secured to a point one third of the way
up the frame. This multiplied the haulers force by three to a maximum of 12 tonnes.
130 people successfully raised the stone. Packing material and loose stone were
thrown behind it to secure it.

Figure 2.26 - The 'A' Frame lever system used to haul the stone upright from 70° (Whitby et al. 1997, 243)

The final experiment investigated the methods used to raise the lintels at Stonehenge.
Two methods were trialled: the timber ‘crib’ method and the ramp method (Whitby et al.
1997, 256–6). The ‘crib’ method involved the raising of the lintel approximately 100mm
at a time. This was achieved by alternately levering each end of the lintel using
squared lengths of wood. As each end was levered a 100mm squared railway sleeper
was inserted underneath. Once the lintel had been raised on both sides a lattice of
railway sleepers were laid on top of one another to create a working platform at the
same height as the lintel. The process was repeated until the lintel was at the desired
height. The levers were operated using ropes once they were too high to be operated
from the ground. Two hundred, 4.5m long, tree trunks could provide enough timber for
this operation. Osenton’s (2001: 294) megalith raising experiments using round timber
highlighted a problem which was not evident during Whitby and Richard’s (1997)
examination of the crib technique, however. Osenton (2001: 294) observed that when
round wood is split and faced lengthways, the finished surface becomes convex as it
dries making the length unstable when used for stacking.
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Figure 2.27 - The 'crib' method being used to raise the lintel 100mm at a time (Whitby et al. 1997, 244)

Whitby and Richard (1997, 246) also experimented with another technique for raising
the sarsen lintels at Stonehenge . The ramp method involved the construction of a 30°
degree ramp from the ground up to the tops of the uprights. Three parallel wooden rails
were built into the ramp, which acted as a slipway as in the previous experiment. The
final section of rail protruded over the lip of the ramp. This section was designed to
break and pivot under the weight of the lintel so it could be dragged into its final
position. In order to raise the lintel it was first mounted on a small sledge, perpendicular
to the ramp and rails. Three notches had been cut into the bottom of the sledge so that
it would engage the rails. A force of 6 tonnes was required to haul the lintel up the
greased ramp rails and the ‘A’ frame lever system was used again to ensure the
remaining 90 volunteers could generate this force. After each haul the lintel was
fastened to the ramp whilst the ‘A’ frame was reset. It took three hours to raise the lintel
in this way, although a further four were spent fitting the lintel over the tenons using
levers and rollers.

In 1990, Pavel (Pavel 1992, 289–91) organised the experimental raising of a concrete
lintel at Strakonice, former Czechoslovakia. He was interested in how this was
achieved during the construction of Stonehenge. Two 3.9m tall concrete replica
uprights were first erected by machine. Each weighed 5.125 tonnes and was
manufactured according to the dimensions given by B.K. Davison of English Heritage.
Next, two 10m long oak beams were leant up against the front of the uprights (see
Figure 2.28). These beams had previously been debarked and greased with fat. The
diameter of each beam was approximately 40cm. Next, the lintel was leant up against
the lower part of the beams with its long axes perpendicular to them.
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Two 45m long ropes (30mm diameter) were looped twice around either end of the
lintel. Each rope was then fastened to a lever positioned across the top of the upright.
The levers were made from 4.5m long spruce beams with an average diameter of
25cm and their longer ends protruded out behind the uprights. By pulling down on the
levers the lintel was hauled up the rails. A cross beam was fastened beneath the lintel
after every haul to prevent it from slipping back down. Pavel (Pavel 1992, 390)
reported that a force of around 30,000 Newtons was needed to haul the lintel up the
rails. Using this method, seven people were able to generate this force. The lintel was
successfully placed on the uprights. It took half a day to raise the lintel halfway up the
rails. The lintel also fell down part way through the experiment. Whilst Pavel’s (1992)
study remains plausible it is difficult to evaluate because of a lack of data; no weight for
example is provided for the lintel, nor is the angle of rail given, or the time taken for the
hauling.

Figure 2.28 - Raising the lintel using the 'lever and rail' method (Pavel 1992, 389)

Clifford Osenton (2001) also investigated a number of simple techniques for extracting,
transporting and raising megaliths. The study criticised earlier comparable experiments
(e.g. Whitby et al. 1997) for their inclusion of modern construction technology and
practices. This study exclusively used demonstrably Neolithic technology, such as
broad bit stone axes and round timber. Accurate measuring or weighing devices were
prohibited too. The objective of the main experiment was extract an irregularly shaped
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3-tonne bluestone, transport it 200m and raise it into a vertical position (Osenton 2001,
293). A number of smaller experiments involving the construction of three replica
dolmen were also conducted, however. Two men, who achieved a lift ratio of 100:1,
built each dolmen. The 5-tonne capstones were lifted using a 3m long wooden pole
along three axis lines near the stone’s point of balance. Using this technique the
capstones were raised incrementally to a height of 1m. Rubble was inserted beneath
the capstone as it was raised. Finally, supports were inserted and the rubble removed.

Figure 2.29 - This dolmen (with 5-tonne capstone) was built by two men using 3m long wood levers used to lift the
capstone along axis near its point of balance (Osenton 2001, 294).

2.3

Conclusions

The experiments collated in this chapter further problematise the straightforward
establishment of ‘common practice’ for digging. In particular Toussaint’s (2009, 69)
observation that leaving a baulk and then subsequently removing it vastly decreases
the time required to dig a given volume of dich. Furthermore, the work of Milner et al.
(2010) in Mexico revealed how inclusions in the soil could reduce the speed of digging
by as much as 50%. Neither of the above considerations were incorporated in
Atkinson’s (1961) experiments. Further issues are also raised by assumptions implicit
in the above experiments. At Overton Down experimental earthwork, for example,
Jewell (1963) suggested that the lower rate of extraction recorded for volunteers using
‘ancient’ tools could be attributed wholly to the inefficiency of their scapula shovels.
Indeed, the use of replica wooden spades by Broes and Bosquet (2007) meant that
they doubled Jewell’s (1963) rate of extraction. With this in mind, it is questionable as
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to whether Neolithic diggers would have operated without using wooden spades given
the relative ease with which they could have been manufactured (Broes et al. 2007,
135–9). Are experimental studies excluding their use simply reflecting the poor
preservation of this tool?

Figure 2.30 - Nigerian workers 'sweeping' dirt through their legs using stone-bladed hoes to build an embankment
(Shaw 1970, 381)

Furthermore, there are entirely different methods of working that are not apparent to
many experimental archaeologists or have in any case not been trialled. Shaw’s (1970)
observations of a large group of villagers constructing an earthen bank in Eastern
Nigeria reinforces this point. Here, huge numbers of villagers formed a series of human
chains and ‘swept’ material back between their legs using stone-bladed hoes (Figure
2.30). Fleming (1973, 178) has raised similar concerns. He has questioned the implicit
assumption that metrics produced by modern participants in experiments should be
used to simulate prehistoric populations’ rates of working. Given the variability in
individual strength and skill observable today, using one or two rates from such
experiments to predict prehistoric construction times could produce highly misleading
results. Certainly, the overall diversity in experimentally derived digging rates (see
Table 2.2) suggests a broad range of rates could conceivably be applicable.
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As detailed by McCurdy and Abrams (2019, 5), however, discernible ergonomic ranges
emerge when many experimental and ethnographic rates for a single activity are
collated together (e.g 2019: Table 1.1). Variation between these recorded rates can
subsequently be attributed to knowable factors, such as soil composition. It is only
realistic to address some of the issues raised above in the context of the present study,
which requires estimating the labour of some 3,000 different structures. For example,
the rate of digging through different soil and bedrock mediums can (and is) controlled
for, where appropriate and informative datasets exist (e.g. bedrock geology or
superficial deposit models, see Chapter 6). Furthermore, Abrams (1994) has reiterated
that the objective of architectural energetics is not to produce figures that describe
historical reality, but rather figures based on reasonable estimates that facilitate fair
comparison between archaeological sites and structures.
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3 The monuments of Northern Wessex
The geology of prehistoric Wessex is mostly chalk and includes members of the Lower,
Middle and Upper chalk subgroups (Bristow et al. 1997). The dominant group is the
Upper Chalk, which forms an escarpment that runs continuously from Salisbury Plain in
the northeast to Dorchester in the southwest. The greensands of the Vale of Pewsey
provide the only major interruption and form a small finger-like west-east promontory
that separates the northern Marlborough and southern Salisbury plains. Further south,
Portland and Purbeck limestones and clays intrude from the west and underlie the
westernmost part of Cranbourne Chase. The chalk of Salisbury Plain is made up of
Seaford, Newhaven and Lewes Nodular chalk formations. It is some 200m thick and is
regularly bisected by deep river and winterbourne valleys. Deposits of clay-with-flints
are occasionally present on elevated areas of chalkland throughout Wessex, although
this is more widespread in Hampshire than Wiltshire and Dorset (Field 2008, 113).
Members of the Upper Chalk group contain bands of flints that have proved a focus for
prehistoric activity since the early Neolithic (McOmish et al. 2002, 5).

Figure 3.1 - Geology of the Wessex region with major watercourses
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3.1

Monuments of mobilization

The temporal scope of this thesis spans over 2,000 years, from the beginning of the
Neolithic (c. 4000 cal. BC) to part way through the Early Bronze Age period, around c.
2000 cal. BC. The geographical scope is similarly wide, encompassing multiple areas
with their own rich and complex history of prehistoric monumentality. Such a broad
remit precludes any comprehensive account of the archaeology, although information
that commonly forms part of these routine summaries—dimensions of structures,
chronology etc.—were collated as part of the study and can be found in tabulated form
in Appendix 1. However, it is necessary to convey at least some sense of familiarity of
the types of structure and locations later discussed at length, if only so the following
chapters might be more easily followed. Presently, a necessarily brief account of the
main types of prehistoric structure constructed over the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age
is provided. Where available, additional detail is devoted to any observations
specifically relating to the construction of these types of monument.

3.1.1

Early and Middle Neolithic

Ashbee (1970, 13) describes a long barrow as an elongated mound with flanking
quarry ditches. The form was first recognised by John Aubrey who referred to them as
‘sepulchres’ in the 17th century (Camden 1610). Around 100 years later, Sir Richard
Colt Hoare formally established the term ‘long barrow’ and further sub-divided it using
the shape of the mounds and the form of their enclosing ditches (Kinnes 1992, 57).
Field (2006, 57–66) has described three basic subtypes of long barrow based on their
appearance in plan view; trapezoidal, rectangular and ovoid. Long barrows at Tilshead,
Norton Bavant and Boles Barrow, which are all located in Wiltshire, are just three
examples of the many trapezoidal long barrows in Wessex, whilst Old Ditch long
barrow, a ‘bank barrow’ also found in Wiltshire, is one of the few rectangular examples.

Oval long barrows are rarer but most common in south Wessex, one example being
Thickthorn Down, Dorset (Field 2006, 57–66). In Wessex, as is the case nationally,
most mounds are between 26-50m long and oriented with the larger ends facing
eastwards, although considerably more deviate from this orientation by up to 45
degrees than anywhere else (Kinnes 1992, 222). Long barrow width can vary from 8m
up to 45m but many of around 20m wide or so. Ploughing has variably reduced long
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barrows’ heights and made it difficult to cross check and verify previous height
measurements. Nevertheless, on Salisbury Plain Field (2006, 68) has noted that
barrows tend to fall into two groups based on their heights: they are either around 1m
in height or between 2.5-3m.

Figure 3.2 - Long barrow plans from the Stonehenge environs A: Netheravon 6 B: Milston 1 C: Durrington 24 D:
Amesbury 42 (Darvill 2005, 42)

The earliest long barrows are some of the earliest forms of Neolithic monument in
England. Near Stonehenge, programmes of radiocarbon dating have indicated that the
non-megalithic long barrows of Amesbury 42 and Netheravon Bake (Richards 1990)
were constructed around 3630-3370 cal. BC (Thomas et al. 2009, 51) and 3640-3520
cal. BC (Whittle et al. 2011, 198) respectively. Winterbourne Stoke 1, situated just over
2km to the southeast of Stonehenge, has recently been dated to 3630–3360 cal. BC
(S. Greaney 2015, pers. comms.) Outside of the Stonehenge environs, long barrows in
Wessex were generally constructed slightly earlier. Around 10km to the south-east of
Stonehenge, the construction of Fussell’s Lodge (Ashbee 1966) has been placed
around 3630 cal. BC (Wysocki et al. 2007). To the east, Nutbane, near Penton Grafton
in Hampshire (Morgan 1959) was probably built around 3650 cal. BC (Whittle et al.
2007: 127) and north of Salisbury plain near Avebury, the construction of the West
Kennet chambered long barrow has been placed at 3670–3635 cal. BC (Bayliss,
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Whittle, et al. 2007). Nearby, South Street long barrow has been dated to 3640-3350
cal. BC from charcoal found in the fill of its northern ditch (Whittle 1993, 32). Also in
Avebury, Horslip long barrow has been assigned a date of 4231-3814 cal. BC (Whittle
1993), although Schulting (2000) has also expressed doubts over this early
chronology.

Causewayed ‘camps’, or enclosures, are another Early Neolithic form of monument
common to Wessex that chronologically overlap with long barrows. Harding (1995,
120) has identified 9 examples across the entirety of Wessex, although a total of 66 are
distributed across most of the southern half of England (Oswald et al. 2001, 80).
Including a recently discovered example at Larkhill (Krakowka 2017), there are seven
of these structures that fall in around the Marlborough Downs and Salisbury Plain.
Much like long barrows, they sometimes constructed in upland, forested zones
between and away from probable early Neolithic settlements (Bradley 1993, 50),
although many examples are also found in riverine locations and along valley sides too
(Oswald et al. 2001). The term itself was first used by Cecil Curwen (1930) who
successfully distinguished Neolithic causewayed camps from the superficially similar
but far more abundant Iron Age hill forts. An array of material culture and human
remains have been recovered from both within the enclosures and their ditches but, as
yet, no clear singular function has emerged (Drewett et al. 1977, 222; Thomas 1991,
33–8). Given this diversity, Mercer (1980, 65) recommended that the term should only
be used to refer to how a monument was built, rather than what it was used for.

Oswald et al. (2001, 35–54) has outlined a number of constructional elements that
define a causewayed enclosure. He suggested that an interrupted, or causewayed,
ditch, internal bank and timber palisade are the identifying features of this class of
monument. The elements can be combined in a number of ways but in plan the
monument should generally appear elliptical or sub-circular. Roger Palmer (1976, 169
fig. 5) used the number and spacing of the ditch circuits to further divide this
classification. Some of the most extensively excavated causewayed enclosures are
found in Wessex. A recent programme of radiocarbon dating within a Bayesian
statistical framework (Whittle et al. 2011) now places the construction of all
causewayed enclosures in northern Wessex to within a 200 year period from 3750–
3550 cal. BC. In terms of construction, Oswald (2001, 35–8) notes that the ditches of
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causewayed enclosures can be subjected to multiple episodes of recutting, which may
or may not respect the original plan of the ditch and causeways.

Cursus monuments come somewhat later in the chronological sequence of northern
Wessex. These enigmatic earthworks are usually constructed by the digging of two
shallow, parallel ditches with banks to create a long, linear monument (Cummings
2017, 125). There is often very little deposited in their ditches, making them difficult to
date. There are just two examples that fall within northern Wessex, both of which are
associated with Stonehenge: the Greater Stonehenge Cursus and the Lesser
Stonehenge Curses. The former of these has been successfully dated to the between
3630–3370 cal. BC, based on a radiocarbon determination obtained from an antler
recovered from the base of the ditch (Thomas et al. 2009). As demonstrated by
Loveday (1985, 6–7), most known examples in the Britain fall within the Midlands, East
Anglia and south central England, although the slighter form of these monuments in
comparison with other prehistoric earthworks makes preservation bias a greater
problem when assessing their distribution.

Whittle et al.’s (2007) recent remodelling of radiocarbon dates for earlier Neolithic
constructions such as Lambourne, Nutbane, Millbarrow, West Kennet and Fussell’s
lodge long barrows, all indicated fairly short sequences of construction, punctuated by
shorter periods of disuse (Bayliss, Whittle, et al. 2007; Bayliss, Benson, et al. 2007;
Whittle, Bayliss, et al. 2007; Whittle, Barclay, et al. 2007; Wysocki et al. 2007). Long
barrows, it seems, often emerged through one or more rather rapid and ‘goalorientated’ building projects—beginning with mortuary structures and ending with long
mounds—that were probably undertaken by the same individuals, or the following
generation (Whittle, Barclay, et al. 2007, 129). Full remodelling of a site following a
break of over a 100 years or more after its initial inception—like that noted at
Wayland’s Smithy (Whittle, Bayliss, et al. 2007)—was more the exception than the rule.
Further afield, radiocarbon dating from the enormous funerary structures at Hazleton
North, Gloucester (Saville 1990) and Prissé-la-Charrière, in western France, has
demonstrated that these too were built more or less continuously, indicating raw size
and complexity are poor guides to longevity of construction during this period. In rare
cases, dendrochronology can provide even greater resolution in terms of the duration
of constructional sequences of prehistoric features. For example, all the sampled
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timbers used in the 2km-long Neolithic sweet track were likely felled—and presumably
used to build the track—over a two year period (3808–3807 BC) (Hillam et al. 1990).

Whittle et al. (2010, 81) have also recently remodelled the chronology of the
construction of Windmill Hill. Their model shows that all of the three ditch circuits was
probably built within a period between 5–75 years. A comparable duration of
construction has now been demonstrated at Hambledon Hill, in Dorset. Here, the vast
majority of dated enclosure ditches were built in 37th century cal. BC (Mercer et al.
2014, 405), although use of the enclosure persisted for several centuries afterwards.

3.1.2

Later Neolithic

The henge monuments of northern Wessex represent a diverse set of structures, in
terms of both scale and format. In ‘essence’, however, a henge is traditionally defined
as a circular or sub-circular ditch and outer bank, with at least one entrance usually, but
not always, found to the north-east (Harding 1987). The enclosure at Stonehenge, one
of the earliest known examples dating to just after the 3rd millennium cal. BC, forms a
well-known inversion of the ditch and bank arrangement (Parker Pearson 2016a) and,
as Pollard (2012, 94) has written, the diversity of structures that henges can enclose—
from timber circles, stone circles, smaller henges etc.—also raises further concerns
around the historical authenticity and analytical value of the term that we have become
so accustomed to using.

Henges and stone circles are usually located near to rivers or otherwise watery places
(Richards 1996) and typically sit along the valley floor. Several of the larger examples
in northern Wessex—Marden, Durrington Walls and Avebury—are positioned less than
1km away from extant, or in the latter case recently extinct, confluences of major rivers.
These larger structures also tend to date to the later part of the Late Neolithic—
probably between 2800–2500 cal. BC—whilst the recently discovered henge at West
Amesbury ‘Bluestone henge’ (Allen et al. 2016) sometime after this . Like that at
Stonehenge, smaller examples, such as Coneybury henge, probably date to the early
3rd millennium cal. BC (Pollard 2012, 93). A variety of material has been retrieved from
henge banks and ditches, leaving no clear clue as to their function, if any. An already
ancient cattle skull was left in the ditch at Stonehenge (Thomas 2000, 662), whilst the
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terminal of the ditch at Durrington Walls, discussed below, yielded a vast array of antler
picks (Wainwright 1968).

Somewhat less secure chronologies exist for the duration of the construction of later
Neolithic monuments, including most of the major henges and stone circles within the
study area. It is important to first distinguish between long and short chronologies as
they relate to the construction of elements of a site or the overall site itself. Short
chronologies relating to the former only imply the individual element of a site to which
the term is applied (e.g. a henge bank) were built quickly and continuously. In contrast,
a site with a long chronology implies the construction of its individual, constitutive
elements (e.g. henge bank, internal features etc.) took place over a long period of time
(e.g. Avebury, see Gillings et al. 2019, 361). In this way, it is possible for a site with a
long chronology to comprise multiple elements with short chronologies.

Pitts and Whittle (1992) have suggested that, at face value, the available radiocarbon
determinations from Avebury indicate a broadly unitary construction of henge and
stone circle, although a well-developed turf line in the henge bank probably indicated at
least one real break in construction (Pitts et al. 1992, 206). Without a detailed
assessment it is difficult to know the duration of the break, although the Overton Down
experimental earthwork has demonstrated that turf can form rapidly on chalk banks. In
this respect, it is perhaps more significant that multiple turf lines are conspicuously
absent from excavated sections through the banks of Avebury. Multiple phases of
construction have been identified at other major henges, such as Durrington Walls,
where scores of what in all probability are enormous, ramped timber post holes (cf
Gaffney et al. 2018), have recently been detected running along a substantial length of
the southern bank. Excavation of bank itself (Parker Pearson et al. 2005) revealed no
obvious breaks in construction and clearly visible tip lines comprising large,
unweathered lumps of chalk demonstrate that the surface was not left exposed long
enough for even initial fracturing of chalk to occur (see Figure 3.3 and also Chapter 4).
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Figure 3.3 – An excavated section through the henge bank at Durrington Walls showing the tip lines of two separate
dumps of chalk. Note the presence of large, unweathered blocks of chalk throughout.

3.1.3

Chalcolithic & Early Bronze Age

The nature of monumentality shifted somewhat from c. 2450 cal. BC onwards, with the
construction of a variety of new types of monumental structure. Some of the earliest
constructions from this period are embanked avenues, of the sort found at Stonehenge
(Allen et al. 2016; Clay 1927; Atkinson 1983) and Durrington Walls (Parker Pearson et
al. 2006). Recent dating of the Stonehenge avenue demonstrates that it was most
likely constructed in the later 24th century cal. BC (Marshall et al. 2012). These simple
constructions physically linked pairs of pre-existing, later Neolithic monuments
together, one of which was usually located near a river. Structurally they comprised,
parallel linear ditches or gulleys with corresponding low, external banks with overall
lengths of up to around 2.5–3km. At Durrington Walls evidence of metaling in the form
of rammed flint surface was also detected (Parker Pearson et al. 2006, 238). At least
two megalithic avenues—the Beckhampton and West Kennet avenues—are known to
exist on the North Wiltshire Downs. These structures shared many features of
embanked avenues although they delineated paths with opposing pairs of standing
stones set within sockets dug into the chalk.

Monumental mounds, or tumuli were also constructed during this period. On the North
Wiltshire Downs the Marlborough mound has recently been dated to the later 3rd
millennium cal. BC, making it broadly contemporary with the nearby mound of Silbury
Hill and that found at Hatfield, to the south on the Vale of Pewsey (Leary et al. 2013).
These enigmatic, eventually conical constructions ranged from 11.5–40 m in height
and began with substantial deposits of clay and river gravel, before copious quantities
of fragmented chalk were added, most likely dug out of surrounding ditches (Leary
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2014). In terms of duration of construction, the mounds at Marlborough and Silbury Hill
appear to be the result of much longer, incremental processes of construction, each
lasting several hundred years (Leary et al. 2013, 155–56).

Across northern Wessex, scores of round barrows began to be built towards the end of
the 3rd millennium BC, a practice that continued throughout the Bronze Age. On the
whole these round mounds contained human burials and were often built in groups, or
cemeteries, along high ridges. In plan, the distribution of members of the same group
varied and Fleming (1971, 141) proposed the existence of different kinds of cemetery,
including linear, dispersed, and nucleated. The constructions themselves vary
enormously in form and scale. In this respect Grinsell’s (1936; 1941) typological
classifications still remains useful. Nationally, he proposed the existence of around 12
different types of barrow based on the shape of the mound and its relationship with any
encircling ditch or bank, although in Wessex just seven types dominated (see Figure
3.4).
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Figure 3.4 – Leslie Grinsell’s round barrow typology for Wessex (Grinsell 1941)

The composition and constructional sequence of barrows was diverse, from barrows
with modest turf or sarsen cores that had been monumentalised with large deposits of
freshly dug chalk to curious, ‘ditchless’ barrows presumably created by scraping up
fragmented chalk, turf and earth. Ashbee (1960, 65) also recognised that a variety of
different arrangements of stakes were often driven into the well before the final
mounding event. Cairns were also built around this time but were much rarer on the
chalk of northern Wessex (Grinsell 1941, 78). Garwood (2007) suggests that singlephase round barrows—smaller constructions with lower mounds and interrupted
ditches—were more common prior to c. 2100 BC. After this time many of these smaller
barrows received additional burials and were further monumentalised with the addition
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of new layers of chalk, which often entailed digging a new ditch surrounding the
monument.

3.2

Archaeological evidence for digging chalk

The digging and transport of chalk was a common task involved in the construction of
all the above monument types. The question of exactly how this process was
undertaken (and thus how long it might have taken) is considerably more difficult to
answer. That said, a range of digging tools and other evidence relating to the methods
of excavation have been recovered from a range of Neolithic sites. As will be discussed
below, the primary tool represented is a modified red deer (cervus elaphus) antler,
commonly described as an antler pick. The pick was usually produced by detaching the
bez and trez tines and then separating the crown from the beam, usually on the
superior side (i.e. nearest to the skull) of the trez tine. As a result, only the brow tine
remained attached to the antler beam (Figure 3.5). Other antler and bone tools were
also produced, including ‘rakes’, levers and punctures (see Figure 3.6). The working of
the antler was sometimes facilitated by scorching or macerating with water (Worley et
al. 2014).

Figure 3.5 - Manufacture of a ‘typical’ antler pick (Mercer 1981, 102 fig. 57)
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Ten or more in situ antler picks and two antler ‘rakes’ were recovered from
Beckhampton Road long barrow nearby Avebury. These tools were found distributed
along the length of the monument and were either contained within the mound itself or
sat upon the buried ground surface beneath it (Ashbee et al. 1979, 247). Ashbee et al.
(1979, 263) also discovered fragments of red deer antler and ox scapulae within the
mound at South Street long barrow, a mere 2000m from West Kennet. They interpreted
the striations and smoothing on the tips of the antler tines as evidence that they were
used to quarry the chalk but noted that in three examples the brow, bez and trez tines
were still attached to the antler beam, a feature that would have prevented the antler
being used as a pick. They also discovered an antler pick on the ditch floor at Horslip
long barrow (1979, 214), where they also documented antler pick marks around the
base of one of seven pre-barrow intersecting pits (pit number three).

Just half a kilometre from Stonehenge, Gingell and Harding (1986, 20) described a
worn and broken antler pick recovered from Woodford G2, another long barrow of
probable earlier Neolithic date situated on the chalk. This example featured the
characteristic use-wear associated with antler picks used for excavating chalk: a
battered, rounded brow tine and a polish on the section of the burr farthest from the
tine, presumably the result of repeated hammering. Not far from Woodford G2, Morgan
(1959, 29) recovered a detached antler tine and fragments of red deer antler pick still
embedded in the wall of a chalk-cut ditch at the site of Nutbane, a mortuary enclosure
and long barrow. As discussed further below, Wainwright (1968, 22) recovered a cache
of 57 antler picks from the ditch terminal at Durrington Walls.
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Figure 3.6 - Antler and bone tools from European flint mines (drawn to various scales) (Clark et al. 1933, 169 fig. 2)

Antler picks and other tools have also been recovered from flint mines like Cissbury
(Lane Fox 1876; Field 1994) or cursuses such as the greater (Thomas et al. 2009) and
lesser (Richards 1990) cursuses at Stonehenge. The assemblages of digging tools
recovered from flint mines are frequently more diverse than those obtained from the
ditches of earthworks (see Figure 3.6) and often contain greater proportions of ox
scapulae, antler ‘rakes’ / levers, detached tines and ‘specialised’ antler picks. In this
sense, it is important not to transpose extraction practices represented in more
‘specialist’ contexts (i.e. mines) to large scale earthworks like long barrows and
henges. Although there appeared to be some overlap in terms of tools and technology,
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differing material conditions – confined spaces, darkness, harder chalk deposits –
probably demanded differing technological solutions.

As Worley and Serjeantson (2014) have noted, naturally shed antlers make up the vast
majority (~80%) of antler picks across Neolithic sites in central south England,
regardless of form or age. Occasionally a preference for antlers from one side of the
deer’s skull was evident. Mercer (1981, 101) noted that over two thirds of the antlers
used as picks recovered from the later Neolithic levels of the flint mines at Grimes
Graves were derived from the left hand side of the deer’s head. He surmised that
because of the tendency for the brow tine to curve inwards and towards the animal’s
nose during growth, antler picks fashioned from deers’ left antlers would allow righthanded miners to hammer them into fissures in the chalk by striking them with tools
held with their right hands. Conversely, the right antler would require an upward strike,
which may have been difficult within the confines of a mining gallery. Worley and
Serjeantson (2014) note that this trend does recur at other Neolithic flint mines and
Clutton-Brock (1984) has shown that antler picks recovered from Durrington Walls
were not similarly curated either. The above demonstrates that a range of idiosyncratic
approaches to chalk digging with antler picks existed, a finding that problematises the
use of a ‘universal’ rate of chalk digging for labour estimates.
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Figure 3.7 - Illustration of hammering an antler pick into chalk derived from experimental chalk extraction by the author
in 2013.

In general, battering on the picks themselves indicated that they were hammered into
fissures and joints within the chalk with wooden mauls or stones (see Figure 3.7).
Detached tines could have also been utilised in this way, much like modern punches or
wedges. At Silbury Hill, Leary et al. (2014) noted how the fracture plains on large
blocks of chalk ran parallel to the direction of three antler pick marks. Experiments (e.g
Jewell 1963; Bostyn et al. 2007) have demonstrated the efficacy of swinging antler
picks like modern pick-axes to shatter partially unconfined or already fractured chalk. A
tool mark analysis of the fragmentary bank material recovered from the Durrington
Walls (Harris In press) has shown that a mixture of the two approaches was probably
used here. The role of ox scapulae remains unclear; on account of their flat profile,
numerous studies have found them to be ineffective as small shovels (Coles 1973;
Lane Fox 1876; Jewell 1963) and apparently better suited to ‘sweeping’ loose spoil
over a surface. They are usually unmodified but Curwen and Curwen (1925) recovered
an example from Harrow Hill flint mines that had its ‘neck’ or ‘handle’ (glenoid cavity)
hollowed out, presumably to facilitate hafting.
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No remains of any vessel used to transport chalk spoil have so far been recovered,
although numerous archaeologists have proposed plant-fibre baskets or bags of some
form or another were used (Atkinson 1974; Atkinson 1961; Chan et al. 2016, 33;
Mercer 1981, 28). The putative rope marks scored into the walls of one of the ditch
terminals at Avebury (Gray 1935, 124) would appear to confirm sacks or baskets of
spoil were hauled out of the ditch by teams of individuals, although this technique might
only have been used when dealing with ditches of such extreme depth (~9m). If ox
scapulae were indeed used for ‘sweeping’ spoil into containers, then the vessels used
might have looked similar to the deep, almost tubular baskets visible on the NeoAssyrian carved stelae from Court VI in Sennacherib’s southwest palace, dating to
around the 7th century BC. Stelae 66 shows showing the quarrying of a giant wingedbull statue and features scores of prisoners transporting the spoil using baskets held
upright by cords slung over the shoulders and held with the hands.

In terms of chalk ditch digging in the Neolithic, there was certainly a relationship
between the tools used and the spatial organisation of the individuals who used them.
As already discussed Startin and Bradley (1981) have speculated on how the length of
continuously segmented runs of prehistoric ditches might imply multiple teams working
as part of overall work forces of various sizes, yet there is little in the way of solid data.
Other material conditions would have also likely influenced the way in which the ditch
diggers organised themselves, or were organised. For example, the depth of the ditch
section being dug, the extent to which the chalk was already naturally fractured, the
distance between the ditch and the bank, the location and size of points or ingress and
egress into the ditch, and whether the chalk spoil had to be carried up a steep slope,
could all have influenced the mode of organisation adopted. Of course, at larger
monuments these conditions would have likely varied over different parts of the site
too.
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Figure 3.8 - Detail from stelae 66 showing prisoners transporting quarry spoil using baskets (Barnett et al. 1998 pl.
116)
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Part II
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4 West Kennet Chambered Tomb
4.1
4.1.1

A structural history
A Brief history of research

Today, the Chambered tomb at West Kennet is one of largest and best-known earlier
Neolithic monuments in the Avebury landscape. It was identified by John Aubrey in the
mid-seventeenth century who described it as the monument ‘on the brow of the Hill,
south of West Kynnet […] but without any name.’ Aubrey’s sketches of the monument
showed a long mound with a collection of large, dilapidated stones at the eastern end,
surrounded by a peristalith of kerb stones (Figure 4.1). William Stukeley revisited the
barrow in the early eighteenth century, which he referred to as South Barrow, on
account of its position in respect to Silbury Hill. His sketches depicted a mound with no
kerb of stones (Figure 4.2), leading Piggott (1958, 236) to conclude that a certain
“Farmer Green”, a known depredator of stone monuments in the area, had probably
removed the peristalith stones by at least 1725. Stukeley also referred to the damage
caused to the monument by Dr. Took of Marlborough, stating that the physician had
‘miserably defaced South Long Barrow by digging half the length of it’ (Piggott 1958,
236).

Figure 4.1 - Aubrey's sketch of West Kennet facing south, showing a peristalith (Aubrey 1665)

In 1858, William Long (1858, 342) recorded the fact that a barrow track had been cut
through the centre of the mound and W.C Lukis sketched a plan of the eastern end a
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year later (Piggott 1948b, 58). The following year, Thurnam (1861, 408–9) conducted
the first documented excavations of the mound, he recorded that in the ‘present
century’ tenants of the field had ‘stripped the mound of turf and dug for flints and chalk
rubble in its sides, by which its form and proportions have been much injured’. Whilst
Thurnam concentrated his excavations on the eastern chambers of the mound he did
extend his excavations to include the north-eastern end of the orthostatic façade. Here,
he found a mass of oolitic limestone slabs in and around a stone socket. This led him
to conclude that the peristalith kerb stones, shown in a recumbent position by Aubrey,
had probably once been set upright and connected by several courses of drystone
walling, as was the case at some of the chambered tombs in the West of Britain such
as Stoney Little and Uley (Thurnam 1861, 410).

Figure 4.2 - Stukeley's sketch of West Kennet facing east in 1723. No peristalith is visible (Stukeley 1743)

4.1.2

The mound and ditch

In the 1960s, Stuart Piggott probed for the existence of the Thurnam’s orthostatic
peristalith with excavations along the north side of the mound (1958). He found no
remains of stone sockets or drystone walling, leading him to question whether Aubrey’s
sketch was of another mound entirely or whether the peristalith, if it did exist, was
formed simply of recumbent kerb stones, since removed without a trace (1958, 17–8).
This seems a little implausible and there is now something of a consensus that the
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peristalith probably never existed. Its inclusion in Aubrey’s sketch was more likely a byproduct of what antiquarians expected to find at long barrows, rather than what was
actually there (see Whittle 1994, 47). Piggott’s work did identify another key feature at
West Kennet however: a core of sarsen boulders within the mound, located
approximately 30m behind the entrance to the tomb (see Figure 4.3).

The boulders had been piled deliberately upon the undisturbed turf of an old land
surface and presumably formed one of the earliest phases of the monument’s
construction. They were then left undisturbed long enough for a layer of turf to seal
them, before first compacted and then loose, course chalk rubble was piled over them
to form the mound proper (Figure 4.3). Piggott’s excavations around the chambers and
passage appeared show that the boulder core continued eastwards along the length of
the mound and abutted the rear of the terminal chamber. The deposit then continued
around the side chambers and was eventually retained by sections of revetment wall
either side of the passage entrance (Piggott 1958, 237). In Piggotts’s (ibid.) view, a
continuous deposit of these boulders, ranging from approximately 10-20cm in size,
probably ran the entire length of the mound westwards too, forming a kind of internal
‘spine’.

Figure 4.3 - A section drawing of Piggott's excavation into the mound and ditch showing sarsen boulder ‘core’ and
terraced ditch base (after Piggott 1962).
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As already mentioned, the mound material stratigraphically above the sarsen core and
turf layer was composed primarily of chalk and comprised two distinct layers. The
uppermost layer – labelled ‘large rubble’ on Piggott’s (ibid.) section drawing (Figure
4.3) – contained course, clean chalk fragments whilst the lower layer comprised
smaller, more compacted fragments, labelled as ‘compact rubble’ (see above). Such a
depositional sequence (i.e. course material overlying finer material) is frequently
encountered in the mounds and banks of prehistoric earthworks on the chalk, and has
typically been interpreted as the result of dumps of material from an increasingly deep
ditch placed sequentially on top of one another (e.g. Ashbee 1966, 15; Kinnes 1992,
72; I. F Smith 1965, 6). In theory, the stratigraphy of the mound is the inverse of the
natural geological profile of the ditch because the soil and uppermost, weathered chalk
strata are deposited first, followed by larger lumps of chalk derived from the solid,
unweathered chalk bedrock.

Piggott’s excavated section of the mound extended across the width of the northern
ditch, which was found to be approximately 3.5m metres deep at its deepest point. The
present ground level roughly corresponded to the original elevation of the chalk
bedrock when the ditch was first cut. As Piggott (1962, 12) noted, the base of the ditch
was irregular in depth and contained an unusually pronounced 0.65m-deep terrace
along the northern edge of the base. In Piggott’s (ibid.) view, this odd appearance
represented the ‘quarry-ditch’ character of the original cutting. In fact, as shall be
argued in section 4.4.2.7, this unusual appearance may be the result of two phases of
ditch digging. Piggott’s resistivity survey also identified a kink in the northern ditch
approximately a third of the way from the western end (see Figure 4.4 section C). This
also has led a number of scholars to suggest that the monument may have been
constructed in at least two phases (Bradley & Barber in Bayliss, Whittle, et al. 2007,
86), with the kink highlighted as a possible interface between two separate episodes of
ditch digging (and thus mound raising). North (2016, 97) divided the opposing ditches
into various segments based on their direction and argued that whilst sections A and B
of the northern and southern ditches are aligned, section C is set on an entirely
different alignment and is thus a ‘linking section’. A magnetometer survey of the ditches
in 2001 (Martin 2001) failed to relocate the kink, however.
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Figure 4.4 – Schematised ditch and mound outlines derived from Piggott's resistivity survey by North (2016, 98 fig. 26)
'C' shows where the ditch is thought to kink.

More recent surveys of the mound itself have further hinted at multiple stages of
construction. A measured earthwork survey (RCHME 1992) showed a distinctive bulge
halfway along the length of the mound, which could represent the eastern terminal of
an earthen mound (discussed more in section 4.4.2). Eastwards from of this putative
terminal, the mound – when viewed in plan – appears to narrow, indicating that the
structure could be a trapezoidal long barrow. A ‘cart drive’ cut through the mound at
this point obscures the potential junction between the two structures and Corcoran
(1969, 88) had argued that at least some of the disturbance attributed to this later
damage could in fact be the result of the conjoining of two separate mounds. The
alignment of the southern ditch appears to complement the tapering form of the long
barrow. In contrast, the sides of the mound westwards from the putative terminal
appear parallel, like those of a bank barrow, and the ditches beside this section broadly
reflect this form (see Figure 4.4 for a schematised representation of the above).

A high-resolution elevation model produced in 2017 through photogrammetric survey
(discussed further in section 4.3.3) has questioned the adequacy of the above
characterisations of the mound. Analysis of the model shows that the above
descriptions relate only to the upper elevations of the mound (i.e. its ‘crest’) while its
basal section in fact follows a unified alignment along its entire length (Figure 4.5).
Viewed in plan, the crest was positioned off-centre to the north of the basal section
which created a very noticeable terrace on the southern side and a much slighter one
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to the north (see Figure 4.5 profiles 1, 2 & 3). It is tempting to interpret the above as
representing a two-stage sequence of construction but this was not stratigraphically
apparent on Piggott’s (ibid.) section drawings or within his excavation notes. The
‘misshapen’ appearance of the mound could simply be the result of preferential piling
of material to the north, though it is interesting to note that the ‘terrace’ or ‘kink’ in the
mound profile corresponds approximately with the height of the internal sarsen boulder
deposit. Piggott considered the terraced appearance to be the result of a recent
disturbances (adding a dashed line to represent the mound’s original profile to his
section drawings, see Figure 4.3) but its persistence along the entire length of both
sides of the mound suggests it may have been an original feature.
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Figure 4.5 - Elevation map of West Kennet produced through photogrammetry. North-south surface profiles locations
are shown as black solid lines. Note that a longitudinal terrace runs along both the northern and southern sides of the
mound.

4.1.3

Stone structures

In addition to excavating the ditch and mound, Piggott also focussed his investigations
on the megalithic passage, chambers, forecourt area and stone façade at the eastern
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end of the mound (Figure 4.6 & Figure 4.7). Here, he identified five burial chambers
arranged symmetrically along a linear central passage, aligned east-west. The largest,
terminal chamber was positioned at the western end of the passage. He surmised that
the sarsen boulder ‘spine’, encountered within the mound, continued eastwards and
probably surrounded and shored up all the chambers. A sarsen slab revetment wall
helped contain the boulders on either side of the passage entrance (1958, 237). The
side chambers each constituted five orthostats, the horizontal gaps between which had
been filled with courses of oolitic limestone slabs up the height of a foot or so. Above
these uprights, between one and three courses of sarsen slabs were arranged into
levelled corbelling and sealed from above with singular, enormous capstones. The
terminal chamber was constructed similarly, though here the capstone was supported
by corbelling set upon six orthostats.

Figure 4.6 - Piggott's (1958) post-excavation plan showing numbered stones.

At least three passage capstones and possibly one or more from the western chamber
had been removed from their original locations following the construction of West
Kennet and were not included in Piggott’s post-excavation plan (Figure 4.6). During the
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restoration works that followed his excavations, however, Piggott (1962, 16) retrieved
several ‘suitably sized’ stones from the ‘tumble’, which he used to reroof the passage
and terminal chamber, indicating that it is safe to assumed these stones were originally
present and that the structure had probably been ‘finished’ at one point in time.

At its east end the passage opened out into a forecourt consisting of a shallow, curved
‘funnel’ arrangement of four upright stones (stones 5 & 6 on the south, 37 & 38 on the
north). A façade of orthostats aligned north-south joined each end of the forecourt
arrangement. The southern side of the façade is made up of stones 1, 2 and 3, the
northern side stones 39, 40, 41 and 42. Several of the façade’s uprights were also
linked together with drystone courses of oolitic limestone slabs. Piggott (1962, 18–9)
also proposed that the entrance to the tomb – and the forecourt area generally – were
deliberately blocked at some point after the tomb’s primary period of use. Though later
disturbances were particularly bad around this area, Piggott proposed that two in-situ
orthostats (stones 44 & 46), broadly in line with internal passage walling, were added
and surrounded with sarsen boulders. Finally, the north-south aligned orthostatic
façade was ‘completed’ by the addition of three large blocking stones (stones 43, 45,
47 shown in red on Figure 4.6). The various architectural elements and stages of
construction are summarised in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7 - Piggott's isometric drawing of a reconstructed West Kennet. In the top left of the image the sarsen core is
visible abutting the exterior of the West chamber’s orthostats (Piggott 1958)

4.2

Use and Chronology

Bayliss et al. (2007) have presented thirty-one radiocarbon results from West Kennet
within an interpretive Bayesian statistical framework. Though they lacked samples from
key contexts in terms of the constructional sequence (e.g. the old ground surface, ditch
base, or stone sockets), the most stable model they produced implied a relatively short
period of construction and primary use. If no pre-existing structure was present and the
earliest ‘use’ was when the primary mortuary deposits were placed into the newly-built
chambers, then their construction must have occurred shortly before 3670–3635 cal.
BC. As already noted above, Piggott’s recognition that the sarsen boulder deposit was
physically associated with the chamber orthostats and revetment wall would make the
construction of this part of the sarsen core contemporary with the construction of the
chambers.

The turf growth on the sarsen boulders does indicate that these were left undisturbed
for several years which, due to their association with the megalithic chambers, has led
to suggestions that a free-standing megalithic structure surrounded by boulders may
have existed for several years (Bayliss, Whittle, et al. 2007, 86). As discussed in
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section 4.4.2, this seems unlikely because parts of the rough sarsen corbelling used to
support the chamber capstones were set into the mound material itself. If a freestanding megalithic structure with no mound had existed, then the chambers would
have been left uncapped while the turf grew over the boulders (i.e. a period of several /
?5-10 years). Exposure to the elements would have destabilised the orthostats and
allowed turf to grow on the floor surface within the passage and chambers, a situation
not noted by Piggott (ibid.). It is likely that some form of stabilising primary mound was
built around the chambers to enable the addition of rough sarsen corbelling and
ultimately the sealing of the chambers with capstones. The primary mound and
exposed ‘spine’ of sarsen boulders were then left for long enough for a turf layer to
develop.

Following construction of the chambers, primary deposition of human remains began
and continued for some 55 years. Once this had ceased, parts of the monument were
blocked and it partially collapsed. Subsequently, deliberate infilling took place over
several centuries (Bayliss, Whittle, et al. 2007, 96–7). Importantly, the blocking of the
internal chamber entrances occurred after primary deposition had ceased but before
secondary infilling began. If the blocking of the chamber entrances was
contemporaneous with the blocking of the passage overall, then all the major phases of
stone moving at West Kennet were undertaken over the course of around 55 years.
There are no radiocarbon dates directly associated with contexts relating to the digging
of the ditches or the raising of the mound. However, Piggott recovered unabraded
‘Windmill Hill’ pottery from primary contexts in the sockets of stones 1 and 36 and on
the old ground surface beneath the mound. In contrast, he recovered ‘Peterborough
Ware’ from the blocking of the forecourt and later, secondary infilling of the chambers.
Sherds of ‘Peterborough Ware’ were also found stratigraphically above the primary
silting of the ditch (Piggott 1962, 17–9).

This sequence would imply that the ditches were dug (and mound raised) around the
same time that the chambers were constructed and therefore before the blocking of the
chambers and passage (i.e. within a period of 55 years). The duration of the mound
raising (and presumably ditch digging) event is more difficult to establish and is
discussed in relation to the organisation of the process itself in section 4.4.2.7. As
discussed more fully in section 4.4.2, parts of the megalithic structure also appeared to
have been supported by lower sections of the mound, again indicating that at least the
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lower sections of the mound, or some form of primary mound, were contemporary with
the megalithic passage and chambers. Equally, as the modern footpaths that crisscross the mound today attest, the mound itself would have also assisted with access if,
as Case (1995, 11) has suggested, individuals gradually inserted the secondary
deposits into the chambers ‘from above’, after partially removing their capstones. The
overall constructional sequence is summarised in Figure 4.8. Excluding the process of
secondary deposition, the present study attempts to estimate the labour required for all
the constructional events identified above.

Figure 4.8 - A schematic representation of the construction of West Kennet chambered tomb. Note: the event boxes do
not represent duration, just sequence represented by vertical position (earliest at the bottom). If three boxes span the
entirety of a relative period of time (e.g. 100 years) all events could have taken place within the first year. Horizontally
aligned events are considered contemporaneous. Where events appear more than once the dashed boxes and lines
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show positions in the sequence that the event cannot be ruled out to have occurred, the solid box shows the likely
position of this event based on circumstantial evidence. Absolute dates are taken from Bayliss et al. (2007).

4.3
4.3.1

Volumetric calculations
Volume of megalithic architectural elements

The perceived effort involved in the procurement, transportation and erection of the
largest (>1.5m) stones of West Kennet chambered tomb has frequently invited
admiration from those who have studied or visited the monument (Thurnam 1861;
Piggott 1962; Thomas et al. 1986; Bayliss, Whittle, et al. 2007). Any estimate of the
time and effort involved in the above tasks must begin with an accurate estimate of the
number and size of stones incorporated. Owing to disturbances attributed to the postmedieval period (Piggott 1958, 236–7), much like at Stonehenge, the true number of
stones originally used (and in what positions) remains impossible to unequivocally
state. That said, if Aubrey’s absent peristalith is discounted, then the excavation
records of Thurnam (1861) and Piggott (1962) demonstrated that later damage to the
stones of West Kennet was largely limited to the eastern end of the passage, the
forecourt area and some of the chamber capstones. The main orthostatic elements of
all five chambers, for example, were excavated in situ. The plan of Piggott’s restored
monument still represents the most complete, if somewhat subjective, record of the
stones used at West Kennet.
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Figure 4.9 - Piggott's (1962) original excavation plan showing stone measurements made by the author (blue dashed
lines).

A flatbed, digital scanner was used to acquire high-resolution, digital images of
Piggott’s (1962 figs. 4, 6, 7) elevation and plans of the stone façade and internal
chambers. These images were annotated (capstone numbers were added following the
convention developed at Stonehenge of adding ‘100’) imported into a GIS as
ungeoreferenced raster layers, projected within an arbitrary, user-generated coordinate
reference system. A line vector layer was developed to accompany each scanned
image. Line features were traced manually over the various stone architectural
elements shown on the Piggott’s plans and elevation drawings (see Figure 4.9). The
lines were manually aligned to each dimension of the stones (height, width, depth) and
assigned a reference ID. A line was also traced over the scale bar of each image. The
field calculator was then used ascertain the scale factor of the image (calculated by
dividing the given length of scale bar by its geometric length). The geometric lengths of
the measurement lines were then multiplied by the scale factor to determine their
scaled lengths. As already noted, at least four capstones were absent from Piggott’s
plan because they had been moved following the construction of the monument. Data
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relating to capstone 117 were duplicated four times to account for these missing
stones.

The measurement data were added to a database where separate dimension
measurements for the same architectural elements obtained from different images
were merged into single records. The lithology and architectural application (orthostat,
capstone, façade etc.) of the element were also recorded. Above ground height values
for any orthostatic stones were multiplied by 1.18, a ratio derived from Piggott’s
excavation of stone 47, to account for the likely proportion of the stone below ground
level. These below ground values broadly agreed with the buried depth of the
orthostats as recorded by Thurnam, who noted that the Western chamber uprights had
been sunk ‘a foot or two’ into the ground (1861, 412). Finally, for each record the
measurement data were multiplied together to produce an overall cuboid volume. The
weight of each stone in tonnes was calculated by multiplying this volume by 2.4, the
presumed specific gravity of sarsen per cubic metre (Abbott et al. 2012, 59). The data
are summarised in Table 4.1.
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1.6

1.78

0.63

1.8

4.32

3

1.08

1.05

0.37

0.42

1.008

41

1.17

0.81

0.5

0.48

1.152

4

0.93

0.76

0.43

0.31

0.744

42

2

0.9

0.46

0.83

1.992

5

1.43

1.26

0.56

1.01

2.424

43

2.425

1.9

0.4

1.85

4.44

6

1.18

1.53

0.56

1.02

2.448

44

2.11

1.59

0.7

2.35

5.64

7

1.76

1.28

0.31

0.7

1.68

45

3.35

3.12

0.6

6.28

15.072

8

1.39

1.33

0.31

0.58

1.392

46

2.08

1.76

0.44

1.62

3.888

9

1.15

0.95

0.3

0.33

0.792

47

1.37

1.76

0.33

0.8

1.92

10

1.49

1.66

0.47

1.17

2.808

101

2.34

1.51

0.29

1.03

2.472

11

1.31

1.1

0.31

0.45

1.08

102

0.64

0.65

0.29

0.13

0.312

12

1.81

1.31

0.32

0.76

1.824

103

0.87

0.61

0.29

0.16

0.384

13

1.36

0.75

0.22

0.23

0.552

104

1.11

1.01

0.25

0.29

0.696

14

0.9

0.81

0.24

0.18

0.432

105

0.85

0.85

0.24

0.18

0.432

15

1.02

1.33

0.3

0.41

0.984

106

1.22

1.04

0.34

0.44

1.056

16

1.01

0.79

0.3

0.24

0.576

107

1.93

1.52

0.185

0.55

1.32

17

0.95

0.43

0.25

0.11

0.264

108

1.53

0.63

0.28

0.27

0.648

18

1.22

1.09

0.35

0.47

1.128

109

1.87

1.64

0.43

1.32

3.168
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19

2.14

1.2

0.43

1.11

2.664

110

1.37

0.88

0.23

0.28

0.672

20

1.69

1.42

0.32

0.77

1.848

111

2.47

0.96

0.29

0.69

1.656

21

1.63

1.42

0.58

1.35

3.24

112

0.76

0.53

0.29

0.12

0.288

22

1.63

0.68

0.3

0.34

0.816

113

1.28

1.07

0.29

0.4

0.96

23

1.89

1.54

0.31

0.91

2.184

114

1.69

1.44

0.29

0.71

1.704

24

1.65

1.54

0.38

0.97

2.328

115

1.04

0.51

0.29

0.16

0.384

25

1.21

0.25

0.84

0.26

0.624

116

1.02

0.58

0.22

0.14

0.336

26

1.18

1.06

0.23

0.29

0.696

117

2.43

1.86

0.26

1.18

2.832

27

1.17

1.33

0.38

0.6

1.44

117a

2.43

1.86

0.26

1.18

2.832

28

1.04

0.69

0.25

0.18

0.432

117b

2.43

1.86

0.26

1.18

2.832

29

0.98

0.48

0.22

0.11

0.264

117c

2.43

1.86

0.26

1.18

2.832

30

0.88

0.56

0.29

0.15

0.36

117d

2.43

1.86

0.26

1.18

2.832

31

2.02

0.89

0.56

1.01

2.424

118

1.09

0.62

0.29

0.2

0.48

32

0.97

1.13

0.22

0.25

0.6

119

0.82

0.29

0.18

0.05

0.12

33

1.35

2.04

0.36

1

2.4

120

1.07

0.69

0.19

0.15

0.36

34

1.26

0.61

0.3

0.24

0.576

121

1.99

0.79

0.29

0.46

1.104

35

1.56

1.15

0.32

0.58

1.392

122

2.53

2.36

0.38

2.27

5.448

36

1.54

0.95

0.28

0.41

0.984

123

0.81

0.55

0.29

0.13

0.312

37

1.58

1.62

0.46

1.18

2.832

124

1.15

0.59

0.14

0.1

0.24

125

1.15

0.68

0.29

0.23

0.552

126

1.05

0.8

0.3

0.26

0.624

127

0.85

0.41

0.29

0.11

0.264

Total

57.41

137.78
8

Table 4.1 - West Kennet megalith dimensions, volumes and weights

4.3.2

Volume of sarsen core and limestone walling

Owing to the limitation of previous excavations at West Kennet, calculating the volume
of Piggott’s suspected sarsen boulder ‘core’ involved considerably more speculation.
Scaled measurements were taken from the plan of Piggott’s excavation provided by
Bayliss et al. (2007, 86 Fig. 1) and Piggott’s own section drawings (1962 Fig. 3). These
showed that Piggott dug a section approximately 10.4m south into the mound from its
northernmost edge. He encountered the deposit of sarsen boulders approximately
5.5m into the section and noted its continuation to the end of the section. Assuming the
principle of symmetry evident in the arrangement of the chambers (see Piggott 1962,
15) also applied to the arrangement of internal sarsen boulders, the sarsen boulder
deposit would continue across the width of the mound until approximately 5.5m from its
southernmost edge (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10 - The projected cross-sectional area (blue) of the reconstructed sarsen boulder 'core' (after Piggott 1962).

If the resting angle of the boulder deposit was the same as that exposed on the north,
then the cross-sectional area of the deposit would have been approximately 5.2m2.
Assuming the deposit was continuous from the back of the terminal chamber to the
western end of the mound (~85m) then its total volume would have been ~440m3. In
addition to the sarsen mound core, Piggott also noted that the sarsen boulder deposit
lapped around the exterior of the chambers. The volume of these deposits are
discussed further below. Piggott’s section drawings depicted the individual sarsen
boulders that made up the core as between 20cm – 60cm in diameter. Loosely packed,
irregular fragments of stone of this size typically have a bulking factor of 1.5, that is to
say, around 50% of the volume of a pile of boulders this size will be taken up by air
(Eriksson et al. 1996, 127). Indeed, at West Kennet Piggott noted ‘air spaces’ in
between the sarsen boulders (1958, 236). Accordingly, the volume of solid sarsen
stone making up the sarsen core is therefore more likely to be ~293m3. Assuming
sarsen has a specific gravity of 2.4 tonnes per cubic metre (Abbott et al. 2012, 59), the
weight of all sarsen within the core would therefore be ~703 tonnes.

The volume of drystone walling was calculated using a procedure similar to that used
to calculate the volume of the structure’s megalithic components, outlined above. The
length of various sections of drystone walling indicated on Piggott’s plan were recorded
as vector lines in a new feature layer within QGIS. As above, the geometric length of
these lines were converted into scaled measurements using the field calculator. In
total, there was approximately 10.4m of drystone walling present at West Kennet.
Neither Thurnam nor Piggott explicitly recorded its depth (i.e. how many courses deep
the walling was) but in the southeast chamber at least, Piggott’s isometric
reconstruction drawing depicted it as being nearly as deep as orthostat 11, which was
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0.31m thick. This would equate approximately with a single course, a fact borne out by
an examination of Piggott’s photos of the excavated walling (Figure 4.11).

Neither Piggott (1962, 16–7) not Thurnam (1861, 412) accurately recorded the heights
of the various panels of drystone walling but both excavators’ remarks, ‘a few courses
high’ and ‘about a foot’ respectively, broadly agreed. The figure of 0.35 (approx. one
foot in metres) was therefore used to approximate all drystone walling panel heights.
Using the above dimensions, the total volume of drystone walling was calculated to be
~1.12 cubic metres. Well-placed drystone walling tessellates considerably better than
loose sarsen boulders but McCombie et al. (2016, 6) have stated that around 25% of
this volume is still likely to be composed of air pockets. The volume of solid oolitic
limestone is therefore ~0.84 cubic metres. Assuming Forest Marble limestone has a
density of 2700kg per cubic metre (Davies et al. 1992, 210), the total weight of oolitic
limestone used for drystone walling at West Kennnet was approximately 2.27 tonnes.
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Figure 4.11 - Piggott's photos of the excavated sections of internal drystone walling (Piggott 1962).

4.3.3

Volume of earthen mound

Approximating the volume of relatively small elements of the monument using solid
geometries (e.g using cuboids to represent megaliths) will result in only a marginal
increase to the absolute volume of the overall monument, which in turn translates to a
relatively small increase in estimated labour if these materials were available locally.
Conversely, the absolute increase in volume – thus labour – produced by
approximating the volume of large, complex earthen mounds with solid geometries is
much greater, especially as digging and moving chalk is generally more labour
intensive per cubic meter than moving stones. For example, Magnani and Schroder
(2015, 18) have shown how using a truncated pyramid formula to calculate long mound
volume can overestimate their volume by up to 25% when compared to volumes
generated via a photogrammetric 3D model (Figure 4.12). Thus, the mound volume
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calculation should be as accurate as possible as it is this structure that makes up the
majority of the volume of West Kennet chambered tomb overall.

Figure 4.12 - Illustration demonstrating how use of a truncated pyramid to estimate mound volume using max width
and length values will result in overestimates. A wireframe of a solid truncated pyramid is positioned over a 3D
representation of West Kennet long barrow generated from 0.5m resolution LIDAR data.

A repeatable, GIS-based method analogous to the ‘gridding technique’ described by
Lacquemont (2010) was deemed the most accurate method of volumetric analysis
available. An accurate, georeferenced elevation model of the mound and its
immediately surrounding landscape was required to assess its volume. Several such
plans existed (see Small 1999), including Piggot’s contoured plan (1962, 10 Fig. 2) and
topographic surveys at 1:2500 and 1:500 conducted as part of the West Kennet - East
Kennet Project (RCHME 1992). In addition, several online services provided suitable
datasets for download; 5m contour and DTM data were available from the Edina
Digimap service (http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/) and 50cm-resolution LIDAR data could be
obtained from the Environment Agency web portal
(http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/survey). A desk-based assessment of the various
data sources highlighted several problems associated with using these data for
volumetric analyses. The previously published surveyed maps could not be
georeferenced within GIS, making their combination with additional datasets that could
be used to fine tune the calculation (e.g geophysical survey or aerial photography)
problematic. Equally, the online datasets, whilst georeferenced, were not sufficiently
high-resolution to identify the many episodes of historic damage to mound described
above. Any calculations of the volume of the mound should attempt to account for this
damage, which in many cases resulted in the removal of material from the mound.
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A high-resolution, textured 3D model of West Kennet was produced using the ‘structure
from motion’ (SfM) technique (De Reu et al. 2013). In total, 153 images were used to
build a textured mesh within Agisoft Photoscan Professional Edition. Image acquisition
was carried out using an Inspire 2 remote-controlled quadcopter with a Zenmuse X4S
optical camera with 1-inch sensor. Six ground control points whose locations were
determined using a Leica GS15 differential GPS system were used to georeference the
model. An orthophoto and 0.02m-resolution elevation raster were exported from
Photoscan and these data were imported into GRASS GIS, where they were
visualised. The extent of the mound at West Kennet Chambered Tomb was clearly
visible, along with numerous pits probably caused by historic robbing of the mound
(see Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13 - An orthophoto (upper) and monochrome elevation map of West Kennet and the immediately surrounding
area

The DEM was used to produce a monochrome aspect map which contained values
showing the direction of the slope of the elevation. A shaded relief map was also
produced, which simulated the intensity of the shadows the elevation map would
produce if the sun was low in the sky in the north. Finally, geophysical survey plots
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showing the location of the ditches and changes in mound structure (Martin 2001;
Desalle et al. 2012) were imported into the GIS project where they were manually
georeferenced. An assessment of the spatial extent of the mound (i.e. its limits) was
undertaken using a two-step procedure (see experiment X for a discussion around the
difficulties inherent in this process). Firstly, a polygon vector map was developed and a
masking polygon was traced around the perceived edge of the mound plus a ~20m
‘buffer zone’. Visual inspection of the orthophoto, aspect, shaded relief and elevation
maps assisted in determining the extents of this polygon (see upper image Figure
4.14). The polygon was converted to a raster map and used to mask all other elevation
values, except those pertaining to the mound and its ~20m ‘buffer zone’. By removing
the elevation vales of the immediate landscape surrounding the mound, the difference
between the elevation of the peak of the mound and the ground beside it were
increased relative to all other values. Applying a histogram-equalised, percentagebased colour ramp to the clipped elevation data further visually enhanced the extent of
the mound (see lower image Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.14 Upper; a hillshade map overlaying the DEM of the mound at West Kennet with limits of buffer zone shown.
Lower; a hillshade map overlaying the clipped elevation data showing only values falling within the buffer zone.

The second step was to identify the precise limit of the mound, or, put another way, the
edge of the ‘unmodified’ landscape. As discussed below, the extensive historic damage
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to the mound complicated the precise identification of its original extent. The clipped
elevation map, orthophoto, aspect and relief maps were again used to manually
determine the precise limit of the mound itself, the extent of which was traced with the
GUI digitizer tool within in a second polygon vector map (see Figure 4.14 lower image).
Next, a new raster map was generated in which all the elevation values contained
within the buffer zone were set to null. This new raster map therefore contained just the
elevation values of the landscape immediately surrounding the mound (see Figure 4.15
upper image). Using r.resamp.bspline (Metz 2016) the null values were replaced with
new elevation values interpolated from those located around the edge of the hole. The
interpolated surface was calculated using a regularised spline tension algorithm. This
procedure effectively simulated the land surface beneath the mound (i.e. the surface
before the mound was constructed) (see Figure 4.15 lower image) (Abbott et al. 2014,
19; Völker 2009).

Figure 4.15 – Upper; the original DEM map with the buffer zone set to null. Lower; the interpolated, or simulated,
original ground surface before the mound was constructed. Numerous interpolation ‘spalling’ artefacts (adjacent
points of high contrast) can be seen around the limit of the interpolated surface.

The hypothetical original ground surface was visualised and its viability assessed
through visual examination, both in 2D and 3D, and through comparative section
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profiling. Whilst general agreement with the surrounding topography was achieved,
localised variations in surface elevation around the edge of the null area caused an
artificial ‘spalling’ effect around the edge of the interpolated area. Accordingly, only the
interpolated values contained within the mound extent mask (see Figure 4.16 upper
image) were used for the remaining procedures. These data were subtracted from the
original DEM and the resulting values were isolated (see Figure 4.16 lower image). Any
raster cells equal or smaller than 0 were set to null. These data represent the ‘real’
height of the mound as measured from the hypothetical original ground surface. Using
the mound extent mask as a clump map, the volume of these data were calculated
using GRASS’s raster volume calculator r.volume, which works in a similar manner to
the ‘gridding’ technique described by Lacquement (2010). Using this method the
volume of the mound of the chambered tomb at West Kennet was calculated as
4464.07 cubic metres.
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Figure 4.16 - Upper; interpolated base of mound, with edge removed. Lower; isolated ‘real’ elevaiton values for
mound, showing maximum height of ~3.5m. Bottom; longditudinal elevation profiles through the original mound (red)
and interpolated base of the mound (blue).
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4.3.3.1

Fine tuning

Numerous episodes of historic damage to the mound have left identifiable pits along
most of its length, both on the crest and base (see Figure 4.17 upper image). The most
significant damage to the mound was caused by the insertion of a cart track, first
recorded in 1858, around 20m to the west of the eastern entrance (Piggott 1962, 4). As
some of the damage was caused by individuals seeking to collect chalk rubble and
flints (Thurnam 1861, 409) it is probable that material was actually removed from the
mound and taken away, as opposed to simply dug and deposited in a different location
upon the mound. The former kind of damage would therefore reduce the measurable
volume of the mound today. An experimental reconstruction of the mound was
undertaken by masking out areas of identifiable damage within the elevation data and
interpolating their values from the undisturbed areas of the mound surrounding them,
using the same technique as that described above. Similarly, the volume of this
‘reconstructed’ mound was calculated using r.volume and calculated as 4,510 cubic
metres, indicating that around 45.94 cubic metres of material had been removed since
the mound was originally constructed.
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Figure 4.17 – Upper; original elevation data for the mound with areas of presumed historic damage highlighted. Lower;
the ‘reconstructed’ mound, with the likely original elevation values simulated using an interpolation algorithm. Bottom;
elevation profiles showing relative form of original mound elevation data (red) and reconstructed mound data (blue).
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The above raster models of the mound demonstrated the limitations of 2.5D
representation and analyses. As discussed above, Piggott suspected that a ‘core’ of
sarsen boulders ran the length of the mound and a significant proportion of the
mound’s eastern end was made up of voids that formed the megalithic chambers. The
volume of these elements was calculated and subtracted from the above figure. The
volume of the sarsen core had already been calculated (ibid.). The internal floor plan
was traced as a closed polygon in a separate vector layer. The real area was then
calculated (geometric area multiplied by the scale factor squared) and multiplied by 2,
the average height in metres of the orthostats plus the average thickness of the
capstones. This volume represented the internal space within the mound that was
either occupied by stone (i.e. the megalithic elements of the chambers) or was void.
Subtracting both this value, the sarsen boulder core and ‘primary mound’ (discussed
more in section 4.4.2) volumes from the overall mound volume produced the volume of
quarried chalk in the mound. The various volumes are summarised in Table 4.2. 3355
Element

Volume (cubic metres)

Voids (passage and chambers)

76.68

Sarsen boulder spine

440

Sarsen lifting cairns

132

Internal orthostats and capstones

27.91

Drystone walling

1.12

Primary mound

440.3
TOTAL

1118

Table 4.2 - Volume of internal mound elements

Element

Surface volume

Volume less internal

(cubic metres)

elements (cubic metres)

Total ‘reconstructed’ mound volume

4510

3392

Compacted chalk mound volume

3399

2281

Difference between total and compacted volumes

1111

1111

(course chalk)
Table 4.3 - Mound volumes
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4.4

4.4.1

Labour estimates
Transporting the material

4.4.1.1 Collecting the sarsen boulders
Dividing the total weight of sarsen boulders by the weight of a single 30cm-diameter
boulder (~30kg) produces a total boulder count of 23,433. Aside from the method of
collection (i.e. singly by hand or by bulk loading containers), the length of time taken to
collect these boulders was primarily dependent the distance that they were transported
and, to a lesser extent, the natural density of boulders at the source. Today, there is
little sarsen in the immediate vicinity of West Kennet Chambered Tomb but earlier
sources e.g. A.C Smith (1884) recorded its presence just 0.5km to the east on the
Kennet valley floor (see Gillings and Pollard 2016). Realistically, there is no
demonstrably accurate way to reconstruct the density of small sarsen boulders at the
time of construction. The speed at which boulders could be collected (‘rates of work’)
were instead taken from Hard et al.’s (1999) well-document experimental construction
of a boulder terrace in Northern Chihuahua, Mexico. This experiment involved the
procurement, transport and aggregation of 6-40cm diameter stone cobbles from a
350m2 area of abundant stone immediately around the site of terrace. Including the
time taken to dislodge some stones using wooden digging sticks, Hard et al. (1999,
138) concluded that, on average, an individual working as part of a small team could
construct 1 cubic metre of cobble cairn per hour. Using this rate of working, the sarsen
core at West Kennet represented approximately 440 hours of building time.

4.4.1.2 Megalithic sarsen slabs
Gillings and Pollard (2016, 543) have stated that individual sarsen stones were likely
encountered deposited in a variety natural conditions within the Upper Kennet Valley
during the Neolithic period. Much like today, sarsens would have occurred upon the
upper surface of chalk bedrock or within solution hollows intersecting it, embedded
within gravel deposits or cemented within Coombe rock deposits around the base of
the valleys. Such a diversity of conditions, combined with a dearth of comparable
experimental or ethnographic studies, makes any accurate estimation of the time spent
extracting the sarsens that were eventually used at West Kennet problematic, though a
generic amount of time per stone could be proposed. The transportation of the stones
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is more easily modelled, though this requires as yet unsubstantiated assumptions
about the locations of the stone sources. The method outlined below was used to
estimate the time invested in transporting stones from both a single, or various
sources.

Gilling and Pollard’s reconstruction of the historic distribution of large sarsens in the
Upper Kennet Valley (2016, 542 Fig. 3) was imported into QGIS and georeferenced
against the Ordnance Survey OpenRivers dataset. 5m-resolution DEM data of the
Marlborough region were downloaded from EDINA Digimap service. The location of
West Kennet long barrow was plotted as a vector point and viewed in relation to the
historic sources of sarsen. All data were imported into a GRASS workspace. The least
cost paths between the sarsen sources and the location of West Kennet were
calculated by generating a uniform friction map and a slope-based friction map over the
entire extent of the elevation map. Next, the algorithm r.walk (Fontenari et al. 2005)
was used to generate the cumulative ‘cost’ of walking across each raster cell using
knight’s moves from the sarsen source towards West Kennet using either the slope or
the uniform friction map. No time penalties were specified for crossing rivers. Finally,
the start and end points were inverted and r.drain was used to create a vector line
denoting the ‘least cost’ path between the sarsen sources and West Kennet (Figure
4.18).
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Figure 4.18 – After Gilling’s and Pollard’s (ibid.) historic map of sarsen distributions within the Avebury area. The
background is 5m resolution elevation data with hillshade added. The dashed green lines show the flattest least cost
paths from the nearest 11 historic sources of sarsen. The least cost vector path was rasterised and the extent of this
raster map was used to clip slope and aspect maps generated from the elevation data, as well as the movement
direction map generated by r.walk. The following map algebra formula was used to modify the movement direction
raster map cells so the direction of travel was given in degrees clockwise from north; 𝑚< = 𝑖𝑓(𝑚 > 90, 450 − 𝑚, 90 −
𝑚) + 180 Similarly, a reversed aspect map was generated using the following map algebra formula; 𝑎< = 𝑖𝑓(𝑎 <
270, (𝑖𝑓(𝑎 ! = 0, 270 − 𝑎), 𝑖𝑓(𝑎 > 270, 630 − 𝑎, 0)) The effective slope (𝜀) was then calculated with the following map
algebra formula, based on Connolly and Lake (2006, 218), where 𝑚 is the direction of movement, 𝑎 is the azimuth of
the aspect and 𝑠 is the slope (all stated in degrees clockwise from north); 𝜀 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑚 − 𝑎) × 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑠)).

The minimum number of individuals and cumulative hours required to transport stones
were calculated for each stone from West Kennet that weighed over 500kg. The
system of transportation modelled was a wooden sledge and timber slipway system as
shown in Figure 4.19. Several parameters were required for these calculations: the
coefficient of static friction (𝜇\ ) between the base of the sledge and the timber slipway;
the speed at which the sledge is pulled and the average hauling force generated by an
individual. Experiments have demonstrated that when dragging a wooden sledge over
a timber slipway a coefficient of friction as low as 0.2 is achievable (Van Tilburg and
Ralston 2005). In another experiment, Harris (2016) achieved an average speed of 0.6
metres per second transporting a ~650kg concrete pillar over flat ground using similar
means. Finally, experiments dragging a replica moai on Rapa Nui by Van Tilburg &
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Ralston (2005) demonstrated that an individual could exert around 445N of hauling
force.

Figure 4.19 - Students haul a ~650kg concrete pillar using a V-shaped sledge and timber slipway system. Photo
credit: Adam Stamford

The force (𝑓) required to haul each stone up the effective slope of each 5m raster cell
could be calculated with the following equation:
𝑓 = 1000 (𝜇\ 𝑤 cos 𝜀 + 𝑤 sin 𝜀) × 9.807
Equation 4.1 - Force needed to pull weight up effective slope, taking into account coefficient of static friction.

Where 𝜇\ is the coefficient of static friction, 𝑤 is the combined weight of the stone and
the sledge and 𝜀 is the effective slope and 9.807 is the acceleration of an object due to
gravity (9.8m/s). The numbers of individuals required was calculated by dividing the
total force by 445N, the force a single individual can exert (ibid.). The overall Person
hours were calculated by multiplying the distance travelled by the speed of travel, by
the number of individuals required. The labour estimates for the transportation of each
stone are summarised in Table 4.4. The above work flow is recorded as a python script
included in appendix 2.
table cont.
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s

13

0.552

6

6

1.24

7

1.68

19

17

3.78

125

0.552

6

6

1.24

114

1.704

19

17

3.8

16

0.576

6

6

1.27

12

1.824

21

18

4.08

34

0.576

6

6

1.27

20

1.848

21

18

4.13

32

0.6

7

6

1.33

47

1.92

22

19

4.3

25

0.624

7

6

1.41

42

1.992

22

20

4.47

126

0.624

7

6

1.41

23

2.184

25

22

4.92

108

0.648

7

6

1.46

24

2.328

26

23

5.2

110

0.672

8

7

1.48

33

2.4

27

24

5.38

26

0.696

8

7

1.58

5

2.424

27

24

5.41

104

0.696

8

7

1.58

31

2.424

27

24

5.41

4

0.744

8

7

1.66

6

2.448

28

24

5.45

9

0.792

9

8

1.78

101

2.472

28

25

5.55

22

0.816

9

8

1.85

19

2.664

30

27

5.97

113

0.96

11

9

2.13

38

2.712

31

27

6.07

15

0.984

11

10

2.22

10

2.808

32

28

6.26

36

0.984

11

10

2.22

37

2.832

32

28

6.36

3

1.008

11

10

2.26

117

2.832

32

28

6.36

106

1.056

12

10

2.35

117a

2.832

32

28

6.36

11

1.08

12

11

2.42

117b

2.832

32

28

6.36

121

1.104

12

11

2.47

117c

2.832

32

28

6.36

18

1.128

13

11

2.53

117d

2.832

32

28

6.36

41

1.152

13

11

2.57

109

3.168

36

32

7.08

107

1.32

15

13

2.94

21

3.24

37

32

7.27

8

1.392

16

14

3.11

1

3.384

38

34

7.59

35

1.392

16

14

3.11

46

3.888

44

39

8.71

27

1.44

16

14

3.25

40

4.32

49

43

9.68

111

1.656

19

17

3.72

43

4.44

50

44

9.95

2

4.872

55

49

10.91

122

5.448

61

54

12.19

44

5.64

64

56

12.62

45

15.072

170

150

33.72
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Total

132.12

s

8

-

-

295.92

Table 4.4 - Stone transport costs for stone weighing over 0.5 tonnes along the flattest least cost path from a single
source, nearest to the site of construction.

4.4.1.3 Limestone slabs
As discussed above, both Thurnam (1861, 410) and Piggott (1958, 237; 1962, 16)
identified panels of drystone walling within the chambers. Piggott’s plan shows the
location of these panels – frequently used to fill the interstitial spaces between
irregularly shaped orthostats – both within the chambers and passage way, and
between the standing stones of the façade. The type of stone used for these sections
of walling has been most commonly identified as oolitic limestone (Piggott 1958, 237) a
type of stone used for similar purposes in a number of Severn-Cotswold type
chambered tombs (Darvill 2009). At West Kennet, Thurnam (1861, 412) identified the
presence of ‘coral rag’ (a type of limestone within the Corallian group), which he
provenanced to the neighbourhood of Calne, some 13km to the west of West Kennet
(see Figure 4.20). Piggott (1962, 14) confirmed this but also reported that the geologist
Dr. Arkell had identified some of the walling slabs as Hinton Sands limestone, a
subdivision of the Forest Marble formation, itself found primarily between Bradford-onAvon and Frome (see Figure 4.20). This would imply that at least some of the slabs
had been transported around 37km from the south-west, a process frequently argued
to be of particular social significance (Insoll 2006, 234; Darvill 2009). Additional
provenancing work would be valuable, however, as Arkell’s (1931, 595) classificatory
subdivisions – e.g. ‘Hinton Sands’ – have now been abandoned (Sumbler 1984).
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Figure 4.20 - Geological map of north-western extent of Marlborough Downs and southern Cotswold. Location of
limestone types found at West Kennet are in bold.

Considerable speculation is required in estimating the labour expended on transporting
the limestone included in the drystone walling at West Kennet. The primary problem is
the uncertainty of the provenance of much of the oolitic limestone used (i.e. how much
came from near Calne and how much came from near Bradford-upon-Avon), which has
a significant impact on the estimates due to the great distance between the monument
and one of the limestone sources identified by Piggott (ibid.). An approximate estimate
can be produced on the assumption that half of the slabs were Forest Marble and so
derived from ~30km West, near Bradford-upon-Avon and the other half were Corallian
and derived from nearby Calne. In this scenario, around 1.14 tonnes of limestone slabs
would need to be transported from each source. The least cost paths between the
nearest deposits of Forest Marble (32km) and Corallian (12km) limestone were
calculated using the same GIS-based method described above.
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Figure 4.21 - Cattle used for transporting bulk goods on sledge in Mexico, 2009 (Anon)

Given the fragmentary form of the slabs (and the distances involved) it seems likely
that they were easily obtained and then transported in bulk, probably using draught
animals such as oxen (Figure 4.21). In his study of animal transport in rural
communities in sub-Saharan Africa, Dennis (1993, 5) documented that two oxen could
haul a 250kg load secured to a simple V-shaped sledge at an average rate of around
3.5 km/hour over a day. With this carrying capacity, around five trips (or a single trip
with five cattle) would be required to transport the requisite limestone slabs from each
stone source to West Kennet. From near Calne, the journey would have taken around
3.5 hours, whilst the journey from near Bath would have lasted around 9 hours.
Assuming a single individual accompanied the oxen on each journey, around 62.5
person hours were spent transporting limestone to West Kennet (not including return
journeys, if there were any).

Transported material

Weight

Person hours (hours)

(tonnes)
Sarsen boulders

703

440

Megalithic stones (> 0.5

120.8

270.48

1.14

62.5

Total

772.98

tonnes)
Limestone slabs

Table 4.5 - Material transport costs
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4.4.2

Building the chambers

As discussed above, a variety of methods have been proposed – supported by both
ethnographic and experimental research – for the raising of megalithic capstones and
orthostats in prehistory (e.g. Whitby et al. 1997; Pavel 1992; Poissonnier et al. 1994).
Whilst the validity of these different proposals has already been discussed in a general
sense in Chapter 2, a consideration of the technique most likely to have been used at
West Kennet, given its specific archaeological context, is undertaken below. As already
stated, radiocarbon dates have only been calculated on material from a limited number
of architectural features at West Kennet, so any claims around the sequence of
construction remain conjectural and ultimately rest on inductive reasoning.

4.4.2.1 Which came first: the capstone or the orthostat?
Firstly, it is critical to resolve whether it was the capstones, or the orthostats, that were
first raised at West Kennet. Cummings and Richards (2014, 9) have previously
suggested that the capstones of the megalithic dolmens of western Britain and Ireland
were invariably raised before the supporting orthostats were installed. They proposed
that the dolmen builders usually began by digging an extraction pit around a naturally
outcropping stone, much like those recorded at both Careg Samson and Pentre Ifan in
south-west Wales. The stone was then quarried in situ (if required) and raised
incrementally with levers on gradually enlarged stacks of supporting slabs or boulders.
Once the stone was raised to the desired height, the builders carefully replaced each
stack of slabs with an orthostatic stone, one by one (see Figure 4.22). This ‘capstone
first’ method allowed the builders to carefully position the orthostats so that only the
very tips of them were in contact with the extreme edges of the capstone, an
impressively recurrent feature of dolmens.
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Figure 4.22 - Sketches of the three main stages of raising a dolmen capstone (Richards 2012)

Cummings & Richards (2012) have also argued that such accuracy could not have
been achieved by hauling the capstone onto already upright orthostats by means of a
ramp or scaffold. Another problem surely posed by the ‘orthostats first’ sequence would
be the potential damage by grinding to the delicate supporting tips of the orthostats,
which at Pentre Ifan remain sharp and well-defined to this day. In addition, most
surviving dolmens frequently lack associated boulder or earthen mounds (residual or
otherwise) up which the capstones could have been dragged. In several cases, this
contrasts to the surviving cairns of nearby prehistoric court cairns, a fact that decreases
the likelihood that their absence at dolmens could be explained by historic episodes of
stone robbing (Cummings et al. 2014, 7).
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Figure 4.23 - View through Pentre Ifan facing West with the summit of Carn Ingli in the background. The resting angle
and shape of the capstone mimic the form of Carn Ingli on the skyline (Deborah Tilley 2002)

The ‘capstone first’ sequence is made more convincing if one also accepts that the
essential focus of dolmens was the careful elevation and spectacular display of
capstones (Richards 2004b, 72–3). Raising the capstone gradually on several stacks
of boulders would have allowed the builders to carefully control, adjust and assess its
height and resting angle before suitably-sized orthostats were found and installed to
‘fix’ a particular way of presenting the capstone. The fact that the angle of a resting
dolmen capstone is integral to its ability to mimic a distant land form, as can be seen at
Pentre Ifan, Figure 4.23, (Devereux et al. 2014, 55–6; Tilley 1994, 99) necessitates this
kind of fine control and adds further plausibility to ‘capstone first’ sequence of
construction. Contrast this with the difficulties posed by attempting to predict the resting
of angle of a capstone when it is eventually dragged onto several, pre-installed
orthostats, which would be liable to shift or break during the process. Given the above,
it seems that the peculiarities of individual dolmens, their location, overall height, the
size of their orthostats and the distant landforms forms that they referenced on the
horizon, were dictated primarily by their capstones.

In contrast, the ‘capstone first’ method seems less applicable to the construction of
West Kennet (or chambered tombs generally). Unlike at most dolmens, the presence of
a surviving mound at West Kennet and other megalithic tombs provided an obvious
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potential route up which the capstones could have been transported. Further evidence
also arguably lessens the likelihood of a ‘capstone first’ sequence of construction. For
example, many of the orthostats at West Kennet supported rough sarsen corbelling.
Attempting to corbel a structure from the outside, with the capstone already in place
balanced on a cairn or timber scaffold, would have presented the builders with
significant, if not insurmountable, problems; not least the difficulty in assessing how
much oversail each corbelled slab required.

4.4.2.2 The orthostats of chambered tombs
The architecture of chambered tombs can also be interpreted as suggestive of an
altogether different focus and sequence of construction in comparison to dolmens.
Here, conversely, it is the careful placement of significant orthostatic elements that
appeared to guide the process of building and structure human experience of the
monument. At West Kennet, Piggott (1962, 15) noticed that – when viewed in plan – all
the megalithic elements of the forecourt, passage and chambers fitted approximately
into an isosceles triangle with a 32ft base running from façade stones 4 to 38. Whilst
the exactitude of Piggott’s claims regarding this layout can be challenged, it is evident
that that overall structure converges in width along its length. As one walks down the
passage, for example, the orthogonal distance from the central passage line to the
centres of the side chambers decreases nearly symmetrically from an average of 2 to
1.6 metres (see Figure 4.24).
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Figure 4.24 – Annotated tracing of orthostats at West Kennet after Piggot (1962) showing angle of various stones in
relation to the central passage line, orthagonal distance to chamber centroid from central passage line and chamber
areas.

Piggott (ibid.) also correctly observed that orthostats 27 and 33, the stones positioned
opposite the entrances to the NW and NE chambers respectively, are parallel in their
alignment along the northernmost edge of this triangle (see Figure 4.24). In addition,
the angle of orthostat 10, the stone opposite the entrance to the SE chamber,
approximately mirrors that of its equivalent orthostat in the opposite chamber, stone 33
(they diverge ~13 and ~17 degrees from the central passage axis respectively). Stone
27, the orthostat opposite the entrance to the NW chamber, is also angled similarly. In
fact, the only orthostat opposite a side chamber entrance that does not follow this
pattern is stone 15 in the SW chamber, which is angled parallel to the central passage
axis and is awkwardly squashed up against an adjacent orthostat (stone 14).
Curiously, these are the only two orthostats in the whole structure that are in contact
with one another. It is also notable that the area of the SW chamber is incongruously
small in comparison to the others (see Figure 4.24), probably as a result of the unusual
position of stone 15. Of course, the position of this orthostat could well be intentional or
a result of much later, undocumented intrusions into the monument. An alternate
reading of the evidence might suggest that this orthostat was accidentally moved
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during the construction of the SW chamber, possibly by the chamber capstone
(excavated in situ in 1956) as it was being hauled into position from the South/southeast.

Other evidence also points to the significance of the orthostats over the capstones at
West Kennet. In contrast to most dolmens, out of all the megalithic structural
components at West Kennet, it is the capstones that have the lowest average
calculated weight (see Table 4.6). Rather, the heaviest and most imposing stone at
West Kennet is not a capstone but an orthostat, blocking stone 45. The use of sarsen
corbelling can also be interpreted as representing the primacy of the orthostats. If it
supposed, for example, that it was essential to include particular orthostats within West
Kennet—regardless of their height—then the corbelling could have been employed
simply to ‘top up’ the height of these requisite orthostats so that a level surface was
provided for the capstones.

Position of

No. of

Average stone weight

stone

stones

(tonnes)

Capstone

28

1.4

Chamber

28

1.4

11

2.5

7

4.5

orthostat
Façade
Blocking stones

Table 4.6 - Average weights of stones used in different positions at West Kennet

More generally, orthostats have been emphasised at chambered tombs through their
pairing with one another and such ‘paired orthostats’ are present at comparable sites in
Wessex, such as Wayland’s Smithy in Oxfordshire (Whittle et al. 1991) and Gray Mare
and her Colts in Dorset (Piggott 1946). At West Kennet, blocking stones 43 and 45
broadly fit the existing left-stone smaller and pointed : right-stone larger and rounded
pattern. As Darvill (2010, 9) has noted, again here it was as much the careful
positioning of these stones, as their forms, that was responsible for creating the
desired visual effect. The complementary positioning of various orthostats at West
Kennet indicated that its overall megalithic structure was conceived of as a coherent
whole, a view also shared by various scholars vis-à-vis Danish passage graves (Dehn
2015; Dehn et al. 2013). In terms of West Kennet’s constructional sequence this meant
that once the location and orientation of particular orthostats had been established, the
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potential locations and orientations of others was limited, possibly even decided. Given
both the importance of their positioning and their overall architectural primacy
discussed above, it seems likely that the orthostats were raised first at West Kennet,
which would have facilitated their careful laying out and aligning with one another
where necessary.

Figure 4.25 - Detail from Piggott's section drawing (1962 Fig. 6) annotated to show stratigraphic relationships between
orthostats (1), mound (2) and corbelling / capstone (3) in NE chamber.

A detail from one of Piggott’s (1962 Fig. 6) section drawings at West Kennet seemingly
settles the debate over its sequence of construction. The axial section of the north face
of the NE chamber shows that the sarsen slab used as rough corbelling over orthostat
35 was partially supported by mound material, which is itself lapping up against the
orthostat. This would indicate an orthostat > mound > corbel > capstone sequence of
construction (see Figure 4.25) in which the mound was an integral part of the
construction of the megalithic passage and chambers. This negates the idea that a
free-standing megalithic structure ever existed at West Kennet (contra Bayliss, Whittle,
et al. 2007, 86) and opens up the possibility that the mound, or perhaps some form of
primary mound limited to the area around the megalithic elements, could have been
used to elevate the chamber capstones.

4.4.2.3 Towards a primary mound at West Kennet
The use of earthen ramps / primary mounds to elevate capstones during the Neolithic
is archaeologically represented at a passage grave in Jordehøj, Denmark, where Dehn
at al. identified (1995) a compacted, clay-covered working platform level with the top of
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the orthostats on which the capstone was presumed to have been placed prior to its
installation. Here, once the capstone had been added, more mound material was piled
over it and the vacant working platform. Dehn & Hansen (2006, 55) noted that this
process resulted into a ‘two-tier’ mound structure. The layers below the top of the
orthostats were formed from horizontally deposited material whilst the portion of the
mound above this horizon was made up of sloping deposits that lapped up and over
the capstone. More generally, Dehn (2015, 62) has reported residual platforms at five
other passage graves in Denmark. The surfaces of the platforms ranged from
compacted, chalk-rich clay layers (Lundhøj, see Figure 4.26) to trampled, turf covered
sands (Tustrup).

Figure 4.26 – Cross section of the chamber in the passage grave of Lundhøj. The layer labelled “3” is the reinforced
chalk-clay platform, probably established in relation to laying the capstones (Dehn 2015, 62).

In Britain, no such platforms have so far been recorded but primary mounds are known
to have existed within a number of earlier Neolithic long mounds and related structures,
both megalithic and earthen. At Nutbane long barrow, Hampshire, finer soil and earth
were piled up around the timber mortuary structure to form a small mound (Morgan
1959). Whittle et al. (1991, 68) have also tentatively proposed that a primary barrow
overlaid the mortuary structure at the centre of Wayland’s Smithy I. Bayliss et al. (2007,
36) have demonstrated how the construction of the primary mound at Ascott-underWychwood long barrow preceded that of the secondary long barrow by around 50
years. Radiocarbon dating of human remains recovered from cists in the structure
indicated that deposition of the dead began around the same time the primary mound
was raised and likely overlapped with the construction of the secondary mound. After
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fully excavating the mound and forecourt of Haddenhan long barrow, Cambridgeshire,
Hodder et al. (1988, 352) reported the existence of a smaller primary mound, set about
a timber planked chamber and a secondary, 25m-long extension mound. Despite
obvious structural differences, the resemblance in shape between the ground plans of
Haddenham and West Kennet long barrows is striking (see Figure 4.27). At
Haddenham, the junction between the primary and secondary mounds marks the point
at which the mound begins to converge in width, a change mirrored in the axes of the
flanking ditches.

Figure 4.27 - The ground plans of Haddenham (lower) (after excavation) and West Kennet (upper), showing the extent
of the mound and resistivity survey of the dtiches. The ground plans have been rotated and scaled to show the
similarity in form, rather than extent..

No platform has been formally identified through excavation at West Kennet, though
this would be expected given the way in which first Thurnam and then Piggott
excavated and recorded the site (ibid.). Like Thurnam, Piggott focused his excavation
within the chambers at West Kennet and, for fear of undermining the chamber’s
structural integrity, only excavated down to the old land surface well back into the
mound and around the façade (1962, 17). This contrasts with the excavation of Birjhøj
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passage grave by Dehn (ibid.), who excavated down to the old land surface directly
outside the chamber (see Figure 4.28 A). Working this way, he revealed a vertical
section of the mound surrounding the chamber, which allowed him to identify the twotier mound and working platform described above. The results of more recent
geophysical survey around the mound and chambers at West Kennet may hint at the
presence of such a platform, however.

4.4.2.4 Raising the orthostats
As already established, it is likely the orthostats were some of the first built elements at
West Kennet. Piggott also recorded the presence of large quantities of sarsen boulders
around the tomb forecourt and behind the westernmost orthostats of the West
chamber. Though he did not excavate around all the other chambers, he believed
similar deposits of boulders were piled up around their exteriors too, and suggested the
revetment wall of sarsen slabs around the entrance of the tomb may have been
constructed to retain them (1962, 18). East of the chambers, Piggott recorded how the
central blocking stones of the façade had been ‘packed with big sarsen boulders along
their outer edges’ (1962, 19).

More widely, interpretations around the significance of the relationship between cairns
and megalithic orthostats within chambered tombs has varied over time. Initially, the
recognition of ‘chambered cairns’ as a Neolithic monument typology rendered the
association merely stylistic (Daniel 1950, 40). More recently, it has been interpreted in
terms of juxtaposed materialities (e.g Scarre 2004; Richards 1993; Jones 1999). As
shall be discussed below, however, the association between the sarsen boulders and
orthostats could also usefully be considered in more prosaic terms; the cairns could be
interpreted as the residual traces of the method used to erect these large stones.
Figure 4.28 shows several excavated examples of probable lifting cairns at Birkehøj
passage grave in Odsherred, Denmark (A), Bryn Celli Ddu passage tomb on Anglesey
(B), Wayland’s Smithy chambered tomb, Oxfordshire (C). The close association
between sarsen boulders and the chamber and forecourt orthostats at West Kennet
recorded by Piggott (ibid.) makes it likely that this method was also implemented here.
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Figure 4.28 - Sections showing cairns probably associated with the raising of megalithic orthostats. A: Birjhøj passage
grave (Dehn et al. 2013, 699 Fig. 3), B: Bryn Celli Ddu (Hemp 1930 Pl. LV), C: Wayland’s Smithy (Whittle et al. 1991, 81
Fig. 9).

As outlined in Chapter 2, the efficacy of a continually enlarged stone cairn to gradually
raise a megalith was perhaps most famously demonstrated by the residents of Rapa
Nui in the 1950s (Heyerdahl 1958, 207–9). Here a c. 30-ton prostrate moai statue was
incrementally elevated some 3.5 metres upon an enormous cairn of carefully stacked,
small boulders. Using enormous levers, teams of up to ten men prised up one side of
the statue, whilst others inserted stones beneath it. To lower the statue, the upper end
was elevated slightly with additional stones whilst stones from underneath the lower
end were carefully removed, undercutting it. This caused the statue to rotate and slide
slowly onto the foundation platform known as Ahu Ature Huki. As will be discussed
further below, it is proposed that a similar technique was used to erect the orthostatic
stones and raise the capstones at West Kennet Chambered Tomb.
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Figure 4.29 - Various stages in Heyerdahl's experimental erection of a moai statue (Heyerdahl 1958; Skjølsvold 1961)

4.4.2.5 Estimating the labour
Data relating to Heyerdahl’s (1958) experiment were collated and used to establish
various rates of working associated with raising heavy loads using a boulder cairn. The
likely volume of the cairn required to raise the moai at Ahu Ature Huki was
reconstructed using the dimensions of the statue recorded by Skjølsvold – 4.5m high
and 3m wide – as an approximate guide (1961, 371–2). Key photographs (Heyerdahl
1958, 208–9) depicting various stages of the process were used to further inform the
reconstruction. For example, Figure 4.29 shows that if the boulders were stacked
carefully, a fairly steep (around 85 degrees) angle of repose could be obtained (see
Barber 1992, 14). Diary entries (e.g. Heyerdahl 1958, 147) yielded other key pieces of
information around the size of the cairn and the speed of working. According to
Heyerdahl (1958, 146) ‘On the ninth day the huge figure lay […] on the top of an
elaborately built tower […] nearly twelve feet above the incline’. The form of the
completed cairn was based on a 3.17m high, truncated pyramid with a rectangular
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upper face the same width and height as the statue, but with an additional 30cm ‘lip’
(the approximate diameter of a single boulder) running around its perimeter (Figure
4.30). The lower face of the pyramid was 125% of the area of the upper face which
meant the cairn was constructed more like a tower with slightly tapering sides (~78
degrees) than a pyramidal pile. The base of the cairn was truncated by a slightly
sloped ground surface, as seen on the lower photo in Figure 4.29. The volume of the
reconstructed cairn was calculated within Sketchup as 78m3 (see Figure 4.30).

Figure 4.30 - Heyerdahl's experimental cairn reconstructed in Sketchup.

Heyerdahl (ibid.) recorded that it had taken twelve men nine days to build a cairn of this
size but did not record how much of this time was spent collecting stones, rather than
actually building the cairn and raising the statue. It is likely that most of the stones were
collected during the first few days of the process however, as at this time Heyerdahl
(1958, 145) reported that only three or four people were involved in raising the statue
an ‘almost imperceptible’ amount using few very small stones. Assuming most of the
cairn building was undertaken with a constant supply of stones from day three
onwards, a team of twelve men spent seven days building the cairn up at an average
rate of ~11m3 per day. As can be seen from the upper photographs in Figure 4.29, in
the early stages the majority participants were involved in levering up the statue whilst,
as Heyerdahl confirmed (1958, 146), just one or two inserted stones underneath it. In
this sense, the rate of actually raising heavy loads using this technique is probably
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reasonably constant across loads of broadly comparable size and weight. Heavier
loads would have required more people to operate a greater number of levers but the
speed at which they could be raised was probably limited by speed at which the cairn
itself could be carefully built up beneath the stone. The cairn was built up at a rate of
1.375 cubic metres per hour, assuming Heyerdahl’s experiment lasted for 8 hours each
day.

At West Kennet, each of the orthostatic stones had to be raised to vertical following its
transportation to the site but, unlike on Rapa Nui, it was not necessary to gradually
lower them onto foundational platforms. As discussed above, circumstantial evidence
for this technique having been used at West Kennet was identified by Piggott who
recorded the potential remains of such lifting cairns within the forecourt area and
behind the Western chamber orthostats. The force required to lift each stone enough to
insert boulders underneath it would become progressively less as it approached
vertical because the distance from its centre of the gravity and the point at which it was
being raised shortened. The greatest force required to lift any stone would therefore be
from horizontal. Using the method described in Figure 4.31, this force was calculated
for each orthostatic stone and for all capstones. Using a 1:18 ratio lever such as that
used in Heyerdahl’s experiment (ibid.), an individual could increase their lifting power
from approximately 500N to 9000N. The total force required to raise each stone from
horizontal was calculated and divided by 9000 in order to obtain the total number of
individuals required to raise it. These calculations assume that there is no flex in the
levers and that the lifting force generated by them is purely vertical. Neither one of
these assumptions is likely to hold true, so the calculated number of individuals
required to lever up a stone should be treated as a minimum figure.
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Figure 4.31 - The force (f1) needed to raise the stone from horizontal was calculated by multiplying the mass of the
stone in Newtons by 0.6, or f1= 0.6 × mg. The multiplier ‘0.6’ denotes that, due to the irregular shape of unworked
boulders, 60% of their weight is borne when lifting from one end (Eriksen 2002: 105).

The minimum cairn volume required to tip each orthostatic stone past its centre of
gravity was derived from the sectional area of the cairn, the dimensions of which were
calculated using trigonometry (Figure 4.32). For simplicity of calculation, a number of
assumptions were made about the dimensions of the cairn and stone sockets; the
depth of the stone sockets were calculated as 18% of the stone’s above-ground height
and the overall height of an orthostat was 118% of its measured above-ground height.
The width of the socket was 110% the width of the stone. The length of the socket was
the same as the depth of the stone, though its external edge was modelled as being
dug into a ramp of 45 degrees. The cairn was required to be built so that it supported
all of a stone’s above-ground surface as it was being raised and, in order to resist the
lateral force generated by a partially raised stone, it must be built with no more than a
42 degree angle of repose (i.e. shaped more like a pyramid than a tower).
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Figure 4.32 - The dimensions of the cairns required to lift stone 45. The angles, side lengths and sectional areas of the
lifting cairn and the smaller, packing cairn were calculated using Pythagorean trigonometry. The angles and length of
sides of the packing cairn were calculated as follows: Angle A was the angle at which the stone must be raised to fall
forwards under the force of gravity alone (θt) minus 45 degrees (the angle of the socket ramp), or A = θt - 45. Given
that alternate angles are equal, Angle C was also 45 degrees, or C = 45. Given the triangle postulate, Angle B was
calculated by subtracting the sum of angles A and C from 180 or, 180 - A+C. Given Pythagoras’ theorem, Side b (the
socket ramp) was calculated by multiplying the socket depth by the square root of two, or b = Scd·√2. Given the law of
sines, side c was calculated by multiplying side b divided by the sine of angle B by the sine of angle C, or c =
b/sin(B)·sin(C). Similarly, side a was calculated by multiplying side b divided by the sine of angle B by the sine of
angle A, or a = b/sin(B)·sin(A). Finally, the sectional area of the packing cairn (Pca) was calculated as half of side a
multiplied by the socket depth, or Pca = 0.5·(a·Scd). The angles and length of sides of the lifting cairn were calculated
as follows: angle E was the angle at which the stone must be raised to fall forwards under the force of gravity alone
(θt). This was calculated by subtracting the arctangent of the depth of the stone divided by the height of the stone from
90, or E = 90 - atan(Sd/Sh). Angle D is the angle of repose of the lifting cairn, or D = 42. Given the triangle postulate,
angle F was calculated by subtracting the sum of angles D and E from 180, or D = 180 - D+E. Side d was calculated
by subtracting the length of packing cairn side c from the stone height, or d = Sh – c. The length of side e was
calculated using the law of sines, or e = d/sin(42)·sin(E). The sectional area of the lifting cairn (Lca) was calculated as
half of side d multiplied by side e multiplied by the sine of angle F, or Lca = 0.5·d·e·sin(F). The volumes of both cairns
(Lcv, Pcv) were calculated by multiplying their sectional areas by the width of the stone, or Lcv = Lca·Sw, Pcv =
Lca·Sw.

To calculate the labour required to raise all the orthostatic elements at West Kennet the
total volume of the stone socket was first calculated using the dimensions of each
stone. The time taken to dig this was then estimated using a rate of excavation derived
from the Overton Down experimental earthwork (Jewell 1963). It was assumed that a
team of no more than three could have dig the sockets simultaneously, given their
relatively small size (~1-4 metres across). The rate achieved experimentally by a team
of three was 0.31 cubic metres per hour (Jewell 1963, 53–4), so the overall socket
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volume was divided by 0.31 and multiplied by 3 in order to calculate the total number of
person-hours required to dig each stone socket. Next, the number of individuals
required to lever each stone (Figure 4.31) and the volume of the cairn required to lift it
past tipping point were calculated (see Figure 4.32). The number of individuals
required to operate levers was added to a presumed team of three cairn builders (as
was the case on Rapa Nui) to establish the overall team size required per stone. The
overall volume of the cairn was then divided by the rate at which a lifting cairn could be
constructed (1.375 cubic metres per hour ibid.) and multiplied by the total team size to
establish the total person hours required to raise each stone.

Stone

Weight

Socket

Socket

Cairn volume

No. lever

Cairn

no.

(tonnes

volume

digging

(cubic

operator

construction

)

(cubic

(hours)

metres)

s

(hours)

metres)
1

3.384

0.29

45.56

5.76229

3

15.6

2

4.872

0.41

64.63

4.46472

4

16

3

1.008

0.09

13.78

0.76965

1

3.56

4

0.744

0.07

10.6

0.39292

1

3.29

5

2.424

0.21

32.85

1.6317

2

5.38

6

2.448

0.21

33.91

1.27908

2

4.88

7

1.68

0.15

23.31

2.51136

2

6.66

8

1.392

0.12

19.07

1.63058

1

4.19

9

0.792

0.07

11.66

0.8132

1

3.6

10

2.808

0.24

38.14

2.3572

2

6.44

11

1.08

0.1

14.84

1.2287

1

3.9

12

1.824

0.16

25.43

2.77065

2

7.04

13

0.552

0.05

8.48

0.8865

1

3.65

14

0.432

0.04

6.36

0.41067

1

3.3

15

0.984

0.09

13.78

0.87514

1

3.64

16

0.576

0.06

8.48

0.50797

1

3.37

17

0.264

0.03

4.24

0.24381

1

3.18

18

1.128

0.1

14.84

1.04858

1

3.77

19

2.664

0.23

36.03

3.5292

2

8.14

20

1.848

0.16

25.43

2.61138

2

6.8

21

3.24

0.28

44.5

2.40264

3

8.25

22

0.816

0.07

11.66

1.14648

1

3.84
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23

2.184

0.19

29.67

3.45114

2

8.02

24

2.328

0.2

31.79

2.6873

2

6.92

25

0.624

0.06

8.48

0.18525

1

3.14

26

0.696

0.06

9.54

0.9275

1

3.68

27

1.44

0.13

20.13

1.13848

1

3.83

28

0.432

0.04

6.36

0.48576

1

3.36

29

0.264

0.03

4.24

0.29424

1

3.22

30

0.36

0.03

5.3

0.28168

1

3.21

31

2.424

0.21

32.85

2.33981

2

6.42

32

0.6

0.06

8.48

0.67574

1

3.5

33

2.4

0.21

32.85

2.37252

2

6.46

34

0.576

0.05

8.48

0.62525

1

3.46

35

1.392

0.12

19.07

1.78135

1

4.3

36

0.984

0.09

13.78

1.45635

1

4.06

37

2.832

0.25

39.2

2.57418

2

6.76

38

2.712

0.23

37.09

2.32691

2

6.4

40

4.32

0.36

57.21

2.87292

3

9.27

41

1.152

0.1

15.9

0.66744

1

3.49

42

1.992

0.17

26.49

2.3391

2

6.42

43

4.44

0.37

59.33

7.0566

3

18.42

44

5.64

0.47

75.23

4.53309

4

16.2

45

30.144

2.54

402.6

44.31024

20

328.4

46

3.888

0.33

52.98

4.87696

3

13.65

47

1.92

0.17

26.49

2.1032

2

6.06

112.70

9.7

1531.12

131.63743

96

607.13

Total

4
Table 4.7 - Hours of labour to raise each orthostat

Following the raising of the orthostats the limestone walling was added, upon which the
rough sarsen corbelling and, ultimately, the capstones would be laid. Rankine’s manual
of pre-industrial engineering data (1862, 390) states that 10.5 hours (split between a
labourer and waller) were required per cubic yard (0.76 cubic metres) of drystone
walling. Dividing the total volume of drystone walling by 0.76 and multiplying this by
10.5 produced an estimate of 92 hours for the construction of all the drystone walling at
West Kennet.
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4.4.2.6 Laying the capstones
As discussed above, it seems probable that a primary mound of fine chalk and earth
was raised immediately following the erection of the orthostats. This mound material
was cast over any residual lifting cairns, compacted and built up to the height of the
exterior orthostats of the chambers and passage. As it was being built up, the mound
material provided a stable surface on which to lay courses of rough sarsen slabs in
between orthostats where it also acted as a binding ‘backing’ material. Rough sarsen
corbelling was also added to create a level surface where orthostats were of different
heights. More mound material was then added to stabilise these slabs and in some
cases (e.g Figure 4.25) the uppermost corbels were supported by the mound. The
eventual structure onto which the capstones at West Kennet were added would have
likely not looked too dissimilar to Dehn’s (2015, 63) reconstruction drawing of an
unfinished Danish passage grave (see Figure 4.34), though the capstones were likely
dragged up ramps at the front, rather than the rear, of the monument.

Figure 4.33 - Dörfler & Müller (2016) used an earthen ramp shored up with longitudinal timbers and a timber slipway to
raise the capstones around 1m at their experimental reconstruction of a Danish passage grave.

Labour estimates of the laying of the capstones must include the time taken to raise
the primary mound as well as the effort required to manipulate the stones into place.
The extent of the putative primary mound remains difficult to ascertain but the GPR
survey data (ibid.) indicated that it extended at least ~4m all around the chambers and
may have been shaped into one, or possibly two, ramps approximately 8m long,
positioned either side of the entrance. In order to calculate the volume of the putative
primary mound, its scaled form was reconstructed in Sketchup. The mound was
assumed to have been built up to and level with the top of the orthostats (approx. 2m)
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and followed the outline that the exterior faces of the chamber orthostats created. A
flat, 4m platform was modelled as surrounding all the chambers and the putative ramps
flowed either side of the revetment wall. The volume of this complex, solid geometric
shape was calculated as approximately 450 cubic metres. This figure should be
reduced by the estimated volume of the lifting cairns used to raise the orthostats (9.7
cubic metres), leaving 440.3 cubic metres.

Figure 4.34 - Dehn's (2015, 63) proposed reconstruction of the construction of passage graves.

During their experimental reconstruction of a passage grave, Dörfler & Müller (2016)
compacted the soil used to form their earthen ramp and, as already noted in excavated
examples by Dehn (ibid.), the working platforms at Neolithic passage graves in
Denmark were also compacted. The primary mound at West Kennet would also
needed to have been compacted and because of this it was probably built from the fine
topsoil, subsoil and uppermost, weathered strata of chalk bedrock. This interpretation is
also supported by the results of the GPR survey discussed above, which indicated a
homogenous fill in this part of the mound. The calculated volume of the primary mound
given above is probably its manually compacted volume, which means its original
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unexcavated volume would be slightly less, whilst the volume of loose soil that needed
to be transported to build it would be far greater. This is due to the propensity for soil to
gain volume after being excavated (known as the bulk or swell factor). Assuming the
primary mound material was compacted to 110% of its original, unexcavated volume
then the volume of material removed (or the void left) would be 400.2 cubic metres.

Jewell (1963, 53–4) has provided various rates of working related to the digging and
movement of chalk using antlers tools and baskets, derived from the experimental
earthwork on Overton Down, Wiltshire. Though these rates deal specifically with chalk,
which is the natural geology at the site of West Kennet, the average volume over time
figure produced by Jewell takes account of the time-consuming difficulties inherent in
removing deeply stratified, unweathered blocks of chalk. In contrast, the kind of
material likely used to construct the primary mound would have been loose and
composed primarily of soil and ‘openly fractured’ chalk fragments (Bell et al. 1999,
247).

In short, its removal from a consistently shallow depth would take less time than for
deeply stratified chalk. A more appropriate rate of working can be found in early 20thcentury industrial manuals such as Rea’s (1908, 47) How to estimate, in which he
proposed a single individual could shovel around 20 cubic yards (15.3 cubic metres) of
fine soil out of a ditch less than 0.3m deep over a ten hour day, or around 1.5 cubic
metres per hour. Importantly, this was just the time taken to remove the material from
the trench and place it beside the cutting. Accordingly, it would have taken around 267
person-hours to excavate the material used to construct the primary mound at West
Kennet, assuming roughly equivalent technology existed (i.e. spades – see Chapter 2).

As there are no other obvious disturbances around the mound, the primary mound
material was probably dug and transported from the areas that later became the
flanking ditches at West Kennet. If all the material for the primary mound was obtained
from no more than a depth of 0.3m, then an area of approximately 1333 sq. m would
have needed to be excavated. This equated to roughly half the area of the total surface
footprint of the now eroded flanking ditches, as defined by Piggott’s resistivity survey
(see Figure 4.4) and Martin’s (2001) magnetometer survey. Estimates of the labour
required to transport the primary mound material should take account the increase in
its volume once excavated. Barber (2012, 11–12) has described the subsoil here as
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sandy-clay but when the fine fragments of chalk are accounted for the most
appropriate bulking factor is probably ‘clay with gravel’, which expands by 35% of its
original volume when excavated (Entwisle et al. 2015, 19). Accordingly, around 540.27
cubic metres of loose soil were transported to form the primary mound.

Erasmus’ (1965) rates of working relating to the movement of sandy soil in Sonara,
Mexico are useful for calculating the approximate time required by this process. Using
just a 5-gallon (18.9 litres) tin can, a single worker spent 5 hours transporting
approximately 1.76 cubic metres of soil 100m. A different worker using the same sized
container managed 3.17 cubic metres over just 50m, demonstrating that a halving of
the transport distance increased the volume of soil transported by a factor of 1.8. The
flanking ditches at West Kennet lie around 25m from the chambers, so, according to
Erasmus’ experiments, a single individual would be able to transport a minimum of 5.7
cubic metres of loose soil over five hours or around 1.1 cubic metres per hour. The
transport of the soil for the primary mound at West Kennet therefore probably
represented around 491 hours of activity. If a large group of people took part in the
construction of the mound then the soil would be gradually compacted by the constant
footfall.

The gentlest slope of the primary mound was where its base extended farthest from the
flat platform beside the tops of the orthostats. If the primary mound extended to near
the limits of the visible mound today (approximately 8 metres), an angle of between 1417 degrees could have been attained. As in Dörfler & Müller’s (2016) experiment, a
timber slipway was probably incorporated into the fabric of the ramp and would have
reinforced its surface and reduced the friction experienced when hauling the capstones
along it. As with the long-distance land transport calculations above, Equation 4.1 was
used to determine the force required to haul each capstone up a 16 degree slope. The
figure was divided by 445N to calculate the approximate number of individuals required
to exert the required force. The overall person-hour figures were generated as if the
capstones were hauled at a speed of 0.2 metres per second, a slower rate than that
used for the long-distance transport, which reflects anecdotal experimental
observations of hauling heavy loads up such steep slopes (e.g. Whitby et al. 1997).

The largest recorded capstone (stone 122) would have required 56 people to haul it up
the ramp. This number of people would not have been too large to fit on the primary
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mound platform and is below the minimum number of people required to transport the
heaviest stone, stone 45. As Table 4.8 shows, this aspect of the construction took little
time (duration per stone haul was 40 seconds to cover the 8m ramp) and required few
people; most of the effort in raising the capstones was expended on building the
primary mound and ramps. As Poissonnier and Collin’s (1994, 136) experiment
showed, a smaller group of people probably spent several hours positioning the
capstone over the chamber orthostats using temporary wooden struts, though there is
insufficient data available to model this process at West Kennet with any accuracy.

Stone

Weight

ref.

(tonnes)

Force (N)

No. of

Person

individuals

hours
(hours)

108

0.648

550.6

7

0.1

110

0.672

1101.3

7

0.1

104

0.696

1321.5

7

0.1

113

0.96

1431.6

10

0.2

106

1.056

1431.6

11

0.2

121

1.104

1541.8

11

0.2

107

1.32

1651.9

14

0.2

111

1.656

1762

17

0.2

114

1.704

1762

18

0.2

101

2.472

1982.3

25

0.3

117

2.832

2202.5

29

0.4

117a

2.832

2973.4

29

0.4

117b

2.832

3083.5

29

0.4

117c

2.832

3193.7

29

0.4

117d

2.832

4405.1

29

0.4

109

3.168

4845.6

33

0.4

122

5.448

5065.8

56

0.7

Total

4.9

Table 4.8 - Force and time taken to drag capstones weighing over 500kg up ramp
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4.4.2.7 Digging the ditch and building the secondary mound
As already discussed, because some sarsen corbelling cuts into and is supported by
mound material, it is likely that a primary mound of mainly soil and weathered chalk
was raised during the construction of the megalithic chambers, whereafter it was used
as a ramp up which to haul the capstones. The shallow ditches from which the material
for the primary mound derived were probably located to the immediate north and south
of the passage and chambers (at what would later become the eastern end of the
mound). They were then later enlarged to provide material for the mound proper. The
original form of these earlier (admittedly hypothetical) ditches has therefore most likely
been destroyed but their general orientation may have survived within the later,
enlarged ditches if the process of enlargement simply entailed expanding the ditch’s
pre-existing dimensions. As already noted, North (2016, 98) has commented on how
the northern ditch’s orientation changes some 30m west from the eastern terminal,
providing a rough guide as to the location of the putative northern primary mound ditch.

4.5

Conclusions

The combined volume of the structure’s internal elements (sarsen boulder core,
chambers, primary mound etc.) subtracted from the overall reconstructed mound
volume (4510 cubic metres) returns of a figure of 3391.99 cubic metres. This is the
likely volume of quarried chalk contained within the mound. Over the course of his
experiments on Overton Down, Jewell (1963) noted that quarried chalk exhibited a
bulking factor of around 1.45, a figure that falls within the range of values listed for
chalk in the recent BGS Civil Engineering Guide (Entwisle et al. 2015, 19). The volume
of in situ chalk removed to build the secondary mound at West Kennet would therefore
have been around 2339.3 cubic metres. Despite their limitations (see Chapter 2),
Jewell’s (1963) experiment on Overton Down probably remains the most appropriate
source of information relating to the construction of linear earthwork monuments on the
chalk using replica prehistoric tools. Atkinson’s formula (see Chapter 1) returns a value
of 28,528 hours for the construction of the secondary mound at West Kennet.

Element

Hours

Collect sarsen core boulders

440
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Sarsen stone transport

296

Limestone transport

773

Build Limestone walling

92

Raising orthostats

607

Primary mound dig

267

Primary mound transport

491

Capstone drag

5

Secondary mound

28528

Total

31499

Table 4.9 – Table showing costs of West Kennet construction
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5 Stonehenge
5.1

Background: A recent structural history

As outlined by Field and Pearson (2010, 3–4), numerous descriptive and interpretive
accounts of Stonehenge have been written over the course of the 21st century. They
have variously focused on its relation to a wider, social landscape (Darvill 2007), its
local, physical topography and orientation vis-à-vis various celestial bodies (Johnson
2008; Exon et al. 2000) or relative role and metaphorical meaning within a wider
complex of complementary monuments (Parker Pearson 2012). Several volumes have
also effectively synthesised excavations both within the monument (Cleal et al. 1995)
and its environs (Richards 1990). More recently still, greater attention has been
focussed on what can be learnt from accurate survey of both the stones (Marcus
Abbott et al. 2012) and the earthworks of Stonehenge (Field et al. 2010), as well as
through high-resolution geophysical survey of the wider world heritage site (Gaffney et
al. 2012).

This chapter returns the focus to within the monument itself and draws on many of the
above sources in its reassessment of the archaeological evidence that specifically
relates to the process of construction. The chapter’s primary aims remains the
establishment of a revised labour estimate for the monument as a whole and the
development of more general labour estimation techniques that could be scaled up and
incorporated into the mass labour estimate study. As such, a greater focus is placed on
the more obviously labour-intensive parts of the structure, including the earthworks, the
sourcing of the bluestones, and the manipulation and shaping of the stones used within
the main sarsen settings. The labour associated with the timber elements of
Stonehenge is not modelled, as this is consistent with the approach used in the largescale labour estimate method detailed in Chapter 6 of the thesis.

5.1.1

Summary of the structures

5.1.1.1 Earthworks
One of the earliest features at Stonehenge is its sub-circular ditch, which runs for
approximately 336.5m and measures 110m across (Figure 5.1). It is still visible as an
earthwork today and encloses an area of just over 9000 square meters, or 0.9
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hectares. The ditch circuit breaks at least twice, giving way to causeways in the
northeast (11.5m across) and the south (3.5m across). Lawson (1997, 20) has
suggested a third causeway existed approximately 20m to the west of the latter, though
a small crater-like section of ditch overlays it. Cleal et al. (1995, 68) have thus
described this as a ‘blocked entrance’. Where excavated, it can be seen that the ditch
was constructed as a series of short, straight bays, or ‘segments’, ranging from 5m to
15m in length. The south-western quadrant of the ditch circuit is composed of fewer,
shorter segments than the north-eastern quadrant. Together, the conjoined segments
of the ditch give the appearance of a continuous, circular ditch (discussed further in
section 5.2.1.1).

Figure 5.1 - Plan of the Stonehenge earthworks (Field et al. 2014, 16, fig. 12)

The upper fills of some of the ditch segments appeared to show that the ditch was
modified following its original excavation during the Neolithic. Cleal et al. (1995, 118)
noted that in some parts of the ditch a dark organic layer had formed stratigraphically
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above the primary chalk rubble at the base of the cut. In places, this surface was
seemingly used before clean chalk rubble was deliberately deposited on top of it,
sometimes forming convex dumps of redeposited course chalk (e.g. context 3244; Fig.
47; Cleal et al. 1995, 93; R. J. C Atkinson 1979, 72–74). More recently, Parker Pearson
et al. (2009, 29–31) have argued that this deliberate backfilling occurred after the ditch
had been recut, several centuries after it was initially dug. A circle of 56 oval holes
known as ‘Aubrey holes’ run around the inside of the enclosure ditch. These are
broadly contemporaneous to the ditch and are thought to have once held either timber
posts or bluestones (Darvill et al. 2012)

As a henge, Stonehenge is unique in possessing a well-defined internal bank that is
around half a metre high and over seven metres wide at the base. Field (2014) notes
that the external bank, of which only traces remain today, was subject to cultivation
sometime after the 18th century. Geophysical surveys indicates that the proportions of
the external bank were largely similar to the internal bank (Payne 1994). Several other
stone or timber settings existed at various different times over the use of the
monuments which are today only visible as earthworks. The Y and Z holes are two sets
of 30 concentric holes that survive as visible earthworks enclosing the sarsen circle
(see Figure 5.1). Field (2014, 26–7) also notes the presence of a low internal bank
running around each set of holes (discussed further below). The Q and R holes are the
remains of a probable double bluestone circle that enclosed the Sarsen Horseshoe
settings. The original number of sockets is not currently known as erosion around the
north-west quadrant of the site has obscured the remains of the circuit here, although it
is also possible this structure was never finished (Darvill et al. 2012, 1030).

5.1.1.2 The stone settings
Eight-six stones are today visible at Stonehenge, which includes four stumps. A further
ten buried stumps were excavated over the 20th century, making 96 in all (Field et al.
2015, 126).
The Sarsen Horseshoe comprises 15 enormous sarsen slabs, arranged into 5 freestanding trilithons, each of which consists of two uprights and a lintel. The Sarsen
Circle—a now partially-ruined c. 30m-diameter ring of 30 sarsen uprights supporting 30
lintels—encircled both the sarsen horseshoe and double bluestone settings. Many of
these sarsens were connected using mortice and tenons, a jointing method associated
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with woodworking. Abbott et al. (2012) note that the all of the Sarsen Horseshoe and
most of the Sarsen Circle stone have been dressed to varying degrees (see section
5.2.2.5).

Figure 5.2 - The stone settings of Stonehenge stage 2 (Darvill et al. 2012, 1031, fig. 4)

Four sarsen Station Stones (of which only two now remain) are positioned just inside
the enclosure where they mark the corners of a near-perfect rectangle that encloses all
the central stone settings detailed above. As Field (2014, 18) observes, a south—and
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possibly a north— ‘barrow’ is positioned where the now absent stations stones one
were (see Figure 5.2). The Slaughter stone, now fallen, originally stood alongside
another two stones in middle of the north-eastern enclosure entrance to create a short
façade (Pitts et al. 1982). The Heelstone, the heaviest stone at Stonehenge weighing
nearly 30 tonnes, was also erected about 25m outside the northeast entrance, whilst
the Altar Stone, unusual in that it is one of the only non-local sandstones present at
Stonehenge (it likely came from the Senni Beds around the Brecon Beacons) is
situated just yards in front of the Great Trilithon.

5.1.2

Chronology

The chronology of Stonehenge has its own history, formally beginning in the early
twentieth century with the assumption that the monument—as it appears today—was
constructed within a single period (Stone 1924, 2). This model was subsequently
expanded into the “Two Date Theory” (Newall 1929, 84) following Gowland and Judd’s
(1902) and, later, Hawley’s (1921; 1922; 1923; 1924; 1925; 1926; 1928) excavations in
and around the monument. Excavations by Richard Atkinson and others in the 1970s
yielded dateable material from a variety of key structural contexts. A somewhat refined,
multi-phase model that divided the construction of the monument into three main
stages was subsequently proposed (R. J. C Atkinson 1979). At the turn of the century,
Cleal et al. (1995) brought together the majority of twentieth-century research into the
monument, including excavations by Richards (1990) and Pitts et al. (1982). Her study
included a Bayesian model for estimating the dates of the various phases of
construction at Stonehenge. In combination with stratigraphic evidence, 52 radiocarbon
determinations were used to establish a new chronological model (Table 2; Darvill et al.
2012, 1024) which, whilst maintaining the three-phase core of previous chronologies,
expanded the third phase considerably.
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Event description

Labour hours

Event schematic

Relative duration

Absolute date

1620–1450 cal. BC

210

Y & Z HOLES DUG

? years

2010–1745 cal. BC
2160–1925 cal. BC

Existing bluestones rearranged.

ERECTION OF 40–60
BLUESTONES (OUTER
BLUESTONE CIRCLE)

1,800

ERECTION OF 25
BLUESTONES
(BLUESTONE OVAL)

c. 200 years

2210–2030 cal. BC
2300–2100 cal. BC

Existing bluestones rearranged.

ENCLOSURE DITCH
RECUT

6,124

ERECTION OF ?25
BLUESTONES (CENTRAL
CIRCLE)

c. 200 years

2405–2225 cal. BC
2470–2300 cal. BC
ERECTION OF 4 STATION
STONES, SLAUGHTER
STONE, HEEL STONE,
ALTAR STONE, STONES
D&E

All remaining sarsen
stones transported from
Clatford.

2,967,383

ERECTION OF 4 STATION
STONES, SLAUGHTER
STONE, HEEL STONE,
ALTAR STONE, STONES
D&E

ERECTION OF 60
SARSEN STONES
(SARSEN CIRCLE)

2,980

ERECTION OF 4 STATION
STONES, SLAUGHTER
STONE, HEEL STONE,
ALTAR STONE, STONES
D&E

ERECTION OF 80
BLUESTONES (DOUBLE
BLUESTONE CIRCLE - Q &
R HOLES)

1,574,283

ERECTION OF 4 STATION
STONES, SLAUGHTER
STONE, HEEL STONE,
ALTAR STONE, STONES
D&E

ERECTION OF 15
SARSEN STONES
(SARSEN HORSESHOE)

Additional 24
bluestones transported
from Bluestone henge.

Sarsen horseshoe stones
transported from
Clatford.

c. 250 years

2760–2510 cal. BC
2965–2755 cal. BC
Sarsen stones present at
site already. 80
bluestones transported
from Preselis and Brecon
to SH and West
Amesbury. Labour inc.
ditch & socket digging.

809,810

ERECTION OF SARSEN
STONES B, C & 97

DIGGING OF
ENCLOSURE DITCH

ERECTION OF 56
BLUESTONES (AUBREY
HOLES)

c. 400 years

3000–2620 cal. BC

Figure 5.3 – chronological schema

5.2

Method

5.2.1

Volumetric calculations

A variety of data sources were used to help establish the volumes of the various
components of Stonehenge. These included excavated section drawings and plans
(Cleal et al. 1995), site plans produced using analytical survey (Field et al. 2014; Field
et al. 2015) and images of stones derived from laser survey (Marcus Abbott et al.
2012), Historic England supplied projected polygon and line vector data acquired from
a variety of sources, geophysical imagery (Payne 1994), ~5cm resolution digital
elevation maps (DEM) derived from photogrammetric survey (discussed below) and
reflectance transforming imagery derived from high resolution DEM.
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5.2.1.1 Ditch and earthen bank

Figure 5.4 – Detail from Cleal’s (ibid.) georectified ditch plan showing traced ditch extents (upper and lower) and spot
depth values from Hawley’s (ibid.) section drawings and descriptions.

Cleal et al. (1995, 65–94) have effectively synthesised information regarding Hawley’s
(1925; 1924; 1926; 1928; 1921; 1922; 1923) and, later, Atkinson’s (Atkinson et al.
1952) and Evans’ (1978) excavation of the ditch at Stonehenge. As is clear from
Cleal’s et al.’s (ibid.) plan of the ditch (Figure 5.4), its irregular form, both in terms of its
width, depth and profile, negated estimating its volume using simple, solid frustrum
formulae. Instead a repeatable, GIS-based method of reconstructing the ditch in three
dimensions was developed (described fully in Appendix 2). Following georectification of
the overall ditch plan its upper and lower limits were traced along with the limits of each
individual ‘segment’ recognised by Hawley during his excavations. Thirty four of
Hawley’s section drawings of his excavations within the ditch (Cleal et al. 1995 figs. 3747 & 58; Hawley 1926 plate II) were then digitised, along with detailed plans of the
excavated areas showing which part of the ditch the section pertained to. Following
georectification of these data the locations of the sections could be added to the overall
ditch plan (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.5 - Example of two depth measurements made from section drawings. The projected original chalk surface is
shown in blue.

For each section drawing, the depth of the ditch from its lower limits (i.e. the base of
the profile cut) to the projected original surface of the chalk bedrock was measured
(see Figure 5.5). A total of 106 individual measurements were made in this way. The
location of each depth measurement—the intersection between the section location
and the ditch lower limit—was then determined using the overall site plan. Hawley’s
publications (ibid.) and diary entries (see Cleal et al. 1995, 65–94) also contained
references to the depth and form of the ditch at various locations across its length e.g.
‘0.8m deep towards eastern end of segment 28’ (Cleal et al. 1995, 92). Measurements
contained within these references were also aggregated and their described locations
estimated using the overall site plan.

Segment

None (cu. m)

No. segments

NE

316.85

12

SE

305.5

19

Total

622.32

31

Table 5.1 - Volume of eastern ditch by segment quadrant membership

An approximate reconstruction of the 3D form of the excavated ditch was composed
using measurements of the upper limit of the ditch, the lower limit of the ditch and the
spot depth obtained using the methods described above. Using the spot heights and
lower limit of the ditch, the script first employed an interpolatation algorithm (Metz
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2016) to estimate the height of the ditch floor across its entire length. Next the profile of
the ditch cut was interpolated (i.e. the space between the floor and the upper limit of
the ditch). The resulting raster data described the likely volume of the ditch across its
entire circuit. Both its overall volume and the volume of each segment around the
circuit were calculated.

Figure 5.6 - The interpolated ditch around the north eastern entrance to Stonehenge.

The estimated eastern ditch volume of 622.32 cu. metres describes only the excavated
length of ditch, which measured c. 171.9m, excluding causeways. This equates to c.
3.62 cubic metres per metre of ditch length. The total estimated length of the ditch at
Stonehenge is 320.8m, which would leave 148.9m of unexcavated ditch.
Notwithstanding the different character of the western ditch, and any unconfirmed
breaks (see Field et al. 2010, 51), its volume can now be estimated as c. 539 cubic
metres. The total negative volume of the entire ditch circuit at Stonehenge is 1161.32
cubic metres. Its initial excavation would have yielded some 1683.9 cubic metres of
chalk rubble if the bulking factor of 1.45 derived from the Overton Down earthwork is
used. Before comparing this to the reconstructed volume of the bank, however,
material from the ditch recut—thought to have occurred some 500 years after the initial
ditch was dug, during the main sarsen phase (Pearson et al. 2009, 29–31)—must also
be considered. Atkinson’s section drawings (Cleal et al. 1995, figure 38) show this to
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be a c. 1m deep, 2.6m wide scoop. If the recut ran the whole length of the original
ditch, its volume would have been 920.7 cu. metres, assuming a cross-sectional area
of 2.87m2. Accordingly, applying a bulking factor of 1.25 for loamy soil, the recut would
have yielded some 1150.87 cubic metres of material.

Figure 5.7 – The re-constructed ditch, view across the NE entrance. Lower, overlaid over Cleal’s plan.

As discussed above, Stonehenge is unusual in that its bank is positioned inside the
enclosure ditch. The total length of internal bank visible today measures c. 264m,
excluding the various gaps noted around the circuit (e.g. by the north eastern entrance
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and to the south). Field and Pearson (2010, 51) note that the bank is best preserved to
the north, as here its proximity to the road discouraged ploughing. A profile through the
bank here reveals that it is c. 0.54m high with a base measuring some 7.4m across.
The cross-sectional area of this profile is 1.58m2, which means the total volume of
continuous internal bank—assuming it was originally as substantial as the measured
northern section—would be c. 417.12 cubic metres, far less than the predicted yield of
the excavated ditch.

There is still a significant difference, however, even if one allows for the fact that the
northern section of bank might have lost up to 20% of its original volume. This
observation further strengthens the case for an external bank, or ‘counterscarp’—
contemporary with the original ditch—that has since been mostly ploughed away. The
length of the counterscarp, still visible in places around the north and northeast of the
ditch, would have been some 334m. Based on this length it would have comprised
approximately 527.7 cubic metres of material, assuming its dimensions had been
similar to that of the best preserved sections of the inner bank. Together, the volume of
the inner and outer banks totals c. 944 cubic metres, still some 200 cubic metres less
than the negative volume of the ditch would suggest. As a crude guide, however, the
above figures might therefore indicate that both banks were contemporary with the
digging of the ditch, rather than sequential additions.

5.2.1.2 Volume of the stones
Data relating to each recorded stone deriving from the 2012 laser scan supplementary
data (M. Abbott et al. 2012) were kindly supplied by Paul Backhouse of Historic
England (Figure 5.8). In addition to measurement data, this dataset contained
important metadata relating to the quality of the scan, the position of the stone (e.g
fallen or standing), and whether the stone was damaged or incomplete. In some cases,
the complex 3D surface of a stone had also been used to calculate its above ground
surface area, volume and weight (based on the specific gravity of its lithology), as well
as its maximum measurement in three dimensions (i.e. length, breadth and width). As
outlined in the laser scan report, data relating to stones that had fallen were considered
unreliable because these stones were often partially buried and therefore partially
obscured from the scan.
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Figure 5.8 - Stonehenge laser scan supplementary data, including polygons with attributes shown (some attribute data
excluded).

A subset of the data (herein referred to as ‘the subset’) was therefore created by
removing records whose ‘Position’ was recorded as ‘Fallen’ or whose ‘Estimates
weight’ value was zero (indicating the scan quality was low). Any records with
‘Complete’ values of less than 100 were also removed, as these related to broken
stones. The subset therefore only related to reliably recorded standing stones and inplace lintels. As described in Chapter 6, modified versions of the subset were used to
generate a series of generalising models describing the relationship between the
maximum measurements of stones (e.g their maximum length) and their volume and
surface area. These generalising models enabled the more accurate prediction of
these key metrics for stones from other monuments (e.g. Avebury) for which only the
maximum dimensions were available.
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Figure 5.9 - Spatial distribution of stone weights at Stonehenge. Only weights for ‘clean’ stone are shown. Orthostatic
sarsen lengths have been extended by 25 percent, bluestones by 40 percent. Gravity of sarsen is 2.52, whilst various
gravities were used for the different ‘bluestone’ lithologies (see appendix 3).

For data within the subset, the above ground volumes of sarsen orthostatic stones
were multiplied by 1.25, to account for the probable portion of the stone still contained
within the stone socket (Field et al. 2015, 129). Similarly, the above ground volumes of
bluestone records were multiplied by a factor of 1.40, the average percentage of
bluestone orthostats known to be underground (Field et al. 2015, 129). The volumes of
lintels were not adjusted. Volumes were grouped according to their architectural
component membership (e.g. Sarsen Circle uprights) and averaged. The
corresponding architectural component mean volume value was assigned to stones
belonging to that architectural component that had been recorded at low-quality or
were missing. Some stones (e.g. the Station Stones) belonged to architectural
components for which there were no high-quality scan data. In these cases, the cuboid
volume of these stones was retained and used to generate mean values where
required. All stone volumes were multiplied by a gravity value specific to their rock type.
Where the exact rock type was not known (e.g for several of the bluestones) an
averaged bluestone gravity value was used. The recalculated stone weights are
summarised in Table 5.2 and their spatial distribution can be viewed in Figure 5.9.
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENT

MEAN

SUM WEIGHT

NO.

WEIGHT

(TONNES)

STONES

(TONNES)
BLUESTONE CIRCLE

1.28

8.94

7

BLUESTONE HORSESHOE

2.08

12.47

6

SARSEN CIRCLE (LINTEL)

5.7

34.2

6

SARSEN CIRCLE (UPRIGHT)

20.42

326.66

16

SARSEN HORSESHOE (LINTEL)

16.03

48.08

3

SARSEN HORSESHOE (UPRIGHT)

32.07

256.6

8

STATION STONE

6.55

13.1

2

Table 5.2 - Recalculated weights of stones from the data subset.

5.2.2

Labour estimates

5.2.2.1 Transporting the stones
As described in Chapter 2, scholars have proposed a variety of methods for the
transportation of both the bluestones and sarsen stones to Stonehenge (Parry 2000;
Simpson 2001; Whitby et al. 1997; Harris 2016; e.g Atkinson 1974; Atkinson 1961).
Only Richard Atkinson (1956), however, has synthesized proposed methods together
with other information to offer a ‘complete’ labour estimate for all stone transportation.

Bluestones
Atkinson (1956, 98–110) suggested that after having been hauled overland to Milford
Haven, the bluestones were taken along a coastal water route hugging the southern
shores of Wales before being floated up the Severn Estuary (see Figure 5.10). From
here they were sequentially punted up the Bristol Avon, the rivers Frome, Wylye, and
finally, the Salisbury Avon. The main portage was some six miles long between the
Frome and the Wylyle. Such a method of transport, he asserted, would offer a ‘great
saving of labour’ (1956, 100) and pointed out that it made sense to use boats for the as
much of journey as possible, as a purely overland route probably would have involved
boats for river crossings anyway.

Measurements made by tracing Atkinson’s (ibid.) proposed water transport route show
that it is c. 380km long and included a total of c. 39km overland portage. Atkinson
(ibid.) did not supply a speed for the water-based transport of bluestones but long- 203 -

distance paddle speed in calm waters is known to be around 3 knots (5.5km / hour)
(Horvath et al. 1969). The non-stop duration of the water-based parts of the route
would therefore be 62 hours, or roughly a week. Similarly, Atkinson (ibid.) gave no
exact figure for the speed of overland bluestone transport by sledge, though he
reckoned trained and experienced Neolithic stone haulers could have achieved a rate
of ‘several miles per day’ (interpreted here as three miles a day, or 0.48km / hour)
(1956, 110). Accordingly, the overland sections of the route would have consisted of
around 81 hours, or eight days of continuous hauling. Atkinson (ibid.) was more explicit
about the number of individuals required by each method, however. On the basis of his
experiments (see Chapter 2), he estimated that a boat carrying a 4-tonne bluestone
required a crew of between 6–12, some 80% less than the 60 or so he claimed would
be needed to haul it overland using a sledge and rollers.

In terms of modelling overall transportation costs, Atkinson (ibid.) assumed that the
number of individuals required to transport all stones should be derived from the
number of individuals required to transport the heaviest stone. This is an extension of
another of Atkinson’s rules, which specified that the number of individuals required to
transport a single stone should be the number required at the most labour-intensive
(i.e. steepest) part of its route. In this sense, it is curious as to why Atkinson
emphasised the efficiency of water-based transport whilst also conceding that some
overland hauling was required (Atkinson 1961), a situation that would negate the
savings if his latter rule was adhered to strictly. The (problematic) implications of these
rules in terms of what they imply about the nature of construction and organisation of
labour are discussed further in section 5.2.2.3. Presently, however, they are employed
so as to enable an accurate reconstruction of Atkinson’s (ibid.) estimates. According to
Atkinson (1956, 105), the Altar Stone was the heaviest bluestone, which he estimated
weighed 7 tonnes before it was shaped. He suggested a crew of 12 individuals would
need to accompany this stone as it was floated whilst 110 individuals (16 men per
tonne) would be needed to haul it overland, which included those responsible for
handling rollers. Unlike his estimates for the transport of the sarsens, Atkinson (ibid.)
did not increase this figure to account for the steepest ascents of the overland part of
his bluestone route. A summary of Atkinson’s inferred transport costs can be seen in
Table 5.3.
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SCENARIO

METHOD

DISTANCE

SPEED

MAX

SUM HOURS

(KM)

(KM/HOUR)

INDIVIDUALS

(MILLIONS)

(HEAVIEST
STONE)
Bluestones 1

BOAT

341

5.5

12

0.06

SLEDGE &

39

0.48

110

0.72

ROLLERS
TOTAL
Bluestones 2

0.77

BOAT

341

5.5

110

0.55

SLEDGE &

39

0.48

110

0.72

ROLLERS
TOTAL
Sarsens 1

SLEDGE &

1.26
38.6

0.08

1500

58.62

ROLLERS
TOTAL

58.62

Table 5.3 – Atkinsons inferred transport costs. Scenario 1 allows differences in the labour requirements of boat and
hauling to be accounted for whilst scenario 2 does not. The sum hours column contains the sum of the person hours
required by the heaviest stone multiplied by the number of stones Atkinson modelled (80 bluestones and 81 sarsen
stones).

Sarsen stones
Atkinson (ibid.) proposed that the 81 sarsens present at Stonehenge would have been
hauled some 24 miles overland from Avebury, where the River Kennet could be forded
with relative ease. From here, he suggested that they were taken southwest on a
mostly straight and level stretch of ground towards Bishops Cannings and were then
dragged gently off the northern escarpment southwards into the Vale of Pewsey. From
this position, the relatively flat Vale floor could have been crossed from north to south
without the need to ford another stream, though Redhorn Hill would have to be scaled
somehow, which Atkinson claimed was probably achieved by traversing it obliquely, a
method that reduced the effective slope experienced. From the summit of Redhorn a
north-south natural ridgeway could be followed—approximately along the course of the
old Devises-Salisbury road—to within two miles west of Stonehenge.

Atkinson (1956, 115) argued that the sarsens would have required some 22 men per
tonne of weight on gentle inclines (6 more men than the bluestones), on account of the
additional labour needed to handle the extra-large diameter rollers needed to take the
tremendous weight of the larger sarsen stones without being driven into the ground. He
proposed a speed
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of 0.5 miles per day (0.08km / hour). Again, the weight of the largest sarsen, estimated
at 50 tonnes, was used as proxy for all other sarsens. Atkinson reckoned that the steep
ascent at Redhorn Hill would have required the effort of some 1500 men. For reasons
that remain unclear, the resulting figure (over 58 million man hours, see Table 5.3) is
significantly higher than the 30 million cited by Renfrew (1973, 548).

5.2.2.2 A revised estimate for the transport
Hilary Howard’s petrographic study of sarsen fragments, obtained from excavation at
Stonehenge in the 1980s, confirmed the presence of two distinct forms of sarsen at the
monument; coarsely grained saccaroid sarsen, and more finely-grained hard, brown (or
indurated) sarsen (Pitts et al. 1982). In terms of the provenance of the sarsen stone,
Parker Pearson (2016, 365) has suggested that the lack of present-day, suitably-sized,
tabular sarsen around Salisbury Plain (either as natural deposits or in clearance cairns
around the edges of fields) lends credence to Bowen and Smith’s (1977) assertion that
the Stonehenge sarsens probably came from the Marlborough Downs, where more
comparably sized and shaped boulders are extant. This is in agreement with
antiquarian observers (Hoare 1810; Cunnington 1907; Smith 1884) who have
repeatedly proposed that the area between the villages of Avebury and Marlborough
was the most likely source of Stonehenge’s sarsens. William Stukeley (cited in Piggott
1948a) was more specific and suggested that the ‘ridge near Clatford’ (probably that
near Totterdown Wood today) was the most probable source, on account of the sheer
size of the stones found there. Many of the sarsens here have since been broken up
into building materials but Parker Pearson (2016, 367) has noted that—in contrast to
the smaller, more heavily-eroded boulders on the valley floor—any naturally-occurring
sarsen boulders here would have long been protected by a thick, overlying deposit of
clay-with-flints. (2008, 106; 2015, 126) has made the case for Stonehenge bottom as
the probable source.

Provenancing of Stonehenge’s bluestones has a longer pedigree and broader sense of
agreement (Bevins et al. 2018). ‘Bluestone’ is a catch-all term covering a variety of
non-local types of rock, including spotted/unspotted dolerite, rhyolites/rhyolitic tuffs,
volcanic ashes, Devonian sandstone (the Altar Stone), and other sandstones (Parker
Pearson et al. 2011; Thorpe et al. 1991; Field et al. 2015). More recent work by Bevins
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et al. (2014) has confirmed Carn Goedog in south-west Wales as one of the principal
sources.

Determining the routes
Least cost paths to Stonehenge were generated in the same manner as described in
Chapter 4, though in this case single point locations for three different stone sources
were specified. As discussed above, the most probable source for the Stonehenge
sarsens was near Clatford (grid ref: SU 15612 68216), whilst all bluestones were
modelled as originating from near Carn Goedog on Mynydd Preseli (grid ref: SN 12904
33181) except those known to be sandstone, which were modelled as originating from
the Brecon Beacons (grid ref: SO 00713 21262). The location of Stonehenge was
modelled as SU 12256 42204.

Using an 50m resolution DEM obtained from EDINA Digimap, several rasters showing
the anisotropic cumulative cost of moving between the stone source point locations
given above were produced using r.walk (Fontenari et al. 2005) in GRASS 7.2. Three
different friction cost maps were supplied to the algorithm, each of which emphasised
the ‘costs’ of ascending or traversing either: 1) steep slopes, or 2) both steep slopes
and rivers, or 3) neither. Least cost paths were then subsequently determined from the
cumulative costs surfaces using r.drain. The different friction surfaces were designed to
model the varying issues associated with transportation of megaliths using different
techniques by imposing high penalties for different features of the landscape. The first
surface, riverslope, imposed high penalties for any isotropic slope over 10 degrees and
for all river surfaces, the second surface slope, only imposed high penalties for any
isotropic slope over 10 degrees whilst the third surface, uni imposed no additional
penalties. The imposition of penalties for traversing even isotropic slopes (i.e.
traversing a hillside without walking up or down it) was justified based on experimental
data that demonstrated the problematic transport of megaliths using sledges in these
conditions (see section 3.22 and also Atkinson 1961).

The methodological problems with estimating definitive, archaeologically relevant
routes using least cost path algorithms are well-documented and have been
summarised most recently by Herzog (2014). Of high importance to the present study
is the prioritising of the most rapid decline of accumulated cost by r.drain, which can
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result in paths that unrealistically ascend extremely steep sections of the landscape,
even if only for a short time. To avoid this, the following values were supplied as walk
coefficient a = 1, b = 999, c = 2, d =-999. These values effectively penalised any uphill
sections or steep downhill sections of the route. The full least cost path procedure is
documented in Appendix 2.

All of the least cost paths between the Preselis and Stonehenge broadly mimic Parker
Pearson et al.’s proposed overland route (2015, 1348, figure 13), in the sense that they
all ultimately utilise the relatively flat corridor provided by the extensive east-west Towy
valley as the main route eastwards out of western Wales. Their main differences lie in
the points at which they join this valley and their initial descents off the Preselis (see
Figure 5.10, A). None of the least cost paths, for example, follow Parker Pearson et
al.’s (ibid.) illustrated initial north-easterly descent from the Preselis around the
northern flank of Fenni Fawr and eastwards into the Teifi valley. Nor do they head west
along the top of the Preseli ridge towards the broadly contemporaneous causewayed
enclosure at Banc Du (Darvill et al. 2005), one of the only confirmed such monuments
in Wales (Pearson et al. in press). Instead, the least cost paths all descend eastwards
off the Preselis (near to the modern village of Crymych) and, from here, the river and
slope averse least cost path (‘sloperiver’) skirts along the southern slopes of Fenni
Fawr before following various ridges eastwards to Mynydd Lllanllwni. The other least
paths (‘uni’ and ‘slope’) both head south to the Taf valley, with the former taking a more
direct path through the Gafel valley (see Figure 5.10, B).
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Figure 5.10 – The newly generated least cost paths for the transport of the bluestones shown beside previously
proposed routes (Atkinson 1956; Parker Pearson et al. 2015). A shows the overall routes and B shows the beginnings.

As discussed above, the least cost paths for the Sarsen stones were calculated from
Clatford to Stonehenge. As seen in Figure 5.11 A, many of the least cost paths overlap
with parts of Atkinson’s (1956, figure 4), Parker Pearson’s (2016) and Hill’s (1961;
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1961) previously proposed routes. The ‘uni’ path (no avoidance of slopes or rivers)
most closely follows the route proposed by Hill, which steeply descends the North
Downs at points east of Draycot Hill or west of Knap Hill, before traversing the
headwaters of the Avon and continuing along the valley floor southwards all the way to
the Stonehenge Avenue. Both the other least cost paths (slope and sloperiver) head
westwards upstream from Clatford to avoid the steep descent off the northern
escarpment into the Vale of Pewsey. From here they broadly follow Atkinson’s (ibid.)
route south, until the former diverges and heads southeast to follow the slightly lower
ground around the headwaters of the Avon, which it follows south to Stonehenge. The
latter path scales Redhorn Hill and adheres to the north-south ridgeway described by
Atkinson (ibid.), arriving at Stonehenge from the east.

Parker Pearson (2016, 367) has noted how the avenue overlies sarsen dressing
debris, implying that at least some of the sarsens had been transported and dressed
before the avenue was constructed. Equally, if, as seems likely, pit [056] was dug into
the Avenue (Marshall et al. 2012, 16–17) following its initial construction, then the
Avenue as a whole can be dated to after the Sarsen settings had been completed
(Darvill et al. 2012). Parker Pearson (2016, 367) argues that this sequence makes the
latter section of Hill’s (ibid.) route less likely, as there was not have been an avenue to
follow to Stonehenge from the Avon. He suggests that the most probable route to
Stonehenge would arrive at the monument from the north, as this is where the densest
spreads of sarsen working debris are to be found (Parker Pearson et al. 2008, 68–76).
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Table 5.4 - Table showing the distances of various LCPs to Stonehenge from different stone sources

It is notable that both the slope and uni least cost paths approach from the north after
diverging from Hill’s (ibid.) proposed route for their final 5km (Figure 5.11, B). Just north
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of the modern town of Durrington, both these least cost paths exit the Avon Valley
eastwards and traverse Bulford Hill south in a clockwise arc before crossing the head
of the combe within which Durrington Walls is situated, coming to within less than
100m of the monument. From here they head due southwest to King Barrow ridge.
Rather than following the future path of the avenue, however, they continue on a
looping north westerly arc and finally approach Stonehenge from the north. As already
demonstrated by Exon et al. (2000, 73), the present least cost paths further emphasise
the fact that the course of the Avenue did not follow the gentlest or ‘most-efficient’ route
to the monument. As discussed in section 5.2.2.1, rather than a being the relic of
Stonehenge’s construction (i.e. part of the sarsen transport route) the Avenue was
more likely built to address an aesthetic concern related to the approach of the already
constructed monument.
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Figure 5.11 – Newly generated LCPs from Clatford to Stonehenge, with previously proposed routes. B shows the detail
of the routes around Stonehenge.
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5.2.2.3 Stone transport labour calculations
Table 5.5 shows the labour estimates for the transport of the Stonehenge bluestones
and the impact of each of the newly generated least cost paths (LCP) in terms of
labour. Following Atkinson’s rule (ibid.), the maximum number of haulers required for
each stone at any point along each LCP was considered a constant (i.e. the duration of
the journey was multiplied by this figure to produce the labour estimate). This figure
was increased by 50% to account for the additional individuals required to lay tracking
and occasionally provide additional force where required if, for example, the sledge
became jammed. It should be noted that Atkinson’s rule masked much of the
differences between the routes in terms of their labour requirements. Given that each
LCP has to climb a slope of some significance at some point, the maximal number of
individuals required across all paths was broadly similar and, as a result, it was the
length of the paths that primarily determined their labour requirements.
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BLUESTON

LITTER

uni

PRESELIS

0.75

101

0.8

1.2

E
Table 5.5 - Summary of the transport costs of stones from different sources to Stonehenge. The sum hours columns
shows the transport cost for all stones thought to have come from each source (80 from clatford, 80 from Preselis,
including 2 from the Brecon Beacons). The unique stone column shows the labour costs if each individual stone’s
weight is accounted for, the heaviest stone column uses the heaviest stones weight for every stone. Hours are shown
in millions. Key to route column: riverslope = route avoids any isotropic slope over 10 degrees and rivers, slope = route
avoids any isotropic slope over 10 degrees, uni = no additional friction costs supplied. The following values were
supplied as the walk coefficient a = 1, b = 999, c = 2, d =-999.

As noted by Parker Pearson (2015, 1348), it is feasible that the bluestones were
carried for all (or more probably some) of their journey, as their average weight is now
known to be around 2 tonnes, roughly 50% less than Atkinson (ibid.) estimated. There
are multiple ethnographic accounts detailing stones of this size being lashed to litters
and carried and the practice was most common in mountainous or densely forested
regions (Heizer 1966; Lewis 1873; McKern 1929; Mills et al. 1922). Accordingly, this
mode of transport was modelled only for bluestones from the Preselis, given that the
large Altar stone from the Brecon Beacons was probably too heavy to be transported in
such a way. The prevalence of carrying megaliths using litters within mountainous
regions indicates that this mode of transport was particularly well-suited for dealing with
slopes, narrow passes, river-crossings and other obstacles that would otherwise
present a difficulty to sledge-based transport. Accordingly, labour estimates using this
mode of transport were modelled using the most direct path (uni).

Here, it is suggested that an ephemeral timber slipway of logs, branches and brush—
not unlike the Neolithic ‘corduroy’ track known from Somerset as Abbot’s Way
(Brunning 2000)—was prepared in advance of the transportation of sarsen stones (in
contrast to Atkinson’s (ibid.) rollers). This agrees with documented ethnographic
examples of megalith transport from Sumba and Nias (Eriksen 2002) and, whilst the
putative sarsen timber track would be far longer than any known (earlier) Neolithic
examples (e.g. the Sweet track is only c. 2km long, see (Brunning et al. 2000), it much
shorter in length than certain cursus monuments (e.g. the Dorset Cursus) and
substantially more basic. Once installed ahead of the first transportation it would have
offered a continued benefit for each of the large number of stones being transported to
the same destination from a similar area.

Table 5.6 shows the mean transport estimates for both the bluestones and sarsens,
the range of these estimates and Atkinson’s equivalent estimates. The labour estimate
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for sarsen transportation is c. 85% less than Atkinson’s, even when the weight of the
heaviest stone is used as a proxy for every stone. The difference is still significant (c.
30% less) even if Atkinson’s re-calculated figure is disregarded and the more
commonly cited figure of 30 million hours is used. The difference widens still (94–81%
less) if the individual weight of each stone is used to calculate the numbers of
individuals needed to transport it. The labour estimates for bluestone transportation are
almost identical and it is notable that carrying the bluestones on a litter only marginally
increases the costs of their transportation, whilst potentially offering great benefits in
terms of traversing difficult terrain and following a more direct route.
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Table 5.6 - Summary transport labour estimates by material compared to Atkinson’s (1956) estimates

Some of the disparity between the above estimates can be attributed to the different
transportation routes proposed. Of greater importance in this respect, however, are a
number of different variables within the overall labour calculations. Firstly, Atkinson
believed that that the weight of the heaviest stone at Stonehenge was 50 tonnes (the
figure is actually nearer 40 tonnes), an error that was compounded by Atkinson’s rule
which used the labour needed to move the heaviest stone as a guide for all other
stones. As well making implicit, a priori assumptions about the nature of construction
(discussed below), this approach does not take account of recent accurate modelling of
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the stones which has further emphasised the differences in their weight (e.g. the
Sarsen Circle lintels are roughly six times lighter than the Sarsen Horseshoe uprights).

Differences in the proposed method of transportation also impacted the estimates and
contributed to their overall disparity. Atkinson (1956, 115), for example, reckoned that
some 22 individuals were needed to haul a tonne of sarsen over flat ground, a figure
that included both the haulers and the number of individuals required to handle large
diameter rollers. The use of rollers to transport megaliths in prehistory is unlikely
(Harris 2018) but the present estimates did model the time of additional individuals (a
further 50% of the minimum hauling party) to prepare tracking and provide occasional
help. The equivalent figure used was 18. Given its robust experimental basis (see
Chapter 2), the speed at which the sarsens were transported (0.08 km / hour) was
maintained between the two estimates.

Another factor responsible for the disparity was Atkinson’s (1956, 115) habit of adding
an unknown amount of time to account for return journeys, as well as time for ‘rest and
recuperation’. In this way, Atkinson mixed-up figures pertaining to ‘duration’ and ‘labour
estimate’, and it remains unclear whether his presented figures relate the continuous
amount of ‘work’ required to transport the sarsens (measured in hours and excluding
rest and other preparations) or the likely duration of this process. It is notable that no
such rest time had been factored into Atkinson’s estimates, used by Renfrew (1973),
relating to the construction of Durrington Walls or earlier Neolithic long barrows.

Atkinson’s ‘maximising rules’ could be argued as legitimate within the context of the
transport of a single stone (i.e. the numbers required to haul the stone up the steepest
part of the route should be considered constant throughout the whole process) but are
less defensible when extended between different stones (i.e. the number of individuals
needed to move the heaviest stone should be considered a constant across all stones).
The implication here is that if, for example, 1,500 people were required to move one
stone, then this same number of individuals should be modelled as either ‘standing
idle’ or somehow participating in the transportation of other stones, regardless of their
size.

The former seems improbable, given the overall duration of construction that Atkinson
suggests (upwards of 10 years, see 1956, 116) and the latter is somewhat incongruous
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with Atkinson’s broader assertion that prehistoric construction was structured by the
‘principle of least effort’ (cf Trigger 1990, 122–23). This assertion, along with other
aspects of Atkinson’s labour estimates (e.g. the notion of ‘return’ journeys from
Stonehenge to stone quarry sources), demonstrate that—as discussed by Devolder
(see 2017, 59)—far from using his labour estimates to understand the social
constitution of Neolithic society, Atkinson was drawing on pre-existing notions of social
organisation to inform his labour estimates. Namely, that it was built by a single, closed
and static group of individuals rather than, say, a series of co-ordinated, semiautonomous groups.

5.2.2.4 Assembling Stonehenge
Stonehenge’s sarsen settings: archaeology and wider research
One of the most important sources of evidence relating to the erection of the sarsen
uprights at Stonehenge is the stone sockets themselves. A number of these (stone
sockets 6 and 7 of the outer Sarsen Circle) were excavated by Hawley in 1919 (1921),
who was one of the first excavators to formally identify the existence of socket ramps.
He commented on how the sloping ramp into the socket of stone 7 ended abruptly with
a drop, and later remarked that it was generally common for the stone socket ramps to
begin with a gentle incline and terminate with a steep or vertical drop of around 1 ft.
into the socket proper (1926, 10). Subsequent excavators recognised many more such
ramps within the sockets of the sarsen stone settings at Stonehenge, and it is now
possible to visualise a general picture of their spatial distribution across the monument
(Figure 5.12). More widely, such ramps are a common feature at Neolithic and Bronze
Age megalithic monuments with large orthostatic elements, and are present at Avebury
stone circle (I. F Smith 1965), West Amesbury henge (Allen et al. 2016) and the Ring of
Brodgar (Downes et al. 2013), amongst many others sites.
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Figure 5.12 - Spatial distribution of sarsen upright ramp positions at Stonehenge

Hawley (ibid.) also noted other recurrent features relating to the raising of the sarsen
uprights: the sockets of stones 6 and 7 showed traces of timber piles (sometimes
described as ‘shoring timbers’) that appeared to have been driven in around the
outside of these stones following their erection and then burnt away; whilst the sockets
of stones 4, 5, 29 and 55 all had lines of small postholes running directly along, or just
outside of, the inner edge of the socket (the side of the socket opposite the externallylocated ramps). Excavating some years later, Atkinson (1979, 207) also noted a similar
line of postholes along the inner edge of stone 58’s socket, which he referred to as
‘anti-friction’ stakes. Similar small post or stake holes are known from stone sockets at
other stone circles and megalithic monuments such as Avebury, where Keiller (1939,
226) recorded them as being present—with accompanying opposing ramp—on the
‘majority’ of stone holes 2, 4, 8, 9 and 10.

He too referred to them as ‘anti-friction’ stakes and surmised that they were driven in
prior to the stone being raised from the opposing side. He suggested their purpose was
to prevent the projecting ‘toe’ of the stone being raised from impacting and gouging the
soft chalk side of the socket. More recently, Parker Pearson et al. (2005, 93) recorded
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a line of ten such stake holes along the western side of the Torstone’s now empty
socket. Cunnington (1929, 23) recorded no such stake holes lining the sockets of the
immense timbers of the C ring at Woodhenge but, perhaps tellingly, did record several
deep, vertical ‘scrape marks’ on the sides of some these sockets opposite their ramps.
There was little doubt in Cunnington’s (1929, 23) mind that these were the result of the
base of the timber gouging the socket profile as it was hauled from the ramp, arguably
confirming the function of the ‘anti-friction’ stakes located in the stone sockets at
Stonehenge and other megalithic sites.

Later excavations at Stonehenge also revealed that the bases of upright stones were
frequently shaped—either naturally or by human agency—to facilitate their erection.
Section drawings of stones 56, 4, 5, 59, 60 (Cleal et al. 1995, 250–55) all show that the
basal sections of these stones are considerably more rounded on the face that
opposes the socket ramp when the stone is upright. Burl (2000, 55–56) has described
how this process, which he describes as ‘keeling’, ensured the problem-free raising of
large stones. He notes that the bases of keeled stones look much like the “downturned
beak of a parrot”, so that once the stone had been raised enough that its base was in
contact with the socket floor it would naturally ‘want’ to roll forward.

Stone bases that were keeled in his way would also be less likely to gouge the back of
the socket whilst being raised, a situation that could ultimately prevent the stone from
being raised (see below). On Rapa Nui, the carefully keeled bases of moai projected
their centres of gravity forwards in a similar way, and may have been designed to
facilitate their transport whilst upright by enabling a rocking or ‘walking’ motion (Lipo et
al. 2013). In addition, many of the opposite faces of the bases of these same stones
have been slightly ‘chamfered’ (by up to 20 degrees in the case of stone 4, see Figure
5.13). As discussed further below this seemingly minor modification could also confer
significant advantages in terms of raising the uprights.
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Figure 5.13 - Atkinson's sections through the sockets of stones 4 and 5 of the Sarsen Circle. Note the position of the
external ramp and various modifications to the stone socket and stone. The anti-friction stakes described in the
excavations report do not feature on the section drawings (after Cleal et al. 1995, figure 146).

Finally, deposits of what has variously been interpreted as ‘earthy chalk rubble’, ‘chalky
earth’ or ‘chalk rubble packing’ (Cleal et al. 1995, 250–55) within and around many of
the sarsen stones sockets at Stonehenge might usefully be reinterpreted. As with the
remnant sarsen cairns at West Kennet, discussed in Chapter 4, it is possible that these
deposits are the remains of chalk mounds used to raise each upright to vertical. It
would appear that in most cases the mounds were removed (possibly ‘recycled’ to
raise adjacent uprights) but, as discussed further below, removal was not always total,
and traces of some lifting cairns may remain as surface undulations still be visible
today. It would not appear that this method of stone circle construction was unique to
Stonehenge, or even the south of Britain, and the remains of comparable lifting cairns
can tentatively be identified at other stone circles such as the Ring of Brodgar, where
excavators interpreted a suitable spread of slabs—notably only present up to and
behind the ramped side of the socket—as an area of paving (Downes et al. 2013, 104).
More widely, the standing stones of stone circles such as the Druid’s Circle, north
Wales (Griffiths 1960) and Croft Moraig, Scotland (Piggott and Simpson 1971) are
often directly associated with banks of stones, which might easily have featured in their
raising.
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Figure 5.14 – Area of paving behind a standing stone within the Ring of Brodgar (Downes et al. 2013, 105 fig. 4.15).
Possible re-interpretation as a remnant lifting cairn.

Models of raising stones
As already discussed by Field (2005), a tradition of manipulating and raising large
sarsen stones existed by the earlier Neolithic period in north Wiltshire. The existence of
West Kennet chambered tomb, with its enormous orthostatic elements, is testament to
this but the standing stone sealed beneath Arn Hill long barrow on Salisbury Plain may
indicate that this same knowledge also extended south into the area surrounding
Stonehenge too (Parker Pearson et al. 2005, 89). The collection of ramped and staked
sockets, keeled and chamfered stones, remnant supporting mounds or cairns, and
diagnostic scrape marks at Woodhenge discussed above helps elucidate the
mechanics of this tradition, and strongly suggests that it involved the levering and
hauling of monoliths up from ramps using supporting cairns of chalk or sarsen
boulders. Accordingly, Richards and Whitby’s (1997, 239–44) proposal that
Stonehenge’s orthostats were ‘toppled’ into their sockets from atop an artificial ramp
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located opposite the socket’s ramp must be regarded with suspicion. The same can be
said for variants of this approach detailed in the literature (e.g. Parry 2000; Simpson
2001).

Not only would such an approach represent a complete abandonment of many
centuries of prior experience, there are serious questions over the recorded form the
stone socket that Richards and Whitby (1997, 239) used to inform their proposals. This
particular socket (stone 56) was first excavated by Gowland at the turn of century
(1903). Atkinson (1979, 207) later excavated nearby and reckoned both his and
Gowland’s (ibid.) earlier records showed the existence of a c. 5m-long ramp sloping
down to the base of the socket from the north-western side. As Cleal et al. (1995, 187–
8) explain, the existence of a ramp in this position would imply stone 56 was somehow
raised in a sideways position—a fact not incorporated into Richards and Whitby’s (ibid.)
experimental design. It is now clear, however, that the putative ramp of stone socket 56
was too shallow to function effectively and actually forms part of an enormous,
enigmatic pit that was cut sometime after the Great Trilithon had already been raised
(Parker Pearson 2012, 129–30).

Richards and Whitby’s (ibid.) proposed method was therefore based on a misreading of
the archaeology, and it now seems unlikely that the socket for stone 56 (or any other
stone, for that matter) had the specific form demanded by their proposals. An
examination of their experimental diagrams shows that, as well as requiring socket
ramps (which are not ubiquitous across Stonehenge anyway) to allow clearance for the
rotating bases of the stones, it was also necessary for the opposing sides of sockets to
be gently inclined, rather than vertical. Worryingly, their diagrams imply that too steep
an incline

would carry the risk of the rotating stone toppling forward under its own

inertia. Sections through the sockets of stones 4 and 5 (see Figure 5.13) of the Sarsen
Circle, excavated in 1959, show that these two sockets do not meet these criteria. The
basal section of stone 5’s socket remains vertical and so poses a grave danger to the
stone if such a method were to be used, whilst conversely, both sides of stone 4’s
socket are inclines of less than 45 degrees. Toppling the stone into this socket would
only enable the stone to rotate through some 45 degrees, offering much less of an
‘energy saving’ vis-à-vis the final haul to vertical than Richards and Whitby (ibid.)
claimed.
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The attendant dangers of attempting to topple stone slabs of between c. 10–40 tonnes,
both in terms of human life and damage to the stones themselves should be
considered. Given the immense effort already expended on transporting these stones
to the site of Stonehenge (see section 5.2.2.1) it remains highly questionable whether
its builders would run this risk, especially when alternative, safer and more familiar
methods of stone raising were known to them. That said, ethnographic accounts of a
similar technique do exist, however, and McKern (1929, 65) reports that just such a
process was used to raise the uprights of the megalithic Haamonga trilithon on the
island of Tonga. A review of other ethnographic accounts of stone raising (e.g. Hutton
1922; Dewar 1966; Richards 2012; Adams 2007), however, shows the approach is rare
and simple, labour-intensive, highly conspicuous and participatory approaches are
more common hallmarks of megalithic construction.

In summary, the most probable method of raising the sarsen uprights at Stonehenge
was the already centuries old, tried-and-tested method of gradually raising them into a
ramped socket using levers and a mound of supporting material such as chalk. A
number of those who excavated at Stonehenge (e.g Gowland 1903; Hawley 1921;
Atkinson 1956) have suggested that the ramps somehow facilitated raising the sarsens
but Martínez-Torres (2013)—in his mechanical analysis of the El Gustal menhir of
Álava, northern Spain—has described exactly how this is achieved with special
reference to the kind of ‘shouldered’ (i.e. shallow then steep, or vertical) profiles noted
by Hawley (ibid.) and others at Stonehenge. Martínez-Torres (2013) shows how at El
Gustal, a class I ‘passive’ (i.e. no external force required) lever was created once the
centre of gravity of the prone stone was dragged over the beginning of the initial,
shallow ramp. Its base now overhung the socket proper and the fulcrum of a second
class I lever moved to the ‘shoulder’, or the intersection between the shallow and steep
sections of the ramp. The required lifting force gradually decreases until the stone
slides down into the socket to create a less-efficient class II lever.
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Figure 5.15. Force diagrams for various stages of erection of stone 4 where l = length of stone, f ≈ force required to
raise stone, θ angle of stone and x1 ≈ distance from centre of gravity to fulcrum and x2 ≈ distance from centre of
b

b

=

=

gravity to lift. These distances are calculated using the following equations: 𝑥= = a c 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 and 𝑥< = a − 𝑐c 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃. In
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diagram A, c = 2.18 (meaning that c. 40% of the stone overhangs the ramp). In diagram B, c = 0.67. Stone 4 weighs
21 tonnes ∴ 𝑚𝑔 = (21 · 9807) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃.

Understanding how the same leverage principles may have been exploited by those
that built Stonehenge opens a new avenue into understanding the form of the stone
sockets and the shaped bases of stones themselves, as well as the numbers of people
likely involved in raising the uprights. Presently, a worked example is provided using
stone and socket measurements taken from the laser scan data of stone 4 and
Atkinson’s section drawing of its basal form and excavated ramped socket (see Figure
5.15). The section drawing indicates that the total length of stone 4 was 5.50m, 1.27m
(c. 30%) longer than its visible, above ground proportion, which was recorded by the
laser scan as 4.23m. The total weight of this stone was therefore c. 21.8 tonnes,
though this may be a slight overestimate given the stone’s keeled and chamfered basal
faces, the form of which were also incorporated into the example. The basic form of the
‘shouldered’ ramp and stone socket were also faithfully copied from Atkinson’s section
so that their interaction with the stone whilst it was raised could be observed over three
separate stages. For each stage of raising, the following equation was used to
calculate the minimum force required to raise the stone:

𝑓> f

Lifting stage

Angle of lift

* = with pivot

𝑥<
g 𝑚𝑔
𝑥< + 𝑥=

Weight lifted

% of total

Total force

No individuals

(tonnes)

weight lifted

required (N)

with 1:18
levers

stage A

0

0.54

2.48

5295.78

1

stage B

22

7.35

33.69

72081.45

9

stage C

27.3

9.69

44.41

95029.83

12

stage A*

0

-0.24

-1.1

-2353.68

0

stage B*

17.9

8.35

38.27

81888.45

11

stage C*

39.7

8.39

38.45

82280.73

11

Table 5.7 - Table showing the forces and estimated numbers of individuals required to lift Stone 4 at each stage

As shown in Table 5.7 (stages A–C), the gentle, initial ramp greatly facilitates the
raising of the stone from horizontal to around 22 degrees (stage A), with barely 1% of
its dead weight requiring lifting. This operation and all subsequent lifting operations are
greatly influenced by the initial position of the stone over the ramp (i.e. to what extent
the stone overhangs the socket). The value selected here (c. 49% of the total stone
length) was found to be necessary so that the eventual upright position of the stone
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matched that shown in Atkinson’s section drawing, allowing for some lateral forwards
motion as the stone was raised throughout stage B. Lifting in stage B required
substantially more force (c. 34% of the weight of the stone is lifted) as the fulcrum has
now moved down the stone reducing the effectiveness of the lever. It is notable that—
constrained by the known original position of the stone within the socket—this
configuration of shouldered ramp only allows stone 4 to be raised a further 5.3 degrees
during stage B until its base contacts the socket floor and creates an inefficient class II
lever. This lever, shown in lifting stage C, means that 44% of the stone’s weight must
now be lifted from an angle of 27.2 degrees. At such a low angle, the use of a ‘sheerleg’ (A-frame) might be possible, though highly inefficient.

There are further points of interest in the above worked example. The specific form of
stone and socket enable the stone to be raised only 5 degrees during stage B, and the
percentage difference in the weight being lifted between stages B and C is just 1%. In
this respect, it is difficult to understand the function of the shouldered profile in terms of
the mechanics of raising the stones. However, it is notable that the socket of stone 4 is
unusual for Stonehenge, in that the ramp does not have a ‘sharp drop at the end of it’
as Hawley (1926, 10) noted was the case in many other sockets. Atkinson’s section
drawing does, however, show a stone recessed into the socket positioned exactly at
the ‘shoulder’ of the ramp. That this forms part of a linear arrangement of small stones
across the socket is confirmed by Atkinson’s plan of his excavation (Cleal et al. 1995,
193, figure 97)Figure 5.16). This stone can usefully be reinterpreted as one of the
many ‘low stone walls’ found in this same position within other stone sockets also
described by Hawley (ibid.). These low stone walls may in fact have acted as pivots,
the effects of which are modelled for stones 4 through Figure 5.15 diagrams A*–C*.
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Figure 5.16 - Plan of Atkinson's excavations around the eastern stones of the Sarsen Circle. Note the linear band of
stones present outside Stone 4.

Table 5.7 (stages A*–C*) shows the striking effects of introducing a pivot at this point in
ramp arrangement in terms of the forces required to raise Stone 4. During stage A* the
stone can be set further over the socket ramp, making the initial class I lever passive
(no external lifting force required). Stage B* requires slightly more lifting force than with
no pivot but it is notable that this still falls well below the maximal force required during
stage C. The real benefit of the pivot modification, however, comes from the fact that
the stone is able to be raised to a much higher angle (39.7 degrees) during stage B*
than without. This means that the stone is considerably more upright when the lessefficient class II lever is inevitably created, a scenario that a) means less lifting force is
required to raise the stone to upright and b) greatly facilitates the use of an A-frame.
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The use of pivots also better explains the modifications to the bases of many of the
sarsen uprights at Stonehenge. Diagram Y in Figure 5.15 shows that the chamfer on
stone 4 would have allowed it to be raised much higher during stage B whilst diagram
X shows that the keeling prevents the front of the stone from impacting the interior of
the socket, as first predicted by Keiller (1939).

Re-reading Stonehenge
Richards (2013, 5–6) observation that the minimization of labour is not, in and of itself,
any reliable guide as to whether one method of megalith building was chosen over
another is germane to this discussion. Though some of the modifications described
above do confer ‘efficiency savings’, they might better be described as ‘disaster
mitigation measures’, in that their primary aim was to prevent the process of
construction from being (possibly irreversibly) obstructed. The keeling of the inside
faces of uprights and the use of anti-friction stakes clearly prevents just such a
situation, whereby the descending ‘toe’ of a rotating stone becomes wedged in the
socket side. The socket would be damaged (endangering the stable placement of the
stone in the required position relative to other stones) and the stone could no longer be
raised unless sufficient force could be generated to pull the jammed, semi-raised
upright back down and then backwards, up a ramp. Similarly, pivots and chamfered
stones—in addition to lessening the overall force needed to lift the stone—prevented a
situation whereby a stone could not physically be raised beyond stage B because it
was difficult to get enough levers under the end of the stone and the angle was too low
for an A-frame to be of any use.

Whilst much of the above is generally applicable to the sarsen settings, it is intriguing
that there are no two stones or stone sockets that are exactly the same at Stonehenge.
Minor differences might be expected as, after all, ramps and sockets would need to be
adjusted to ensure different length uprights achieved the same height when erected
(ref about this) but this would not explain the complete absence of, for example, ramps
from the sockets of stones 29, 30 and 1. The heterogeneity of constructional practice
represented by the diversity of socket and stone form might decrease the likelihood
that each stone at Stonehenge was raised by the same, static workforce and instead
indicate that the raising of each stone was conducted by a different group, which
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deployed the particular approach demanded by the specific conditions encountered,
including the number of individuals.

Figure 5.17 - 'Bank' feature running around the outside of the eastern uprights of the Sarsen Circle. Left map shows
obliquely lit image from the RTI analysis, right hand map shows the hachures from analytical survey. Note the near
absence of the bank from the outside of stones 28–01 and 6 & 7.

A working understanding of the probable methods of construction used at Stonehenge
also has the potential to aid our interpretation of some of its more enigmatic
archaeological remains. In this respect, the c. 0.1m high ‘bank’ that is situated between
the Sarsen Circle and Z-holes is of interest (Figure 5.17). This feature is present on
some of the more recent analytical surveys of the monument (Field et al. 2010) but has
so far attracted little comment, though Bowden et al. (2015, 54) have confirmed that it
is unlikely to be of recent origin, and suggest that is perhaps a bank to accompany the
Z-holes, or simply the spoil from their original excavation in 1630–1520 cal. BC (Darvill
et al. 2012, 1026). Though not apparent on the reflectance transformance image (RTI),
Field and Pearson’s elevation map (2010, 9, figure 5) depicts the so-called bank as
somewhat sinuous and as such it might better be described as a series of diffuse
mounds with maximum widths of c. 5m. Conversely, the RTI image in Figure 5.17
shows that the feature is considerably more prominent around the outsides of Sarsen
Circle uprights 2–5 and 8–9 than it is around uprights 27–30 and 6–7 (see Figure 5.17).
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Figure 5.18 – Plan of Atkinson’s excavations around stones 4 and 5 overlaying RTI hillshade and DEM. Note that both
the sections across stone 4 ‘miss’ the bank feature whilst the sections across stone 5 bisect it.

Atkinson’s excavations around the exteriors of stones 4 and 5 (Figure 5.13) are the
only investigations to yield sections of this feature but unfortunately they are unclear
and primarily show that old land surface here had been badly truncated. No context
was assigned to the so-called bank, which is just visible as a slight undulation in the
turf. As can be seen from Figure 5.18, Atkinson’s section across stone 4 (Sc55.2) cut
across the feature at exactly the point at which two separate northern and southern
‘dumps’ of material interfaced. In contrast, his section across stone 5 (Sc55.4) perfectly
bisected the southernmost dump. With respect to the above, a comparison of the two
sections shows that—in terms of the stratigraphy—their main difference lies in the
relative extents of ‘Earth chalk rubble’ deposits, with the southernmost section showing
a more contiguous, deeply truncated deposit directly under where the residual bank is
now observed. No spoil from the excavation of the nearby Z-holes is observable.
Tentatively, it can be suggested that the differences in ‘bank’ height and ‘Earthy chalk’
deposits correspond because the surface ‘bank’ visible today is the remains of these
very deposits. As these deposits are contemporaneous with the raising of the sarsens,
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this opens up the possibility that the so-called bank is both related to this process and
c. 1000 years older than currently supposed (Field et al. 2014).

In this scenario, the so-called bank might be better described as the incompletelyremoved remains of a number of chalk ‘lifting cairns’ used to raise Sarsen Circle
uprights 2–5. Certainly, its position corresponds well with these stones’ externally
located socket ramps, which—as discussed above—would also indicate that they were
all raised by lifting from the outside inwards. This interpretation also helps explain the
sinuous, mound-like appearance of the ‘bank’, with each mound representing the
remains of a different lifting cairn, although they are not radially aligned with the
uprights. According to the lifting model developed above, these mounds are also
approximately the correct size as the maximum required base length of a lifting mound
is c. 4.5m, well within the maximum recorded width of the ‘bank’. If these are the
remains of the lifting cairns, then it is clear that the majority of their bulk was removed
in antiquity, a process that appears to have been more thorough around the northeast
(i.e. nearby its ‘entrance’) and southeast uprights of the Sarsen Circle. This, along with
the spatial distribution of other features relating to constructional practice are discussed
further below in section 5.3.

5.2.2.5 Dressing the stones
Atkinson’s method
Atkinson (1956, 122) estimated that the dressing of the sarsen stones would have
taken around 500,000 hours and was achieved by pounding the surface of the sarsens
with quartzite hammerstones. In total, he estimated that approximately 3 million cubic
inches (~49 cubic metres) of sarsen needed to be removed to achieve the final finish.
This rested on the assumption that 2 inches (~5cm) of material needed to be removed
from all the visible sarsen surfaces and necessarily implied a total dressed surface
area of 1.5 million square inches, or 968 square metres. Atkinson’s ‘rate of working’
was taken from an anecdotal experiment documented in The Stones of Stonehenge
(Stone 1924), which involved a professional stonemason pounding a sarsen surface
with an hammerstone of unknown material. Atkinson (ibid.) reported that it took the
mason one hour to remove 6 cubic inches (98.3 cubic cm) of sarsen, purely in the form
of ‘sand and dust’.
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Figure 5.19 - Large sarsen maul from Stonehenge. Scale is 10cm. (Whitaker 2010, 1).

As Atkinson remarked, his estimates did not consider the great effort involved in
producing the mortice and tenon joints, present where the sarsen uprights meet the
lintels, or the tongue and groove joints that connect the ends of the sarsen circle’s
lintels. Atkinson’s basic surface area estimates were reasonably accurate (see below)
but the way he calculated the overall time taken to dress the stones is more
problematic. For example, his estimates assumed that all the faces of every stone were
dressed in the same way, whereas more recent surveys (Abbott et al. 2012; Field et al.
2015) have shown that stone dressing varied between architectural components, from
stone to stone within the same architectural component, and by each individual face of
the same stone.

Atkinson’s rate of working is probably significantly slower than the actual, Neolithic rate
of work because his experiment seemingly did not account for the difference in difficulty
of working a hardened crust of sarsen, which had been exposed to the elements for
some time, and a freshly exposed sarsen surface on a boulder that had hitherto
remained buried within a natural solution hollow. Reports of freshly excavated sarsen
boulders, for example, often mention the soft and friable nature of the stone (Field et al.
2017), a property that would render it more easily worked. Furthermore, even if one
accepts Atkinson’s experimental rate of working, it would be inconsistent with wider
stone tool reduction / production practices to employ small-scale pecking as a primary
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reduction technique (or perhaps even, as Atkinson proposed, to remove as much as 2
inches, or ~5cm, from the surface of a stone). Atkinson’s assumption that pecking was
the only form of dressing used at Stonehenge was based partly on the dearth of largescale debitage from the site, a situation that still persists. see SRP volume 1, Chapter
4. As Whitaker (2010) and others have discussed, major reduction of sarsen surfaces
was probably carried out by pounding with large (e.g. up to 30kg hammerstones) or
perhaps by flaking. The former method is borne out by the recovery of a variety of large
hammerstones from around Stonehenge (Figure 5.19), whilst the latter is attested by
large-scale flaking scars on particular stones.

Figure 5.20 - Stone 30 (left) from Pitts (2011, 216), Stone 56 (centre) from Gowland (1903, 11) and Stone 3 (right) all
show possible evidence for large-scale flaking.

A new framework for estimating the dressing
Building on Atkinson’s (1956, 23–26) earlier observations, Abbott et al (2012, 13–18)
have catalogued the traces of 8 different kinds of dressing and tooling (variations of
pecking/pounding involving working the stone in different directions and creating fine or
course finishes), 2 modes of grinding (fine grinding and grinding to a polish) and 3
modes of shaping (splitting and large- or small- scale flaking) at Stonehenge. Abbott et
al. (2012, 18–26) also recorded how particular faces of stones belonging to different
‘architectural components’ of the monument had been dressed differently. For
example, the sides of the sarsen circle uprights were extensively shaped and dressed
using a number of different techniques, whilst their faces often received only a light
dressing, or in some cases were not dressed at all.
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Abbott et al. (ibid.) also noted that the entirety of a single face may not have been
dressed in the same way, and that the same face often showed signs of having been
worked with numerous different techniques sequentially. Abbott et al. (ibid.) also
suggested that large and small-scale flaking had probably been used to form the basic,
rectangular shape of many of the sarsen stones (and so was primarily used on the
sides of uprights and lintels, rather than their faces). Whilst there are few large,
detached flakes of sarsen known from the actual site of Stonehenge, negative flake
scars likely to be original (i.e. Neolithic) rather than later damage have been identified
on stone 3 (laser scan) and are recorded as present around the base of stone 30. The
present labour estimates attempt to take account of some of this added complexity and
to progress beyond Atkinson’s initial approximations, which assumed every face of
every stone was dressed in the same way.

The spatial distribution of modes of working at Stonehenge
As described by Abbott et al. (ibid.), the overall patterning of stone-dressing at
Stonehenge is exceptionally complicated and a more generalised schema was
therefore developed to estimate the labour involved in this constructional process. For
this purpose, the 13 styles of shaping and dressing identified above (many of which
were variations or sub-styles of one another) were simplified into 5 distinct, overarching
modes of working: 2 modes of shaping (large- and small-scale flaking) and 3 modes of
dressing (fine dressing, fine tooling, and course tooling). Using the report as the
primary resource, the presence or absence of different modes of working on the faces
of stones was recorded down to an ‘architectural component’ level (i.e. all stones
belonging to, for example, the Sarsen Circle uprights were deemed to have been
worked in the same way). Variations in the way the different faces of these stones were
dressed were preserved.

The schema did not account for variations in dressing on a single face (i.e. if a style of
dressing was noted on a face, it was assumed that the entirety of that face was
dressed in this way). This had the effect of ensuring earlier modes of dressing were
preserved, though only in cases where they had not been totally overlaid by later
modes of dressing. The above process resulted in the creation of generalised ‘profiles
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of working’ for stones belonging to different architectural components of the monument
(see Table 5.8).
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Architectural Component

External

Internal

Sides

face

face

BLUESTONE HORSESHOE

t

td

td

SARSEN CIRCLE (LINTEL)

Ffd

Ffd

Fftd

SARSEN CIRCLE (UPRIGHT)

d

d

FfTtd

SARSEN HORSESHOE (LINTEL)

FfTtd

FfTtd

FfTtd

SARSEN HORSESHOE (UPRIGHT)

Ttd

td

FfTtd

Ends (lintels
only)

BLUESTONE CIRCLE

FfTd

FfTtd

Table 5.8 - Profiles of dressing for different architectural components at Stonehenge. d = fine dressing, t = fine tooling,
T = course tooling, f = small-scale flaking, F = large-scale flaking.

The volumes of dressed surfaces
The subset was first modified by removing records relating to stones that were not
dressed (i.e. the Station Stones, Heelstone and any stones from the Bluestone Circle).
Next, the maximum dimensions of these stones were multiplied together in pairs and
summed to produce the cuboid surface area of each stone face (length by width, width
by breadth, breadth by length) in square metres. Each face surface area value was
divided by the sum of all face surface areas to produce the decimal proportion of the
total surface area that each face represented. The surface area of the stone as derived
from its complex 3D surface was then multiplied by this decimal to obtain an accurate
surface area value per face. Next, observations from Parker Pearson et al.’s (2012)
laser scan report were used to estimate the volume of material removed from each
stone face using each dressing technique.

As described in the laser scan report, different modes of working the stone reduced
their surfaces by different depths; course dressing was used to produce recesses as
much as 7.5cm deep, as noted on the large sarsens of the Sarsen Horseshoe (2012,
14), fine tooling was used to remove strips of stone measuring some 2cm deep, as
noted on the sides of many of the Sarsen Circle’s upright (2012, 15), whilst fine
dressing removed only the very upper layer of stone, probably no more than 1cm, and
was present across virtually every dressed stone at Stonehenge (2012, 16). Shaping
techniques removed considerably more material; large-scale flaking (Figure 5.20)
appears to have capable of producing flakes some 1m long and 0.5m wide (Pitts 2011:
216), which might have been as much as 0.1m deep (though few such sarsen flakes
have ever been recovered), while small-scale flaking produced flakes such as that
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recorded by Whitaker (2010, 28), which measured a maximum of 0.35m by 0.22m by
0.04m.

As shown in Table 5.9, for each dressing technique (i.e. fine dressing, fine tooling and
course dressing), the approximate volume of material removed was calculated by
multiplying the depth values listed above by the surface area of the face. This
technique ensured that greater surface area of the larger stones was accounted for
when calculating the amount of dressing required. In this way, it was assumed that the
dressing of the stones removed a uniform amount of material from across the entire
surface of the face (i.e. that the extant surface area of the face was roughly the same
as the original, pre-dressed surface area).

ARCHITECTURAL

SHAPED

COURSE

FINE

FINE

TOOLED

TOOLED

DRESSED

0

0

0.24

0.15

0.38

SARSEN CIRCLE (LINTEL)

12.23

0.64

0.24

0.7

13.81

SARSEN CIRCLE

20.38

8.73

1.16

3.82

34.09

11.87

5.09

0.68

0.68

18.31

15.18

5.87

2.83

2.83

26.73

59.67

20.34

5.15

8.17

93.33

COMPONENT
BLUESTONE

TOTALS

HORSESHOE

(UPRIGHT)
SARSEN HORSESHOE
(LINTEL)
SARSEN HORSESHOE
(UPRIGHT)
TOTALS

Table 5.9 - Total volumes of stone removed by each mode of working by architectural component, for a subset of 40
stones.

A different approach was used to calculate the volume of material likely removed by
shaping techniques. This approach recognised that the shaping techniques were
probably used to remove severe irregularities and produce edges, and that the depth of
removals would not have been uniform across the entirety of faces. Here, the
identification of a completely unworked sarsen face (exterior, or south-west face of
stone 16) in the sarsen circle (Marcus Abbott et al. 2012, 19) provided a crude basis on
which to estimate the volume of material that needed to be removed to transform a
naturally convex sarsen surface into a flat, regular face2.

2

One major limitation of this approach would be the probable preferential positioning of

irregular sarsens, such as stone 16, in the less visible, southwest of the monument
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Figure 5.21 - Elevation of Stone 16 of the Sarsen Circle, showing a profile of the unworked SW face (highlighted red).
The cross-sectional area of this face was used as an approximate guide.

Scaled measurements from the elevation drawings of Stone 16 (see Figure 5.21) show
that in order to produce a level surface it would have been necessary to remove a
curved bulge of sarsen with a lengthwise cross-sectional area of 0.7 square metres.
The volume of this bulge across the 2m wide sarsen was approximately 1.4 cubic
metres, though this is certainly an overestimate as it does not consider the natural
undulations visible in the sarsen surface. The surface area of the entire face is 8
square metres, which yields a ratio of 0.175 cubic metres of material to be removed for
every square metre of face. Where faces were identified as being shaped, this ratio
was multiplied by their surface area to estimate the total volume of material that
needed to be removed to produce a flat face.

and, by extension, the placement of flatter-faced stones in the more visible parts of the
monument. Extrapolating the irregularity of stone 16 to other parts of the monument
could therefore result in a significant overestimation of the volume of stone that needed
to be shaped.
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Rates of working
Table 5.9 shows how much material was likely to have been removed using the
different dressing techniques identified at Stonehenge for just the 38 stones comprising
the modified subset. The speed at which these different techniques could be applied
(i.e. their ‘rates of working’), however, was more difficult to reliable calculate. In this
respect and despite its limitations, the experiment conducted by Stone and described
by Atkinson (ibid.) still represented one of the few securely recorded rates at which a
known volume of sarsen can be removed with a hammerstone by an experienced
practitioner. The basic mechanics of how to flake sarsen—especially at such a largescale—however, remain poorly understood (see Whitaker 2010, 27–8). Estimates of
the speed of this process are therefore largely speculative. Comparisons with the rate
at which flint flakes can be detached to produce axes, a reasonably well-documented
process (e.g Hansen et al. 1983), remain perhaps the ‘best worst’ guide on which to
base such assumptions.

TECHNIQUE

DEPTH OF

MEAN VOL.

VOL.

MEAN TIME TO

REMOVAL

REMOVED FROM

REMOVED

REMOVE VOL. FROM

(m)

EACH STONE

PER HOUR

EACH STONE FACE

FACE (m3)

(m3)

(HOURS)

FINE DRESSING

0.01

0.11

0.000098322

1121.76

FINE TOOLING

0.02

0.22

0.000098322

2243.53

COURSE

0.075

0.83

0.000098322

8413.23

0.05

0.48

0.1

4.83

0.2

1.45

1.8

0.8

TOOLING
SMALL-SCALE
FLAKING
LARGE-SCALE
FLAKING
Table 5.10 - Summary of dressing and shaping techniques

Here, it is proposed that large-scale flaking involved the removal of 1m long, 0.5m wide
and 0.3m thick flakes of sarsen (dimensions estimated from the negative scarring on
stone 30, see Figure 5.20) every 5 minutes and required two individuals on account of
the size of the hammerstones likely involved. Material could be removed using this
technique at an overall rate of 1.8 cubic metres per hour. For small-scale flaking, a
slightly faster pace of working was proposed within which 0.1m thick flakes measuring
0.3m by 0.3m were detached every 2 minutes by a single individual. This translated to
the removal of 1.08 cubic metres of material per hour. Data relating to each dressing
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technique are summarised in Table 5.10, which shows the volume of material and time
taken to remove it using each technique for the average stone face.

Modelling labour
Multiplying the revised volumes of dressed stone by Atkinson’s experimental rate
provided a revised set of labour estimates for the dressing of the stones at
Stonehenge. To model the time spent shaping each stone, 75% of its shaped volume
was multiplied by the large-scale flaking rate of working and the remaining 25% was
multiplied by the small-scale flaking rate. All hourly shaping and dressing values for
each stone of the modified subset were summed to provide an overall individual labour
estimate for their shaping and dressing (Table 5.11). The mean dressing labour
estimate of each stone’s respective architectural component was assigned to stones
that were either missing or had been unreliably recorded by the laser scan.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENT

SUM DRESS & SHAPE

SUM NO. STONES

HOURS

(MISSING)

BLUESTONE HORSESHOE

3876.45

10 (2)

SARSEN CIRCLE (LINTEL)

80499.88

30 (22)

SARSEN CIRCLE (UPRIGHT)

246265

30 (5)

SARSEN HORSESHOE (LINTEL)

109296.33

5

SARSEN HORSESHOE

146794.72

10

586732.37

85

(UPRIGHT)
TOTALS

Table 5.11 - Summary of dressing labour by architectural component at Stonehenge
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Figure 5.22 - The spatial distribution of dressing and shaping labour at Stonehenge. Note that differences within the
same architectural component relate to the relative size of each stone rather than differences in dressing techniques.
The lintels are depicted below the uprights for clarity. The most labour intensive elements are the Sarsen Horseshoe
lintels.

5.3

Conclusion

The revised estimates for construction of Stonehenge presented here (Table 5.12) are
significantly lower than those originally proposed by Atkinson (1956), some 70 years
ago. Much of the disparity derives from the difference between Atkinson’s (ibid.)
estimates for the transport of the sarsen stones and those presented here.

STAGE

LABOUR (HOURS)

1

809,810

2

4,544,648

3

6,124

4

1,800

5

210

TOTALS

5,362,593

Table 5.12 - Summary of the labour estimates for the different stages of Stonehenge. The chronology is modelled from
Darvill et al. (2012).
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Figure 5.23 – Stonehenge by labour. A plan of the Stonehenge earthworks and elements for which labour has been
estimated (excluding bluestones). Ditch segments and stones are coloured by overall labour (for stones this includes
transport, raising and shaping/dressing). Aubrey holes and Y and Z holes are both coloured and scaled by overall
labour. All elements are scaled independently of one another.

As Parker Pearson et al. (2012, 19) have noted, there is a variation in the dressing
patterns both between and within different architectural components at Stonehenge,
with a general trend towards more labour intensive activity occurring towards the centre
and north-east of the monument. This is visible to an extent in Figure 5.23, which
shows the disproportionately high levels of labour invested in the Sarsen Horseshoe
and increased values for sarsen stones within the north-eastern section of the Sarsen
Circle. This spatial disparity is also reflected within the distribution of socket ramps at
Stonehenge. As already noted, only stones 29, 30 and 1—all in the north-east—within
the Sarsen Circle are confirmed not to have ramps through excavation. The lack of
socket ramps here could simply relate to the unusually shallow stone sockets but
alternative reading of the evidence might indicate that the lack of ramp sockets here
was part of a wider aesthetic concern with this part of the monument. Another ‘axis of
labour’ can arguably be seen radiating out towards the south of the monument. Outside
of the Sarsen Circle, there are two particularly labour-intensive Z holes and one
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similarly deep Y hole. Similarly, one of the most labour-intensive Aubrey Holes lies to
the south along with a particularly labour-intensive section of ditch.
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6 Materials and Method
6.1

Objectives

The present study aimed to assess how the labour invested in monument construction
in northern Wessex changed from the Neolithic to the earlier Bronze Age. In answering
the above, the following sub-questions will be addressed:
1. Do the data support Renfrew’s (1973, 547–8) empirical assertions regarding the
absolute levels of labour investment and numbers of monuments (i.e. the socalled ‘hierarchy of effort’)? Namely:
a. That unchambered and chambered earthen long barrows took ‘under
10,000 hours’ of labour;
b. That causewayed enclosures took ‘around 100,000 hours’;
c. That the major henges took ‘about 1,000,000 hours’;
d. That Silbury Hill and the completed cursus monuments took ‘over
10,000,000 hours’, and;
e. That Stonehenge III took over ’30,000,000’ million hours.
2. Do the data support Renfrew’s (1973, 544–8) assertion that the above
‘hierarchy of effort’ was mirrored in changing (i.e. ‘thinning out’) distributions of
monuments, pertaining to expanding geographical territories?
3. Furthermore, do the data support Renfrew’s (1973) overall narrative: That, from
the earlier Neolithic to the Late Neolithic / Chalcolithic period, monument
numbers decreased as the labour invested in building them increased?

The study also aimed to address the following wider questions;
1. How do the labour data compare to other, long-term, regional datasets?
2. What can the labour data tell us about previously identified key periods in the
development of monumentality in the region?
3. In terms of labour investment, what happened during the build-up, duration and
aftermath of the ‘middle Neolithic slump’ (c. 3500–3000 cal. BC)?
4. In terms of labour investment, what happened during the build-up, duration and
aftermath of the transition from the Late Neolithic to Chalcolithic periods?
5. In terms of labour investment, how did the effort expended building many
thousands of Bronze Age round barrows compare with that invested in
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constructing the Late Neolithic mega structures, such as Stonehenge and
Avebury?

6.2

Defining the study areas

6.2.1

Spatial limits: problems and approaches

A clearly defined study area was necessary to both effectively limit the scope of the
project and to avoid repeating some of the methodological issues (see Chapter 4)
associated with the Renfrew’s (1973) original study. The geographical limits of both
Stonehenge and Avebury’s associated wider landscapes – i.e. their environs – have
been stated and restated several times since the early 19th century (Hoare 1810;
RCHME 1979; Richards 1990; Exon et al. 2000; Cleal et al. 1995; Tilley 2016). The
longevity of this discussion rests partially on the lack of a universal method by which to
formally assess the limits of one inland archaeological ‘zone’ or another, discussed
further below. In short, it is simple to identify the centres of areas of interest but more
difficult to unambiguously state their limits. The lack of formal criteria by which to define
inland archaeological study areas makes their quantitative comparison problematic and
has led to a preference for formal spatial analyses to focus on areas with natural
boundaries, such as islands (Argyriou et al. 2017; Bevan et al. 2004; Davidson 1979).
In lieu of suitable, formalised alternatives, researchers have either incorporated modern
day boundaries into their analyses, whilst simultaneously acknowledging the biases
inherent in doing so (e.g. Exon et al. 2000), or introduced varied and arbitrary limits
based on aspects of topography or geology (Renfrew 1973).

A potential alternative method of establishing formal, non-arbitrary boundaries around
archaeological areas of interest centres around watercourses and drainage basins. As
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, it is likely that rivers—the Kennet and the Avon
specifically— and drainage basins have played a long-standing role in the development
of Neolithic and Bronze Age society, particularly in terms of structuring movement
through and settlement within the landscape (Sherratt 1996; Haughey 2016). For these
reasons, it is reasonable to assume that dividing the landscape in a way that respects
watercourses and drainage basins has a greater chance of producing units that were
recognisable and meaningful in prehistory. As discussed in Chapter 4, headwaters and
confluences form key nodal points in river networks and their presence might usefully
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inform the limits of areas of interest. To this end, a 50m-resolution digital elevation map
(OS Terrain 50 DTM) of south central England was downloaded from the EDINA
Digimap service and imported into QGIS. The extent of this map was used to clip
vector data describing national watercourses (OS Open Rivers), also downloaded from
EDINA Digimap. Modern watercourses (i.e. canals) were removed from this dataset
using an attribute table query.

The location of Stonehenge and Avebury were considered in relation to the nearest
watercourse (see Figure 6.1). In each case, it could be observed that the nearest rivers
to these monuments (the Rivers Avon and Kennet, respectively) were part of a wider,
inter-connected regional river systems. For example, the rivers Till, Wylye and Nadder
all eventually flow eastwards into the Avon, meeting at a confluence just northwest of
Salisbury. Further downstream, the River Bourne is the fifth major river to join the
Avon, this time flowing in from the East (Figure 6.1, right). A similar situation occurs
with the River Kennet on the Marlborough Downs (Figure 6.1, left), with the town of
Aldermaston approximately marking the point at which five major feeder rivers become
confluent (the Rivers Kennet, Og, Dun, Lambourne, and Enbourne). A very basic
equivalence, in terms of related land, can thus be drawn between the sections of each
of these respective river networks upstream from the highlighted confluences.

Figure 6.1 - Map showing the location of Stonehenge and Avebury in relation to local topography and watercourses.
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Next, the geographical extent of land ‘related’ to the sections of river upstream from the
selected confluences was determined by calculating the drainage basin areas for the
region as a whole. The elevation data were imported into GRASS GIS, where a series
of drainage basin maps were generated from the elevation data using the function
r.watershed. Drainage basins were grouped according to which of the three confluence
points their rivers flowed into. These grouped basins were then dissolved into three
individual polygons (separately coloured on Figure 6.2). As noted in Chapter 4, major
drainage divides separate the Avebury and Salisbury Plain study areas. The sub-areas
were: Salisbury Plain West (SPW, blue on Figure 6.2), containing all the Stonehenge
WHS, the majority of central and western Salisbury Plain (west of the River Bourne)
and the eastern tip of the Vale of Pewsey. North Wiltshire Downs (NWD, green on
Figure 6.2), containing all the Avebury and associated WHS, Westwoods, Savernake
Forest and the catchments of all tributaries of the Kennet, upstream of it the confluence
around Newbury. Salisbury Plain East (SPE, red on Figure 6.2), which encompassed
the easternmost extent of Salisbury Plain and centred around Andover and the
catchments of the Test and its various tributaries north of Haughton.

Figure 6.2 – The study region demarcated by all drainage basins that feed into all river sections upstream from the first
major confluence connected to Stonehenge or Avebury. Colours show major drainage divides, lines show minor
divides, based on drainage basins with a minimum area of 10,000 cells. Blue area = SPW, red area = Salisbury Plain
East, green area = North Wiltshire Downs.
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Figure 6.3 shows the LandIS soil data classifications for the study region, compiled and
maintained by Cranfield University (Hallett et al., 2017). The dataset primarily maps
soils for England and Wales as well as corresponding soil property and agroclimatological data. The dataset includes the fertility of different soils, appropriate
planting regimes and common issues with growing crops. As discussed in section
6.8.3, there is a clear preference for particular soil types in terms of monument
locations. The overall coverage of different soil types is shown in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.3 – Soil types within the study region according to the Cranfield soil dataset, showing sub-area borders. The
legend shows the draining attribute of the soil for the most represented soils.

CRANFIELD ATTRIBUTES

COVERAGE (SQ. KM)

DRAINING

CROPPING

FERTILITY

NWD

SPE

SPW

Freely draining

Well suited to spring and autumn-sown

Moderate

104

10

123

lime-rich loamy soils

cereals and other crops including grass
but the land is mostly nitrate vulnerable
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Shallow lime-rich

Over chalk, spring and autumn cereals

soils over chalk or

can be grown but the soils are especially

limestone

vulnerable to nitrate leaching. Suitable

Moderate

317

396

807

Moderate

35

20

56

Low

157

221

191

613

647

1177

(60%)

(90%)

(93%)

only for grassland where there is hard
limestone. Lack of soil moisture is most
likely limiting factor to yields.
Loamy and clayey

Productive grassland provided drainage

floodplain soils with

is maintained. Risk of poaching and soil

naturally high

damage early and late in the grazing

groundwater

season. Cereal production where flood
risk is low

Freely draining

Suitable for range of spring and autumn

slightly acid loamy

sown crops; under grass the soils have a

soils

long grazing season. Free drainage
reduces the risk of soil damage from
grazing animals or farm machinery.
Shortage of soil moisture most likely
limiting factor on yields, particularly
where stony or shallow

Table 6.1 – Coverage of major soil types in each sub-area, expressed as a percentage of overall sub-area area.

6.3

Sampling monument spatial and summary data

Renfrew’s (ibid.) study listed estimates for most of the commonly recognised
monuments on the chalk: long barrows, causewayed enclosures, cursuses and ‘major
henges’. He also included estimates for Stonehenge and Silbury Hill but did not
specifically estimate the labour required to construct purely timber monuments. To
faithfully replicate his study, the present study therefore needed to generate estimates
for at least the above monument types and sites. It is necessary to expand the range of
estimates to include additional known examples of sites (e.g. smaller henges, stone
circles etc.) to test the generalising categorisations Renfrew (ibid.) made on the basis
of labour. The inclusion of chronologically later structures (i.e. round barrows) also
helps further contextualise Renfrew’s claims about the trajectory of labour investment.
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To this end spatial and descriptive monument records were accessed from two primary
sources: the National Monument Record (NMR) (kindly supplied by the team at
Pastscape) and several individual Historic and Environment Records (HERs) whose
jurisdictions fall within the study area. HERs contacted include: Wiltshire and Swindon,
Hampshire, and West Berkshire (see Figure 6.4). Data requests to all of the above
organisations were submitted requesting all records relating to the Neolithic and
Bronze Age periods that fall within the bounds of the relevant modern counties.
Following initial processing (described below), a combined total of 5157 records were
obtained from the above sources (see Table 6.2).

COUNTY BOUNDARY

HAMPSHIRE

W. BERKS

WILTSHIRE

TOTALS

DATA SOURCE

-

-

-

-

NMR

402

153

2626

3181

HAMPSHIRE HER

421

-

-

421

W. BERKS HER

2

307

4

313

WILTSHIRE HER

-

-

1242

1242

TOTALS

825

460

3872

5157

Table 6.2 - Table showing numbers of individual records from each data source following processing, aggregated by
the spatial extent of modern county boundaries within the study area
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Figure 6.4 - The extent of the study region in relation to modern county boundaries. The three counties contacted with
HER requests were Wiltshire, Hampshire, and West Berkshire & Swindon. Oxfordshire was not contacted as only a
small proportion of the overall study region fell within this jurisdiction.

6.3.1

Processing the spatial data

The aim of all spatial data processing was to produce a dataset that describes the
location of individual archaeological structures (the volumes of which could be
calculated), as opposed to archaeological monuments, which—as defined by Historic
England—can encompass ‘not only the single architectural work but also the urban or
rural setting in which is found the evidence of a particular civilization, a significant
development or a historic event’3. This definition can and does include material not
relevant to the current study (e.g. find spots, lithic scatters etc.) as well as groups of
individual structures that were relevant to the study (e.g. barrow cemeteries) recorded
as a single record. The objective of initial data processing then was to combine, filter
and extend these existing datasets to ensure that a single point within the master
spatial table (see section 6.4) described a single archaeological structure, so that a

3

https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/hpr-definitions/m/536348/
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scripted, reproducible set of analyses could be undertaken. As discussed further
below, myriad factors—from antiquarian activity, to historic land use, to modern trends
in property development—have introduced biases into regional monument records to
differing degrees. For the Neolithic and Bronze Age periods particularly, it remains
difficult to validate or control for such biases using truly independent data sources (cf
Bevan 2012), as population proxies themselves (e.g. Shennan 2013) are derivatives of
the material record rather than independent from it.

6.3.1.1 NMR Data
The NMR spatial data was supplied as several polygon, line and point ESRI shapefiles,
broken down by county and by period (e.g Wiltshire-Neolithic, Hampshire-Early Bronze
Age etc.). The data were projected in OSGB 1936 British National Grid (ESPG 27700)
and attributes included a unique ID field (HOB UID), monument name, and a short
description (truncated to 255 characters), amongst other metadata. Delimited text files
relating to each shapefile were also supplied. These files contain additional information
relating to each spatial record, such as a long description and further categorisation
data such as ‘Period’ (e.g. NEOLITHIC, EARLY BRONE AGE etc.), NMR number,
‘Class Group’ (e.g. OBJECT TYPE, MONUMENT TYPE, EVIDENCE) and ‘Term’ (e.g
AXE HAMMER, LITHIC SCATTER, FIND). Monuments have been classified into types
using the Historic England monument thesaurus.4 These data were cross-referenced
with the spatial data using the HOB UID field.

All the data were imported into QGIS 2.18 and visualised alongside the previously
generated drainage basin extents. An initial examination revealed that the point data
pertained to find spots only, whilst the line data contained less than five records
relating to the study region overall. These sources were therefore discarded and
excluded from all future operations. A minority of records across the different vector
formats (~50) had no associated monument ID and were also removed. Inspection of
the polygon data revealed mostly generic, circular polygons that bore no relation to the
actual size of the archaeological structure that they related to. In very rare cases, the
approximate spatial extents of archaeological structures (e.g. the Greater Stonehenge
Cursus) were described by the data. The polygon data were therefore converted into

4

http://thesaurus.historicengland.org.uk/thesaurus.asp?thes_no=1
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point data (polygon centroids). All spatial data (all counties, all time periods) were then
merged into a single shape file and joined to single, merged delimited text file
containing monument classification data (described above) to create an NMR master
dataset.

The master data were then filtered. First, the data were clipped using the study area
drainage basin polygons. Second, the data were filtered using an SQL select query
selecting on those records whose ‘MONUMENT TYPE’ attribute matched one of 144
terms manually selected from the Historic England monument thesaurus (e.g. POND
BARROW, PORTAL DOLMEN, RING CAIRN etc.). A full list of the terms included and
the select query is available in Appendix 1. This ‘broad brush’ approach was favoured
over a more targeted approach (i.e. just using terms of ‘classic’ monuments) as it
removed irrelevant records but preserved those that had been classified with unusual
terms in an ad hoc manner, erroneously or where ‘best guess’ classifications had been
used.
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Figure 6.5 – Barrow cemetery at Winterbourne Stoke East, with hillshade from LiDAR background mapping. Top left:
polygon data describing this cemetery from the NMR. Note it has been recorded using single polygons for each
barrow and a ‘group’ polygon (ID: 215060) for the cemetery as a whole. Top right: polygon data from the Wiltshire HER
describing the same archaeological features. Note: the centremost barrow of the linear alignment is missing from
these data and the cemetery as a whole has not been recorded. Bottom left: the processed point data, with a single
point representing each archaeological structure only. Bottom right: the processed data for the study region as a
whole.

This processing alone, however, did not produce a ‘one point = one structure’ dataset
because the NMR data contain ‘group’ polygons, which sometimes extend around and
over polygons relating to individual structures. This method effectively enables the
existence of, say, 12 database records for a barrow cemetery of 11 barrows; one for
each barrow and one for the cemetery as a whole (see Figure 6.5). Generally
speaking, these group polygons were recorded as monuments in addition to the
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individual monuments they encompassed, and therefore were assigned different IDs
and classifications. Occasionally, however, single, multi-part polygons were used to
depict the locations of multiple structures and in these cases each separate polygon
shared the same ID. This method of recording was presumably employed when
Historic England had only recorded information relating to the barrow cemetery as a
whole rather than the individual structures within it. These peculiarities meant that a
certain amount of manual processing of the data was also necessary; additional points
representing structures hitherto recorded as part of group monuments were added and,
conversely, points representing groupings of monuments were removed. Following
processing, these data were added to the appropriate table contained within the central
database outlined in section 6.4.

6.3.1.2 HER data
Per administrative area, the ratio between the count of unique records contained within
the NMR and HER varied. In Wiltshire, the NMR contained far more records than the
HER (2626 to 1242 respectively), whilst in West Berkshire there were twice as many
records within the HER than the NMR (307 to 153 respectively). Finally, in Hampshire
the HER and NMR contained roughly the same number of records (421 and 402
respectively). In theory, with post-filtering to return only records relating to actual
prehistoric monuments such as barrows, henges etc., the local HER and NMR should
contain roughly the same number of records, because the NMR should be updated to
reflect the discovery of new monuments that in the first instance may be reported to the
HER (as per the Pastscape guidelines5). The figures may vary either because the NMR
staff do not learn of new sites reported to local HERs or if the NMR holds just a single
record that covers multiple sites (such a barrow cemetery).

The spatial data supplied by different HERs vary in format, content and capacity to be
cross-checked against the existing NMR data. Data supplied by West Berkshire HER,
for example, were provided as a single delimited text file containing monument names,
descriptions, location in eastings and northings, a URL pointing to further information
about each record, and an NMR number. In contrast, both Wiltshire and Hampshire
HERs supplied multiple shape files containing fields describing geometry, associated

5

https://www.pastscape.org.uk/FAQ.aspx#5
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period (e.g. Neolithic), name, unique ID and a separate PDF report containing further
information. In these cases there was no shared ID between the HER and NMR data.
As with the NMR data, initial processing of the HER data aimed to remove irrelevant
records and to expand the dataset so that every relevant archaeological structure was
individually represented. Another key aim was to avoid introducing any records already
described within the NMR data. Where this was the case, the objective was to only add
the ‘further information’ data (monument description etc.) to a separate table within the
database, so that two ‘sets’ of descriptions (one from the HER and one from the NMR)
would be referencing the same spatial record (see Figure 6.6 in section 6.4).

Working with data from a variety of different sources inevitably introduced biases, only
some of which could be identified. Wiltshire HER, for example, mostly excluded what
they classified as ‘undated’ mounds (ostensibly mounds for which no antiquarian or
modern record of excavation confirming their antiquity existed), though it was observed
that some mounds fitting this description were included regardless. Hampshire HER
was the only HER to supply a county-wide cropmark transcription shape file, which
greatly aided the identification (and later, measurement) of probable prehistoric
features. Equally, it was far easier to identify and remove records. West Berks HER
data were already contained within the NMR dataset, due to the existence of a
common identifier. Where no such identifier existed, records were spatially crossreferenced. Finally, text data (i.e. monument descriptions, research history etc.) were
collated within a separate table which referenced the appropriate record using its newly
assigned unique ID.

6.4

Database design

A reproducible research design was adopted where possible (Marwick 2017), with a
focus on open-source software and transparent workflows. A spatially-enabled
relational database (PostgreSQL 10.5 with PostGIS 2.4.4) formed the core of the study
(Figure 6.6). Data tables were divided across four schemas: 1) public contained
processed locational, classificatory, and descriptive text data (tables geom_master and
geom_library) deriving from the NMR and HER monument records, as well as a
bibliographic catalogue (table txt_bibs); 2) metrics contained data tables of
measurements (tables round_mounds, long_mounds, round_ditches, long_ditches and
standing_stones); 3) chron contained tables (table phasing) relating to chronological
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data, namely radiocarbon determinations; 4) analysis schema was used to contain
tables produced through statistical and spatial analysis of the primary data (e.g. section
6.8.4).

The database was initially populated using the processed NMR and HER data
described above. Whilst it was important that each structure was represented by a
single point in the spatial data, it was also important to retain all text-based information
relating to each structure (i.e. whether originally contained within the NMR and HER)
as this may contain important observations relating to the dimensions of the structure.
Two data tables—geom_master and geom_library—accommodated this arrangement.
Each record (or point) in the former table represents the location of an archaeological
structure taken from one of the data sources (e.g. a long barrow, causewayed
enclosure, stone circle etc.), whilst each record in the latter contains a text summary of
this structure, often accompanied by bibliographic references to edited volumes,
research papers or excavation reports. A single structure within the geom_master table
could thus be referenced by multiple ‘library’ records within the geom_library table. As
discussed further below, spatial data were also retained for records in the geom_library
table, which facilitates linking descriptions from different data sources to the same
structure where no common identifier existed.
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6.4.1

Database structure

Figure 6.6 - Database schema showing tables and relationships

For reasons discussed further in section 6.6, a simple approach (i.e. one that required
a low number of reference points) to calculating the volume of archaeological features
was adopted. For the purposes of recording, all positive or negative landscape features
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(i.e. banks / mounds and ditches) were reduced into one of two possible forms: linear
or round. For linear mounds, the maximum basal width, height and basal length were
recorded. For linear ditches, the maximum basal width, depth and basal length were
recorded, along with the observed vertical truncation of the old bedrock, where
available. For round mounds, the maximum diameter and height were recorded and for
round ditches, the maximum upper diameter and depth were recorded along with the
observed vertical truncation of the old bedrock. All distances were recorded in metres.
Standing stones were recorded in terms of maximum height, depth and width.

Tables within the metrics schema contain measurement data fields appropriate to the
form of the architectural element being recorded. For example, the round_mound table
contains fields ‘max_diameter’ and ‘max_height’, whilst the long_ditches table contains
the fields ‘max_length’, ‘max_depth’ and ‘max_width’, and so on. As shown in Figure
6.6, all metrics tables reference a structure within the geom_master table. In this way, a
single structure (e.g. a causewayed enclosure, long barrow, henge etc.) might have
multiple entries across numerous metrics tables describing, for example, a central
round mound, a surrounding bank or multiple ditch circuits or stone settings.
Subsequent phases of construction, such as ditch recuts, could simply be added as
additional metrics related to the same structure, though this was not possible for
mounds or banks (see below).

In addition to most of the measurement fields, the standing_stones table contains
several fields relevant to subsequent labour calculations relating to the movement and
erection of standing stones: ‘stone_mat’ contains the lithology of the stone (default of
sarsen), ‘max_dist’ contains the distance, in metres, of the stone from its origin (default
value of 500, see below), ‘dressed’ records whether or not the stone had been shaped
(default as false), ‘stone_position’ indicats whether the stone had been recorded whilst
standing or prone and ‘arch_position’ specifis the architectural ‘use’ of the stone i.e.
whether it had originally been standing, prone or used as a capstone / lintel etc. Where
it was not possible to obtain the above information, default values were used (see
section 6.7 for further discussion).

6.4.2

Table constraints and relations
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Across all metrics tables, none of the measurement fields were ‘required’. This
flexibility enables incompletely recorded structures to be recorded (e.g. a mound where
the maximum width and length were recorded but the was height was not) as well as
structures whose location was known but which had been destroyed prior to recording
(e.g. long barrows noted by antiquarians, since ploughed away). Two additional quality
fields (‘xy_qual’ and ‘z_qual’) expand on the nature of data within the measurement
fields (discussed further in section 6.5.2.2). Other important fields include a free-text
description field (‘met_desc’), describing what the element was in terms of the class of
the monument being recorded (e.g. ‘BARROW MOUND’) and the ‘rec_cat’ field, which
describes the primary method used to obtain the measurement (e.g. Aerial Photo,
Measured Survey etc.), if known. An additional table (phasing) contains data relating to
radiocarbon determinations and includes the lab code, material sampled,
determination, error and whether the date was generated as part of a Bayesian
statistical model or not. Only radiocarbon determinations from material that specifically
related to construction of structures were selected (i.e. dates from primary ditch fill
material, antler picks or material sealed under mounds / banks etc.).

Records in the metrics tables also reference records detailing radiocarbon
determinations within the phasing table, where available. Structuring the database in
this way allows different architectural elements of a single structure to be assigned
different chronological date ranges (e.g. different circuits of a causewayed enclosure).
All metrics table records also reference a record within the txt_bibs table (a library of
published excavation reports, gazetteers etc.). This link was essential as it allows
measurement data to be contextualised and verified. This is important as the database
not only contains measurements but large numbers of assumptions (e.g. the original
number of stones at Avebury, Stonehenge, the probable length of the Crofton
causewayed enclosure ditch circuit etc.). The large number of sites recorded preclude
detailed discussion of every assumption and this reference field acts as useful form of
‘paradata’ (see Nicolaas 2011), or guide as to where and how particular dimensions
were recovered. It also enables metric data to be analysed in terms of their source,
including approximate year of collection, a useful tool for identifying chronological
trends and biases within and between particular sources of data. Similarly, the phasing
table also references records within the txt_bibs table. A full list of table fields and
descriptions can be found in Appendix 1.
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6.5

Workflow and recording strategy

6.5.1

Site verification

Following importation of processed NMR and HER data, records within the
geom_master table were individually assessed in terms of their archaeological
reliability (i.e. whether the structure likely constituted archaeological remains from the
period of interest). The heterogeneity of what enters the monument record in terms of
reliability—everything from amorphous bulges in the ground to ephemeral, vaguely
circular parch marks to classic, well-documented and recently excavated monuments—
necessitated this time-consuming task. To compound the above issues, records
relating to structures were often retained within the monument registers, even when
structures had been shown to be non-archaeological. To this end an additional ‘status’
field was added to all records in the geom_master table, with a default value of
‘UNKNOWN’. Monument summary descriptions (originally contained within NMR and
HER data) relating to records classified as unknown were consulted and the status
field updated to reflect the results of this assessment. A conservative approach that
aimed to follow available archaeological consensus was adopted, which often
effectively meant following the opinion of the individual monument inspector
responsible for recording the site unless there was reason to suspect it was incorrect
(e.g. more recent excavation / research had demonstrated the recent origin of a
structure). The status field of records relating to securely identified structures was set
to ‘OK’.

In the absence of unequivocal evidence from excavation, judgements about whether a
structure was, or was not, an archaeological feature of interest were inevitably
speculative. It was therefore not uncommon to find unresolved ambiguity within the
monument record itself. In practice, however, most ambiguity revolved around whether
an earthen mound or crop mark was in fact the remains of a Bronze Age round barrow,
Neolithic oval / long barrow, or a more recent feature, such as a military installation,
chalk pit, dewpond or other modern agricultural feature. Henges, causewayed
enclosures, cursuses and stone circles are seemingly less frequently constructed forms
of prehistoric monuments than barrows, are larger, and are more distinctive in form,
which generally allowed for more confident early identification. The status field of
records relating to structures whose identification could not be resolved through the
published monument summaries was set to ‘MORE’.
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It is notable that the conformity of monumental constructions also played a part in their
identification and therefore inclusion within the current study. Once denuded, for
example, Bronze Age round barrows are generally easily recognisable as groups of
near-perfect circular crop marks. Their homogenous, stereotypical form has greatly
facilitated their recognition and classification, a process which might also have
artificially inflated their numbers due to their close resemblance to disused military
structures such as barrage balloon sites, search light installations or gunposts (e.g.
Crutchley 2002). Conversely, monumental constructions dating to earlier periods may
be underrepresented within the data simply because they are more heterogenous in
form and therefore less easily recognised, rather than less numerous.

6.5.1.1 Resolving ambiguity with geospatial datasets
LiDAR, georeferenced historic maps, and recent and historic satellite photography
were consulted against point locations corresponding to records with status set to
‘MORE’. The former two datasets were obtained from the Environment Agency and
EDINA Digimap service respectively. LiDAR DTM and DSM raster data at various
resolutions were processed into shaded and unshaded local relief maps using the
r.local.relief extension within GRASS GIS. Composite hillshade maps were also
produced using the Panoimagen Batch hillshader plug-in for QGIS. The resulting data
were mosaiced into virtual raster (VRT) files grouped by resolution using GDAL’s
gdalbuildvrt tool and visualised in QGIS. Point locations records marked as ‘MORE’
were exported to Google Earth Professional, where georeferenced historical satellite
and aerial imagery (in some cases dating back to the 1940s) could be consulted in
parallel with elevation and historic mapping data within QGIS (see Figure 6.7, A).
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Figure 6.7 – The locations of three possible round barrows around Picket Hill, Wiltshire according to the monument
register. The analytical hill shading (top left) and local relief maps (top right, bottom left) show that there are no
residual mounds or ditches and late nineteenth-century mapping shows that one of the alleged sites (1577) is situated
on an old chalk pit whilst another (1576) is located near to an ordinance survey trig point installation.

The status fields of database records were updated to ‘OK’ where, on balance, the
classification of structures was considered probable, or ‘REJECTED’ if it was
concluded that the structure was of natural origin, recently created, or dating to an
archaeological period outside the scope of the study (e.g. an Iron Age enclosure).
Historic maps frequently confirmed the prior existence of earlier agricultural / industrial
activity (chalk pits, dew ponds, building remains etc.) and were therefore useful for
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eliminating records, though in some cases they also confirmed the presence of barrows
or other archaeological structures since destroyed. Elevation and satellite imagery
were used to asses sites for diagnostic features (e.g. flanking ditches for long barrows,
such features are discussed in Chapter 3) relating to their putative identification.
Published guidelines and best practice for LiDAR surveys were also consulted and
informed this process (see Crutchley 2010; AOC Archaeology Group 2015). Access to
historic satellite imagery via Google Earth greatly facilitated the identification of
ephemeral crop and parchmarks, which may only be visible in specific conditions.
Chronological sequences of satellite images of the same area also greatly facilitated
the identification of features commonly mistaken for archaeological remains, such as
positive or negative circular marks created by fungi, which often expand with each
cycle (Blair-Myers 2014).

Following the above initial assessment and additional survey, 836 records (~17% of the
total processed dataset) were rejected. Of these, roughly half (423) were found to be
archaeological structures that had erroneously been included in the original data
exports, even though they fell outside the requested chronological window of interest
(e.g. a Saxon barrow instead of a Bronze Age barrow, an Iron Age enclosure rather
than a henge etc.). Around 35% were positive misidentifications (e.g. were
demonstrably not archaeological structures but had been retained within the NMR/HER
databases) and a further 18% could not be confidently identified as either
archaeological structures or otherwise. A further 280 records (18% of the total
processed dataset) were found to be duplicates or otherwise erroneous. This left a total
of 4041 records for which measurement data were required.

6.5.2

Recording dimensions

Archaeological earthworks were typically either recorded using ‘positive’ elements (e.g.
upstanding mounds or banks) or ‘negative’ elements (e.g. ditches). To prevent the
duplication of labour estimates, positive or negative metrics were mutually exclusive
per archaeological structure (e.g. if a long barrow mound was recorded, then its ditches
were not recorded and vice versa, see section 6.7 for further discussion). This
exclusivity carried the implicit assumption that material within banks and mounds
derived from nearby ditches. Stones were recorded either as extant stones or as stone
sockets, with the latter being marked as such in the database.
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Metric data relating to the vast majority of upstanding features were obtained from the
text monument summaries contained within the geom_library table, which themselves
contained information from monument inspectors or numerous gazetteers (Loveday
1985; Kinnes 1992; Oswald et al. 2001; Burl 1969; Burl 2000; Grinsell 1957; Grinsell
1936a; Grinsell 1938; Grinsell 1940). In the majority of cases, individual monument
summaries were manually consulted (not only to obtain measurement data but to
establish whether any ploughing had occurred), though database queries utilising
regular expressions were occasionally deployed to semi-automate the process. Direct
incorporation of listed measurements into metric tables could be undertaken in cases
where the gazetteer had been compiled in an appropriate way (i.e. all required
maximum measurements were provided).

METRIC TYPE

NO. SOURCES

TOTAL RECORDS

ROUND MOUND

437

2062

LONG MOUND

88

347

STANDING

9

742

LONG DITCH

521

1894

ROUND DITCH

1

21

TOTAL

1056

5066

STONE

Table 6.3 - Incomplete and complete metric counts and the number of sources used to compile them

6.5.2.1 Conflicting sources of data
Monument records have deliberately documented the history of investigations into
individual structures and their text summaries often therefore contain multiple, differing
sets of measurements. For example, Crawford and Keiller (1928, 170) first recorded
Danebury North-East long barrow from the air, and described it ‘as a short long barrow.
Its length is 110'; its breadth 80'; and its height 5'4"’. Some years later, in 1955, it was
recorded by a Ministry of Works field investigator as an ‘oval Barrow 34m long, 27m
wide & 1.3m high’, and was noted as being ‘under cultivation’. Ashbee (1970, 164) was
the last to document it, recording it as measuring ‘34.0m. long, 28.0m. wide and up to
1.2m. high’. As can be observed from the above, recorded earthwork measurements
typically decreased through time (the height of this barrow ultimately decreased by
0.4m) and therefore—as a general rule—earlier measurements are typically favoured,
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unless later measurements are greater. This meant that for many long barrow and
round barrow mounds, preference is given to measurements made by Leslie Grinsell
(1957; 1936a; 1938; 1940), who fortunately spent time surveying prehistoric long and
round mounds in every county that falls within the current study area. This approach
also ensured greater compatibility with Renfrew’s (ibid.) study, which relied on
estimates using volumes calculated from measurements of a similar era.

Many of Grinsell’s (ibid.) round barrow measurements were taken by pacing either the
circumference or diameter of the mound (1 pace = 3 ft.) and he regularly estimated the
height of smaller earthworks. Though he regularly checked his paced measurements
against those obtained using a measuring tape, apparently adjusting his step length to
account for slopes (1936b, 93–103), Grinsell’s measurements are undoubtedly
inaccurate by today’s standards. Further ambiguity exists over whether Grinsell
measured particular barrows using aerial photos, rather than field survey (he stated
that air photos were used only in ‘some instances’) (1957, 135). Considered together,
however, Grinsell’s extensive catalogues still represent the single largest body of at
least internally consistent, pre-war prehistoric earthwork measurement data available
across the entirety of the study region (see Thomas 1972, 33). Furthermore, unlike
many field investigators and monument inspectors who followed him, Grinsell was
explicit about always recording the height and diameters of mounds in relation to
ground level (1957, 135), rather than from the base or edge of any encircling ditch. The
ambiguity over this single fact in many of the later mound measurements unfortunately
preclude their use within the current study. Stone measurements were handled in an
analogous manner, with the majority of metrics deriving from tabulated sources that list
individual stones’ maximum dimensions (Marshall et al. 2013; M. Abbott et al. 2012).

As can be seen from Table 6.3, however, a further 520 bibliographic sources were
accessed during the collection of mound and bank metric data, in addition to the
gazetteers referred to above. These additional sources generally relate to more
recently recorded structures where measurement data was either absent or incomplete
from any relevant gazetteers, or where more extensive archaeological investigations
such as excavation have produced more accurate data relating to the ditches of
structures. These additional sources include excavation and survey reports, field
investigators’ comments, satellite images and LiDAR data. The quality and necessary
processing of measurement data contained within these sources varies (e.g. only
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diameters, lengths and widths could be measured from aerial imagery). Where
measurements are not summarised in the text they were manually made using native
measurement tools within software such as Google Earth, or by digitising relevant
plans and using QGIS’s measurement tools.

Figure 6.8 – Recording of ditches using Gray’s section drawing of Avebury as an example (A). Diagram B shows
scaled measurements: D = depth from excavated bedrock surface to ditch base, W = basal width of ditch cut, T =
depth of truncation of original ground surface. Diagram C shows the reconstructed ditch profile with implied eroded
area shown in pink. Note: the basal angle of the ditch profile in this case was assumed to 75 degrees from horizontal,
see section 6.6 for further details.

Wherever they existed, measurements from excavated sections of earthwork ditches
were always prioritised over mound measurements. This approach was undertaken as
it ‘maximised’ currently available archaeological knowledge, without introducing recent
erosional biases in the same way that using modern mounds measurements would
(see above). A negative aspect of this approach was that, in contrast to volumes
calculated from mounds, only a small sample (a section, for example) of the ditch
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profile could be used to estimate its full volume. In this way, varying ditch widths could
not be accounted for. Ditch metrics were recorded for a total of 139 individual
monuments within the entire study area, which involved accessing and digitising c. 85
excavation reports, from which over 600 individual measurements were made.

As discussed in Chapter 2 and noted by Ashbee (2004, 3) the majority of earlier chalkcut prehistoric ditches were probably dug with vertical or near-vertical sides, regardless
of their absolute depth or width. Given the well-documented erosion that occurred
around the upper lip of chalk-cut ditches, the original sectional area of a ditch was
therefore best calculated from its basal width and vertical depth. Basal widths are rarely
given in excavation summaries, so these measurements were mostly obtained using
scaled measurements from excavated section drawings. As seen in Figure 6.8 (A), it
was often possible to estimate the original level of the bedrock at the time of
construction as ground surfaces under mounds adjacent to ditches have been
protected from subsequent erosion.

6.5.2.2 Incomplete and truncated measurement data
All metrics tables contain two qualification fields (‘xy_qual’ and ‘z_qual’), the contents of
which provided further information regarding the context of the measurement data. The
former field relates to dimensions of the structure in Cartesian space (i.e. its width,
length or diameter) whilst the latter relates to the measurement of the structure in the
third, or z, dimension (e.g. height or depth). A ‘1’ in the ‘xy_qual’ field thus indicates
that there is no archival research suggesting that any truncation has occurred and that
the ditch, mound or bank is ‘complete’ along its width and length. A ‘2’ indicates that a
record of truncation exists and that the measurement is therefore partial. A ‘3’ indicate
that the measurement is missing. Values in this field carry the same meaning whether
they refer to measurements relating to upstanding mounds or to ditches.

Z_QUAL

1

2

3

4

POSITIVE

No archival

Archival evidence

Height value could

NA

(MOUNDS)

evidence showing

showing ploughing

not be obtained.

NUMBER /
METRIC
TYPE

ploughing or other
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vertical truncation

or other vertical

of mound.

truncation of mound.

NEGATIVE

Excavation

Excavation evidence

No evidence for /

Depth value

(DITCHES)

evidence showing

showing truncation

against truncation of

could not be

no truncation of

of ditch by erosion

ditch by erosion of

obtained.

ditch by erosion of

of bedrock.

bedrock.

bedrock.
Table 6.4 – z_qual schema explanation

As shown in Table 6.4, a ‘1’ in the ‘z_qual’ field denotes the absence of any positive
archival evidence of vertical truncation. For upstanding mounds this usually refers to
ploughing (antiquarian investigations or looting trenches were not counted as
truncation) or ground-truthed downslope slippage of material. A ‘1’ therefore indicates
the ‘best preserved’ mounds deemed not to have been plough damaged. A ‘2’ denotes
the existence of archival evidence for ploughing. For long and round mounds, much of
information used to classify the z_qual field was taken from Grinsell’s records (ibid.),
who generally noted whether the mound was under plough at the time of the recording.
A ‘3’ is used to denote absent measurements, and was useful to distinguish between
mounds that had been ploughed so low that they were immeasurable and thus formed
genuine gaps in the data.

The ‘z_qual’ field operates in a roughly analogous manner within the ditch metrics
tables. Here, a ‘1’ indicates that it was possible to ascertain that no vertical truncation
of the chalk bedrock had occurred (usually by comparison with the level of a nearby
section of chalk surface that had remained protected underneath a bank or mound
since construction) and that the recorded ditch depth value was therefore ‘original’. A
‘2’ in this field indicates that it has been possible to ascertain that vertical truncation
had occurred and that its extent, in metres, was recorded in the ‘trunc_depth’ field. The
truncation value could therefore be added to the recorded ditch depth to establish its
likely ‘original’ depth. A ‘3’ indicates that it was not possible to establish whether any
vertical truncation had occurred and a ‘4’ indicates a genuine gap in the data.

6.5.3

Summary of metric data
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As seen in Table 6.3, a significant proportion of the metric records are classified as
‘incomplete’ (i.e. missing one or more measurements, e.g. maximum length). The
decision to include incomplete records was important, as it enabled the incorporation of
partially recorded structures, those that were known to have existed but were since
destroyed (prior to being surveyed), as well as those that had always been recorded as
destroyed. In practice, this meant that the c. 1,500 structures classified as ‘RING
DITCHES’ could be included in the study, as well as structures recorded by
antiquarians, the locations of which had since been lost. In this way, the database
could record structures for which there were multiple, complete metrics right through to
structures with little or no measurement data. Whilst the volumes and labour required
to build partially recorded structures would require modelling (see section 6.6.2–3), the
presence and location of these structures was considered useful for identifying
systematic biases in the data (caused by ploughing etc.) and could have implications
for spatial analyses involving the locations and frequency of particular structures.

Following metric recording and structure classification, all structure data from the
geom_master table, including additional sampled attributes from the datasets
described above, were imported into the R statistical programming environment (R
Core Team 2019) session using a series of postgreSQL queries. Table 6.5 shows
summary data, grouped by each study area, showing the number of individual
structures classified in different ways: ‘COMPLETE’ indicates metrics were associated
with this record; ‘MORE’ indicates that additional research was required to either
establish the authenticity of this structure or obtain metric data relating to it. The vast
majority of records (> 90%) classified in this way were listed as Bronze Age round
barrows / ring ditches; however, the possible causewayed enclosure at Beacon Hill
(Eagles 1991; Oswald et al. 2001, 152) and the putative stone circle at Pickledean ,
Overton Down (Passmore 1927) were two of the more significant unresolved sites.
Records classified as ‘UNKNOWN’ were not examined during this study. As can be
observed from Table 6.5, the study area of Salisbury Plain West (SPW) contained by
far the greatest raw structure count (2588, 2025 of which were complete), whilst
Salisbury Plain East (SPE) and the North Wilshire Downs (NWD) share roughly equal
numbers of structures (1059, 903 of which were complete and 1292, 966 of which were
complete, respectively). Across each sub-area, the number of both rejected and
unresolved structures is roughly proportional to the overall number of structures
(between 12–21% and 2–4%, respectively).
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STATUS

NWD

SPW

SPE

TOTALS

COMPLETE

966

2026

903

3895

MORE

43

121

22

186

REJECTED

280

441

134

855

UNKNOWN

3

1

0

4

TOTALS

1292

2589

1059

4940

Table 6.5 – Frequencies of structure counts by study area

Table 6.6 shows the relative numbers of different structure types marked as complete,
across each study area. It is immediately obvious that Salisbury Plain East (SPE) not
only contains fewer structures than the other areas but also show less diversity in
terms of the type of structures it contains. Both the other areas, for example, contain at
least one henge, causewayed enclosure, stone circle or avenue—all of which were
absent from SPE. In contrast, SPE contains nearly all of the Oval Barrows within the
entire dataset. Other idiosyncrasies are visible within the tabulated data; the North
Wiltshire Downs (NWD) contains all of the three monumental mounds within the
dataset and most of the stone circles and chambered long barrows, whilst Salisbury
Plain East (SPE) has far greater numbers of Henge / Hengiform structures than either
of the other areas, and a far greater number Bronze Age round barrows and long
barrows. Further analysis and chronological modelling of these data is undertaken in
section 6.8.

CLASS

NWD

SPW

SPE

TOTALS

AVENUE

2

2

0

4

CAUSEWAYED ENCLOSURE

3

4

0

7

CHAMBERED LONG BARROW

8

0

1

9

CURSUS

0

2

0

2

DITCH

1

1

0

2

HENGE / HENGIFORM

1

17

0

18

LONG BARROW

20

73

31

124

MONUMENTAL MOUND

2

1

0

3

MORTUARY ENCLOSURE

0

1

1

2

OVAL BARROW

0

1

10

11

OVAL ENCLOSURE

1

1

0

2

RING DITCH

407

518

593

1518

ROUND BARROW

514

1403

267

2184

STONE CIRCLE

6

2

0

8

TOTAL

967

2026

903

3896
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Table 6.6 – Frequency distributions of different structure types (marked complete) across each study area with a total
count of three or more.

All metric data were imported into R using a series of postgreSQL queries where they
were joined using the dplyr package (Wickham et al. 2017) with structure data
contained within the geom_master table. Table 6.7 shows how different types of
monument were recorded in terms of different individual metrics. For example, the two
embanked monumental avenues in the study area (at Stonehenge and Durrington
Walls) were each recorded as a single long ditch (representing both gulleys of the
avenue ‘merged’), whilst the estimated 271 combined standing stones of the West
Kennet and Beckhampton avenues were each recorded individually, using surveyed
data from Marshall (2016). All seven causewayed enclosures contained within the
study areas were recorded across 11 individual long ditch metrics of various lengths
and widths. The 2,184 round barrows (comprising various barrow typologies e.g. disc
barrows with outer banks, double-ditched bowl barrows etc.) resulted in 2,530 different
metrics that span round mounds, long mounds, long ditches and round ditches. Table
6.8 shows the breakdown of different metrics used to record different types of round
barrow. Note the regular occurrence of both long mounds and round mounds for disc
barrows, which reflect their traditional form comprising a central ‘tump’ and outer bank.
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CLASS

LONG

LONG

ROUND

ROUND

STANDING

TOTALS

DITCH

MOUND

DITCH

MOUND

STONE

AVENUE

2

0

0

0

271

273

CAUSEWAYED

11

0

0

0

0

11

3

9

0

0

0

12

CURSUS

3

0

0

0

0

3

HENGE /

17

2

0

0

0

19

LONG BARROW

12

126

0

0

0

138

MONUMENTAL

0

0

0

3

0

3

4

0

0

0

0

4

OVAL BARROW

13

5

0

0

0

18

RING DITCH

1549

1

0

29

0

1579

ROUND BARROW

276

204

21

2029

0

2530

STONE CIRCLE

0

0

0

0

471

471

TOTAL

1890

347

21

2061

742

5061

ENCLOSURE
CHAMBERED LONG
BARROW

HENGIFORM

MOUND
MORTUARY
ENCLOSURE

Table 6.7 - metric counts by monument type

CLASS

LONG

LONG

ROUND

ROUND

TOTALS

DITCH

MOUND

DITCH

MOUND

BELL BARROW

21

16

0

138

175

BOWL BARROW

158

19

0

1454

1631

DISC BARROW

45

93

0

99

237

POND BARROW

0

20

21

0

41

RING DITCH

1549

1

0

29

1579

ROUND BARROW

36

5

0

286

327

SAUCER BARROW

16

51

0

52

119

TOTAL

1825

205

21

2058

4109

Table 6.8 - Breakdown of the different metrics used to record different round barrow typologies.
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6.5.4

Implications and limitations of the research design and recording system

6.5.4.1 Erosion and preservation bias
It was of particular importance for the current study to reduce any biases in the way
that different classes of monuments (often dating to different periods) were recorded,
given that understanding how monumental labour expenditure altered over time was a
primary objective. This was challenging because even fairly minor differences in the
way different classes of monuments have been investigated, measured or conserved
(or not as the case may be) were amplified by their relative frequencies (e.g. the study
includes c. 1,500 Bronze Age bowl barrows and only 8 later Neolithic stone circles).
Poor preservation of just one or two structures belonging to a less numerous
monument class might therefore ‘unfairly’ reduce the perceived quantity of labour
expended on this class of monument overall and, ultimately, over a particular period of
time. Equally, erosion across different types of monuments was not uniform, and the
intrinsic properties of different types of monument, as well as their location, have
influenced differential rates of preservation (see Chapman 1995, 42).

Original size and constructional materials (e.g. turf-built, chalk-capped Bronze Age
round barrows, later Neolithic megalithic avenues and enormous chalk built
monumental mounds), landscape position (colluvium-covered, low-lying henges and
exposed, upland causewayed enclosures) and different biographies have all influenced
quality and accessibility of metric data available and ultimately any labour estimates
deriving from this. Consider, for example, the differences in terms of preservation and
reliability of measurement between a large, difficult-to-plough earthen long barrow
incorporated early on into a parish boundary, such as (Bax et al. 2010), a stone circle
that was near-totally destroyed by the 18th century, such as the Sanctuary ( Pollard
1992), and a causewayed enclosure whose ditches were backfilled in the Neolithic,
such as Windmill Hill (Whittle 1999, 353) and one which was subsequently subsumed
beneath an Iron Age hill fort (Rybury, Curwen 1930, 38). Accordingly, it is inevitable
that results of the present study will be skewed by the above, though section 6.6.3
examines how some of the effects might be mitigated for more numerous types of
structures.

To work with the archaeological record exactly as it appears today then, would be to
merely reflect recent and largely irrelevant processes of erosion or destruction, a
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particular problem for periods in which people built few, large monuments. The aim of
any labour estimate study is therefore at least partly reconstructive, and the recording
system outlined above aims to address these issues through the collection of both
complete and partial data with a view to facilitating and informing reconstructive
modelling, in a sense allowing the ‘normalisation’ of monuments through space and
time. Though the above database enables the recording of archaeological structures at
a granularity appropriate to the present study, it was limited in a number of respects.

Classification errors and assumptions around construction
The choice to exclusively record either upstanding or subterranean structural features
(i.e. mounds or ditches), explained in 6.5.2.1, also presupposes that all material
contained within earthwork mounds derived only from the nearby ditch or ditches.
Whilst still relatively rare, evidence does exist for the transport and incorporation of
non-local material (or at least material not deriving from adjacent ditches) into mounds,
such as river gravels at Silbury Hill (Leary 2014), layers of imported clays or turf sods
within Bronze Age round barrows in south-west Britain (Owoc 2001, 199) and north
Wales (Bradley 2001, 85), respectively. If the practice was more widespread in certain
parts of the study area, then systematic, spatially-heterogenous biases between
mound volumes and ditch volumes could inadvertently be introduced into the dataset.

Further errors in labour calculations relating to materials used to construct monuments
are also inevitable because of the reductive nature of the recording system. Though
the local geology of the structure (and by implication at least some the material used to
build it) is implied by its location, the above recording system cannot account for the
diversity of building materials and constructional practices sometimes evidenced within
prehistoric structures—the sarsen boulder ‘spine’ running some, or all, of the length of
the barrow mound at West Kennet long barrow, for example. As outlined above, the
labour involved in digging chalk differs from that required to move an equivalent
volume of stone or turf. Similarly, the exclusion of all wooden elements from the
recording system—and therefore all labour expenditure relating to this form of
building—also has to the potential to skew the results significantly. Causewayed
enclosures are perhaps the worst affect structure in this regard (see Oswald et al.
2001, 48–48), though substantial timber posts probably predated the henge bank at
Durrington Walls too (Gaffney et al. 2018). Ultimately, these issues have the capacity
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to compromise the internal coherence of the dataset, though they also ensure it
remains comparable with Renfrew’s (ibid.) earlier study, which operated at a similarly
broad brush level of detail.

Related to this are the attendant errors in labour estimates created by enforced
typological classification of archaeological structures, which carry implicit assumptions
concerning the nature and sequence of construction. In some cases, antiquarian
records help to distinguish between visually similar but structurally different
constructions, such as chambered tombs and earthen long barrows. Where a mound is
known to be one of the former, a generic quantity of additional labour could be (and
was, see section 6.7) applied to account for the haulage and erection of megalithic
elements. However, it has been more difficult to distinguish between other kinds of
visually similar but differently built structures such as Bronze Age ditched round
barrows and ‘scraped-up’ round barrows. The latter were regularly built alongside
conventional ditched round barrows and look almost identical from above, though they
are often somewhat smaller. Green et al. (1984, 281) noted how, at Shrewton, they
were sometimes surrounded by rings of darker grass that might easily be mistaken for
ditches. They go on to suggest that, although Grinsell (1941) recorded only five
scraped-up barrows within Wiltshire, it is likely that many more unidentified examples
existed. The process of construction was undoubtedly very different to conventional
ditched round barrows, however, and it is likely that errors have been produced
through misidentifications of this kind.

6.6

Volumetric and mass calculations

6.6.1

Form and measurements

As outlined in the Chapter 4, establishing the volume of a structure forms a key part of
estimating the labour involved in its construction. Below, different approaches to this
problem are considered in terms of accuracy (i.e. the extent to which an approach can
accurately determine structural volumes) and universality, or the applicability of an
approach across the entire available dataset. Generally speaking, increasing the
number of reference points used to estimate a volume will return more accurate results,
though assumptions around how the surface behaves in between reference points
(interpolation) are also important (Yilmaz 2009). In this sense, complex shape
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approaches of estimating volumes are more accurate (Magnani et al. 2015), though
their universality within the context of the present study are limited. Realistically, the
recently published Environment Agency LiDAR datasets are the only widely available
record of archaeological earthworks in three dimensions and—methodologically—it is
reasonably straightforward to use these to calculate individual accurate volumes of
earthworks using GIS or other 3D image processing software (see section 6.6.3).
Despite reasonable overall coverage, around one quarter (964) of the processed data
do not fall within currently available LiDAR datasets, however (Figure 6.9), and LiDAR
coverage of the remaining sites varies from 0.5–2m in resolution, variation that will
likely also impact GIS-based volumetric calculations.
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Figure 6.9 - LIDAR coverage of study area against processed monuments

In addition, the majority of accessible LiDAR data derives from flights made in the early
21st century. Accordingly, the dimensions of earthworks within LiDAR datasets are
some of the chronologically latest available. These data therefore capture the results of
several decades of erosion by intensive agriculture, which began and proliferated
throughout much of the study area from the early 20th century onwards (Small 2002,
19; McOmish et al. 2002; Field et al. 2017). Of course, any recent record of prehistoric
earthworks will share a similar bias but—owing to increased concerns over food
security during and after WWII— data from before the 1940s is less likely to have
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suffered damage from episodes of particularly intensive intra- and post-war ploughing
(Taylor 2004, 37–8).

In contrast, calculating approximate volumes using solid geometries places far less
demands on the quality of archaeological records. Simple, regular forms require the
fewest number of mensurations (e.g. spherical caps require only the height and
radius), with increasingly irregular forms such as truncated pyramids requiring
proportionally more (lower width, lower length, upper width, upper length, height).
Archaeologists have frequently employed such approaches to calculate the volumes of
both earthen and stone structures, though several studies have highlighted the margins
of error inherent in such methods compared to more advanced techniques (e.g.
Lacquement 2010). As might be expected, simple solid shapes based on the maximum
dimensions of earthworks are less able to account for their irregularities and so
generally overestimate their volumes.

The same issue applies when calculating the volume of excavated ditches, though it
ultimately remains unknown whether their volumes are over- or under-estimated, as
they were seldom fully excavated. Ditch lengths could usually be established but their
modelled width and depth are dependent on the location of the trench or trenches. At
Avebury, for example, Gray noted that across his four cuttings the ditch varied in width
from 8–17 ft and in depth from 23–30 ft (I. F Smith 1965, 193). Similarly, Keiller’s
excavations at Windmill Hill causewayed enclosure revealed variations both within and
between ditch circuits (see Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.10 – Variation in ditch dimensions between different circuits of Windmill Hill Causewayed Enclosure (upper:
cross sectional area, middle: average width, lower: maximum depth). All measurements are in feet.

The ‘modular’ system of recording as many individual elements (banks, mounds,
ditches etc.) as required to describe a single structure works well when the elements
are non-overlapping (e.g. causewayed enclosures) but is problematic where this is not
the case. For example, it has been difficult to record the individual dimensions of
physically overlapping mounds (e.g. at Silbury Hill, see Leary 2014) without introducing
a system which would enable the subtraction of stratigraphically earlier volumes from
later ones, a feature deemed beyond the scope of the study because: a) only a
minority (< 5%) of analysed structures have been excavated thoroughly enough to
reveal such phasing; and b) even fewer of these structures have sufficiently highresolution absolute chronologies which could be used to divide the labour attributed to
different phases of mound building. Mounds were therefore always recorded as single
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entities, and the labour involved in building of known multi-phase mounds (cf Garwood
2007) was subsequently compressed into whatever unit of time was implemented in
the final sets of analyses (though depending on the chronological resolution required
this did not necessarily present any major issues – see section 6.8).

In light of the above (and to add further continuity with Renfrew’s (ibid.) original
methods), the current study has adopted a solid shape approach, which uses
maximum dimension mensurations to estimate the volumes of earthworks using
specific solid shapes. Several issues with this methodology remain, however, such as
which solid shapes best predict the volume of each kind of metrics (e.g. long mound,
round mound) and whether any adjust can reasonably be made to the volume of
structures that have undergone erosion The following section outlines two different
experiments designed to answer the above questions.

6.6.2

Experiment 1 – Establishing the optimum solid shapes for estimating
volume

This experiment attempted to answer the questions;
1) Which solid shape(s) best represents the ‘true’ form of archaeological structures
as represented by LiDAR data?
a. How does the type of structure (e.g. long barrow or round barrow)
influence the above?
b. How does erosion of earthworks influence the above?

Shaded relief and local relief models VRTs (see section 6.5.1.1) were visualised in
QGIS and overlaid with structure location points from the geom_master table. Rapid
manual inspection of terrain around each structure point was undertaken using the
relief maps (arranged from highest to lowest resolution) as backdrop layers. A polygon
layer was developed and, where structures were discernible, the spatial extents of
linear and round mounds as perceived from the relief maps were digitised and
assigned a common identifier and condition rating, as shown in Figure 6.11 (1 = little to
no erosion, minor damage, clearly visible; 2 = some erosion, moderate damage,
visible; 3 = severely eroded, badly damaged, barely visible).
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Figure 6.11 - Examples of different structures with different condition ratings, visualised using various datasets. Left
column: local relief map; middle column: shaded local relief map; right column: LiDAR elevation with mound extent
trace (red line) and orientated bounding box (black dashed line). Upper row: Bowl Barrow (condition: 1, 2m resolution
DTM); middle row: Bowl barrow (condition: 2, 0.5m resolution DTM); lower row: Round barrow (condition: 3, 1m
resolution DTM).

In total, 111 long and round mounds were traced, spanning various monument types
such as long barrow, disc barrow, bell barrow etc. Preference was given to mounds
that were situated away from other archaeological structures and modern disturbances
to the landscape, such as buildings, quarries or agricultural infrastructure. Some of the
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study areas’ LiDAR data were available exclusively as a digital ‘surface’ map (i.e. the
first return of the laser), which includes trees and shrubbery. Mostly mounds with no
vegetation cover were traced from these data and, in rare cases , higher elevation
values caused by vegetation cover were removed by masking and interpolation. The
digitised mounds polygon layer was imported into GRASS 7.2 where v.buffer was used
to add a 5-metre buffer zone around each traced mound extent. This buffer zone was
designed to prevent the lower elevation values of mounds’ surrounding ditches from
influencing the interpolated, ‘pre-mound’ ground surfaces.

MEAN VALUES
CONDITION

1

CLASS

LONG

MAX

MAX

VOLUME

HEIGHT

N

HEIGHT

LENGTH

2.76

55.84

1689.01

0.05

15

2.3

21.15

458.99

0.11

44

2.09

46.02

948.73

0.05

13

1.91

23.15

481.15

0.08

22

0.73

61.68

413.73

0.01

6

0.5

27.97

158.11

0.02

11

BY WIDTH

BARROW
1

ROUND
BARROW

2

LONG
BARROW

2

ROUND
BARROW

3

LONG
BARROW

3

ROUND
BARROW

Table 6.9 – Counts and mean dimensions and volumes of round mound and long mounds, across different condition
categories.

Both the digitised mound extent and the buffered extent were rasterised and the
volume calculated using the same technique used for the mound at West Kennet (i.e.
by masking and interpolation, outlined in Chapter 4). The digitised mound extent layer
was imported into PostGIS where a query was used to calculate both the maximum
length and maximum width of each mound. The query created an orientated bounding
box around each mound trace (the sides of which formed the maximum width and
lengths of the mound, see Figure 6.11) and the maximum height was obtained from the
isolated elevation values using r.univar in GRASS. Generating the maximum
dimensions in this way (rather than using previously surveyed dimensions, for
example) ensured a fair comparison between the solid shape and LiDAR volumes. All
data were collated and imported into R for further analyses (see Table 6.9). The
volumes of a series of different of solid shapes were calculated using the maximum
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dimensions obtained from the tracing and isolated elevation values of each mound.
Comparisons between the volumes implied by these shapes and the ‘true’ volume of
the structure as derived from the LiDAR data enabled the experimental assessment of
the most reliable form to be implemented.
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Figure 6.12 - Box plots showing the percentage difference between mound volumes calculated using different solid
shapes and volumes generated from LiDAR data using r.volume (red line).
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As shown in Figure 6.12 and Table 6.10, a variety of different solid shape formulae
were used to estimate the LiDAR volumes of round mounds across each different
condition category. The diversity of Bronze Age round barrow typologies (e.g. bell
barrow, bowl barrow, disc barrow etc.) included in the round mound sample—all of
which had varying physical forms—hindered the development of a satisfactory
generalised solid shape formula to estimate all round mound LiDAR-generated
volumes. A spherical cap, for example, best estimates the volume of well-preserved
mounds, whilst a truncated cone (with an upper radius one third that of the base) best
matches the volumes of category 2 condition round mounds, though this still deviates
by an average of c. 15% (see Table 6.10). This truncated cone performed badly with
more eroded class 3 round mounds, significantly overestimating their volumes by c.
22%. A simple cone was seen to better predict the volumes of these highly eroded,
amorphous mounds. Overall, however, a truncated cone with an upper radius
calculated by multiplying the basal radius by the square root of the ratio of mound
height to mound diameter was found to estimate LiDAR-generated volumes across all
condition categories most accurately. This formulae effectively incorporates the mound
height ratio (a proxy for erosion, as shown in Table 6.9), and reduces the upper radius
of the truncated cone where low values are present.

For long mounds, which on the whole—though see below—represent a single typology
of earlier Neolithic monument (long barrows), a modified truncated pyramid provides
the closest match for LiDAR-generated volumes across all condition categories (1–3),
varying by an average of c. 15%. Condition 3 long mounds show the greatest variance
between solid shape and LiDAR generated volumes. The upper surface of the modified
truncated pyramid was calculated by sequentially multiplying various coefficients (from
0.1 to 0.6m, in 0.01m increments) against the mound width to produce an ‘offset’ width
value, which was then itself subtracted from the length of the mound. The offset width
and length values form the upper surface of the truncated pyramid, the volume of
which was calculated using the solid frustum formula (see Equation 6.2). For each
coefficient, the volumes were compared against the LiDAR volumes. The coefficient
that produced lowest overall percentage error was found to be 0.26, or roughly a
quarter of the width of the base of the mound.
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LONG MOUNDS
CONDITION

WEDGE

PYRAMID

ROUND MOUNDS

TRUNC.

SPH.

PYR.

CAP

CONE

TRUNC.

TRUNC.

CONE

CONE

(1/3)

(mod)

REGRESSION

1

13.02

22.6

8.12

11.07

36.27

13.29

13.6

13.58

2

19.49

18.72

9.91

17.98

26.79

15.01

18.44

28.3

3

19.14

19.86

6.46

24.46

21.43

22.08

14.68

28.58

MEAN

17.22

20.39

8.16

17.84

28.16

16.79

15.57

23.49

Table 6.10 - Mean absolute percentage differences between LiDAR generated mound volume and various solid shape
volumes.

The above experiment also offered the opportunity to explore how raw mound size
affects estimates of volume using solid shapes. Figure 6.13 shows that the most solid
shapes reliably estimate the volumes of round mounds with height to diameter ratios of
between 0.10–0.15. Mounds with lower ratios (a proxy for erosion) were systematically
underestimated by solid shapes other than spherical caps and cones. For long
barrows, wedges and truncated pyramids overestimate the volumes of the shortest
examples (< 30m in length) by up to 40%. However, both these shapes more reliably
predict the volumes of long barrows measuring around 50–60m (+ ~10%). Assuming
an even distribution of eroded and non-eroded mounds, the reasons behind these
biases could lie in the varying forms of different types of long barrows; shorter long
barrows, for example, can be more oval or trapezoidal in plan (Bradley et al. 1992;
Drewett et al. 1986) than longer mounds, which would result in overestimates using
solid shapes based on these structures’ maximum widths. Both these shapes also
systematically overestimate the volumes of particularly long mounds of between c. 70–
100m in length (so-called ‘bank barrows’) by up to 25%, presumably as the many
concave sections of the bank profile are not accounted for.
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Comparison Between LiDAR Volumes and Solid Shape Volumes
for Round Mounds Compared to Round Mound Diameter
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Figure 6.13 - % difference of solid shape volumes from LiDAR volumes against size of mound, smoothed using a loess
curve with a span of 0.5m
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6.6.3

Experiment 2 – Understanding earthwork erosion through temporal
datasets

The primary aim of this exploratory experiment was to establish the effects of erosional
processes (i.e. ploughing) on the form of both mounds and ditches by analysing timeseries data relating to earthwork dimensions. The underlying research questions were:
1. How does erosion alter the physical form of ditches and mounds?
2. Can eroded ditches and mounds be identified procedurally?
3. How does erosion effect volumetric calculations and;
4. Can adjustments be made to volumetric calculations to account for erosion?

6.6.3.1 Reconstructing ditches
Individual ditch dimension densities spanning 149 metric records were visualised and
grouped according to whether they relate to monument locations within arable, or nonarable, areas of the landscape, as described by the vectorised version of the Dudley
Stamp land use maps (Figure 6.14) supplied by the Environment Agency under a FOI
request. Data were not grouped according to related monument typology, owing to
small sample sizes (e.g. no distinction was made between henge and round barrow
ditches). Figure 6.15 shows weak distinctions between arable and non-arable ditch
metrics; counterintuitively, the majority of non-arable ditches were, in fact, shallower
than those on arable, though non-arable ditches tend to have a higher depth to width
ratio. When non-arable ditches were reclassified as arable, according to excavation
reports and Grinsell’s (e.g. 1957) observations (Figure 6.15, lower), however, the
former relationship was reversed and the latter reinforced.
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Figure 6.14 - Dudley stamp land use map for Marlborough

The results of this analysis indicate that the Dudley Stamp data alone are not a reliable
guide as to whether a ditch was likely to have been truncated, and probably reflect the
inability of this dataset to account for earlier episodes of ploughing or the fact that
ploughing did not always reach the depth required to truncate prehistoric ditch cuts.
Ultimately, the above uncertainty and the limited number of ditch metrics where
truncation could be confirmed (33) preclude the development of a robust, generalised,
method to identify probable eroded ditches, either by location or from their recorded
dimensions.
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Figure 6.15 – Barrow ditch metric dimension densities, according to membership of ‘arable’ or ‘non-arable’ area of the
landscape. The left charts show classification using the Dudley Stamp data alone, the right show classification using
Dudley Stamp data and field observations (i.e. according to excavation records).
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6.6.3.2 Reconstructing mounds
A total of 1,484 round mound metrics relating to various Bronze Age round barrows
were available for analysis, and time series data comprising 67 measurements from
different dates were available for a subset of 31. In terms of confirming plough
damage, both Grinsell’s (ibid.) own field observations—made during his visits to sites
during the late 1930s—were available in addition to the Dudley Stamp land-use
classifications, described above. It should be noted that it was only ever possible to
truly know whether a barrow had been ploughed as opposed to whether it had not
been. As ever, the absence of evidence for ploughing did not translate into an evidence
of absence. Other proxies, such as whether the mound was related to a monument
located within the protected Salisbury Plain Training area, were also considered. The
densities of mound dimensions that relate to a limited group of the most numerous
round barrow types (bell, bowl and the generic group, round barrow) were visualised
for comparison. Distributions were grouped by barrow typology, which —as would be
expected for a classification system reliant on overall form—were clearly visible, both
on and off arable (Figure 6.16, left and right, respectively).

Figure 6.16 and Table 6.11 also demonstrate that—regardless of barrow typology—
membership of the arable group decreases average mound height by c. 0.2m and
increases average diameter by c. 3m. These trends are reflected in the shape of the
distributions, which generally transform and skew leftwards. Aside from round barrows,
it is notable that bowl barrows were affected most by arable group membership and
this may be related to the fact that bowl barrows were generally lower constructions to
begin with, and thus were more prone to ploughing than the typically taller bell barrows,
which can present an obstacle to even modern ploughing regimes. Round barrows also
follow a similar, but more exaggerated trend, which probably reflects the fact that this is
a generic classification, that was preferentially applied to already denuded, or
otherwise non-diagnostic, amorphous mounds. As can be seen from Figure 6.16, a
significant proportion of bell barrows maintain their heights, even when classified as on
arable land, though the shape of this distribution changes from normal to nearly
bimodal. The spike in lower ratios may reflect the proportion of bell barrows that were
initially low enough to be ploughed becoming both lower and wider as a result of
ploughing. There is considerable overlap in the distributions of arable and non-arable
mounds, which likely the reflects the many ploughed mounds present within the nonarable category (see above). That said, it is notable that non-arable membership
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results in a pronounced spike in the density of height to diameter ratios between 0–
0.05, highlighting the probability that ‘Non-arable’ mounds falling within this range had
most likely been ploughed prior to Grinsell’s visits and before the creation of the Dudley
Stamp land-use maps.

NON-ARABLE
CLASS

BELL

MAX HEIGHT

MAX

TRUNC

HEIGHT BY

DIAMETER

(m)

DIAMETER

CONE VOL.

DIAMETER

BY HEIGHT

(m)

(cu. m)

2.28

23.28

621.68

0.1

14.4

1.1

18.36

240.13

0.06

23.71

0.57

15.57

106.74

0.04

34.5

1.32

19.07

322.85

0.07

24.2

BARROW
BOWL
BARROW
ROUND
BARROW
MEAN

ARABLE
CLASS

BELL

MAX

MAX

TRUNC

HEIGHT BY

DIAMETER BY

HEIGHT (m)

DIAMETER

CONE VOL.

DIAMETER

HEIGHT

(m)

(cu. m)

2.05

25.25

597.12

0.08

15.36

0.79

21.82

200.31

0.04

44.44

0.45

19.11

100.64

0.03

68.31

1.1

22.06

299.36

0.05

42.7

BARROW
BOWL
BARROW
ROUND
BARROW
MEAN

Table 6.11 – Mean dimensions of round mound metrics by barrow typology for structures classified as on arable and
off arable
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Figure 6.16 - Round barrow metric dimension densities, on arable (right) and off arable (left), grouped by typology.
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6.6.3.3 Barrow mounds over time
As can be seen in Figure 6.17, visualisation of the various mound dimensions over
time broadly confirms Grinsell’s (ibid.) description of the changing form of a gradually
denuded barrow. Diameters can be seen typically to increase as heights decrease,
which is broadly reflected in a decreasing height to diameter ratio. As expected, these
decreases occur at a range of rates, reflecting the severity or duration of ploughing that
each barrow was subjected to over time. Volumes calculated using the equation
described in section 6.6 decrease too, though this is a less pronounced trend that is
occasionally inverted. Calculated volumes tend to increase over time when later
records show that the diameter of a mound had increased substantially, whilst its
height had decreased only marginally. It is likely that these disparities are the result of
an initial underestimate of the barrow height.

Changes in round mound dimensions over time
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Figure 6.17 – Effects of ploughing on round mound dimensions over time

The data offer a rare opportunity to experiment with techniques that can ‘reconstruct’
barrow dimensions prior to erosion caused by recorded episodes of ploughing. Of
particular interest was any post-ploughing (referred to below as ‘final’) barrow
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2000

dimensions that could reliably predict ‘pre-ploughed’ (referred to below as ‘first’)
dimensions. Such analyses should be approached with caution, however, as it does
not logically follow that the first measurements available for barrows were made before
they had been ploughed. As discussed above in section 6.6.3, barrows with particularly
low height to diameter ratios (< 0.06) had most probably been ploughed at some point
and therefore any barrows with first ratios below this threshold, along with barrows that
had been underestimated to begin with (see above), were removed from the modelling
processes discussed below. Figure 6.18 shows the relationships between a series of
final and first barrow dimensions, as well as several ‘rates of change’ variables (e.g. the
diameter increase or height decrease).

The relaitionship between post−ploughing dimensions and pre−plough dimensions and rates of erosion
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Figure 6.18 – X variables are all post-plough dimensions. Note the strong correlation between the final height to
diameter ratio of barrows and the loss of height and last height to diameter ratio percentage (bottom left).

Generally, all final barrow variables are poor predictors of first barrow dimensions or
rates of erosion, except the height to diameter ratio (Figure 6.18, E, F). This ratio
correlates well with the absolute loss of height and loss of ratio values that characterise
ploughed barrows. Effectively, barrows cannot exhibit height to diameter ratios lower
than c. 0.02 without having lost around 1m of height. A third order polynomial curve
best fits the data (adj. r2 = 0.49). A similar relationship exists between the final ratio of
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barrows and their first ratios, best described by a second order polynomial curve (adj.
r2 = 0.49). The above non-linear regression models were used to predict the first, or
‘pre-ploughed’ height and height to diameter ratio of barrow mounds using their final
dimensions. The first diameter was then calculated by dividing the predicted height by
the predicted height to diameter ratio. All predicted dimensions were used to calculate
a predicted first volume, which was compared to both the original first and last (i.e.
post-ploughed) barrow volumes.

On average, the predicted first volumes are 19% greater than the original first volumes
and 59% greater than their last volumes, indicating that some of the loss of volume
caused by the ploughing of barrow mounds cannot be accounted for. The models
aimed to increase the volume of more heavily eroded mounds (high diameter, low
height) proportionally more than less-eroded mounds, though this was not always
possible and mounds towards either extreme were usually adjusted to a lesser degree.
A larger initial dataset would go some way to correcting this. The above models were
used to adjust the dimensions and volumes of 978 round mound metrics associated
with a variety of Bronze Age round barrows types (bell, disc, bowl etc.). Owing to a
smaller original dataset, no equivalent process could be undertaken for the long
mounds often associated with Early Neolithic long barrows. Conclusions drawn from
comparisons between Bronze Age labour investment and that from earlier periods
should therefore remain tentative.
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Figure 6.19 – Differences between the original and predicted volumes of round mounds. X-axis: original dimensions yaxis: a percentage of the original volume. Note the high figure for extremely eroded mounds.

6.6.4

Calculating earthworks volumes

The above experiments demonstrated that the most reliable proxy for round mound
volumes is a truncated cone with an upper radius deriving from the relationship
between the lower radius and the ratio of the mound height to mound diameter (see
Equation 6.2, C & D). A truncated pyramid with an upper area offset by roughly one
quarter of the basal area width was found to most reliably predict long mound volumes
(see Equation 6.2, A & B). The limited availability of fully-excavated ditches precluded a
comparable assessment of the most reliable solid shape for estimating their volume.
However, based on ditches’ cross-sectional appearance, a trapezoidal prism was used
to calculate the volume of long ditches, though data relating to their geological setting
were also used to inform these calculations.

The point locations of the structures that ditches related to were used to obtain the
local type of bedrock geology, which was in turn used to determine the basal angle of
the ditch cut (see Equation 6.1). In line with a common pattern observed by Ashbee
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(2004, 3), ditches positioned over deposits of hard bedrock such as chalk, limestone,
siltstone etc. were calculated using trapezoidal prisms with steep basal profiles of 75°
(90° being vertical). Shallower profiles of 50° were used for ditches dug into softer
materials such as clay and silt or sandstone of the Greenstone formation (e.g. as at
Marden henge, see Figure 6.20.)

Figure 6.20 - Marden henge ditch cut into greensand showing unusually low angle of ~50° see (Wainwright et al. 1971)

The total volume of mound features (‘positive’ features, in the sense they represent
dumps of material above ground level) were reduced using a bulking factor specific to
the structure’s local geology. This attempted to control for the fact that mound volumes
represent volumes of dug material after it had undergone ‘bulking’ (i.e. the increase in
volume of a given mass of material once it has been broken up by excavation.). Harder
materials often have greater bulking factors because they tend to fracture into larger
fragments when excavated, which means that piles or dumps of them will contain more
air voids (see Entwisle et al. 2015). Conversely, ditch volumes (‘negative’ features)
represent the volume of in situ material removed.

Bulking factors were obtained from the BGS Civils engineering properties dataset
(Entwisle et al. 2015) and matched to the bedrock geology as sampled from the BGS
bedrock geology 50k dataset described above. Bulking factors were then converted to
decimal percentages and were used to reduce mound rubble volumes to their putative
original, negative ditch volumes. This facilitated labour estimates, as the majority of
‘rates of working’ available described the time taken to remove a given volume of in situ
material (Atkinson 1961; Jewell 1963; Rankine 1862; Startin 1982). The volume of
Silbury Hill was calculated using LiDAR data.
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Equation 6.1– a) The upper width (w1) of a long ditch was calculated using its recorded maximum basal width (w),
basal angle (𝜃𝐴), implied upper angle (𝜃𝐵) and true depth (d). b) Its volume (v) was calculated by multiplying the
cross-sectional area of the ditch by its length (l). c) The volumes of round ditches were calculated as spherical caps ,
where d = depth and r = radius.
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Equation 6.2 – a) Long mounds upper area (a1) was calculated with a width c. one quarter (o = 0.26) that of the basal
width (w). The difference between the upper and basal widths was then subtracted from the basal length (l) to create
an even offset. b) Long mound volume was calculated as a truncated pyramid where h = height, a = basal area and,
a1 = upper area and were divided by decimal bulking factors (b). c) The upper radius of round mounds was calculated
by multiplying the lower radius (r) by the square root of the mound height (h) divided by the mound diameter (d) plus
the mound height divided by the mound diameter divided by the experimentally determined coefficient (o = 5.95); d)
Round mound volume was calculated as a truncated cone, where r = lower radius, r1 = upper radius, h = height and b
= mound material decimal bulking factors.

6.6.5

Standing stones

An analogous though slightly modified method was used to calculate stone volumes.
Where stones were recorded as still standing, their volumes needed to be adjusted to
account for the likely proportion of the stone still underground. The average depth of
buried stones at Stonehenge (see Field et al. 2015) was used as a guide (25% for
sarsen and 40% for bluestones), and all recorded standing stone heights were
multiplied by the relevant socket factor (e.g. 1.25 or 1.4). Standing stones that had
been recorded whilst prone and lintels were excluded from this adjustment. Similarly,
where the presence of standing stones had been inferred from excavated sockets (e.g.
at the Sanctuary and ‘Bluestonehenge’), the depth of the stone socket was summed
with its depth divided by the socket factor to obtain the likely original height of the
stone, whilst the width and breadth of the socket were used as a rough guides for the
remaining dimensions of the stone.

Unlike with earthen mounds, it was not possible to formally assess the ‘best fit’ solid
shape for estimating individual stone volumes from their maximum recorded
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dimensions, as no equivalent comparative dataset of complex stone volumes existed
(e.g. stones recorded in 2.5 or 3D). Data from the Stonehenge laser scan (Marcus
Abbott et al. 2012) were generally not useful because most of the stones at
Stonehenge were shaped into roughly cuboid forms. As discussed above, megalithic
structures within the study area invariably comprise one or more natural, unworked
stones with highly irregular forms, and any models deriving from the more regularlyshaped Stonehenge stones would therefore be liable to significantly overestimate their
volumes. A small number of stones at Stonehenge (the Heelstone and Station Stones
93 and 91) were not shaped, however, and simple cuboid volumes calculated from
their maximum dimensions were observed to be larger than their complex volumes.
Based on the average difference, the cuboid volumes of all stones (excluding those
known to have been shaped) were multiplied by a scaling factor (0.39) to account for
their irregularity.
𝑚 = (𝑤𝑑ℎ𝑖)𝑔
Equation 6.3 – Equation used to calculate stone weights (m), where w = width, d = depth, h = height, i = irregularity
factor (0.39), g = gravity.

The complex above-ground volumes of Stonehenge’s stones were taken directly from
the supplementary laser-scan data (M. Abbott et al. 2012), and multiplied by the socket
factor where appropriate. Finally, the weights of all stones were calculated by
multiplying their volumes by gravity values specific to the stone’s lithology. Specific
gravities were obtained from a variety of sources (Marcus Abbott et al. 2012; The
Engineering Toolbox 2010). ‘Generic’ stone gravities for ‘sarsen’ and ‘bluestone’
categories were also calculated by taking the mean gravity value from the various
lithologies contained within these wider terms (e.g. for ‘bluestone’ this includes
dolerites, calcareous and volcanic ashes, sandstones and rhyolites). A discussion of
the methods used to predict the volumes of missing or partially recorded earthworks
and stones can be found below in section 6.6.6.

6.6.6

Modelling volumes of incomplete metrics

As seen in Table 6.12, the majority of recorded long ditches and standing stones are
‘incomplete’ (i.e. one or more, or all, dimensions are missing), as are significant
numbers of round mounds and long mounds. As discussed above, missing dimensions
prevented volumetric calculations (and therefore labour estimates) from being made.
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The current study used simple linear regression modelling to examine the relationship
between particular metric dimensions (e.g the length of the ditch) and overall volume
and—where possible—has used these models to predict the volumes of incomplete
metrics. This has enabled their inclusion within the study and has helped to ameliorate
some of the spatial biases caused by, for example, differences in preservation or
intensity of excavation across the study area.

METRIC TYPE

INCOMPLETE

COMPLETE

TOTAL RECORDS

RECORD

RECORD

ROUND MOUND

364

1698

2062

LONG MOUND

52

295

347

STANDING

539

203

742

LONG DITCH

1740

154

1894

ROUND DITCH

10

11

21

TOTAL

2705

2361

5066

STONE

Table 6.12 - Numbers of complete and incomplete metric records, grouped by metric type.

For each type of earthwork metric (long ditches, round ditches, round mounds and long
mounds), dimensions and volume data were first filtered to exclude records with
missing dimensions or unknown levels of truncation (for ditches z_qual = 3/4, for
mounds z_qual = 3) and grouped by monument typology. Rapid inspection of the
relationship between individual metric dimensions indicates the existence of linear or
logarithmic relationships. Accordingly, simple linear and log-linear models (Equation
6.4) describing the relationship between individual metric dimensions (e.g. maximum
width) and overall volume were produced using R’s lm() function, where monument
typologies are represented by 5 or more metrics.

a) 𝑌 = 𝑏𝑋 + 𝑎

b) 𝑏 =

Š ∑ Œ• Ž• • (∑ Ž• )(∑ Œ• )
Š ∑ Œ•… • (∑ Œ• )

…

c) 𝑎 = 𝑌• − 𝑏𝑋•

Equation 6.4 – a) generalised regression equation denoting best-fit fit straight line, b) derivation of b, where n =
number of elements in the sample, Xi the X value for the ith element, Yi the Y value for the ith element, c) the derivation of
a (Drennan 2009, 206–7).

a) PRESS = ∑Š–˜<(𝑦– − 𝑦—–,•– )=
c) 𝑝𝑟 = = 1 −

b) TSS = ∑Š–˜<(𝑦– − 𝑦•)=
›œ•žž
Ÿžž

Equation 6.5, a) calculation of the PRESS statistic (Allen 1974), the squared sum of the differences between the y value
and predicted y value (𝑦—) at the point of the excluded predictor xi. b) calculation of the total sum of squares, the
squared sum of the differences between the dependent variable (yi) and its mean (𝑦•). c) calculation of the predicted r
squared value.
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The correlation coefficients of these linear models were not assessed (overall volumes
are de facto correlated to individual dimensions), rather, the models were ranked in
terms of their predictive ability, using their predicted r-squared values. The highest
ranking model (i.e. linear or log linear) was then selected for prediction. Simple rsquared values (also referred to as coefficient of determinations) are the sum of all
squared residual errors divided by the total sum of squares (Drennan 2009, 206–9) and
describe what proportion of variance is explained by the model. For example, a linear
regression model of overall ditch volume using maximum width with an r-squared value
of 50% would indicate that ditch width alone can explain half of all the observed
variation in overall volume. Predictive r-squared values differ in that they describe how
well the model predicts responses for new observations (see Equation 6.5). The
predictive r-squared value derives from the model’s PRESS statistic (the sum of the
squares of the predicted residuals) and is produced by systematically removing
observations from the model, estimating the regression equation, and then assessing
how well the model predicts the removed observation (Deep 2006, 508). A higher
predictive r-squared value indicates that the actual values fit the predicted values well,
and that the model can therefore accurately predict new observations, rather than
simply describe the existing data (Hopper 2014).
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Regression models for long ditch metrics

BELL BARROW

BOWL BARROW

log(trap_vol) ~ max_length | pred. r−squared: 0.35

log(trap_vol) ~ max_length | pred. r−squared: 0.42
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3
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DISC BARROW

LONG BARROW

log(trap_vol) ~ max_length | pred. r−squared: 0.85

trap_vol ~ max_width | pred. r−squared: 0.44
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log(trap_vol) ~ true_depth | pred. r−squared: 0.76
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Figure 6.21 – Linear and log-linear regression models between various long ditch metric dimensions and ditch
trapezoidal volumes, across different structure typologies with confidence intervals at 95% shown by grey ribbon. The
ditch metric dimensions that produced the highest predictive r-squared value is shown for each typology.
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5

Regression models for long mound metrics

BELL BARROW

BOWL BARROW

trunc_pyra_neg_vol ~ max_height | pred. r−squared: 0.4

log(trunc_pyra_neg_vol) ~ max_height | pred. r−squared: 0.8
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trunc_pyra_neg_vol ~ max_height | pred. r−squared: 0.75

trunc_pyra_neg_vol ~ footarea | pred. r−squared: 0.63
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Figure 6.22 – linear and log-linear regression models between various long mound metric dimensions and mound
truncated pyramid volumes, across different structure typologies, with confidence intervals at 95% shown by grey
ribbon. The long mound metric dimensions that produced the highest predictive r-squared value is shown for each
typology.
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As can be seen from Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, the capacity for regression models
of different, individual metric dimensions to accurately predict the volumes of
incompletely recorded metrics vary by metric type (e.g long mound, long ditch etc.) and
related structure typology (e.g. long barrow, disc barrow etc.). A predictive r-squared
value above 0.3 was deemed acceptable within the context of the current study.
Generally speaking, the best dimension to predict overall long ditch volume is
maximum length, and the overall volumes of 1,697 metrics (c. 97% of all incomplete
long ditch metrics) relate to a number of different structure typologies which were
predicted using R’s predict() function. The exponential of the predicted volume value
was taken, where a log-linear model was used. In a minority of cases, a linear model
belonging to one structure typological group (e.g. ring ditches) was used to predict the
volumes of ditches relating to another structure type (e.g. saucer barrows or hengiform
monuments) on the basis that this group was likely to include some of these structure
types anyway. This was generally necessary where there were less than five complete
records relating to the latter type of structure, which prohibited initial regression
modelling. There were no viable regression models available for incomplete ditches
related to several, rare structure types (e.g. cursuses, avenues, henges) and in these
cases the mean volume of any complete metrics relating to these monument types was
used. Similarly, a mean volume value was assigned to metrics where no dimensions
were available to record (e.g. an already levelled round mound).

6.6.6.1 Modelling stones volumes
In contrast to earthwork metrics—many of which might be lacking just one dimension
(e.g height)—stone metrics tend to either be complete (i.e. every dimension recorded)
or blank (i.e. no dimensions recorded). Accordingly, it was not necessary to model the
relationships between dimensions and overall volumes. Instead, mean values were
used where the dimensions of stones were not known. At Stonehenge, the volumes of
missing or broken stones were generated by averaging all other recorded stones
sharing the same architectural component (e.g. sarsen circle uprights; see Chapter 5).
A generic volume generated by averaging the volume of all standing stones not at
Stonehenge was used for all other blank stone metrics other than those relating to
Bluestonehenge, where the average volume of a Stonehenge bluestone was used.
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6.7

Basic labour calculations

Following volumetric and mass calculations, a range of ‘rates of working’ were used to
estimate the cumulative hours invested in the construction of all recorded
archaeological structures. For the digging of ditches, a generic rate of chalk
extraction—averaged from a series of experiments, discussed in Chapter 2 —was
used, along with Atkinson’s equation and a set of geology- and depth-specific rates
taken from Rea’s (1908, 46–51) How to estimate…, a manual containing a variety of
pre-mechanisation labour constants relating to tasks such as excavation and transport
of materials. Experimental and ethnographic data were used to inform estimates
relating to the transport and erection of megaliths. The above, pluralistic approach
enabled both like-for-like comparisons with Renfrew’s (1973) and Atkinson’s (1961)
earlier estimates, as well as more refined estimates that could take account of the
varying material conditions likely to have been experienced by the builders of different
structures across different parts of the study area.

Figure 6.23 – Rankine’s (1862) manual, containing various estimates and ‘rate of working’ useful to the present study.
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Atkinson’s (ibid.) labour equation (outlined in Chapter 1) was integrated into a series of
R functions (see Appendix 4, allLabour() ) that used volumetric and mass data to
calculate labour estimates. For ditches and mounds, estimates for the digging and
transport of material were generated. For recorded stones, estimates covered their
transport, shaping (where evidenced) and erection. As discussed above, Atkinson’s
(ibid.) equation attempted to account for the vertical and horizontal distances (referred
to as the ‘lift’ and ‘fetch’, respectively) between the centroids of the excavated ditch and
the accompanying mound, in addition to the total negative volume of chalk excavated.
As these distances were often not recorded (and in many cases were not be known),
they were inferred partly from the metric data relating to each individual metric feature
(see below) and partly from average values relating to specific monument types.

Where Bronze Age round mounds such as bell barrows, bowl barrows etc., had been
recorded as negative features (i.e. ditches), the horizontal distance (‘fetch’) was
calculated as the radius of the circle created by the overall ditch circuit. For all other
ditches, such as those relating to cursuses, avenues, long barrows etc., the horizontal
distance was twice that of the recorded ditch depth, which broadly corresponds to
observed distances (e.g. at Avebury, Durrington Walls etc.). Vertical distances were
calculated by summing the mean mound height for the class of monument that the
ditch relates to (e.g. henge, long barrow etc.) with the maximum depth of the ditch
itself, and dividing by two. Where no reliable mound mean value could be established
(e.g. too few monuments of a particular class) the ditch’s maximum depth was used as
the vertical distance.

An analogous process was used to calculate the equivalent distances for mound
metrics, with horizontal distances being drawn from the figures used for ditch metrics,
averaged by monument type. Half the mound width / diameter was used where no
such average figure existed. Vertical distances were calculated by summing half the
recorded mound height with half the average ditch depth for the monument type. Half
the mound height was used where no ditch data existed. It should be noted that
generalised estimates of the above values were generally only required when
structures had not been excavated, which excluded most of the major monuments
within the study. For smaller structures, variations in lift or fetch resulted in only minor
increases or decreases to labour. For example, an increase in 5m in horizontal
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distance when digging a ditch of 170 cu. metres results in only an additional 200 hours
of labour (roughly 10%).

6.7.1

Alternative earthwork labour estimates

Following Startin’s (1982) approach, various data from Rea (1908, 46–51) and Rankine
(1876; 1862) were used to inform a second set of labour estimates, which took account
of the geological setting of the structures, as well as the depth of ditches and
transportation requirements. In his time estimates for the removal of material by
excavation, Rea (ibid.) differentiated between what he referred to as ‘made ground’,
‘common ground’, ‘stiff earths, gravels, clay etc.’ and ‘hard rock’. Each of the different
categories of ground implied different approaches in terms of removal by hand; made
ground could be lifted with a spade immediately, common ground need only be cut with
a spade prior to shovelling, whilst stiff earths and gravels needed to be loosened first
with a pick before lifting, a process referred to as ‘hacking’. Data relating to these
different processes of removal were provided, given different working conditions, such
as the depth of removal or available breadth of working face. For example, Rea (ibid.)
noted that workers could remove between 3–5 cubic yards of chalk over the course of
a ten-hour day, working over open areas and to no more than a foot deep. When
digging in trenches at depths of no more than 6ft deep, a further 20–30% should be
added to the above estimates.

MATERIAL

DEEP EXCAVATION (CU. M.

SHALLOW EXCAVATION (CU.

PER HOUR)

M. PER HOUR)

CHALK

0.31

0.38

SAND

0.57

0.69

SAND AND GRAVEL

0.57

0.69

SANDSTONE

0.19

0.23

LIMESTONE

0.19

0.23

SILTSTONE

0.19

0.23

CLAY AND SILT (FINE)

0.5

0.61

Table 6.13 – Excavation coefficients taken from Rea (1908) and matched to bedrock geologies within the study area.

Bedrock geologies underlying archaeological structures within the study area were
matched to the appropriate working coefficients taken from Rea (ibid.) and the mean
maximum depths of ditch metrics relating to each class of monument were used to
establish whether the shallow (e.g. cursuses, avenues) or deep (e.g. henges, long
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barrows) rate should be applied (Table 6.13). Rea (ibid.) also separated the time taken
to excavate material from the time taken to transport it, and provided additional rates of
working for the latter process. He estimated that a single man could transport c. 17.5
cubic yards (13.4 cu. metres) of in situ material up to 100 yards over a 10-hour day,
using hand-filled baskets, a rate which equated to 1.34 cubic metres per hour. Rankine
offered a different approach, and listed the rates at which workers could move material
by hand under different conditions (1876, 252), as well as general rule of thumb when
dealing with slopes; according to Rankine (1862, 337), every foot of vertical rise was
worth six feet of horizontal distance.

The present study modelled the two above approaches to material transport. In the first
case, the total negative volume of excavated material was simply divided by Rea’s
(ibid.) transport coefficient and implicitly assumed that material was never transported
further than 100 yards. The second approach utilised Rankine’s (ibid.) rules and—
much like Atkinson’s equation—required the horizontal and vertical distances involved.
These were obtained in the same way as described above. The horizontal distance
was summed with the vertical distance multiplied by 1.8 (six feet in metres) and then
doubled, to account for both legs of the journey. This modified distance was divided by
a speed of 1.2m / second (4 ft. / sec) and then multiplied by the number of basketloads of material required to be moved. The number of baskets required was
calculated by dividing bulked volume of excavated material by a basket capacity of
0.24 cu. feet. The basket capacity and speed agree well with Erasmus’ earthmoving
experiments (1965). The rate of transport is substantially faster than the extremely slow
0.03m / second that Startin (ibid.) proposed, listed within Rankine’s (ibid.) tables (this
rate actually relates to the speed at which loads could be carried up and down stairs).

Rea’s (ibid.) rates of working are based on the use of steel tools, including pick-axes
and shovels, rather than antler picks, tine punctures and scapula ‘shovels’. As already
discussed in Chapter 2, experimental chalk-digging at Overton Down demonstrated
that metal tools offer little to no advantage in terms of speed (Jewell 1963). Rather, the
rate at which chalk could be dug and removed is most influenced by the use (or not) of
shovels, which—based on the existence of Neolithic examples in Europe (see Broes et
al. 2007)—might easily have been used in Britain at the time. A significant advantage
of using rates derived from early industrial texts such as those described above is their
allowance for simple, now largely forgotten techniques of manual excavation. One such
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technique is called ‘falling’ (Rankine 1862, 338) whereby the effort involved in widening
a pre-existing trench or pit is substantially reduced by undercutting the sides and then
driving stakes in from above to dislodge the overhanging material.

6.7.2

Labour estimates for stone moving and raising

The labour invested in transporting, raising and shaping recorded stones comprising
megalithic structures was estimated in the following way. Gillings and Pollard’s (2016,
537–538) historic sarsen distribution map was first used to calculate the minimum
distances between the location of stone-built structures within the study area and
known sarsen fields. Distances were found to vary from between c. 40–1,600m with an
average distance of c. 500m (see Figure 6.24), adding further credence to Gillings and
Pollard’s (ibid.) assertion that stones for megalithic structures in north Wiltshire were
probably mostly local in origin. The average value of 500m was used as the ‘default’
distance that all recorded stone metrics were estimated to have been moved, where
there was no convincing evidence to suggest otherwise (e.g. as at Stonehenge). The
distances, along with a series of other variables detailed in the transport modelling
used at West Kennet (Chapter 4), were used to estimate the time invested in
transporting all recorded stone metrics.
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Figure 6.24 – Locations of recorded stone-built structures (avenues, stone circles, chambered tombs etc.) in relation to
historic sarsen extents. After Gillings and Pollard (2016)

Using the same methods employed to calculate stone raising costs at West Kennet
(outlined in Chapter 5), labour estimates for the digging of the stone sockets and
construction of lifting cairns were also calculated for all stones recorded as orthostats
(averaged values were used where a stone had been incompletely recorded). An
averaged stone-dressing labour value (calculated in relation to Stonehenge; Chapter 5)
was also assigned to every stone metric associated with the sarsen stones of
Stonehenge and Clatford ‘stone circle’ and a generic value of 400 person hours was
also assigned to all stone metrics describing the lintels at Stonehenge. For chambered
tombs, no relationship between internal chamber size and mound length was
established so the overall labour estimated for the transport and assembly of the
internal stone structures at West Kennet (c. 1,000 hours) was also assigned to any
known or suspected chambered tomb in the study area.

6.8

Simulating labour through time and space

A total of 57 radiocarbon determinations and posterior density estimates were used to
date the construction of 52 different structures spanning 16 different classes of
monument. This leaves over 3,500 structures undated. A probabilistic approach to
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assigning dates to these structures based on their stylistic affinities with dated
structures was therefore developed. Phasing data were first separated into single
radiocarbon determinations and calibrated date ranges (i.e. posterior density
estimates) that had been generated within a Bayesian statistical framework.
Radiocarbon determinations with errors greater than 125 years were excluded. In total,
47 single radiocarbon determinations were recalibrated using the intcal13 calibration
curve no offset, using both rCarbon package (Bevan et al. 2018) and the online version
of OxCal v. 4.3, within which the determinations were recalibrated both independently
of one another and as part of a multiple bounded single phase models, each
comprising all dates belonging to a single structure type (e.g long barrow). The latter
approach makes the assumption that construction events represented by different
radiocarbon determinations deriving from the same structure types are in some way
related, and that the spread of recalibrated date ranges should be constrained
accordingly (see Steier et al. 2000).

6.8.1

Sampling of construction dates using probability distributions

Recalibrated chronological data (i.e. ranges of calendar years) were grouped by
monument type and the minimal and maximal date age limits at two sigma across all
determinations belonging to a single structure type (e.g. henges) were considered to
be the limits of the chronological ‘envelope’ for the construction of that type of
monument (see Table 6.14 and Figure 6.25). The full range of calendar years were
incorporated where posterior density estimates deriving from Bayesian models were
used. All radiocarbon date ranges and posterior density estimates included in the
above process were limited to those deriving from dateable material recovered from
structures located within the study area, except those relating to pond barrows and
saucer barrows, which—owing to the rarity of these structures and a general lack of
excavation—were derived from sites located within nearby counties. The monument
type-based chronological envelopes represent the timeframes within which undated
structures (and their associated labour) can reasonably be distributed, based on their
stylistic affinities (i.e. shared typology) with dated structures. Such an approach is
reminiscent of Given et al.’s (1999, 24) ‘chronotype’ (also see Johnson 2004).
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Figure 6.25 – Structure type chronological ‘envelopes’, generated using radiocarbon determinations and posterior
density estimates. X axis is date in years cal. BC.

Chronological envelopes are not spatially specific—i.e. no distinction was made
between radiocarbon determinations from different parts of the study area, again,
owing to the limited overall number of determinations available. A variety of different
probability distributions were used to sample years from the range of years within each
chronological envelope (see Figure 6.26). Summed probability distributions (spd_pr)
were generated by summing all probability distributions relating to each structure type
using the spd function within the rCarbon package (Bevan et al. 2018) and were
rescaled from 0 to 1. Arbitrary probability distributions were also generated. These
distributions (spanning 0 to 1) were designed to represent different long-term
scenarios, in terms of constructional frequency and tempo, within which particular
forms of monument were built. They include normal (norm_pr), uniform (uni_pr),
linearly increasing (dlin_pr), and linearly decreasing (plin_pr) distributions.

The use of ‘universal’ (i.e. study region-wide) chronological envelopes to model the
build dates for large numbers of undated structure types (i.e. long and round barrows)
ensured that the relative frequency and labour values of structures in any given subarea—rather than any sub-area-specific temporal trends area—determined its summed
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labour at any given time during the envelope (assuming no other types of structures
were being built at this time). For example, even if the majority of long barrow
construction in the area with most long barrows in reality occurred towards the end of
the long barrow building phase, the simulation would model proportionally more long
barrows as deriving from this area from the very beginning of the long barrow building
phase.

Figure 6.26 – The various probability distributions used to sample years of construction for undated long barrows. Note
the arbitrary distributions span a shorter range of years, derived from the maxima and minima of all long barrow
calibrated date age ranges at two sigma.
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CLASS

CLASS DATE

CLASS DATE

NO. DETS.

LENGTH (cal.

START (cal.

END (cal. BC)

(POSTERIOR

years)

BC)

DENSITY
EST.)

LONG BARROW

3763

2920

10 (2)

843

CAUSEWAYED

3750

3550

(7)

200

CURSUS

3638

3097

2

541

HENGE

3085

2116

8 (3)

969

STONE CIRCLE

3078

2400

3 (1)

678

MONUMENTAL

2572

2270

2 (1)

302

2462

1741

3

721

2459

2135

1

324

BOWL BARROW

2457

1516

9

941

BELL BARROW

2455

1851

5

604

AVENUE

2338

2314

1

24

POND BARROW

2006

1639

3

367

DISC BARROW

1946

1436

2

510

SAUCER

1934

1757

1

177

ENCLOSURE

MOUND
ROUND
BARROW
PALISADED
ENCLOSURE

BARROW
Table 6.14 – Chronological ‘envelopes’ based on the maximal and minimal 2-sigma limits of overlapping radiocarbon
determinations (unmodeled and recalibrated using rCarbon) and posterior density estimate ranges for all structure
types.

1.1.1

Barrow ditch reclassification

A significant number of recorded ditch metrics (1544) were related to archaeological
structures generically classified as Bronze Age round barrows. In these cases the
structures did not have specific barrow typologies associated with them (e.g. bell
barrow, disc barrow etc.) because they had been destroyed prior to initial classification
or diagnostic features were not clearly discernible (see Grinsell 1936b). Such
structures were often simply labelled ‘round barrows’ or— where the mound had been
destroyed but the ditch was still identifiable —‘ring ditches’. These non-specific labels
have the potential to significantly skew the overall picture of labour investment over
time, as chronological modelling of barrow typologies (discussed above) has shown
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that particular forms of barrows were built at particular times. The uncertainty was
therefore addressed in a probabilistic way, and these structures were reclassified using
the most abundant and resilient metric available; overall ditch length.

CLASS

NO. KNOWN

NO.

TOTAL

% RECLASSIFIED

DITCHES

RECLASSIFIED

BOWL BARROW

158

1310

1468

85

BELL BARROW

21

119

140

8

DISC BARROW

45

76

121

5

SAUCER

16

39

55

3

RING DITCH

1511

0

0

0

ROUND

33

0

0

0

BARROW

BARROW
Table 6.15 –Ditch metrics used to inform probability distributions for different barrow typologies, numbers of ditches to
be reclassified (ring ditches and round barrows).

First, kernel density estimations of the ditch lengths of securely categorised barrow
ditches were produced to investigate whether particular types of barrow correlated with
particular ditch lengths. Using R’s density() function, each Gaussian-smoothed density
distribution was calculated from 0 to the maximum length of the longest ditch across all
types (241.9m) and comprised 512 observations. For each barrow type, bin widths
were selected using Sturges’ (1926) method, based on the range of the data. As can
be seen from the density plots (Figure 6.27, upper), disc barrows and bell barrows tend
to have both the greatest ditch lengths (c. 200m) and range of ditch lengths (c. 25–
200m), with the majority of both falling around 100m. The ditches of both saucer
barrows and bowl barrows tend to be smaller and occupy a tighter range of values (c.
25–100m and 25–150m, respectively). Saucer barrows show the tightest and most
obviously identifiable range of values, which cluster around 70m and never exceed
100m.
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Figure 6.27 – upper: the density of recorded Bronze Age ditch lengths, grouped by barrow typology. Middle: the
probability of x, grouped by barrow typology and adjusted for the relative frequencies of each barrow type. Lower: the
density distributions of all barrows, following reclassification.
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Next, the kernel density distributions were converted into probability distributions. The
probability of x was calculated by multiplying the difference between each density
observation (the maximum ditch length divided by the number of density observations,
512) by the mean of the two density values falling either side of x. The shape of each
barrow type probability distribution is identical to its corresponding density distribution,
though all y values now summed to 1. According to these probabilities, ditches of c.
80m in length stood a roughly equal chance of being reclassified as any of the four
modelled barrows types (see Figure 6.27, upper). However, these unadjusted
distributions were misleading, as the absolute occurrence of different known barrow
types was unequal. For example, bowl barrows account for just over 80% of all known
round barrow types (1531 out of 1853). An unclassified barrow ditch length that falls
within the probability ranges of several barrow typologies should therefore have a
greater probability of being reclassified as a bowl barrow. Probabilities were adjusted to
account for the relative frequencies of different round barrow types by multiplying them
by the decimal proportion of the relevant barrow type in relation to all known barrow
types (Figure 6.27, middle).

As can be seen from Figure 6.27, all unclassified ditches measuring anywhere up to c.
150m in length should probably be reclassified as bowl barrows. Whilst this is also true
for unclassified ditches measuring over 125m in length, other barrow types (excluding
saucer barrows) become increasingly likely over this length range. Ditches measuring
upwards of 175m can most likely be reclassified as either disc barrows or bell barrows,
with the latter being more likely. Reclassification was undertaken using R’s base
sampling function, sample(), which selected one or four barrow types using probability
values related to particular ditch lengths drawn from the above, adjusted probability
distributions. As seen in Table 6.15, c. 1,300 unknown ditches were reclassified as
belonging to bowl barrows (~85% of all unknown ditches), 119 as belonging bell
barrows, 76 to disc and 39 to saucer barrows. In the rare cases where two or more
ditches were assigned to the same structure, the length of the larger ditch was used to
determine related structure typology. The above reclassification process allows the
inclusion of labour invested in barrow construction to be incorporated into a long-term
chronological model, which, in turn, answers some of the key study objectives outlined
above.
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6.8.1.1 Dating labour
In R, labour data relating to individual metrics (e.g. each ditch of a single, multicircuited causewayed enclosure) were first summed by structure membership and,
where appropriate, phase membership. A simulation was used to probabilistically
assign calendar year dates to summed labour values. For non-directly dated structures,
dates were pseudo-randomly (i.e. using each of the aforementioned arbitrary and
summed radiocarbon probability distributions shown in Figure 6.26) drawn from the full
range of years spanning the chronological envelope associated with the structure type.
Structure envelope limits were taken from overlapping determinations recalibrated
using rCarbon (rather than OxCal) to ensure a more streamlined workflow largely
confined to R. As can be seen in Figure 6.25, this had the general effect of lengthening
constructional envelopes and therefore expanding the potential range of years that
could be assigned to labour values. Differences between envelope limits deriving from
different recalibration methods were mostly marginal, except in the case of long
barrows. For this type of structure the unphased, recalibrated envelope was some 250
years longer than the OxCal phase model, spanning from c. 3750–2900 cal. BC rather
than c. 3700–3100 cal. BC.

Low-iteration trial runs of the simulation indicated that different arbitrary probability
distributions produced only minor differences in the overall shape of the distribution of
labour through time (see Appendix). This was due to the fact that radiocarbon
determinations were available for most of the major, labour-intensive structures (i.e.
henges and monumental mounds), which meant that dates assigned to these
structures were not selected from arbitrary probability distributions and that the overall
‘shape’ of labour through time remained broadly consistent. Trial runs also revealed
that low-iteration runs of the simulation were liable to produce divergent results in terms
of summed labour. As Figure 6.28 shows, the expected labour values per chronological
bin varied significantly when the simulation was run less than 2,500 times but largely
stablished when the simulation was run 4000 times or more. After this point, the
simulated data converged, meaning the difference between the simulated mean value
increased only minimally with each additional iteration (Crema, 2012; Crema et al.,
2010).
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Figure 6.28 – Expected (or mean simulated) summed labour values for two different chronological bins across the
different sub regions of the study area.

Given that different arbitrary probability distributions only resulted in minor differences,
the full simulation only utilised a normally shaped arbitrary probability distribution and a
summed radiocarbon probability distribution. For directly dated structures, the
simulation randomly drew dates using the recalibrated radiocarbon probability
distributions, which derived from dateable material recovered from primary construction
contexts. Where only posterior density estimates were supplied (i.e. it was not possible
to recalibrate the original radiocarbon determination to obtain the probability
distribution), a year was randomly drawn from the provided date range using a normal
distribution. For each iteration of the simulation, the generated dates were used to sort
labour data into a series of chronological ‘bins’, or time intervals, each spanning a
single 250-year period. Labour data and structure counts were first grouped by
drainage basin membership (i.e. Salisbury Plain West, North Wilsthire Downs etc. see
section 6.2) and then summed by chronological bin membership. This bin length was
long enough to avoid implying that modelled structures were constructed rapidly (i.e. a
50 year bin would assume that the duration of construction was somewhere less than
50 years) but short enough to observe changes at a meaningful temporal scale. The
tempo of prehistoric constructions has already been discussed (see Chapter 3) and—in
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most cases—was too rapid to pose a serious problem for an analysis operating at a
250-year granularity.

Figure 6.29 – Various plots showing data relating to three different chronological bins across different sub-areas of the
study region. Top: violin plots showing the density of simulated counts of structures. Middle: violin plots showing the
density of simulated summed labour values. Bottom: 5000, low-opacity line plots showing simulated summed labour
values for each iteration of the simulation. Darker sections show increased likelihood, expected value shown by black
line.

Expected values
In mathematical terms, binning of the simulation data produces a discrete distribution of
possible summed labour and structure count values per chronological bin (see Figure
6.29, top and middle). Simply taking the mean of all simulated values for each
chronological bin will yield the ‘expected value’ for each bin (see black lines on Figure
6.29, bottom). As demonstrated by Crema (2012, 452, see Figure 7) this is most
effective when assessing the uncertainty around the total count of structures through
time, as the relative ‘contribution’ of each structure to each chronological bin is evenly
weighted. Accordingly, the simulated presence or absence of a structure can only ever
increase or decrease the bin structure count by 1, theoretically restricting the absolute
magnitude of the range of simulated values per bin to the total number of modelled
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structures. As the upper chart of Figure 6.27 shows, this tends to produce normal or
near-normally shaped simulated distributions. Where the simulated data are normally
distributed, the expected value will approximate to the most frequently simulated value.
It is worth noting that, in much the same way that it is possible to establish that the
average number of children borne per family may equal 2.5, the expected total labour
or structure count values may also be an ‘impossible’ number (e.g. an expected
structure count of 10.5).

Whilst intuitively illogical, expected values remain useful tools within statistics as they
effectively measure both the magnitude and frequency (i.e. probability) of values within
distributions. As discussed below, however, in the context of the present study the use
of expected values can also be problematic where the simulated data are multimodal
(e.g. most of the simulated labour values for North Wiltshire Downs, shown as the
green violin plots in Figure 6.29, top). Given the expected value is a simply a mean of
all simulated values, it is easily skewed by just a small percentage of extreme
simulated values within a distribution. Such a situation can occur where highly labourintensive structures’ calibrated date ranges are split evenly over two or more adjacent
chronological bins, within which relatively few other structures were constructed (i.e.
the Late Neolithic). In addition, the expected value alone does not communicate the
multimodal distribution of simulated values.

As shown in Figure 6.29, bottom, one way to illustrate this kind of uncertainty is to
depict every iteration of the simulation in addition to the expected value (i.e. show
simulated maxima and minima labour values). This is useful in qualifying the expected
value and communicating the uncertainty inherent within the model but presents
problems when interpreting the results of the simulation with regards to (some of) the
objectives of the overall study. Specifically, the heterogeneously distributed spread of
possible values makes it difficult to state the likelihood that one particular sub-region
‘dominated’ in terms of labour investment at any one point in time. Take, for example,
the bin with a median date of 3750 cal. BC on Figure 6.29. The distributiuon of
expected values reveals that, on average, the North Wiltshire Downs received the most
labour investment over this period but, given the temporal uncertainty around the
dating of structures, how likely was this scenario? Similarly, whilst it can be seen that
the expected value of labour for North Wiltshire Downs decreases from 3750—3500
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cal. BC, a significant number of iterations show an increase—so how likely was it that
labour in fact increased over this same transition?

Figure 6.30 shows one approach to evaluating the simulated data in terms of the above
questions, as outlined by Crema (2012). The upper chart shows each of the simulated
iterations for each sub-region overlaid, so that expected values and overlapping
regions of uncertainty can be compared. The middle chart shows the simulated
probability of each area containing the maximum (positive bars) and minimum
(negative bars) summed labour values (i.e. the number of iterations where the
condition was met divided by the total number of simulation iterations). Similarly, the
lower chart shows the simulated probability that labour increased (positive bars) or
decreased (negative bars) between two chronological bins in each sub-region. With
respect the questions posed above, it can now be demonstrated that there was a c.
90% chance that the North Wiltshire Downs was the sub-region with the greatest
summed labour value around 3750 cal. BC (Figure 6.30, middle). Equally, whilst the
expected value for North Wiltshire Downs shows a decrease in summed labour from
3750–3500 cal. BC, it can be seen that there was a 25% chance that labour actually
increased over this period (Figure 6.30, bottom).
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Figure 6.30 – Upper: 5000, low-opacity line plots showing simulated summed labour values for each iteration of the
simulation, coloured by sub-region membership. Darker sections show increased likelihood, expected value shown by
black line. Middle: the simulated probability of each sub-region having the highest (positive bars) or lowest (negative
bars) labour value when compared to other regions. Note: bar widths are scaled to fill bin and are wider when values
are absent for sub-areas. Bottom: the simulated probability of an increase (positive bars) or decrease (negative bars)
in labour between chronological bins across each sub-region. Note: there are less bins because this probability refers
to transitions between bins, not individual bins. Bar widths are scaled to fill bin and are wider when values are absent
for sub-areas.
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6.8.2

Weighted Calibrated Summed Probability Distributions (WCSPD)

An alternative, experimental method of modelling labour through time using the aoristic
sums of construction radiocarbon probability distributions and posterior density
estimates was also explored. This method further facilitates the comparison of labour
data to other long-term, summed radiocarbon probability distribution-based datasets
considered as proxies for key socio-environmental trends within and around the study
region, such as population density (Collard et al. 2010; Rick 1987; Shennan 2013;
Shennan et al. 2013; Timpson et al. 2014) or subsistence strategies (Stevens et al.
2012). Much like the above studies, the ‘weighted probability distribution’ method
(discussed further below) incorporates summed radiocarbon probability distributions ‘as
data’ to understand long-term archaeological changes across a particular region or
regions. As shown in Figure 6.31, probability distributions from radiocarbon-dated
material relating to the construction of different types of structures (e.g. henges) were
first grouped and then summed to unity using the spd() function within the rCarbon
package (Bevan et al. 2018).

Individual, undated structures were assigned the appropriate summed probability
distribution, based on structure type. Each probability distribution was then multiplied
by each individual structure’s labour estimate, so that the sum of each ‘weighted
distribution’ (i.e. the area ‘under-the-curve’) equalled the structure’s labour estimate. In
a similar vein to the aoristic approach described by Johnson (2004, 450), this ensured
that poorly dated labour estimates spanning large temporal ranges contributed less to
the overall distribution. An analogous process was undertaken for directly dated
structures, where the single radiocarbon determination probability distribution was
used. For structures dated using posterior density estimates, a normally-distributed set
of probabilities spanning the given date range (and summing to 1) were similarly
multiplied by the labour estimate associated with the dated structure. Finally, a R
function, weightSPD(), was developed to sum all weighted probability distributions into
a single, summed weighted probability distribution.
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Figure 6.31 - SPDs for different structure types within the study area. Note the peaks around long barrows and round
barrows, two of the best represented groups in terms of numbers of radiocarbon determinations.

Despite some broad commonalities, the aims and objectives of the WCSPD approach,
as well as its underlying assumptions, differ somewhat CSPD studies. CSPD studies
(Shennan 2013; e.g. Ljungqvist et al. 2018) have used summed radiocarbon probability
distributions, deriving from dateable material falling within a given geographic area, as
a proxy for wider patterns of behaviour or demographic trends within the past, most
commonly population density. Interpreting the data in this way relies upon the
fundamental assumption that larger populations produce greater quantities of charcoal
and, ultimately, more radiocarbon determinations (though see Rick 1987, 56 for a full
outline of the inferential chain underlying this approach). Within these approaches,
overall summed calendar year probability density is—notwithstanding the effects of the
calibration curve—dependent on the overall frequency of radiocarbon determinations
that calibrate to particular years. This implies that the constituent, summed probabilities
represent archaeologically ‘equivalent’ data (i.e. one sample of charcoal / probability
distribution did not represent ‘more population’ than another) and necessitates
controlling for high-sampling rates from particularly expansive or long-lived sites with
many determinations. Accordingly, Shennan et al. (2013, 6) summed geographically
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and chronologically clustered determinations to unity and incorporated these already
summed ‘site-level’ distributions into the overall summed probability distribution.

In contrast, the WCSPD approach recognises that there is no reason to suppose a
monotonic relationship between the number of radiocarbon determinations (deriving
from dateable material recovered from constructional contexts) and labour investment
per se. Controlled for in a similar way to that outlined by (2013, 6), any such
relationship would at best describe the frequency of new constructions within a given
period, and would not be able to account for the fact that the level of labour invested in
different structures varied enormously, and that therefore more structures (or more
determinations) do not necessarily translate into greater overall labour expenditure. In
attempting to model something other than frequency of determinations over time
(labour), the WCSPD method explicitly assumes that each determination is not equal.
Rather, it should be weighted by the variable of interest. This ensures that the overall
weighted summed calendar year probability density is dependent on both the
frequency of radiocarbon determinations calibrating to particular years (influenced by
counts of different types of structures, both dated and undated) and the labour values
associated with these structures. Accordingly, time periods of increased weighted
probability density can represent both the construction of many, low-labour structures
or fewer, high-labour structures. As discussed below, this method has yielded broadly
comparable results to that described in section 6.8.1, though it requires more careful
interpretation as variations in probability caused by the calibration curve could be
accentuated and mistaken for small-scale changes in labour.

6.8.3

Changing structure topographic neighbourhoods

A form of spatial ‘neighbourhood’ analyses (see Argyriou et al. 2017 for similar
approach) was used to characterise the kind of locations that contained structures.
This helped build-up a picture of where labour was investment through time, in addition
to whether it increased or decreased. First, a fixed-distance buffer was used to
generate a 250m ‘neighbourhood zone’ around all structure locations. This value,
though arbitrary, falls within the range identified as optimum by Argyriou et al. (2017)
and is appropriate for assessing local landform features such as immediate slope and
topographic prominence. Next, 50m resolution DTM elevation data from Edina Digimap
were used to produce a series of topographic raster ‘base maps’. Each base map
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describes a different property of the landscape, including slope, aspect, topographic
position index (Weiss 2001) etc. More computationally-demanding landscape
properties, such as viewshed area (i.e. the area of land visible from a particular cell of
the landscape) were only calculated for elevation cells falling within the neighbourhood
zones. Finally, univariate statistics describing the mean, median, variance etc. were
calculated for all base map data falling within structure neighbourhoods.

This method generates a general picture of the character of structure locations (e.g. flat
or sloped, east facing or west facing, expansive or limited viewshed etc.). Sampling a
range of cells mitigates some of the problems associated with using just a single point
location to represent a spatially dispersed structure, such as a henge or large long
barrow. That said, particularly dispersed structures such as avenues or cursuses were
not well-suited to this analysis, given the magnitude of their overall length. Conclusions
drawn from comparisons involving neighbourhoods generated from these structures
should therefore be regarded as tentative. Base map summary statistics and labour
data associated with structures were joined with simulated chronological data and
analysed using a routine developed within R (labourNeigh()) that models how the
mean structure neighbourhood varied through time (i.e. by each chronological bin) and
by region.

The form of the joined data was such that neighbourhood data associated with a
structure was repeated with every modelled occurrence of the structure (determined by
the number of simulation iterations). The neighbourhood values associated with less
securely dated structures therefore occurred over a more dispersed time frame and
ultimately had less influence on the mean neighbourhood value associated with any
one chronological bin. An upper and lower limit at two sigma from the mean were also
calculated. Neighbourhood means were also weighted by the proportion of overall
labour represented by a structure at any given time. This enabled a better
understanding of where the majority of labour, rather than simply frequency of
constructions was being invested, in terms of topographic neighbourhoods. Any given
structure’s weighting value often varied over different iterations of the simulation, as
other structures were variously modelled as present or absent within particular
chronological bins.
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Figure 6.32 – Upper left: locations of structures around the headwaters of the River Wylye in Salisbury Plain West,
visualised over a hillshade backdrop. Upper right, structure locations showing their 250m neighbourhood zones
(dashed line), overlying a slope map generated using GDAL. Lower left: original structure locations coloured by their
calculated neighbourhood mean slope value. Note the cluster of ring ditches (coloured light yellow) positioned within
flat neighbourhoods near to source of the most north westerly river. A long barrow and bowl barrow c. 1km to the
southeast of this cluster (coloured orange) shows a higher mean slope neighbourhood, as do the many of the
structures positioned on the steep south-east facing slope further downstream.

The above approach was also applied to the LandIS soil data set, compiled and
maintained by Cranfield University (Hallett et al. 2017). The percent of each soil type
per neighbourhood was calculated as this data comprised discrete, categorised values
relating to soil type (in contrast to continuous values of slope of TPI etc. where means
could usefully be calculated). As discussed further in Chapter 7, Figure 6.33 shows that
clear trends exist within structure location in terms of soil type (though different soils
also correspond to different topographies etc.), with a near exclusive Neolithic
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preference for Shallow, lime-rich soils over chalk (yellow) eventually diversifying to
include more acidic, loamy soils (brown) by the Bronze Age.

Figure 6.33 - Structure locations (coloured by broad simulated period membership) overlaying Cranfield soil data for
the study region as a whole. Major soil types description included in the legend. Note the general preference for
Shallow, lime-rich soils over chalk (yellow) and avoidance of Freely draining slightly acid loamy soils (brown). A
general observation is that the location of structures in terms of soil types diversifies in the Bronze Age.

6.8.4

Basin analyses

Another major component of Renfrew’s thesis centred around the spatial distribution of
structures in relation to the landscape and one another (ibid.: 544–8). As already
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discussed in Chapter 4, he surmised that more labour intensive structures represented
larger geographical ‘territories’, which he suggested could explain the relatively small
numbers of spatially dispersed later Neolithic ‘mega structures’ (e.g. Stonehenge stage
2, Durrington Walls, Avebury etc.) in comparison to the relatively abundant and smaller
earlier Neolithic long barrows. In all cases, these assertions imply that a single
monument represents a single, notional territory and that there was a relationship
between labour expenditure and size of territory. To test these assertions, a set of
exploratory spatial analyses were developed to investigate the relationship between
structures, labour and drainage basin boundaries.

6.8.4.1 Basins, structures and labour
The immediate problem is assessing the above is how to define any internal
subdivisions which might be tested as possible territorial units. Despite their
considerable antiquity in some cases, the extent and form of old English parish
boundaries (dating from the c. 1500s to the mid-19th century) were heavily influenced
by the piecemeal assarting of forests, much of which occurred over the 13th century to
relieve growing population pressures (Williamson 2013, 99–100). Thus parishes cannot
be argued to represent divisions that were meaningful in prehistory, and should
therefore not be used as comparative spatial units for prehistoric analyses (cf Cockcroft
2015, 76). The present analyses adopted an approach consistent with the initial
establishment of the study region (see section 6.2.1) and instead investigated the
spatial distribution of archaeological structures and labour expenditure over time in
relation to eight drainage basin polygon maps, and a series of randomly generated
polygons.

In addition to both the prosaic and cultural reasons that drainage basins might form
natural territorial units already outlined (see Chapter 4), multiple types of
archaeological structures in northern Wessex are positioned near to, or on, drainage
divides, further inviting their spatial analysis in these terms. The study’s objectives were
to: 1) establish whether drainage basins aggregated structure locations and labour
investment in a more coherent way than the randomly generated polygons (and
therefore might have functioned as territories); and 2) if so, whether particular sizes of
minimum drainage basin threshold offer more or less coherent patterns of structuring
the data, and whether such sizes change through time?
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As outlined in section 6.2, drainage basin maps were produced in GRASS GIS 7.2
using r.watershed. Starting with a minimum exterior basin threshold of 100,000 cells
(50m x 50m resolution), each of the eight basin maps was generated with an
incrementally smaller threshold value. Within the context of r.watershed, the exterior
basins threshold value determines the minimum number of cells flowing into a segment
of stream or tributary that is not downstream from multiple tributaries that constitute a
basin (Ehlschlaeger 2018). Interior basins—basins that feed stream segments
downstream of multiple tributaries—can be of any size. Lower threshold values result in
greater numbers of exterior, and therefore overall, basins (see Figure 6.34). As
described above, it is useful to trial a range of values, as a variety of factors influence
the appropriate minimum flow accumulation threshold for any landscape, including
local rainfall regimes, bedrock geology etc. (Arthur et al. 2005, 1446–7). In terms of the
spatial relaitionship between basins and subbasins, as a general rule, basin maps
produced using lower threshold values will tessellate together to form fractal patterns of
ever smaller basins, ultimately limited by the resolution of the elevation raster itself. A
single point falling anywhere within an individual basin from the largest basin map will
therefore also fall within seven other individual basins from the remaining, smallerthreshold basin maps (see Figure 6.34).
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Figure 6.34 – Three different drainage basin maps around the headwaters of the River Wylye, Salisbury Plain West.
The basin maps are superimposed over one another and are visualised over a hill shade. The largest basin (dashed
line) was calculated with a minimum basin exterior threshold of 10,000 cells, within this, the different coloured basins
were calculated using a value of 5000. Within these, the finer, solid lines show drainage basins generated using a
threshold value of 1000 cells. Note the hierarchical spatial relationship between larger and smaller basins. Also note
the propensity for structures to be located close to basin borders.

6.8.4.2 Aggregating labour and structure count data
As well as assigning dates to labour values, the simple date sampling routine
described in section 6.8.1 also used structures’ locations to categorise their labour
values as belonging to eight individual drainage basins, each deriving from one of the
eight drainage basin maps with different minimum threshold values (see Figure 6.34 for
an example showing three of these maps). This enables the summarising and
aggregating of simulated labour data both by simulated date drainage basin
membership. For each chronological bin, individual basin total labour values (i.e. the
sum of all constructional labour relating to structures falling within a given basin) and
total structure counts were calculated across all basin maps and for every iteration of
the simulation, per chronological bin (Figure 6.35, upper row). The cumulative count
(i.e. running total) of structures was also calculated for each basin. Map-wide metrics
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were also calculated (Figure 6.35, middle row), including the mean total basin labour
value and the coefficient of variation of basin labour.

Tallies of ‘basin exclusivity’ were also calculated. The first method (‘ephemeral
exclusivity’) classified a basin as exclusive if the simulation assigned it just a single
structure, per chronological bin (i.e. the same basin could alternate between being
exclusive and non-exclusive multiple times over different chronological bins). The
second method ('cumulative exclusivity’) classified a basin as exclusive from the point
at which it contained a just single structure and for every subsequent chronological bin
until another structure was modelled as present within it (i.e. once a basin contained
more than one structure it ceased to be exclusive). In both cases, the number of
exclusive basins was divided by the total number of basins to provide a decimal
proportion of exclusivity (though see below regarding correction of simulation data).
Finally, the mean and standard deviation of all of the above statistics were calculated
over all simulation iterations to give a simulated means, or expected values plus
confidence intervals at +/- 2 sigma.
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Figure 6.35 - Basin map labour data processing work flow for a single chronological bin. Upper row: labour data were
first summarised by individual basin membership for each iteration of the simulation. Middle row: mean individual
basin values were calculated from all iterations. Lower row: summary stats describing the overall nature of individual
basins individual basins across each basin map were produced.

The above analyses aimed to establish—for each chronological bin—what size of
basin map produced the highest proportion of ‘exclusive’ individual basins or the least
variation in labour across basins, amongst other metrics. In this respect, it was
important to use relative measures when comparing metrics generated from different
basin map sizes as these would go some way to accounting for the expected statistical
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effects of larger threshold basin maps with less individual basins and smaller threshold
basin maps with more individual basins. For example, it might be expected that the
number of ‘exclusive’ basins (i.e. basins containing just a single structure) would
increase as individual basins became smaller and more numerous, eventually dividing
up all known structure locations into exclusive basins. Similarly, the coefficient of labour
variation between basins might be expected to decrease as individual basins became
larger, eventually resulting in all structure locations falling within either one of two
extremely large basins, each containing roughly half of the overall labour at any point in
time.

6.8.4.3 Correction of simulated data
The architecture of the sampling simulation function described in section 6.8.1 meant
that observations relating to an individual basin were simply absent when no structures
were simulated as being present within it (see yellow basins in Figure 6.36). In terms of
basin exclusivity as a percentage of all recorded basins, this unfairly advantaged the
smaller basin threshold maps, as any individual basins modelled as empty were not
included in the total number of basins per chronological bin, thereby reducing the
overall number of basins and inflating the proportion of those that were exclusive. To
counteract this bias, observations containing structure counts and labour values of zero
were inserted into the simulated data and associated with ‘missing’ individual basins,
on a bin-by-bin basis. A basin was deemed ‘missing’ when it was modelled as
containing a structure in any other iterations of the simulation pertaining to the same
chronological bin (i.e. the yellow basins in Figure 6.36). Insertions were not made when
this condition was not met (i.e. the purple basins in Figure 6.36). Basins that were
permanently modelled as empty (i.e. the grey basins in Figure 6.36) were excluded
from all calculations.
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Figure 6.36 – Schematic illustration of a single area showing structure locations over two chronological bins (columns)
and three simulation iterations (rows). The same area is shown divided up by two basin maps of differing threshold
sizes (left and right). Per chronological bin, green indicates at least one structure has been simulated as present in this
basin, yellow indicates that no structures are simulated as present in this basin within this simulation iteration, but that
a structure was present within another iteration, purple indicates that no structures are simulated as present in this
basin within any iterations but that a structure was present within any iteration relating to another chronological bin,
grey indicates no structures present in any iterations of any chronological bins.

This correction had the effect of ensuring that smaller basin threshold maps did not
always return the highest basin exclusivity values (as the inserted basins dragged the
proportion of exclusive basins down by increasing the total number of basins, cf Table
6.16 and Table 6.17). Generally, missing basins were less likely to occur in higher
basin threshold maps because each individual basin covered a greater area (see
Figure 6.36, right). The insertion of zeros reflected the temporal uncertainty around the
order that structures were built and ensured that the percent of exclusive basins was
always calculated from the total number of basins simulated as possibly containing
structures at any given point in time. In this sense, the basin maps with the highest
proportion of exclusive basins were those that struck a balance between large,
individual basins in terms of area and a configuration of borders that effectively
separated structures’ locations.
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BASIN MAP A (EXC. / TOTAL)

BASIN MAP B (EXC. / TOTAL)

BIN 1

BIN 2

BIN 1

BIN 2

SIM 1

1/2

2/2

0/1

0 /1

SIM 2

2/3

2/2

1/2

0/1

SIM 3

1/2

1/1

1/2

1/1

MEAN EX.

0.72

1

0.33

0.33

Table 6.16 – Uncorrected simulated basin totals and mean map-wide exclusivity values for the schematic example
shown in Figure 6.36.

BASIN MAP A (EXC. / TOTAL)

BASIN MAP B (EXC. / TOTAL)

BIN 1

BIN 2

BIN 1

BIN 2

SIM 1

1/3

2/2

0/2

0 /1

SIM 2

2/3

2/2

1/2

0/1

SIM 3

1/3

1/2

1/2

1/1

MEAN EX.

0.44

0.83

0.33

0.33

Table 6.17 – Corrected simulated basin totals and mean map-wide exclusivity values for the schematic example
shown in Figure 6.36. Note lower mean exclusivity values for basin map A.

6.8.4.4 Random background envelope
A series of random pseudo-‘basins’ were generated in order to investigate whether any
trends emerging from the above analyses could be considered to be the result of
intentional placement of structures, rather than the inevitable result of building
structures at random locations within the given landscape, regardless of drainage basin
divides. The above approach was adopted to preserve the unique spatial patterning of
structure locations with regards to the landscape and one another, particularly the
manner in which structures tend to cluster around certain areas of the landscape or
follow or avoid certain topographic features. This novel approach avoids having to
introduce random points that are adequately spatially ‘representative’ of the
archaeological data, a task which requires an understanding of the complex internal
patterning of the archaeological points, which in this case is the property under
analysis. Something of a parallel problem exists with regards to generating pseudo-
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basins however, though as long as an equivalence in terms of basin number and area
is maintained, differences in configurations between the pseudo- and genuine basins

Figure 6.37 – The study region and rivers with drainage basin maps (right) and their equivalent randomised, pseudobasin polygon maps (left).

A total of 50 randomised, pseudo-basin maps were generated for each of the eight
original drainage basin maps (see Figure 6.37). Psuedo-basin maps were generated
by first adding n random points in GRASS GIS 7.2 using v.random. The random point
locations were constrained by the extent of the study region polygon and the number of
points (n) equalled the number of drainage basins in the original, corresponding
drainage basin map with areas greater than a single cell. The module v.voronoi was
then executed using the randomised points as an input, and the resulting polygons
clipped by the extent study region, to create ~n polygons. A comparison of the density
of individual basin and pseudo-basin areas showed a good degree of correspondence
between the real and simulated background maps (see Figure 6.38). Some divergence
was noted, however, and basin maps tended to have a greater spread of areas, often
with a greater number of large area outliers, than pseudo-basin maps. As discussed
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below, this is likely due to complex way that basin limits are calculated and, to a certain
extent, divergence is desirable so differences can be observed. The aggregation and
correction analyses of simulated structure count and labour data described above in
sections 6.8.4.2 and 6.8.4.3 were then repeated using the pseudo-basin maps.

Figure 6.38 – Density of individual basin areas for different minimum threshold size drainage basin maps (shown as
facet titles in 1000s of cells). Red line shows mean area value of drainage basin map, blue line shows mean area value
of basins from an example set of equivalent pseudo-basin maps.

Metrics (e.g. the simulated mean of the average basin structure count, per basin map)
relating to each of the 50 pseudo-basin maps were then combined using the R function
combinevar() (Hoenig 2018), which is part of the fishmethods library. The function
computes the combined, or grand, mean and variance from the mean and variance of
two or more sub-samples, taking into the account the original sub-sample size. The
square root of the combined variance was used to generate the combined standard
deviation all sub-groups (Equation 6.6), which was used to calculated the upper and
lower limits of the grand means at two sigma. Owing to the computational demands of
simulating both temporal and spatial uncertainty, only 400 iterations of the temporal
simulation were combined with data aggregated with each of the 50 pseudo-basin
maps. Results should therefore be regarded as preliminary pending more robust
analyses.
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Equation 6.6 – Equation used to calculate corrected standard deviation.

6.9

Additional processing of labour data and external datasets

In addition to calculating the sum and mean labour investment over time, the labour
Gini coefficient was calculated from individual structure labour values using the ineq()
function from the R package of the same name (Zeileis 2014). This coefficient is a
popular measure of the inequality of a distribution, ranging from 0 (perfect equality) to 1
(perfect inequality). It is derived from the Lorenz curve, which sorts the labour values
from lowest to highest, and shows the cumulative proportion of the population on the xaxis and the cumulative proportion of labour on the y-axis (Haughton et al. 2009, 101).

6.9.1

External datasets

External datasets processed for comparison with labour data include climatic datasets
published by Bevan et al. (2017) and summed radiocarbon probabilities as proxies for
both population (Bevan 2017) and food reliance (Stevens et al. 2012). The percentage
cover of plant taxa and land cover classes (LCCs) implied by preserved pollen counts
produced using the REVEALS approach (Schauer et al. 2019; Fyfe et al. 2013) are
also plotted.

No additional processing of climatic datasets published by Bevan et al. (2017) was
undertaken beyond that outlined by the authors. Similarly, climatic data published by
(2017) was used ‘as is’. Climate datasets visualised include summer melting rates of
the Greenland GISP2 ice core (Bond et al. 2001; Alley et al. 1995) (lower rates indicate
colder summers), percentage of haematite-stained grains in subpolar North Atlantic
deep sea sediment cores (Bond et al. 2001) (higher rates correspond to colder waters),
total solar irradiance (Solanki et al. 2004) (higher rates indicate warmer periods) and
Greenland summit reconstructed temperature (Kobashi et al. 2017) (higher rates
indicate higher regional temperatures). The temporal limits of cold/wet episodes
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described by Bevan et al. (2017) were also incorporated, amended slightly and
additions made (see below). C14 SPD data relating to SE England (see Bevan et al.
2017 Figure 1a) were produced according to the workflow set out by Bevan (ibid.), with
individual determinations binned by site (h = 100). No difference was observed
between normalised and non-normalised dates.

The underlying radiocarbon determinations comprising Stevens and Fuller’s (ibid.) SPD
study of carbonised wild food and crop remains were only published in PDF format and
it was therefore necessary to recalibrate these published determinations in order to
obtain the probability distributions for summation. This was undertaken using the
rCarbon package (Bevan et al. 2018) in the same manner as that described in section
6.8. Only dates relating to material from Hampshire, Wiltshire, Berkshire and
Oxfordshire were included (n = 68). Probabilities were summed as either cultigens or
wild foods, depending on the authors’ original classification (see Appendix 4). Owing to
a reasonably even spread of dates across all sites, determinations were not binned
prior to summing. No difference was noted between normalised and non-normalised
data. As discussed further below, less than a quarter of the overall number of
determinations from charred food remains derived from material recovered from
monuments (in the sense used in this study), of which only one or two (e.g. South
Street long barrow) fell within the study region.

Data used in the REVEALS analysis derived from pollen cores retrieved from 35 sites
within 125km from all known Neolithic mining sites in Britain (excluding N. Ireland). At
the time of writing it was not possible to gain full access to the underlying data and so it
remains unclear which sites contributed to which chronological bins, although 24 out of
35 sites fell within 200km of the study area, increasing the likely relevance of the data.
In line with other published examples, REVEALS pollen percent values were assigned
to the earliest year of the overall chronological bin that they fell within (e.g. Schauer et
al. 2019). REVEALS data were grouped and visualised in two different ways. The first
showed only preserved pollen percentages for three key taxa of plant, namely cereals
(Cerealia-t), hazel (Corylus) and grasses (Gramineae). The second showed the
summed percentages of two different LCCs—‘open ground’ or ‘tree cover’—which were
simplified versions of those defined by Fyfe et al. (2010, Table 1), although the Ash
tree (Fraxinus) was reclassified as ‘open ground’ to reflect its intolerance to shade,
which makes it an indicator of open ground that had begun to reforest (Schauer et al.
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2019, 155). All percentage values were rescaled from zero to one to enable side-byside comparison of periods of increase and decrease.

6.10

Method summary

The workflow adopted for the present study aimed to both faithfully replicate that
underlying Renfrew’s (ibid.) original study whilst also developing new approaches to
accommodate enhancements within the monument record, monument chronologies,
the environmental record and computing power. The method adopted firstly
established a formal study region comprising multiple sub-areas, using both the
location of Late Neolithic monumental complexes of interest and the topography of the
landscape. Data relating to monument records from multiple sources were obtained,
processed and used to populate a bespoke project database, within which manually
collected metric data were inputted. A series of experiments were then used to assess
the most appropriate method of volumetric analyses, given the scale and quality of the
dataset. Volumetric calculations were used to inform labour estimates, calculated using
both Atkinson’s (ibid.) original equation and an alternative method, outlined above.
Labour data were set within a wider chronological model, informed by recalibrated
radiocarbon determinations relating to the construction of different types of structure.
Finally, changes in monumental labour investment (and derived metrics, i.e. Gini
coefficients) and its relationship to the landscape were analysed through time and
space using topographic neighbourhood analyses and drainage basin boundary
analyses.
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Part III
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7 Results
The results Chapter reports the results of the various studies outlined above, broadly
following the sequence already developed in Chapter 6. Initially, however, the
simulated absolute chronology of construction is disregarded in favour of a relative
chronology, based on the typology of structures (section 7.1.1). This approach allows a
like for like comparison with the data underlying Renfrew’s (ibid.) original hypothesis.
Labour modelled using the absolute chronological model are summarised in section
7.1.2, followed by the results of the neighbourhood and basin analyses. For clarity, all
results summarised in a similar format, beginning with a simple report in chronological
order, followed by a short synthesis focussing on the scope of the results to answer
previously outlined research question. Finally, a series of concise concluding points are
provided.

7.1.1

Labour by monument type

Labour data from across the entire study area were first examined in terms of
monument type and sub-area membership (North Wiltshire Downs = NWD; Salisbury
Plain West = SPW, Salisbury Plain East = SPE). This initial typology-based
presentation of the results provides a broad overview of the data, independent of the
absolute chronological model and offers the right level of detail to assess the specific
claims that Renfrew (1973) made relating to different monument types and increasing
levels of labour investment. Equally, a focus is maintained on the estimates calculated
using Atkinson’s (ibid.) equation, though alternative estimates are occasionally also
visualised where relevant. As is demonstrated below (Table 7.2), the alternative
method of labour estimation generally produced lower estimates than Atkinson’s
equation, especially for particularly tall earthworks, such as Silbury Hill. This disparity is
discussed further in section 7.1.2.
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7.1.1.1 Comparisons between classes of structure
MON COUNT
PERIOD

CLASS

SPE

NWD

SPW

MEAN LABOUR_ATK
SUM

SPE

NWD

SPW

NO
LABEL
MEAN

Early

CAUSE.

0

3

4

7

0

47,721

33,215

41,274

Neolithic

ENC.
43

28

75

146

4,213

8,866

5,096

5,559

CURSUS

0

0

2

2

0

0

27,301

27,301

Late

HENGE

0

1

14

15

0

1,302,570

101,938

176,978

Neolithic

STONE

0

6

2

8

0

36,075

1,235,241

435,797

LONG
BARROW
Middle
Neolithic

CIRCLE
Beaker /

AVENUE

0

2

2

4

0

40,807

38,259

39,533

Chalcolithic

MON.

0

2

1

3

0

3,996,372

136,542

2,709,762

PAL. ENC.

0

1

0

1

0

176,297

0

176,297

Early

BELL

52

90

117

259

2,149

2,933

4,345

3,414

Bronze

BARROW
714

749

1,585

3,048

952

1,150

1,113

1,084

36

43

127

206

2,483

2,609

1,596

1,962

3

4

25

32

334

190

186

201

24

25

62

111

682

458

618

596

872

954

2,016

3,842

(1,802)

(468,004)

(132,121)

(278,443)

MOUND

BOWL
BARROW
DISC
BARROW
POND
BARROW
SAUCER
BARROW
SUM (MEAN)

Table 7.1 – Mean and sum labour values for various monument types, including counts by basin membership
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Figure 7.1 – Box plots of various monument type labour values (Atkinson’s calculation), shown by sub-area
membership.

Early & Middle Neolithic
Of earlier Neolithic monument types, long barrows (count = 146) required around 5,500
hours of labour on average, though a significant number required in excess of 15,000
(see Figure 7.1), with one example requiring just under 50,000. As Table 7.1 shows,
NWD contained both the fewest (n = 28) and most labour-intensive long barrows
(mean = c. 8,800 hours) out of all sub-areas. The latter statistic reflects the higher
proportion of megalithic (rather than earthen) chambered long barrows present here, all
of which were assigned additional labour on account of their megalithic chambers (see
section 6.7.2). SPW contains well over double the number of long barrows (n = 75)
present on NWD, although, on average, they required less labour to build (mean = c.
5,000 hour). SPE contained some 43 long barrows, which were the least labour
intensive (mean = c. 4,000 hours). Together, long barrows constituted the greatest
investment of labour over the Early and Middle Neolithic periods, at c. 800,000 hours
(see Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2). As Figure 7.2 shows, the majority of this labour was
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expended within SPW, with proportionally less invested in long barrows within NWD
and SPE, respectively.

The seven causewayed enclosures, also dating to the earlier Neolithic, were more
heterogenous in terms of labour than long barrows, requiring from between 25,000–
120,000 hours each (see Figure 7.1). Of these seven, three were located within NWD
and four in SPW. On average, the NWD examples required slightly more labour (mean
= c. 48,000 hours) than those on SPW (mean = c. 33,000 hours), though this disparity
largely disappears if the NWD outlier of Windmill Hill is excluded. The total labour
expended on causewayed enclosures within the study area was c. 370,000 hours, less
than half that invested in the construction of long barrows (though long barrows appear
to have been built over a far longer period, see below). Around two thirds of this total
labour was expended in NWD. Only two structures date to the Middle Neolithic (the
Lesser and Greater Stonehenge cursuses, both in SPW) and required a combined total
of c. 54,000 hours to build, some 10,000 hours more (~22%) than the average
causewayed enclosure.
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SUM LABOUR_ATK

SUM LABOUR_EX

PERIOD

CLASS

SPE

NWD

SPW

SUM

SPE

NWD

SPW

SUM

Early

CAUSEWAY

0

238,603

132,861

371,464

0

115,270

77,793

193,063

Neolithic

ED ENC.
181,166

248,250

382,198

811,613

92,52

123,138

193,704

409,366

LONG
BARROW
Middle

4

CURSUS

0

0

54,603

54,603

0

0

27,775

27,775

HENGE

0

1,302,57

1,529,0

2,831,64

0

427,309

1,003,0

1,430,34

0

72

2

33

2

0

216,448

3,705,7

3,922,17

3,705,7

3,922,17

Neolithic
Late
Neolithic
STONE
CIRCLE

0

216,448
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1

24

1
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0

81,614

76,517

158,132

0

81,614

38,501

120,116
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TUMULUS

0

7,992,74

136,542

8,129,28

0

2,047,2

68,257

2,115,48

hic

4
PALISADED

6

32

9

0

176,297

0

176,297

0

86,939

0

86,939

111,758

263,996

508,348

884,103

45,10

99,261

193,872

338,242

362,057

768,640

1,420,51

ENC.
Early

BELL

Bronze

BARROW
BOWL

9
679,719

861,104

BARROW
DISC

89,371

112,177

1,764,6

3,305,48

289,8

66

9

14

202,681

404,229

37,38

BARROW
POND

0
42,076

78,453

157,914

5
1,003

759

4,659

6,422

600

426

2,684

3,709

16,371

11,461

38,334

66,166

7,237

5,106

17,601

29,944

1,079,3

11,506,0

8,536,2

21,121,6

472,6

3,606,8

6,176,0

10,255,5

88

23

05

17

67

77

37

81

BARROW
SAUCER
BARROW
SUM

Table 7.2 – Sum of labour (Atkinson and alternative method) for monument types, by sub-area.
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Figure 7.2 – Sum of labour (Atkinson) for various monuments types, by sub-area.

Late Neolithic, Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age
Later Neolithic henges (n = 15, including structures originally designated as
‘hengiform’) each required around 177,000 hours of labour, on average. Most henges
were built within SPW (n = 14), with just one located within NWD (Avebury), and none
in SPE. The mean labour invested in henges on SPW (c. 100,000 hours) is
considerably lower than that the equivalent figure for NWD (1.3 million hours). The
construction of all henges represented c. 2.8 million hours of combined labour, which
was split roughly evenly between SPW and NWD (see Figure 7.2). In total, eight stone
circles were built with a mean labour requirement of c. 435,000 hours each. The
majority of these were built in NWD (n = 6) and here required an average labour
investment of only c. 36,000 hours. In contrast, the examples in SPW (Stonehenge
stage 1 and 2 and Bluestonehenge) required c. 1.2 million hours each. No stone circles
were built on SPE. The construction of all stone circles therefore involved around 3.9
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million hours of combined labour. The vast majority of this (3.7 million hours) was
invested in SPW6.

Avenues are the most common (n = 4) structure assigned to the Chalcolithic / Beaker
period, requiring, on average, around 40,000 hours of labour each (similar to a small
causewayed enclosure or very large long barrow). The two stone-built avenues in NWD
required marginally more labour than the earthen examples on SPW. Together, the
labour invested in building avenues totalled around 160,000 hours. The digging of the
single palisaded enclosure at West Kennet—also dated to this period (contra Bayliss et
al. 2017)—was estimated to have required some 175,000 hours of labour. Tumuli were
also built around this time (n = 3) and, on average, the two examples in NWD required
4 million hours of labour each. In contrast, the single tumulus known from SPW
(Hatfield mound) required just c. 135,000 hours. The construction of all tumuli therefore
required some 8.1 million hours of labour—the majority of which was expended within
NWD—making them the most labour-intensive class of structure over the course of the
study.

Bowl barrows were by far the most numerous type of structure built during the Early
Bronze Age period (n = 3,048) and form a heterogenous group in terms of labour
investment (see Figure 7.1). SPW contains approximately half of all bowl barrows (n =
1,585), with the remaining number split evenly between NWD and SPE. Mean bowl
barrow labour investment is remarkably consistent across all sub-areas at c. 1,000
hours. Together, they account for some 3.3 million hours of combined labour, around
half of which was expended in SPW. Both bell barrows (n = 259) and disc barrows (n =
206) were broadly analogous with bowl barrows in terms of distribution and labour.
SPW again contained most of the former (n = 117) but it is notable that, on average,
bell barrows here required more labour (mean ≈ 4,300 hours) than those present on
NWD (mean ≈ 3,000) or SPE (mean ≈ 2,100). SPW also contained by far the most disc
barrows (n = 127) but, conversely, they often required substantially less labour (mean ≈

6

The overall labour values for Stonehenge given above are substantially lower than those presented in

Chapter 5. This is due to a simpler form of modelling both the sarsen and bluestone transportation costs
(i.e. using shorter distances), which ensures a fairer comparison with other stone built structures included
in the study, which have not been subjected to such detailed analyses.
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1,600 hours) than the smaller number present on NWD (mean ≈ 2,600) or SPE (mean
≈ 2,500). Together, bell barrows accounted for c. 880,000 hours of combined labour,
disc barrows some 400,000. As with bowl barrows, SPW contained the greatest share
this total labour investment (see Figure 7.2).

Pond barrows and saucer barrows were the rarest form of Early Bronze Age barrow (n
= 32, n = 111, respectively) and followed a similar pattern to the above barrows in
terms of their distribution between the sub-areas, with SPW containing the greatest
number of both types. Neither of these types of structure were particular labour
intensive, requiring, on average, under just a few hundred hours of labour. SPW had
the lowest mean pond barrow labour (c. 200 hours), which was roughly half the mean
labour of pond barrows in SPE. SPE also contained the most labour-intensive saucer
barrows (mean ≈ 680 hours), though the differences in mean saucer barrow between
the sub-areas were minimal. Together, the construction of all saucer and pond barrows
required just c. 72,000 hours.

Summary of results: labour by monument types and Renfrew’s ‘hierarchy of effort’
The above data were assessed in relation to Renfrew’s (ibid.: 547–8) empirical claims
regarding how levels of labour investment varied according to monument typology. The
earliest form of monument within Renfrew’s (ibid.) scheme was the long barrow, which
he suggested took ‘10,000 hours or less’. As can be seen in Figure 7.3, this is broadly
the case, regardless of whether Atkinson’s (ibid.) equation or the revised labour
estimate method was used. It is notable however, that a significant number of
structures exceed this hypothetical limit, with one example—the ‘Long Stones’ barrow
at Beckhampton—requiring nearly five times this amount. The present data also
indicate that Renfrew’s (ibid.) assertion that causewayed enclosures took ‘around
100,000 hours’ probably overestimates the labour demanded by their construction.
Only a single structure of this type—Windmill Hill—exceeded this figure, with the
remaining six examples requiring between c. 25–50,000 hours (see Figure 7.3). The
same is broadly true of henges, with only one example—Avebury—exceeding the limit
of one million hours of labour suggested by Renfrew (ibid.). Renfrew (ibid.: 547) in fact
specified the ‘major henge monuments of diameter greater than 600ft’ for this grouping
and, if the present data are truncated to reflect this (structures classified as henges are
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reduced to just include Marden, Durrington Walls and Avebury), a mean value c.
700,000 hours is returned.

Figure 7.3 – Box plots of recalculated labour estimates (both using Atkinson’s and the revised technique) for
monument types mentioned by Renfrew (1973). The red lines indicate Renfrew’s estimate.

Renfrew (ibid.) went on to suggest that both Silbury Hill and the completed cursus
monuments all required ‘over 10,000,000 hours’, a claim that is not borne out by the
present data, which places the figure for Silbury Hill closer to 7.5 million hours, using
Atkinson’s equation. The discrepancy between Atkinson’s figure of 18 million hours for
Silbury Hill (cited by Renfrew) and the figure reproduced here is most likely due to the
much reduced calculated volume of Silbury Hill used in this study, although—as
Atkinson did not publish detailed workings—this cannot be confirmed. It is notable that
the alternative method of labour estimation produces a substantially smaller figure of c.
2 million hours for Silbury Hill, as it imposes less of a time penalty on the vertical
transport of material. The present study has not calculated the labour invested in the
largest cursus monument mentioned by Renfrew (ibid.)—the Dorset cursus (see
Chapter 8). However, neither of the estimates relating to either of the Stonehenge
cursuses even approaches the ten million hours proposed.
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The greatest disparity between Renfrew’s (ibid.) proposed ‘hierarchy of effort’ and the
present data is found within the differing estimates relating to Stonehenge. Renfrew
(ibid.) noted that the sarsen phase of Stonehenge required some 30 million hours,
excluding dressing and assembly of the structures. In contrast, the present study
estimates that all of the above processes required c. 3.6 million hours in total
(somewhat lower than the case study figures but more appropriate for the purposes of
a long-term comparative study). As already discussed in Chapter 5, the differences in
these estimates can largely be attributed to Atkinson’s overestimation of the weights of
Stonehenge’s stones and his ‘rules’ relating to the transport of sarsens (i.e. the
minimum number of people required to move the heaviest stone should be considered
a constant across the movement of all stones).
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Figure 7.4 - Line charts showing the maximum (green) and mean (red) recalculated labour estimates (top: Atkinson’s
equation, middle: Alternative method) for monument types mentioned by Renfrew (1973) in comparison with Renfrew’s
own estimates (blue line, top and middle plots). The grey bar chart shows the count of each monument type, rescaled
by the maximum value of the y-axis. The bottom plot shows the estimates made using the alternative method without
Renfrew’s estimates.
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Figure 7.4 shows Renfrew’s (ibid.) estimates for various types of monument arranged
in chronological order alongside the maximum and mean estimates recalculated by the
present study. The top and middle charts again emphasise the differences between the
recalculated estimates and Renfrew’s but also show other inconsistencies within
Renfrew’s overarching narrative. For example, Renfrew ranked cursus monuments as
more labour intensive than henges, yet they are also chronologically earlier. Similarly,
Refnrew estimated that the construction of tumuli (i.e. Silbury Hill) required less labour
than the sarsen phase of Stonehenge, even though we now know the construction of
Silbury Hill occurred later. Yet, if Renfrew’s estimates are disregarded, the lower chart
shows that—excluding cursuses—there was a steady increase in both mean and
maximum labour investment over chronologically ordered structure types (see section
7.1.2 to see how this compares to labour data ordered using absolute dates). Numbers
of structures also generally decreased (the slight rise from cursus to henge is the result
of including smaller, hengiform monuments within the henge category). A fuller
discussion of the implications of the above is undertaken in Chapter 8.

Conclusions
1) Renfrew’s (ibid.) estimates for long barrows, causewayed enclosures and henges
were broadly correct, although a significant number of structures from these classes
either exceed (long barrows) or fall well under (causewayed enclosures and henges)
his proposed figures.

2) Renfrew’s (ibid.) published estimate relating to the Stonehenge Greater Cursus
overestimates its labour by nearly two orders of magnitude, whilst his estimate relating
to Stonehenge also significantly overestimates the labour involved its construction. The
same is also true for Silbury Hill.

3) Overall, Renfrew’s structure type-based groupings can be disputed in terms of
absolute hours of labour, although the overall trajectory of labour he suggested can be
broadly replicated if maximum, rather than mean, structure labour estimates are
modelled. This would not be the case, however, if the study region was expanded to
include the Dorset cursus.
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4) As expected, the modelled count of various structures types steadily decreases
when they are arranged chronologically (i.e. from Early to the Late Neolithic), in line
with the overall trajectory described by Renfrew (ibid.).

7.1.2

Labour through time and space

As described in section 6.8, the present study has been able to move away from
constructing a purely stylistic, or relative, chronology of labour (cf Renfrew 1973)
investment towards understanding how the time expended on building monumental
architecture changed over time in absolute years, and at a variety of spatial scales.
The analytical unit of time employed in the present model is 250 years, as this provides
enough granularity to observe trends in relation to other, long-term archaeological
datasets without implying what might be considered overly rapid tempos of construction
for the structures under analysis (see Chapter 3). The below labour and count data
were produced using the simulated sampling method described in section 6.8.1. Per
simulation iteration, all labour data falling within each 250-year bin (e.g. 3125–2875 cal.
BC) were summed according to sub-area membership and plotted as a low opacity
line. Both the median and start/end calendar years of all analytical bins are shown
along the x-axis.

7.1.2.1 Labour comparisons between sub-areas through time, with locational trends
Below, trends in labour investment and the frequency and location of monument
construction are examined over partially overlapping sub-periods of time (spanning two
or more 250-year bins) across three sub-areas. The effects of the construction of
particular structures are also discussed. Spatial, labour and chronological data are
summarised across multiple ‘datasheets’ (Figure 7.5–Figure 7.8). Each datasheet
features low-opacity line plots showing the summed labour value for each simulation
iteration (top left, upper). The simulated probabilities of each sub-area containing the
maximum / minimum summed labour value are also shown along with the probability
that labour rose or fell (top left, lower). The datasheets also show the top five individual
contributing structures in terms of labour, taken from a randomly selected iteration of
the overall simulation (top right).
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The lower half of the datasheet contains chronologically ‘flattened’ spatial plots
showing the location, type and labour investment values (indicated by point size) for
structures that have been assigned dates (again, taken from a randomly selected
iteration of the simulation) falling within any of the 250-year bins that make up the subperiod as a whole. Conclusions regarding where structures were built can only be
made in the most general terms, given the mostly random sequencing of structures
produced by the simulation.
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Earlier Neolithic, ~4000–3400 cal. BC

Figure 7.5 – Top left: low opacity line plots showing simulated labour values (Atkinson’s method) for each iteration of
the simulation, shown as hundreds of thousands of hours. Top right: Top 5 labour contributors per analytical bin by
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sub-area (y-axis maximum value varies by sub-area). Bottom: Spatial plots showing locations, types and labour values
of structures across three sub-regions.

Bin 4000 (years 4125–3875 cal. BC)
As seen in Figure 7.5, labour values are first recorded at the onset of the Neolithic
period (c. 4000 cal. BC), with the construction of scores of long barrows and
chambered tombs across two sub-areas (NWD and SPW). Only a handful of simulated
dates ever fell within this initial bin (spanning 4125–3875 cal. BC) over all 5000
iterations of the simulation, however, and structures from more than one sub-area were
never present simultaneously. Comparisons between sub-areas are therefore
unreliable and have been excluded from Figure 7.5.

Bin 3750 (years 3875–3625 cal. BC)
Figure 7.5 also shows that, by around 3750 cal. BC, the majority of labour investment
approx. 200–300,000 hours in total) occurred on NWD (95% chance) and the least on
SPE (100% chance). The dominance of NWD in terms of labour investment at this time
was largely due to the construction of several causewayed enclosures, including the
most labour-intensive construction of this type: Windmill Hill (see bar charts, top right).
This structure alone required around 170,000 hours of labour and was positioned on
high ground close to the upper reaches of the River Kennet, orientated to lower ground
to the northwest of the hill (Oswald et al. 2001, 98–9). Figure 7.10 (bottom left bar
charts) demonstrates that there was ~70% chance that the highest number of
structures fell within SPW (~30% chance for NWD) and a 95% chance that the lowest
number of structures fell within SPE.

Bin 3500 (years 3625–3375 cal. BC)
Figure 7.5 shows that during c. 3750–3500 cal. BC, labour investment fell on NWD
(~80% chance) but rose in SPE and SPW (100% chance). Of all sub-areas, SPW
exhibited the highest labour value (~90% chance), around 200–300,000 hours, and
SPE the lowest (~80% chance). As evident from the bar plots shown in the top right of
Figure 7.5, two cursus monuments, several substantial long barrows and causewayed
enclosures at Whitesheet Hill, Robin Hood’s Ball, Rybury, Larkhill and Knap Hill all
contributed to the total labour in SPW. As is evident from the spatial plots on Figure
7.5, Whitesheet Hill was positioned some 6 km from the source of the River Wylye and
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overlooked a giant combe system to the southwest (Oswald et al. 2001). Conversely,
the absence of any causewayed enclosures or cursus monuments on SPE meant that,
at this point in time, total labour investment here was significantly lower than the other
two sub-areas (< 100,000 hours in total). Figure 7.10 shows that counts of structures
increased across all sub-areas during c. 3750–3500 cal. BC (75–100% chance).
Around 3500 cal. BC, SPW contained the most structures, between 25–40, of all subareas (100% chance), whilst NWD, at around 10, probably contained the least (~80%
chance).

Bin 3250 (years 3375–3125 cal. BC)
During the following period (3500–3250 cal. BC), labour investment fell in SPW (~95%
chance) and NWD (70% chance) but probably increased in SPE (~60% chance). The
greatest level of labour investment, between 100–200,000 hours combined, occurred
within SPW (80% chance) and the least in SPE (75% chance). SPW predominance in
terms of labour was the result of this sub-area containing many more labour-intensive
long barrows than either SPE or NWD. The count of structures probably began to
decrease in SPW and NWD during 3500–3250 cal. BC (80% and 60% chance,
respectively), although in SPE there was a ~60% chance that the number of structures
increased. Around 3250 cal. BC, SPW continued to contain the most structures
(~100% chance) and NWD the least (95% chance).

The distribution maps in Figure 7.5 show that labour investment was still generally
focused near to rivers, with structures clustering both around river headwaters and
along valley sides. On SPW, both the Wylye and Avon rivers were particular foci of
activity, as well as the relatively flat interfluve between the Till and the Avon valleys,
some 10 km north of their confluence (today largely occupied by the Stonehenge World
Heritage Site). On the NWD, construction was largely restricted to the upper reaches of
the Kennet. Based on the above patterning, the construction of several long barrows to
the south of the River Dever on SPE might suggest the contemporary presence of
several northwards flowing tributaries or winterbournes.
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Middle & Late Neolithic, ~3400–2500 cal. BC
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Figure 7.6 - Top left: low opacity line plots showing simulated labour values (Atkinson’s method) for each iteration of
the simulation, shown as hundreds of thousands of hours. Top right: Top 5 labour contributors per analytical bin by
sub-area (y-axis maximum value varies by sub-area). Bottom: Spatial plots showing locations, types and labour values
of structures across three sub-regions.

Bin 3000 (years 3125–2875 cal. BC)
Figure 7.6 indicates that, from 3250–3000 cal. BC, labour decreased on SPE (100%
chance) and increased on SPW (100% chance). There was a roughly equal chance
that labour both increased and decreased in NWD. The upper probability bar plots on
Figure 7.6 indicate that SPW likely received the majority (~95% chance) of labour
investment, some 500,000–1,000,000 hours combined, around 3000 cal. BC. This is
despite the simulation occasionally modelling a higher labour figure (~1.5 million hours)
for this sub-area—visible as a split in line plots relating to NWD in the upper left of
Figure 7.6—as a result of the wide date range associated with the construction of
Avebury. As in the previous period, the sub-area with the least labour was expended
around 3000 cal. BC was SPE (75% chance).

Driving these changes was the construction of Stonehenge stage I and
Bluestonehenge (modelled here as requiring the transport of around 80 bluestones
from southwest Wales) within SPW. In contrast and notwithstanding the potential
construction of a primary bank at Avebury (not modelled presently but see Cleal and
Pollard, 2004), there was comparatively little activity on the SPE and NWD around
3000 cal. BC, with the simulation usually assigning the construction of just a handful of
long barrows to each area (but see above). Figure 7.6 shows that the absolute number
of structures decreased across all sub-areas during 3250–3000 cal. BC (95–100%
chance). SPW remained the sub-area with the highest overall structure count (100%
chance)—around 30—and either NWD (70% chance) or SPE (30% chance) contained
the least (~10 and ~20, respectively).

Bin 2750 (years 2875–2625 cal. BC)
Many of the above trends reversed during 3000–2750 cal. BC, with overall labour
increasing in NWD (~80% chance) and decreasing in SPW and SPE (100% chance).
By c. 2750 cal. BC, it is likely that ~1.5 million hours were invested in NWD, making it
the sub-area with greatest overall labour investment (~80% chance). Conversely, SPE
became the sub-area with the least amount of labour investment (0 hours, ~100%
chance). This shift of gravity was largely driven by the construction of the enormous
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henge at Avebury, along with several other substantial stone circles, including the
putative dressed sarsens noted at Clatford by Stukeley (but see Parker Pearson
2016b). In contrast, the construction of a series of smaller henges in SPW, such as
Coneybury, ensured that overall labour declined in this sub-area. Much like in the prior
period, absolute counts of structures continued to decline across all sub-areas (100%
chance in SPW and SPE, 75% chance in NWD) and the sub-area with the greatest
overall number was most likely NWD (~40% chance) or SPW (~30% chance), though,
as structures were so scarce at this point, there was a 30% chance that these subareas contained the same number of structures. No structures were modelled as
present within SPE at this point in time.

Bin 2500 (years 2625–2375 cal. BC)
Labour increased in SPW and SPE (100% chance) over the period 2750–2500 cal. BC,
though in the latter sub-area the increase was only marginal and from a very low base
(< 10,000 hours). Conversely, in SPW labour increased by several orders of magnitude
from a similarly low base to around 4.5 million hours. In contrast, labour probably
decreased in NWD (75% chance). The extremity of the above trends meant that, by
around 2500 cal. BC, SPW had once again re-emerged as the sub-area exhibiting the
greatest overall labour investment (100% chance). The sub-area showing the lowest
labour investment was SPE (100% chance). Driving these changes was the
construction of Stonehenge stage II within SPW, which included the immensely labourintensive transportation of around 80 sarsens from the NWD to Stonehenge, though
the digging of major henges at Durrington Walls and Marden were also significant
contributors.

The greatest expenditure of labour on the NWD at this time was related to the
construction of the monumental mounds, or tumuli, at Marlborough (see Figure 7.7, top
right). It is worth noting that no major henges or tumuli have so far been located in
SPE, explaining the low figures for this sub-area. Based on available radiocarbon
determinations, small numbers of simple bowl barrows and bell barrows also now
began to be built, increasing the overall count of structures across all areas (SPE =
~30, NWD = ~40 and SPW = ~70) for the first time since the Middle Neolithic period
(100% chance in all cases). SPW clearly contained the greatest number of structures
(100% chance) and it is likely that SPE contained the fewest (75% chance).
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As evident on the spatial plots of Figure 7.6, much of this henge and stone circle
building activity occurred downstream from already ancient causewayed enclosures
and long barrows, as was the case with the probable henge at Sutton Common,
situated around 5 km down the River Wylye towards Whitesheet Hill in SPW. A similar
pattern is observable vis-à-vis the henges at Wilsford and Marden, which were both
positioned near to a low-lying confluence that gives rise to the north-western branch of
the Upper Avon, some 7 km downstream from Rybury and Knap Hill causewayed
enclosures. The same could be said for the major henge at Avebury in the NWD, which
was situated just 2 km downstream from Windmill Hill. The newly constructed henge at
Place Farm, beside the River Nadder, bucks the trend however, though the site
remains unconfirmed and is listed as ‘doubtful’ by Harding (1987, 301).
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Chalcolithic & Early Bronze Age, 2500–1750 cal. BC
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Figure 7.7 - Top left: low opacity line plots showing simulated labour values (Atkinson’s method) for each iteration of
the simulation, shown as hundreds of thousands of hours. Top right: Top 5 labour contributors per analytical bin by
sub-area (y-axis maximum value varies by sub-area). Bottom: Spatial plots showing locations, types and labour values
of structures across three sub-regions.

Bin 2250 (years 2375–2125 cal. BC)
Labour increased in both SPE and NWD (100% chance each) from 2500–2250 cal. BC
but fell in SPW (100% chance). By c. 2250 cal. BC, NWD had emerged as the subarea exhibiting the greatest labour investment (100% chance), whilst SPE continued its
run as the sub-area with the least (100% chance). The construction of Silbury Hill was
largely responsible for this dramatic upturn in labour within NWD (reaching approx. 8
million hours), though the not insignificant construction of stone avenues at
Beckhampton and West Kennet, and the palisaded enclosure at West Kennet also
contributed (see Figure 7.7, top right) to this total, which was the maximum value
achieved across the analysis using Atkinson’s replicated labour estimation method.
The alternative method of estimation does not return such a large figure for Silbury Hill
and, consequently, presents the sarsen phase of Stonehenge as the pinnacle of labour
investment (~4 million hours) some 250 years earlier. No such equivalent constructions
occurred on SPW during this period (see below), though in some iterations of the
simulation the construction of the henge earthwork at Marden was modelled as falling
within this time frame.

The model also predicted that increasingly large numbers of bowl and bell barrows
continued to be constructed from 2500–2250 cal. BC and, as a result, the overall count
of structures increased across all sub-areas (100% chance). By 2250 cal. BC, much
like the preceding period, SPW again dominated in terms of the number—450 to 500—
of structures (100% chance), whilst SPE contained the fewest, at around 200 (100%
chance). Though a frequently occurring activity, round barrow construction contributed
little to the total labour investment associated with this period. For example, the total
labour required to build all c. 950 recorded barrows attributed to 2250 cal. BC equalled
around 10% of the total labour invested in enlarging Silbury Hill.
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Bin 2000 (years 2125–1875 cal. BC)
Over the transition between chronological bins 2250–2000 cal. BC, labour dramatically
decreased—from 8 million down to less than 500,000 hours—in NWD (100% chance),
and either marginally decreased or remained broadly static in SPW at around one
million hours. Labour marginally increased in SPE (100% chance). By around 2000 cal.
BC, SPW had once again re-emerged as the sub-area that received the greatest
overall labour investment (100% chance), and SPE the least (100% chance).
Significantly, it was during this period that, for the first time, no large-scale construction
appears to have been initiated anywhere throughout the entire study region, although
there is an unusually large ‘bowl barrow’ in SPW beside the river Avon just south of
Compton, estimated to have required upwards of 30,000 hours of labour. Overall, total
labour investment across all areas fell to levels similar to those seen around the turn of
the 3rd millennium; low in comparison to the Late Neolithic and Chalcolithic but
somewhat higher than at the peak of the preceding earlier Neolithic long barrow
building tradition.

During 2250–2000 cal. BC, the absolute number of structures continued to rapidly
increase across all sub-areas (100% chance). At around 2000 cal. BC, SPW contained
by far and away the greatest number (~700) of structures (100% chance) and SPE the
least (~300, 100% chance). NWD probably contained around 350. Altogether, the
modelled number of structures built during this period totalled around 1,350
(comprising bell, bowl and also now some disc, saucer and pond barrows). Around half
of these fall within SPW alone.

The shift away from major construction meant that most observable labour was now
being expended on building round barrows on higher ground, along ridges and around
hilltops, distributed across both historically active and inactive parts of the landscape.
Notwithstanding spatial biases in preservation and recording, while many round
barrows were built within ‘new’ locations that had hitherto seen little or no labour
investment (e.g. midway down the Bourne valley in the southeast of SPW), round
barrow construction also continued to eschew locales that had also seemingly been
avoided since the earlier Neolithic (e.g. the upper reaches of the River Enbourne in the
south of the NWD). In addition, whilst some dispersal of labour is evident, it is also
clear that previously established centres around Stonehenge and Avebury continued to
act as particular foci for barrow construction. In this respect, it is notable that the more
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labour intensive bell barrows (shown as larger light green dots on Figure 7.7) tend to
be clustered around such sites where they exist but are more dispersed and evenly
distributed where no such prior centres existed, as in the case of SPE (see spatial plots
in Figure 7.7).
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Middle Bronze Age, 1750–1250 cal. BC
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Figure 7.8 - Top left: low opacity line plots showing simulated labour values (Atkinson’s method) for each iteration of
the simulation, shown as hundreds of thousands of hours. Top right: Top 5 labour contributors per analytical bin by
sub-area (y-axis maximum value varies by sub-area). Bottom: Spatial plots showing locations, types and labour values
of structures across three sub-regions.

Bin 1750 (years 1875–1625 cal. BC) and bin 1500 (years 1625–1475 cal. BC)
Over 2000–1750 cal. BC, a general decline in both structure count and overall labour
expenditure occurred. Total labour investment decreased in all sub-areas (100%
chance) and, as was the case in the two prior bins, SPW remained the sub-area with
the greatest level of labour investment (~ 700,000 hours), and SPE the sub-area with
the least (100% chance each). The general decline over this, and preceding, periods
was largely due to fact that the upper-tail of the normally shaped probability distribution
used to assign dates to bowl barrow, which are the numerous type of round barrow,
spanned these years. However, it is also significant that bell barrows—the second most
numerous and most labour intensive type of round barrow—ceased being built during
this time (see Figure 6.25). Instead, around 1750 cal. BC, the much rarer and less
labour-intensive disc, pond and saucer barrows began to be built. Whilst overall counts
decreased, SPW remained dominant (100% chance) in terms of remaining the subarea with the highest overall number of structures (~550). SPE and NWD could feasibly
have both contained the fewest structures, each containing some 200–300.

Trends over 1750–1500 cal. BC were broadly similar to those noted in preceding
period, with labour and structure counts falling across all sub-areas (100% chance) to
between 50,000–200,000 hours. It is perhaps notable that, by around 1500 cal. BC, the
absolute disparity in total labour between all sub-areas had diminished significantly. It
should be noted that the diminishing numbers of structures and labour modelled at this
time might, in an absolute sense, be illusory, as it likely reflects a shift towards the
construction of field systems, enclosures and linear earthworks (McOmish et al., 2002),
all structures that were excluded from the present study.

Summary of results: the overall picture
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Figure 7.9 – Upper: low opacity line plots showing summed labour values for each simulation iteration (shown in
hundreds of thousands of hours of labour). Labour calculated using Atkinson’s equation. Lower: bar plots showing
simulated decimal probabilities of the sub-area with the greatest (positive) or smallest (negative) labour value (upper
chart) and whether labour increased (positive) or decreased (negative) between bins (lower chart). Note: . Bar widths
are scaled to fill bin and are wider when values are absent for sub-areas.
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Figure 7.10 – Upper: low opacity line plots showing summed structure counts for each simulation iteration. Lower: bar
plots showing simulated decimal probabilities of the sub-area with the greatest (positive) or smallest (negative)
structure counts (upper chart) and whether counts increased (positive) or decreased (negative) between bins (lower
chart).
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Figure 7.11 - Upper: low opacity line plots showing Gini coefficients for each simulation iteration. Lower: bar plots
showing simulated decimal probabilities of the sub-area with the greatest (positive) or smallest (negative) Gini
coefficient (upper chart) and whether coefficients increased (positive) or decreased (negative) between bins (lower
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chart).

Figure 7.12 - Upper: low opacity line plots showing mean structure labour values for each simulation iteration. Lower:
bar plots showing simulated decimal probabilities of the sub-area with the greatest (positive) or smallest (negative)
Gini coefficient (upper chart) and whether coefficients increased (positive) or decreased (negative) between bins
(lower chart).
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Figure 7.9–Figure 7.12 facilitate a broader temporal perspective from which more
general, long-term trends in labour and relationships between sub-areas can be
observed. The first two figures simply show the summed labour and counts from all
sub-areas over the entire time span analysed. Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12, however,
show different metrics which help further elucidate changes in construction and labour
investment over time. The former shows simulated Gini coefficients, which describe the
simulated inequality of labour investment in terms of how it was distributed across
different structures at any point in time. The latter shows the mean structure labour
value (i.e. the average amount of labour invested in structures) at any point in time.
Both these measures are effective when comparing labour investment between subareas of different overall areas and with different numbers of structures.

In terms of summed labour, the overall picture is one of two primary sub-areas within
which the vast majority of labour was invariably invested (NWD and SPW) and an
outlying sub-area (SPE) that consistently received markedly less investment. It is
evident from Figure 7.9 that, broadly speaking, there are three periods that are
distinctive in terms of labour investment. The first dates to around 4000 cal. BC to c.
3250 cal. BC and is characterised by consistent, low-levels of labour investment across
the landscape (relative to later periods) and an overall similarity between sub-areas.
For example, the reasonably widespread practice of building long barrows meant that
all sub-areas exhibited broadly similar structure counts and levels of labour investment,
though the relatively short-lived construction of causewayed enclosures on SPW and
NWD around c. 3750 cal. BC resulted in slightly higher summed labour values for both
these sub-areas at this time.

NWD has the highest summed labour value overall and this probably reflects the
additional labour assigned to long barrows on NWD that were known to have contained
stone-built chambers. Similarities between sub-areas over this period are also evident
from Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12. The former demonstrates that broadly similar Gini
coefficients—ranging from 0.6 in SPW and NWD and 0.4 in SPE—were observable
across all sub-areas. This indicates that the inequality of labour investment across all
structures contained within each sub-area was similar, even though the absolute
values differed. The mean labour invested in each structure was also roughly
comparable throughout this period (Figure 7.12), ranging from up to 25,000 hours in
NWD and under 10,000 in SPW and SPE.
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Following a general decline in the number of structures towards the end of this period,
the next period—spanning c. 3000–2250 cal. BC—saw the construction of a small
number of highly labour-intensive structures, such as Stonehenge stage I and Avebury
henge, and a handful of smaller-scale works, such as Coneybury henge and various
stone circles. As a result, this period was one of great disparity if terms of labour
investment, with remarkable collective acts of construction in either SPW or NWD
dwarfing other constructions by several orders of magnitude. Extreme differences
between sub-areas emerge and the overall picture is one of instability and shifting
centres of labour investment. This is reflected in Gini coefficients and mean labour
investment values, which also rise and fall violently throughout this period. For
example, around c. 3000 cal. BC, the Gini coefficient in SPW increased to 0.9, whilst
those associated with SPE and NWD remained broadly static.

Next, around c. 2750 cal. BC, the Gini coefficient in NWD rose to around 0.7 while it
decreased to around 0.4 in SPW. Meanwhile, no structures were recorded in SPE at
this time. Mean labour investment values also increased to their highest values around
this time, as a result of both the rarity and size of constructions. Around 2500 cal. BC,
Gini coefficients in both SPW and NWD reached 0.95 (the highest values over the
whole study), despite SPW receiving nearly twice as much labour investment in
absolute terms. Over the next 250 years, Gini coefficients remain high in NWD, with the
construction of Silbury Hill, but fall markedly in SPW. Increases in round barrow
building across all areas reduce mean labour investment values dramatically.

The final period—spanning 2000–1250 cal. BC—represents something of a return to
the more evenly-distributed, low-labour investment years of the first period, albeit with a
much higher absolute number of structures. Gini coefficients stabilise and converge
across all sub-areas to around 0.5 and a similar pattern unfolds in terms of the mean
labour invested in structures. Across all metrics, differences between the sub-areas
decrease to levels that might be expected based simply on sub-area size and soil
composition (see Table 6.1 and section 6.8.4).
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Conclusions
1) A tripartite division of time may be postulated based on the above labour data. The
sequence comprises a period of instability and concentrated labour, spread across a
small number of structures with extreme sub-area disparity (c. 3000–2250 cal. BC)
sandwiched between two periods of more dispersed labour spread across many
structures and relative homogeneity across sub-areas. Much has been written about
the extraordinary nature of Stonehenge and Silbury Hill and to their list of unique
attributes we can now also add that the levels of labour invested in their construction
were not matched at any point during the preceding or following millennia.

2) The location of labour investment altered alongside changes in its magnitude. Early
4th millennium constructions were situated mainly near to river headwaters and springs.
Towards the end of the millennium and into the 3rd millennium cal. BC the overall level
of labour investment reached a new peak but was concentrated over fewer locales,
many of which were downstream, occupying locations on the valley floors. These
trends partially reversed over the second half of the 3rd millennium cal. BC.

3) The absolute number of structures has little bearing on the overall investment of
labour. During the Neolithic period, the total number of structures starts at a low level
(~30 per sub-area per 250-year bin) and reaches its lowest during the first half of the
third millennium cal. BC (< 10 per sub-area per 250-year bin), around the same time
that labour investment peaks. This broadly matches Renfrew’s (ibid) central claim that
the overall labour investment increased as the number of structures decreased.

4) In the Chalcolithic / Early Bronze Age period the frequency of structures increases
rapidly, with scores of round barrows constructed, reaching a peak of 300–700
structures around 2000 cal. BC. Despite this flurry of activity, however, overall levels of
labour investment did not return to those witnessed in previous periods.

4) No single sub-area dominated in terms of labour investment over the whole period
under analysis, and NWD and SPW regularly alternated in terms of which area
received the most labour investment. NWD appears to have dominated during the
earlier Neolithic (c. 3750 cal. BC) before giving way to SPW (80–90% chance) until the
later Neolithic period (c. 2750 cal. BC). At this point there is a c. 80% chance that the
majority of labour was invested in NWD, before the situation was reversed once again
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in the following 250-year period (100% chance), with the construction of Stonehenge
stage II in SPW. Finally, the situation reverses once more in the following period (100%
chance) with the construction of Silbury Hill in NWD.

7.1.2.2 Labour within the wider world
The following external datasets—processed as described in 6.9—add both further
detail and wider context to the labour data already outlined above. Owing to the
regional (or sometimes national) scale of external datasets, labour data from each subarea are summed together to enable fair comparison. In addition, labour-weighted
SPDs—produced using the method described in section 6.8.2—are also shown
alongside the summed totals produced using the sampling method. Also visualised are
the results from the topographic neighbourhood analyses described in 6.8.3. The
results of the basin analyses described in 6.8.4 are reported separately below, in
section 7.1.3. All aoristic sums are plotted with a running smoothed mean of 100
calendar years. Processing of the external datasets are described fully in the function
importExt(), Appendix 4, but are described briefly below.

Climatic data
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Figure 7.13 – Reconstructed temperature and other climatic proxies relating to the North Atlantic. A: reconstructed
temperature of Greenland summit (Kobashi et al. 2017) B: Greenland summer melt rates, C: North Atlantic ice-rafted
debris, C: total solar irradiance. Blue rectangles and lines indicate proposed episodes of cold / wet weather modified
from Bevan et al. (2017).
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Bevan et al. (2017) show that a sustained period of climatic instability occurred within
Britain and Ireland from c. 3650–3250 cal. BC, perhaps continuing to some extent until
c. 2800 cal. BC (see blue regions, Figure 7.13). A revaluation of the published and
additional available data adopting a finer temporal resolution might indicate two
amendments could also usefully be made, however. The first is that Bevan et al.’s
(2017) Early Neolithic episode of decline might well be punctuated by a brief episode of
relative climatic stability from ~3250–3125 cal. BC (see gap in blue regions, Figure
7.13). During this period reconstructed Greenland temperature fluctuates, whilst total
solar irradiance remains high, the deposition of haematite-stained grains in deep sea
sediment decreases, and rates of summer melting within the GISP2 ice core begin to
recover (see Figure 7.13, A–D, respectively). A plateau around this period is also
evident in Renssen et al.’s (2009, fig. 1c) simulated Holocene thermal maximum
temperatures for northwest Europe, which were produced using a coupled global
ocean–atmosphere–vegetation model.

The second amendment focusses around an additional period of potential climatic
instability around the middle of the 3rd millennium BC. Bevan et al. (2017) do not
discuss this possibility, suggesting that a comparable period of sustained climatic
decline did not occur in Britain and Ireland until the later Bronze Age / Early Iron Age
transition, in the early 1st millennium cal. BC (Tipping et al. 2008). Despite a longstanding search for evidence to the contrary, paleoenvironmentalists working in Britain
and Ireland have suggested that the 4.2k BP downturn—a well-documented
phenomenon in many other regions of the world (e.g. Staubwasser et al. 2003)—was
more spatially complex than originally recognised and did not affect these regions
significantly (Roland et al. 2014). In pursuit of establishing the validity of the 4.2k BP
event, however, several studies have highlighted the probable presence of more minor
downturns within various climatic datasets occurring around the North Atlantic
somewhat earlier, with estimates for such phenomena ranging from 4.7–4.4k BP (see
Roland et al. 2014, Table 1; Bradley et al. 2019).

As Bradley and Bakke (2019) note, one such downturn is visible at ~4.6–4.5k BP within
Kobashi’s (2017) seasonally unbiased mean annual temperature records, based on the
proportion of argon and nitrogen isotopes within trapped air in GISP2 ice cores (see
Figure 7.13, A). A dip in solar irradiance (see Figure 7.13, D) and an increase in debris
deposition (see Figure 7.13, C) also support the idea of short cold/wet episode at this
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point in time, though a corresponding drop in summer melting rates does not occur
until around 2400 cal. BC (see Figure 7.13, B). A more obvious downturn is also visible
around this period within Renssen et al.’s (2009, fig. 1c) reconstructed temperatures for
northwest Europe (Figure 7.13, A), which show a clear and sustained dip from c. 2600–
2300 cal. BC. Accordingly, a relatively short episode of probable of climatic instability is
here proposed in addition to Bevan et al.’s (2017) cold/wet periods, and has been
added to Figure 7.13.
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Labour and anthropogenic

Figure 7.14 – Upper: simulated average of summed labour values (combined across all sub-areas) calculated using
Atkinson’s equation with a ribbon showing ± 2σ. The Atkinson labour-weighted summed probability distribution is also
shown. Middle: simulated average of Gini coefficient values (combined across all sub-areas) calculated using
Atkinson’s equation with a ribbon showing ± 2σ. Bottom: simulated average of summed labour values (combined
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across all sub-areas) calculated using the alternative method with a ribbon showing ± 2σ. The alternative labourweighted summed probability distribution is also shown. Red lines (s1–s4) show spikes in labour. Blue lines show limits
of cold/wet episodes.

Figure 7.15 – Various additional datasets. A: C14 SPDs for South-east England as a proxy for population, B: charred
food remains SPDs for counties in south-central England as a proxy for subsistence, C & D: Pollen taxa percent and
LCC percent data produced using the REVEALS method, national dataset comprising sites 125km from Neolithic flint
mines, majority in south-central England.
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Figure 7.16 – Upper: chart shows simulated average neighbourhood mean values for slope (dark green), topographic
prominence (green/blue) and viewshed area (purple), weighted by labour as a percentage of overall labour.
Green/pink regions show periods of increasing/decreasing coefficient respectively and are duplicated over the lower
charts. Lower charts show various external data sources described above. Bottom: simulated average structure
neighbourhood percent of various soil types.
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Summary of results: the context of labour investment
The chronological limits (blue rectangles) of the above episodes of climatic instability
overlay the plots in Figure 7.14–Figure 7.16. Charts A & C in Figure 7.14 show the
simulated averages (i.e. the expected values) of summed labour investment for all subareas calculated using Atkinson’s equation and the alternative method, respectively.
Plot B shows the expected Gini coefficient produced using labour values calculated
with Atkinson’s equation. Labour-weighted aoristic sums (pink area plots) also show
the likely timing of labour investment and are used to establish the timing of the labour
spike line annotations (s1–s4), which also overlay Figure 7.14–Figure 7.16.

Early & Middle Neolithic
Both methods of labour calculation (Atkinson’s method and the alternative method,
Figure 7.14, A & C, respectively) indicate that labour increased over the first two bin
transitions (4000–3500 cal. BC), a change that can be largely attributed to the
construction of first long barrows (increasing in number as along the lower tail of the
normally-shaped long barrow probability distribution), and then both long barrows and
causewayed enclosures. The impact of the construction of these latter structures in
terms of labour is clearly visible as a spike in the labour-weighted aoristic sums on the
both plots, and is demarcated by line s1. As discussed further below, the construction of
causewayed enclosures—broadly synchronous with the onset of a severe wet/cold
episode—marks something of a watershed in terms of wider changes in both labour
investment and additional available anthropogenic datasets.

Firstly, as expected, the construction of numerous labour-intensive causewayed
enclosures in addition to large numbers of long barrow construction causes an
increase in Gini coefficient around s1, which gently decreases thereafter, reflecting the
continued construction of long barrows of varying sizes. Turning to Figure 7.15 A, a
more pronounced but similarly-shaped trend can be observed in C14 SPDs. Prior to s1,
aoristic sums increase broadly in step with labour investment, indicating a fairly rapid
increase in population. However, following s1 and the onset of a severe cold/wet cycle,
population begins to decline, a process that erratically continues for some 500 years.
The pattern is somewhat different for the aoristic sums of food remains (Figure 7.15 B).
Both wild and cultigen SPDs increase up to s1, whereupon a conspicuous spike in wild
foods (and, to a lesser extent, cultigens) is clearly visible. Following this spike, aoristic
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sums from both food groups maintain a steady signal until the latter part of the 4th
millennium cal. BC (discussed below).

A similarly discordant pattern is evident in the REVEAL pollen taxa data (Figure 7.15,
C) relating to the Early Neolithic period, which shows that pollen from grasses
(Gramineae) declines until around s1, whereafter it increases. Hazel and cereal pollen
(Corylus and Cerealia.t, respectively) follow a comparable but inverted pattern,
increasing up to s1 and falling thereafter. The same ‘pinch’ pattern is observable in the
REVEAL pollen land cover class (LCC) (Figure 7.15, D), with decreases in open
ground and increases in tree pollen inverting around shortly after s1. The mean, labourweighted topographic prominence, slope and viewshed areas of structure’s
neighbourhoods (Figure 7.16, A) also trend comparably, increasing in the lead up to
the construction of causewayed enclosures and steadily declining following s1. Despite
these changes, Figure 7.16 B shows little change in structure neighbourhoods in terms
of soil types over the period 4000–3500 cal. BC.

Still within a period of pronounced climatic instability, both labour methods (Figure 7.14,
A & C) predict that labour decreased from 3500–3250 cal. BC, a trend that
corresponds with the continuing decrease in population indicated by falling SPD values
in S/E England (Figure 7.15 A). The cultigen / wild food SPDs plot (Figure 7.15 B) also
demonstrates that wild food aoristic sums oscillated throughout this period, whilst
cereal aoristic sums decreased to nearly zero around 3300 cal. BC. The timing of the
collapse of cereal aoristic sums is matched by a similar collapse in labour investment,
visible on the labour-weighted aoristic sums on Figure 7.14, A & C. These timings are
less evident on the courser, 250-year binned plots, which indicate similar but slightly
lower labour and Gini coefficient values at 3250 cal. BC in comparison to those noted
at 3500 cal. BC.

In line with the cultigen and wild food SPDs, the REVEAL taxa data indicate that both
hazel and cereal pollen continued to decline over this period, whilst grass pollen
continued to increase (Figure 7.15 C). This is reflected in the second REVEAL LCC
plot (Figure 7.15 D), which shows an continued increase in pollen from species
indicative of open ground and a corresponding decrease in tree pollen over the same
period. The structure neighbourhood plots show that labour continued to be invested in
flatter, less prominent locations with smaller viewsheds (Figure 7.16, A). For the first
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time since the Early Neolithic, labour began to be invested in locations with different
soil types, with an apparent move away from soil type 244 (Shallow lime-rich soils over
chalk or limestone, especially vulnerable to nitrate leaching) and an increased
preference for soil type 214, a free-draining, loamy soil that is frequently present
around river headwaters and along valley floors. Today, this latter soil supports herbrich chalk and limestone pastures and lime-rich deciduous woodlands (Hallett et al.
2017).

As discussed above, ~3250–3100 cal. BC marks a possible century-long pause in well
over three and half centuries of climatic instability. The labour-weighted aoristic sums
(Figure 7.14 A & C) show that there is little labour directly associated with these years
and it is possible that the population briefly stabilised, as C14 aoristic sums stop
declining and level out, whilst cereal SPDs show a small increase (Figure 7.15 A and
B, respectively). These indicators disappear over the years ~3100–3000 cal. BC,
however, as the climate entered another probable period of instability that results in a
resumption of declining C14 SPDs. The labour-intensive construction of Stonehenge
stage 1 (s2) around 2900 cal. BC results in a net increase in labour from 3250–3000
cal. BC.

Smaller henges were also likely constructed around this time, and the highly variable
collection of structures in terms of labour is also reflected in a dramatic increase in the
Gini coefficient (Figure 7.14 B). In terms of topographic trends, labour continues to be
invested in flatter, less prominent locales over this period (Figure 7.16 A). Notable
changes occur in terms of the structure neighbourhood soils, however, and by ~3000
cal. BC, two additional soil types (soil 58 & 205) begin to feature in the analyses
(Figure 7.16 B). Both these soils can function as productive grassland, though the
former (loamy and clayey floodplain soils with naturally high groundwater) must be
drained adequately. The latter (freely draining slightly acid loamy soils) is classified with
low fertility, though under grass a long-grazing season is attainable (Hallett et al. 2017).

The context of construction spikes s1 and s2
As discussed above, both spikes s1 and s2 occur within periods of probable climatic
instability, though there are further similarities that merit discussion. Much like with the
construction of causewayed enclosure around 3600 cal. BC (s1), the labour increase
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associated with Stonehenge stage 1 (s2) occurred at, or around, a population downturn
(Figure 7.15, A), though in this latter case it was preceded by a period of relative
population stability, rather than increase (see above). As was the case at c. 3600 cal.
BC (s1), the spike in labour around 2900 cal. BC (s2) also corresponds with a dramatic
increase in wild food aoristic sums. Unlike with the construction of causewayed
enclosures however—when cereal aoristic sums remained reasonably high—cereal
aoristic sums around s2 are barely detectable (Figure 7.15, B).

Similarities between the labour spikes at c. 3600 cal. BC and 2900 cal. BC (s1 and s2)
also extend to the REVEAL taxa data (Figure 7.15, C). Both spikes occur at, or—in the
case of the latter spike—shortly after, points in time following a decline in grass pollen
and increases in hazel and cereal pollen. Both s1 and s2 mark the point at which these
pollen trends invert, however, with grasses increasing and cereals and hazel pollen
decreasing. As was the case with s1, LCC pollen trends show that the Stonehenge
stage 1 spike occurs after an increase in tree cover and decrease in open ground
(Figure 7.15, D). Unlike with s1, however, s2 does not mark the point at which these
LCCs trends reverse, rather, following s2 they instead level-off and remain largely static
until c. 2500 cal. BC.

Late Neolithic
Over 3000–2750 cal. BC, each labour estimation method (Figure 7.14 A / C) shows a
slightly divergent trajectory for labour investment, which was now primarily expended
on the construction of henges and stone circles. The former figure, showing summed
labour estimates calculated using Atkinson’s equation, indicates that summed labour
marginally increased relative to the preceding period whilst the latter figure, showing
summed labour calculated using the alternative method, indicates that labour
decreased overall. This disparity is discussed further in Chapter 8. Despite the above
ambiguity around the summed labour values, the Gini coefficient (deriving from labour
estimates produced using Atkinson’s calculation) decreases regardless of which
method is used (Figure 7.14, B). The labour-weighted aoristic sums are also less
equivocal, and depict a clear decrease in labour from the spike at s2 until c. 2600 cal.
BC.
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Given the possible decrease in labour, it is notable that the climate stabilised part-way
through this transition, with weather generally becoming warmer and drier from c. 2800
cal. BC onwards. Additional external datasets all also trend in a comparable manner to
that observed during prior periods of labour decline (e.g. 3500–3250 cal. BC). For
example, both the C14 aoristic sums for SE England and those related to wild food
decrease, indicating population decline and less focus on wild foods (Figure 7.15, B,
C). Equally, the REVEAL taxa data show that grass pollen increases whilst pollen from
hazel remains broadly static and pollen from cereal decreases slightly. The REVEAL
LCCs plot shows that percentages of both LCCs remain static over this period, a
slightly different pattern than that noted in the previous period of labour decline, which
saw pollen from open ground taxa increase as pollen from trees decreased (Figure
7.15, C, D). Changes to structure topographic neighbourhoods continue largely as
before, with labour moving to increasingly flatter and less prominent locales, though
there was an increase in construction in places with slightly higher visibility than the
prior chronological bin. The prevalence of soil type 205—low-lying, low-fertility land with
long-grazing season potential—continues to increase whilst labour moves away from
soil 58 on the floodplains (Figure 7.16, A, B).

Both methods of labour estimation agree that overall labour increased from 2750–2500
cal. BC. The labour-weighted aoristic sums also show that whilst there was a visible
increase of labour around 2600 cal. BC—with the construction of several major
henges—the majority of labour associated with later bin fell at, or slightly after, 2500
cal. BC (s3), with the construction of Stonehenge stage 2 (Figure 7.14, A & C). This
also marks the point at which the Gini coefficients increase to their highest levels in the
study overall (Figure 7.14, B). It is notable that s3 also coincides with the onset of
another potential period of climatic instability, beginning approximately ~2600–2500
cal. BC. Equally, some of the same environmental trends noted as broadly
synchronous with previous spikes in labour are once again observable around this
time. Much like at s2 (around 2900 cal. BC), s3 occurs after a period of time within
which the regional population appears to have been declining, though only marginally.
In contrast to the previous two spikes in labour (s1 and s2), however, population levels
rise dramatically following the flurry of labour investment around 2500 cal. BC (Figure
7.15, A).
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Wild food aoristic sums also dramatically increase in tandem with labour investment for
the third time in the study (see Figure 7.15, C), with two spikes (one large, one slightly
smaller) occurring at c. 2600 and 2500 cal. BC, respectively. A small increase in
charred cereal remains aoristic sum also occurs at around 2450 cal. BC. Some familiar
patterns leading up to, and beyond, s3 may be recognisable within the REVEAL pollen
data too (Figure 7.15, C, D). For example, the taxa data show that grasses were
decreasing and hazel increasing in the run up to s3, as was the case leading up to
labour spikes s1 and s2. Similarly, these trends invert shortly after the labour event.
The pollen LCC data also reflect the above, with open ground decreasing and trees
increasing in the run up to the labour spike before inverting thereafter (though in the
case of s2 these values levelled-off rather than inverted, see above). Structure
topographic neighbourhoods also change significantly from 2750–2500 cal. BC, and
broadly return to the same levels associated with the preceding spike in labour.
Relative to the prior bin, labour was invested in more prominent, steeply-sloped locales
with marginally more restricted views of the surrounding landscape. Trends in soil
remained largely unchanged compared with the previous bin, though a small quantity
of labour is once again invested in structures situated on and around floodplain soils
(Figure 7.16, A, B).

Chalcolithic / Beaker
Both chronological bins surrounding 2500 and 2250 cal. BC fall broadly within the
chronologically latest period of climatic instability outlined above. The differing methods
of labour estimation again result in different trajectories for labour during the period
2500–2250 cal. BC, though both indicate that a substantial amount of labour was
invested in absolute terms, resulting from the construction of Silbury Hill around 2300
cal. BC (s4) and the beginnings of the round barrow tradition (cf Figure 7.14, A & C). In
terms of overall labour, Atkinson’s method shows an increase relative to the previous
bin——the peak value achieved across the whole study—whilst the alternative method
shows a decrease, placing the apex of labour some 250 years earlier with the
construction of Stonehenge stage 2. Gini coefficients remain high over this transition,
driven by the construction of both labour-intensive tumuli and smaller round barrows.
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The odd one out
In terms of additional datasets, a number of differences between s4 and both s2 and s3
(and to a lesser extent, s1) are evident. Firstly, the rising C14 aoristic sums for SE
England over c. 2400–2100 cal. BC strongly indicate that the construction occurred
partway through a sustained period of population increase, whilst the opposite was true
at s2 and s3 (Figure 7.15, A). Another major difference is that the Silbury Hill spike
corresponds with a dramatic increase in cereal aoristic sums, a synchronicity entirely
absent from spikes s2 and s3. Notably, this is the first time cereal aoristic sums recover
to any substantial level since they first dropped away around 3300 cal. BC. In contrast
to all previous labour spikes, wild food aoristic sums actually decline leading up to s4,
thereafter increasing only marginally and to a much lower level than at former spikes
(Figure 7.15, B).

The relationship between this final, major episode of labour investment (s4) and the
REVEAL pollen data is also distinct in comparison with previous spikes in labour. As
discussed, earlier episodes of intense labour investment (s1–3) typically occurred after
extended periods of grass pollen decrease and cereal / hazel pollen increase, whereas
the reverse is true with the construction of Silbury Hill and other tumuli. Furthermore, in
contrast to earlier spikes in labour (s1–3), an increase in labour investment does not
correlate with an inversion in pollen trends, as they can be seen to continue in the
decades immediately following the construction of Silbury Hill (Figure 7.15, C).
Structure topographic neighbourhoods at s4 are also at odds with those associated with
s1–s3, with the majority of s4 labour invested in very flat locations with both extremely
low prominence and views of the surrounding landscape (Figure 7.16, A – note the
high slope value is an artefact produced by the scale and shape of Silbury Hill). The
relative soil proportions of structure neighbourhoods also change significantly at s4,
with the majority of labour invested on loamy soil types 214 and 205 (discussed
above), resulting in major drop-off in values for the shallow, lime-rich soil 244, the only
point at which this occurs in the entire study (Figure 7.16, B).

Early Bronze Age
There are no further major episodes of labour investment after c. 2250 cal. BC, which
results in a dramatic decrease in overall labour during 2250–2000 cal. BC. The
simulated Gini coefficient also drops accordingly, reflecting the move towards the
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construction of large numbers of more homogenously-sized round barrows (Figure
7.14). Figure 7.15 (A–D) reveals that, at the same time, C14 SPDs level out, indicating
that population levels had probably stabilised following the dramatic increase of the
preceding 250 years. In terms of charred food aoristic sums, cereals suffer a
substantial crash just after 2250 cal. BC before recovering towards 2000 cal. BC, whilst
wild food aoristic sums continue to trend upwards, reaching a broadly comparable level
to that noted at s3. The REVEAL pollen data show that hazel pollen declines while
grass pollen increases from 2200–2000 cal. BC but, over the same period, cereal
pollen increases to the highest recorded level in the study. Pollen LCC percentages
indicate that the proportion of open ground and trees remained broadly static.

Overall labour continued to fall during 2000–1750 cal. BC, as the end of the
constructional envelope for the most numerous form of round barrow (bowl barrow)
approached. A slight increase was made possible—shown by a slight ‘bulge’ in labourweighted aoristic sums—by the construction of a variety of new forms of ‘fancy’, more
labour-intensive barrows. Whilst the introduction of these new forms of barrow did not
increase the summed labour they did increased the mean labour invested in structures
across all sub-areas. All REVEAL pollen trends continue with broadly the same
trajectory as previously noted, excepting the proportion of cereal pollen, which crashed
back down to levels comparable with those recorded for the majority of the study.
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LABOUR SPIKE NO.

S1

S2

S3

S4

APPROX. DATE (CAL.

3600

2900

2450

2300

Causewayed

Stonehenge

Stonehenge stage

Silbury Hill

enclosures.

stage 1

2

Increase before,

Decrease before,

Stable before,

Increase before,

increase after.

decrease after

increase after

increase after.

Increase before,

Increase before,

Increase before,

Stable before,

decrease after

decrease after

decrease after.

increase after.

Increase before,

Zero before, zero

Zero before, zero

Increase before,

decrease after

after.

after.

increase after.

Cereal and hazel

Cereal and hazel

Cereal and hazel

Cereal

increase before,

increase before,

increase before,

decrease

decrease after.

stable after.

decrease after.

before, increase

Grass decrease

Grass decrease

Grass decrease

after.

before, increase

before, increase

before, increase

Hazel decrease

after.

after.

after.

before,

BC)
ASSOC. MON

C14 SPD (POP. PROX)

WILD FOOD SPD

CEREAL SPD

POLLEN TAXA

decrease after.
Grass increase
before, increase
after.
POLLEN OPEN

Decrease before,

Decrease before,

Decrease before,

Increase before,

GROUND LCC

increase after.

stable after.

stable after

stable after.

Table 7.3 – Comparisons between trends from external datasets at various spikes in labour.

Conclusions
1) Four distinct spikes in labour (s1–4) are identifiable at various points in time over
the course of the study, the first three of which (causewayed enclosures,
Stonehenge stages 1 and 2, respectively) correspond to recurrent trends
observable across various external datasets, including climatic instability and
spikes in charred wild food remains aoristic sums (see Table 7.3).
2) Synchronicity in the Gini coefficient and summed labour values indicate that high
summed labour values were invariably the result of the construction of a few,
labour-intensive structures, rather than multiple, less labour-intensive structures.
3) Following an initial flurry of construction activity from c. 4000 cal. BC and a
pronounced spike around 3600 cal. BC, labour falls away dramatically around
3300 cal. BC until after the turn of the 3rd millennium. This broadly coincides with
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a newly-identified period of climatic stability. Synchronous decreases are
observable in charred cereal remain aoristic sums and REVEAL cereal pollen
proportions.
4) Following the construction of Stonehenge stage 1 around 2900 cal. BC, overall
labour probably decreased from 3000–2750 cal. BC. Over this same period, C14
SPDs and wild food aoristic sums fell to their lowest since the beginning of the 4th
millennium, and proportions of pollen remained largely unchanged.
5) The construction of Stonehenge stage 2 (s3) correlates with the second and
smaller of two closely spaced spikes in charred wild food aoristic sums, centring
around 2600 and 2450 cal. BC. Population increases rapidly following this event,
in a break from previous spikes in labour.
6) The construction of Silbury Hill (s4) occurs at a quantifiably different time to
previous spikes in labour, in terms of wider anthropogenic and environmental
processes. Namely, it was built during a time of population increase and
increasing charred cereal remains.
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7.1.3

Labour by basins

Figure 7.17 – Plots showing simulated probabilities (darker, more opaque points = increased probability) of structures
and their locations for all chronological bins. Background map shows extent of study region separated into the three
sub-areas.
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Figure 7.18 – Upper: for various basin minimum threshold sizes (x axis), the simulated mean number of basins /
pseudo-basins modelled as containing at least one structure, over each chronological bin. This data was not
corrected. Lower: the simulated mean number of basins / pseudo-basins modelled as containing at least one
structure, analysing just structure locations for each class.
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Figure 7.19 – For various basin minimum threshold sizes (x axis), plots show the simulated mean basin coefficient of
labour (upper charts) and simulated mean basin coefficient of variation of structure count (lower charts) along with the
random envelope based on the equivalent mean values (+/- 2 sigma ), calculated from randomly generated pseudobasins. Note the logarithmic x-scale.
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7.1.3.1 Basic metrics from landscape divisions: effects on labour
Containment: numbers of basins
Figure 7.18 allows some basic inferences to be made regarding the spatial distribution
of labour and structures in the landscape. For example, over the Early and Middle
Neolithic period, the average number of basins containing at least one structure
increased from 20 to 55 of the smallest basins, as more long barrows are modelled as
constructed over a wider area. During the Later Neolithic, just seven small basins were
required to contain all structures modelled as built around 2750 cal. BC, a trend that
would no doubt continue into the next chronological bin (2,500 cal. BC) were it not for
the construction of scores of round barrows, modelled as starting sometime around
2450–2400 cal. BC. During the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age periods, the minimum
number of smallest basins required to contain all structures rose rapidly to around 300,
as the number and spatial extent of structures dramatically increased.

The lower plots in Figure 7.18 help disambiguate the effects of multiple types of
structure being constructed simultaneously, as these do not incorporate the uncertainty
that surrounds sequence or length of time over which structures were constructed.
Instead, the structure locations and labour are considered together as a single,
contemporaneous group based on the type of structure (e.g. all bowl barrows are
analysed together). These plots demonstrate that all henges and stone circles could be
contained within just 11 and 3 of smallest generated basins, respectively. Around 110
of the smallest basins were required to contain all long barrows, whilst only seven were
needed for causewayed enclosures (discussed further below).
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Figure 7.20 – Upper: the number of 10,000 cell threshold basin and the mean simulated structure count. Lower:
Summed labour values (red) divided by num. basins (blue) and num. basins divided by coefficient of variation of
labour between basins. Non-corrected data.

Figure 7.20 shows how these basin metrics can be used to offer additional
perspectives on the labour data. The upper plot shows the relationship between
structure count and numbers of required basins and, as expected, more structures
generally translates to more basins. The lower plot shows the summed labour values
divided by the number of basins (blue line) and demonstrates that, from 3250–2750
cal. BC onwards, labour became increasingly concentrated, both in terms of the
numbers of structures and their location in relation to one another and basin
boundaries. In contrast with the simple summed labour plots (red line), which show
peak investment at 2250 cal. BC, labour divided by basin number peaked earlier,
around 2750 cal. BC. The absolute number of basins with any structures contained
within them may not be a reliable measure of labour dispersal, however, as this does
not account for the quantity of labour contained within each basin. For example, one
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basin out ten containing at least a single structure might in fact contain 90% of all
labour. To account for this, a second measure was created (green line) whereby the
number of basins was first divided by the coefficient of labour variation amongst all
basins, before being used to divide total labour (Figure 7.20 , green line). This
produces a trend more comparable to the original summed labour, though no levelling
off round 2750 cal. BC is can be seen, rather, in this case a near constant increase is
depicted from 3250–2250 cal. BC.

In addition to their overall spatial extent, the shape of the line plots in Figure 7.18 also
demonstrates how closely-spaced structures likely were. In the majority of cases, the
number of basins required to contain structures decreases as the area of individual
basins increases, indicating that the distribution of structures was ‘shared’ evenly
across drainage basins. It is interesting to note that certain structure types do not follow
this pattern. For example, the number of basins required to contain all causewayed
enclosures (Figure 7.18, bottom) does not decrease significantly until a threshold size
50,000 cells, indicating that these structures were positioned farther enough apart, or
rather, appropriately relative to basin boundaries to avoid ever sharing the same basin
until such point as the basins become large enough to merge multiple river systems.

The close spacing (< 4km) but basin exclusivity of causewayed enclosures at Knap Hill
and Rybury, north of the headwaters of the Avon, is instructive in this regard (Figure
7.21), as is the similarly close (< 5km) but basin exclusive position of sites at Robin
Hood’s Ball and Larkhill, overlooking the rivers Till and Avon, respectively (Figure
7.21). Basin generated using a 10,000 cell threshold also seem to have a noticeable
impact on the data. It is when the landscape is partitioned into basins of this size, for
example, that long barrows diverge most strongly from the simulated data in terms of
the minimum number of basins necessary to accommodate all structure locations
(Figure 7.18, bottom)
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Figure 7.21 – The locations of Causewayed enclosures in relation to rivers and drainage basins (left: 25,000 and right:
50,000 minimum cell threshold). Note causewayed enclosures are only exclusive in the left-hand map.

Differences with pseudo-basins
Figure 7.18 shows that the number of drainage basins occupied by at least one
structure was, on average, lower than the number of pseudo-basins, though the count
of basins rarely fell below the simulated envelope. It is notable that basin data
generated using a minimum drainage threshold of 10,000 cells came closest to falling
below the envelope during the bin within which the majority of long barrows were
modelled as being constructed (3500 cal. BC). The situation changes from the Late
Neolithic period onwards, and consistently less basins than pseudo-basins are required
to contain all modelled structure locations, especially for basin maps with threshold
sizes of 10–50,000 cells. The lower, class based charts on Figure 7.18 demonstrate
that significantly fewer basins than randomly generated pseudo-basins are required to
contain most structure types when no temporal uncertainty is modelled (i.e. structure
types are assumed to contemporaneous and are analysed in groups), though this only
applies to basin maps generated using specific threshold values.

The disparity between analyses which incorporate temporal uncertainty and the
duration of constructional envelopes and those that do not (i.e. the upper and lower
plots in Figure 7.18, respectively) perhaps highlights the limitations of the temporal
simulation, which sampled dates from class-specific probability distribution but
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assigned them to randomly selected structures from anywhere within the study region,
a process that reduced the likelihood of ‘neighbouring’ structures being assigned
similar dates. Regardless, the implication of the above is that basins are more ‘efficient’
(i.e. fewer are required) at dividing up known structure locations than the randomised
pseudo-basins, indicating that basin boundaries—or perhaps another property acting
as a proxy for them—may have played a role in structuring long barrow and other
monument locations.

7.1.3.2 Variation between individual basins: territorial units?
Early and Middle Neolithic basins in context
The upper charts in Figure 7.19 show the coefficient of variation of total basin labour.
Over the Early Neolithic period (c. 3750–3250 cal. BC), the absolute values (4–6) are
low relative to later periods and, as expected, variation decreases in relation to both
increasing basin and pseudo-basin size. It is notable that the basin data depart from
this general trend with a minimum threshold size of 10,000, which is apparent as a
noticeable downward spike on the plots, beginning in 3750 cal. BC (where it nearly falls
below the randomised envelope) and remaining visible (though to a lesser extent) over
the following three chronological bins. The same effect is also visible the on the lower
charts in Figure 7.19, which show the variation in the number of structures contained
within each basin. These trends complement prior observed patterns (see above,
section 7.1.3.1) which demonstrate that an unusually low number of basins were
required to contain all structure locations for this basin size during the Early and Middle
Neolithic period. The plots also demonstrate that variation in structure count (and to a
lesser extent labour) between basins produced using the 25,000 cell threshold is
somewhat higher than expected and in some cases (bins centred on 3500 and 3250
cal. BC) produces values equivalent or higher than those associated with smaller basin
sizes.

The above effects are likely caused by a peculiarity in the configuration of the basin
maps and the spatial distribution of structures and labour throughout the Neolithic
period. Figure 7.17 shows any structures simulated as being present (coloured by
likelihood of presence) during any of the three chronological bins under discussion,
overlaying basin maps borders generated using 10,000 (upper left) and 25,000 (upper
right) minimum threshold values, and their randomised equivalents (lower maps). Most
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structures simulated as present at this time are long barrows, and the three clusters
first identified by Ashbee (1970)—those to the southwest around the headwaters of the
river Wylye (and possibly including those around the Till), those to the south around the
Avon, near to Amesbury, and those to the north around the Kennet, near the village of
Avebury—are clearly visible (focussed around highlighted basins in Figure 7.22). It is
notable that the first of the clusters contains both fewer and more spatially-dispersed
structures relative to the other clusters, and that these also lie within a basin (the most
westerly basin depicted) that does not become increasingly divided as the minimum
basin threshold is decreased from 25,000 to 10,000 cells (cf upper right map to upper
left map in).

Figure 7.22 - The study region divided by basins (top) and pseudo-basins (bottom) at minimum basin threshold sizes
of 10,000 (left) and 25,000 (right) cells or their pseudo-basin equivalents. Points show location of long barrows (blue)
and causewayed enclosures for Early and Middle Neolithic period.

In contrast, the latter two clusters contain more structures, are less dispersed, and lie
within basins that readily fragment into multiple, smaller basins at lower threshold
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values (cf Figure 7.22, top and bottom). The result of this arrangement is that, when the
lower basin threshold value of 10,000 cells is used, the labour invested in the southwesterly cluster contributes to just a single basin, whilst the labour relating to the other
clusters is split across 3–4 different basins (Figure 7.22, top left). Given the smaller
number of structures (and labour) in the south-westerly cluster, this results in a lower
overall basin labour coefficient of variation across the map as a whole, as the sum total
labour of the more dispersed south-westerly cluster is numerically closer to just a
proportion of the sum labour of the other, denser clusters. Examination of a sample of
the pseudo-basin maps show that this configuration is rarely replicated, with the
smaller pseudo-basins frequently dividing up all three clusters more-or-less evenly,
resulting in higher coefficients of variation (Figure 7.22, bottom left).

One reading of the above is that the basin borders produced using minimum threshold
values of 10,000 cells approximated to the geographical borders of territories—or at
least units of land that structured or constrained construction activity—functioning
during this period of time. If each area received a similar amount of construction, then
dividing the landscape along these lines would yield low overall variance. In contrast, if
larger threshold values occasionally transcended these putative boundaries then
structures and labour belonging to multiple spaces might be compared against that
associated with just one, yielding higher overall variance. Implicit within this hypothesis
is the idea that raw territory area did not simply correlate with labour investment (hence
divergence from randomised pseudo-basins), and that more territories emerged where
the landscape was more enclosed and densely divided by multiple watercourses (i.e.
regions that would result in multiple basins at threshold values of 10,000 cells) and
fewer emerged where the landscape was more open, and served by just one
watercourse (i.e. regions that would not would result in multiple basins at threshold
values of 10,000 cells).
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Figure 7.23 – Basins at 25,000 cell (solid lines) and 10,000 cell (colours) minimum threshold values around the upper
reaches of the River Kennet.

In this respect it interesting to note how the area surrounding Avebury is divided up by
basins produced using either threshold value (Figure 7.23, most north-westerly basin).
The greater value produces a rather large basin (solid black line) of some 150 sq.
kilometres that encompasses all of the river Kennet upstream of its confluence with the
Og, around the modern town of Marlborough. The smaller threshold value results in
three internal basins (multi-coloured basins), the larger two of which encompass the
upper and lower reaches of the Kennet, whilst the smallest delineates DevizesBeckhampton valley, which still serves as the catchment for a re-entrant—the
Beckhampton brook—that flows clockwise around the north of Silbury Hill. Indeed,
Field (2002) has noted that this watercourse probably once carried larger quantities of
water as it was known to have served as a historic, geographic focus for the village of
the same name. Each basin therefore comprises the area surrounding a c. 3km stretch
of river, a figure not dissimilar to the c. 2km distancing of long barrow locations around
the river Wylye, noted by Field and Eagles (2004).

More widely, the 10,000 cell minimum basin threshold results in similarly logical
divisions of the landscape that broadly correspond to single, mostly still extant
watercourses and their catchments. Around Stonehenge, for example, the 10,000 cell
threshold distinguishes between the catchment of the Nine Mile River and the Avon,
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whilst the larger threshold does not. These boundaries are more akin to those already
noted as serving as territories in both early historic Wessex and various ethnographic
contexts around the world (i.e. large rivers are broken into upstream and downstream
basins and significant re-entrants and tributaries form individual catchments, see
section 4.1.3). In contrast, increasingly lower threshold values produced more
subdivision of the landscape and resulted in increasingly small units less likely to have
ever realistically contained a watercourse. As already discussed, threshold values
larger than 25,000 cells merged multiple known individual river catchments into single
basins, resulting in units spanning many hundreds of squared kilometres, seemingly
too large to have constituted easily comprehensible territories in prehistory.

Later Neolithic and Early Bronze Age basins in context
During the Late Neolithic / Chalcolithic period (c. 2750–2250 cal. BC), the upper charts
on Figure 7.19 show that the previously noted downwards trend in mean coefficient of
labour variation around the 10k basin map (discussed above) becomes less prominent,
with most basin values falling within the randomised polygon envelope for all bins. As
expected, absolute values of variation are higher throughout this period (ranging from
5–20, in chronological order) than the Early and Middle Neolithic, reflecting the
construction of a handful of very labour-intensive structures at certain points in the
landscape. At 2250 cal. BC, the mean variation of labour for basins falls well below that
recorded for pseudo-basins for every basin map with a threshold value above 2,500. In
contrast, variation of structure count between basins exceeds the envelope noted for
pseudo-basins, though only for basin maps produced using threshold values of
between 1,000–2,500 cells.
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Figure 7.24 - Basins (left) and psuedo-basins (right) generated using 2,500 cell threshold around Stonehenge (top)
and Avebury (bottom). Points are structure locations modelled as falling within chronological bin 2250 cal. BC,
coloured by probability and scaled by labour. Note the large size of basins highlighted yellow relative to others.

As Figure 7.24 shows this unique situation is caused by the spatial configuration of
structures and their labour in relation to basin boundaries. This is point at which both a
small number of high-labour (monumental mounds) and several hundred low-labour
(round barrows) structures begin to be modelled across the landscape. Given the
above, higher levels of basin map variation in terms of structure numbers is likely due
to the presence of unusually large basins, such as that highlighted (Nine Mile River
catchment) in the upper plots of Figure 7.24. Given the relatively even spatial spread of
round barrows at the time, this results in a few basins containing very high number of
barrows whilst most others contain just a small number (high variation). The
randomised polygons break apart these large basins into more evenly sized pseudobasins, resulting in overall lower variation in the number of structures per basin (top
right map).

Whilst the above also reduces variation in labour, the lower maps in Figure 7.24
indicate why the basins actually still produce lower variation in terms of labour.
As discussed above, at this point in time, the region comprises many, majority lowlabour, basins and pseudo-basins comprising just a small number of round barrows.
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The greatest single source of labour is far and away Silbury Hill (representing ~40
times the labour of the next most labour-intensive structure), although other
structures—stone circles, avenues, indirectly dated henges—also contribute too (lower
plots, red points). These generally tend to be positioned in tight clusters around valleys
floors near to river confluences, as was the case around Avebury (see lower plots).
Accordingly, although close in terms of Euclidean distance, these structures are
invariably separated by minor drainage divides, which limits the already substantial
total of the basin that contains Silbury Hill. As can be seen from the lower right plot, the
randomised pseudo-basins do not respect these divides and frequently merge the
labour of Silbury Hill and the few remaining, relatively high-labour structures. As a
result, the sum total of whichever pseudo-basin Silbury Hill falls within is increased yet
further, pushing up overall map labour variance.

Conclusions
1) During the Early and Middle Neolithic, the number of occupied basins increased in
line with the number of long barrows, with structures being built in a maximum of 55
small basins per 250 year period. This dropped to around seven basins over the Late
Neolithic. The construction of round barrows in the Chalcolithic and EBA raised the
figure to a maximum of ~300 per 250 year bin.

2) Of all structure types analysed, causewayed enclosures were the only type not to
require any additional basins until basin size was increased to the point at which
multiple river catchments were merged (threshold values of > 10,00–25,000 cells). This
is despite some causewayed enclosures being built less than 4km away from one
another.

3) The variation in total labour between basins was often lowest when basins from the
10,000 cell threshold map were used. These basin boundaries approximated to the
catchments of both now dry (but once flowing) and extant rivers, occasionally dividing
more major rivers into upstream and downstream components. Basin labour
coefficients exceeded, or nearly exceeded the lower-limit of the envelope generated by
pseudo-basins at 3750 and 2250 cal. BC, possibly indicating that basins of this size
influenced structure location and labour investment at these times.
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4) When viewed as a proportion of the total number of basins containing structures,
labour investment increased rapidly from 3250—2750 cal. BC, after which point it
mostly decreased . Notably, it peaked around 500 years earlier than the maximum
absolute peak of labour investment. Labour investment increased steadily from 3250–
2250 cal. BC when the number of basins was adjusted to account for the variation of
labour within basins, however.

5) For basin maps generated using threshold values of 2,500–25,000 cells, fewer
basins than pseudo-basins were generally required to contain structure locations from
2250 cal. BC onwards. This was also true when all known locations pertaining to a
specific class of structure were analysed together. Notwithstanding the preliminery
nature of the analyses (i.e. low number of iterations) this may indicate that structure
locations were influenced by basin boundaries.
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8 Discussion
Each chronologically-structured section of the discussion begins by first evaluating the
conclusions from the long-term labour study, with a special focus on sections 7.1.1
(‘labour by monument type’) and 7.1.3 (‘labour by basins’), against each relevant stage
of Renfrew’s (1973) MMSO hypothesis. These initial sections explore the significance
and implications of the present study for Renfrew’s (ibid.) thesis in its own terms. The
discussion then progresses by drawing on wider archaeological research relating to the
period—including genetic, isotopic and environmental studies—and a consideration of
the implications of the external data from section 7.1.2 (‘labour through time and
space’). This approach allows a more comprehensive, contextual revaluation of
Renfrew’s (ibid.) original claims, which were essentially hypothesised exclusively using
the labour and distribution of monuments, and lays the foundations for a revised
perspective on the social context of construction that includes both a measure of the
labour, its relationship to the wider landscape and the kind of wider world it was
invested in. The chronological scope of the discussion is limited to the period that
MMSO focusses most intensely on; the Neolithic.

As outlined in chapter 7, the present study identified a number of key reproducibility
issues relating to empirical aspects of Renfrew’s (1973) hypothesis outlining the
emergence of chiefdoms over the course of the Neolithic period in Wessex. A
cornerstone of Renfrew’s (ibid.: 548) thesis was his identification of a so-called
‘hierarchy of effort’, which saw the labour invested in building monuments throughout
the Neolithic increase, stage by stage, as their overall number and spatial density
decreased. This, Renfrew (ibid.) proposed, could be explained by the gradual
amalgamation of smaller social groupings into larger ones, who in turn pooled their
labour to build larger monuments whilst occupying expanded, geographical territories.

8.1

Early Neolithic

Referring to social classificatory schema outlined by both Sahlins (1968) and Service
(1962), Renfrew (ibid.: 547) suggested that the earliest forms of monument in
Wessex—long barrows—were likely built by ‘essentially egalitarian societies’, possibly
as part of some kind of family-oriented project, whereby workers were paid in food as
part of a feasting ceremony. Along with their relatively dense spatial distribution,
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Renfrew (ibid.: 547) specifically referenced the absolute number of hours estimated as
required for the construction of long barrows as a rationale for his social classification,
stating that: ‘this is not a large figure [5000 hours] and implies no supra-territorial
organisation’. Notably, recent aDNA studies tentatively support Renfrew’s (ibid.)
identification of individual long barrows with particular familial lines. For example,
Sánchez-Quinto et al.’s (2019) analysis of 60 individuals buried in megalithic tombs
across north-western Europe, dating from 4825–2580 cal. BC, demonstrates that
individuals buried in megalithic tombs were more likely to be both male and related to
one another than individuals recovered from contemporary but non-megalithic burials.
The authors conclude that megalithic tombs essentially functioned as burial grounds for
patrilineal segments of wider groups or societies that existed at the time.

The labour study demonstrates a considerable diversity in terms of the labour invested
in building long barrows, with estimates ranging from ~1,000–50,000 hours. Together,
these values do indicate that long barrow construction (or at least the mounding event
itself), often required more labour than a single family could reasonably supply
(including the occasional combined effort of hundreds of individuals or more to
transport megaliths, see analysis of West Kennet, chapter 4), a perspective shared by
a number of authors (Artursson et al. 2016; Müller 1990; Rassmann 2010). Although
the study indicated that at least 17 long barrows within the sample analysed exceeded
the upper limit of 10,000 hours— several by some 400%—proposed as possible for
‘egalitarian tribes’ by Renfrew (ibid.). The significance of this disparity is emphasised
when these figures are compared to those relating to causewayed enclosures,
purportedly the collective achievements of proto- or emerging chiefdoms, comprising
20 or so tribes (Renfrew 1973, 549).

Five out of seven estimates relating to causewayed enclosures overlap with the upper
end of the range of estimates associated with long barrows, though the estimate for
Windmill Hill (c. 160,000 hours) remains significantly greater than the most labourintensive long barrow. With labour values this close, however, the overlap between
these two structure types should be scrutinised. For example, it is possible (though not
proven) that the very largest long barrow mounds might have been created by episodic
extensions to existing mounds, spaced out over some time, as has been suggested for
the Tilshead Old Ditch (Field 2006, 85). Equally, the impact of not modelling timber
elements should also be considered. Though earthen long barrows can contain
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elaborate, labour-demanding timber settings (e.g. the timber revetment at Fussell’s
lodge, Ashbee 1966), substantial timber elements are a better attested element of
causewayed enclosures and their outworks (see Oswald et al. 2001, 48–48). At
Stapleton causewayed enclosure, in Hampshire, for example, Mercer (1980, 59–60)
estimated these elements to have required a quarter of the time demanded by
construction of the earthworks (but see Oswald et al. 2001, 53). Taken at face value,
however, the present study indicates that the labour expended building the majority of
causewayed enclosures does not alone imply a new form of social structure any more
than the construction of the largest long barrows did.

Moving away a comparison of absolute labour values, the basin analyses detailed in
chapter 7 arguably offer support for Renfrew’s (ibid.) claims around a (spatially)
hierarchical relationship between causewayed enclosures and long barrows. These
analyses reveal that variation in long barrows counts and labour is minimised when the
landscape is divided into basins that demarcate upstream and downstream
components of the known major rivers and their tributaries. Divided in such a way, both
the 30 or so strong long barrow clusters on the Marlborough Downs and around
Stonehenge span three basins each, whilst the smaller cluster of around 20 long
barrows to the west of Salisbury Plain is contained by just one. Individual causewayed
enclosures, such as Robin Hood’s Ball, tend to be positioned within, or nearby, a long
barrow-containing river basin, in much the way that Renfrew (ibid.) described. The
recent discovery of Larkhill causewayed enclosure (Krakowka 2017), overlooking the
Avon, means that the number of causewayed enclosures associated with each cluster
of long barrows approximately corresponds to the number of basins comprising the
cluster, partially resolving Renfrew’s (1973, 558) query around the anomalous
presence of three causewayed enclosures around the North Wiltshire Downs.

8.1.1

Setting the scene: the social context of Early and Middle Neolithic
construction in northern Wessex

To make further sense of the above observations, the following section sketches out
the wider context of Early and Middle Neolithic northern Wessex, in terms of people,
movement and identity. As noted by Shennan (2018, 183–7), genetic evidence derived
from ancient DNA (aDNA) studies now indicates that a significant migration of Neolithic
people (i.e individuals with genetic material associated with Aegean Neolithic Farmers
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(ANF)) to Britain occurred around 4000 cal. BC (contra Thomas 1999; 1988). Brace et
al.’s (2019) study demonstrates that ANF individuals were buried at a variety of
locations across Britain from the early 4th millennium cal. BC onwards, though the
authors caution that the chronological resolution of their model is too coarse to provide
a precise picture of where and when migration first occurred (Brace, Diekmann, Booth,
van Dorp, et al. 2019). To help establish this, Collard et al. (2010) used kernel density
estimation to assess the density of radiocarbon dates throughout Britain dating to
between 8000–4000 cal. BP.

Assuming radiocarbon spatiotemporal density correlates with population
spatiotemporal density (Rick 1987), their results demonstrate that south-west England
was the first region to experience a population boom around 4000 cal. BC, consistent
with the large-scale arrival of an incoming population at this time. A comparable boom
occurred in central Scotland less than a century or so later. As highlighted by several
authors (Contreras et al. 2014; Thomas 2013, 219), it is perhaps unsurprising that the
role of Wessex is emphasised in the early stages of the Neolithic, given the
vulnerability of Collard at al.’s (2010) method to reflect research bias in favour of this
area. That said, scholars recognised the apparent early pre-eminence of the region
prior to the routine or accurate use of radiocarbon dating (Daniel 1950; Piggott 1954),
and on a variety of other grounds (Barrett et al. 1991; Lawson 2007; Pollard and
Reynolds 2002; Whittle 1993, 30).

As Shennan (2018, 187) details, there are alternative versions of this story and the
subsequent spread of population throughout Britain and Ireland (Garrow et al. 2017;
e.g. Pailler et al. 2009; Whittle et al. 2011). Whittle et al. (2011) suggest that pioneer
communities from northern France originally landed in south-east England, although
this sits less well with Schulz Paulsson’s (2019) megalithic chronology (see below).
Regardless, it now appears likely that—within several generations—incomers arrived in
the south of England and rapidly established and colonised the length of the Britain
and Ireland, both overland, by river, via coastal cabotage, and probably in increasing
numbers. In some cases, it is likely that these newcomers were destined for locations
much farther north and west (Shennan 2018, 187).
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Figure 8.1 - Kernel density estimates showing spatiotemporal density of radiocarbon determinations from 6100–5300
cal BP (Collard et al. 2010).

8.1.1.1 From whence
In terms of where Neolithic farmers migrated from, Brace et al. (2019) observe that the
earliest Neolithic genomes analysed in Britain most closely resemble those deriving
from Middle Neolithic (i.e late 5th-millenium cal. BC) populations within Iberia, implying
that the ancestors of those who migrated to Britain lived within this region. Owing to a
lack of aDNA relating to later Neolithic individuals from north west Europe, they go on
to caution that there is no implication that the actual individuals who migrated to Britain
in the 4th millennium cal. BC were from Iberia. Sheridan (2010b; 2010a) has already
detailed the similarities between early British Neolithic pottery styles and those noted
from similarly aged sites in north west France. More recent work by Schulz Paulsson
(2019), detailing a Bayesian analyses of 2,410 radiocarbon dates deriving from
megalithic and non-megalithic contexts in north-western Europe demonstrates a threestage diffusion of accessible, megalithic funerary architecture of the sort associated
with the earliest monumental Neolithic contexts in Britain.
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Figure 8.2 - Proposed three stage maritime spread of accessible megalithic architecture. From oldest to youngest, Red
> Green > Yellow (> Orange). (Schulz Paulsson 2019)

According to Schulz Paulsson (2019), such architecture originated in multiple regions
along the west Atlantic seaboard of continental Europe (one of the earliest sites being
Prissé-la-Charrière, Deux-Sèvres, in western France, 4371–4263 cal. BC) before
spreading to Britain, where the earliest known site is currently the chambered tomb at
Coldrum, Kent (3971–3805 cal. BC) and other littoral zones along the south-west
Atlantic seaboard of the continent, such as around the Bay of Biscay in south-western
France. Crucially, the tradition was not adopted further inland in eastern France,
northern Germany, Denmark etc. until several centuries later, after around 3500 cal.
BC. Schulz Paulsson’s (2019) conclusion is that that the sort of megalithic architecture
that first appeared in Britain was developed by the middle 5th millennium coastal
communities of western France, who sailed with their ideas to Britain and elsewhere
around the turn of the 4th millennium.

This megalithic maritime model displays continuity with that proposed for the original
spread of Neolithic populations from the western Mediterranean to Iberia (and thence
north-western France), which occurred sometime around the middle of 6th millennium
cal. BC. Zilhão’s (2001) reanalysis of radiocarbon dates from only short-lived
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carbonated material (shells, seeds, bones) recovered from secure, diagnostic Neolithic
contexts across western Europe, indicates that the calibrated age of the earliest
Neolithic sites found across the region—from Genoa, Italy to Modego, Portugal—was
statistically indistinguishable. Such a rate of advance (some 10–20 km / year) is many
times the maximum rate observed ethnographically for terrestrial ‘demic diffusion’ (also
see Ammerman et al. 1984), whereby population increase of around 1% per annum is
accommodated by the gradual colonisation of adjacent lands (Zilhão 2001, 14184).
Along with the observed coastal and riverine preference of Early Neolithic sites, Zilhão
(ibid.) concludes such a rapid spread was facilitated by maritime migration. More
recently, simulations by Isern et al. (2017) have shown that maritime models involving
regular migrations of 300–450 km and population growth of 2.3% per annum best fit
the tight date ranges associated with these sites.

8.1.1.2 Sea, megalithism, death
The above recent findings inevitably colour our understanding of the inception of the
Neolithic in Britain, pointing to something dramatic, more akin to organised, active
colonisation by pioneer communities with a strong history of seafaring, rather than a
series of haphazard incursions by curious travellers. Indeed, Brace at al. (2018, 6) note
that ‘a large-scale seaborne movement’ remains the most plausible explanation for the
genetic evidence. The establishment of a significant maritime connection is especially
interesting in light of the previously discussed spatial proximity of earlier Neolithic burial
monuments throughout Britain and Ireland to the sea and rivers (Cummings et al.
2004; Fowler et al. 2003, discussed further below). This monumentalised connection
between death and burial with the sea contrasts with the now well-established Neolithic
aversion to marine foodstuffs (Bonsall et al. 2002, 7). A brief review of the literature
provides several more tangential proposals regarding connections between early
megalithism and the sea or seafaring.

These are:
•

Whittle’s (2000) reinterpretation of ‘Mané Rutual’ motifs on Breton menhirs as
whales, rather than axes

•

the presence of now submerged stone alignments running parallel to the coast
of Carnac (Cassen et al. 2011), possibly built as spiritual barriers to rising sea
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levels during the period, which ultimately created the Gulf of Morbihan (trans.
'the inner sea’) (Barrett 1994: 29–32; Bradley et al. 2017; Cassen 2009)
•

earlier theories noting the potential for megaliths to act as navigational devices
indicating safe sea passage (Davidson et al. 2010)

•

Phillips’ (2004) convincing suggestion that early Neolithic Orcadian tombs were
positioned to be visible from the sea, though as Fraser (1983, 309) has
remarked not accessible from the sea.

•

Various ethnographic parallels can also be drawn but perhaps Hoskins’ (1986,
34) records demonstrating that on the Indonesian Island of Kodi megalithic
sledges are referred to as ‘ships’ (tena), complete with symbolic, textile ‘sails’
(lera), best demonstrates the continued capacity for metaphorical overlap
between these domains.

On a more practical level, seafaring and megalith construction share a skillset, with
each activity and its associated practices arguably forming parts of the same overall
‘taskscape’ (Ingold 2000):
•

the careful curation, felling and shaping of substantial trees, both to produce log
boats and sledges for megaliths

•

the production of strong cordage and development of associated skills relating
to knotting, both to moor boats to the land and haul them from the sea, or to
bind megaliths to their sledges and provide the rope needed haul them overland
(e.g. Harris 2016)

•

the creation of timber or stone slipways, and an associated understanding of
friction, both to facilitate the transport of boats into and out of the sea / rivers,
and to make possible the transport of megaliths overland (Harris 2018)

•

and lastly (though not finally), the co-ordinated, practical action of large groups
of individuals, be it to haul boats from the sea or wrench orthostats upright or
pull capstones onto orthostats.

Taken together, the above might well indicate the sea was a mutually constitutive part
of early megalithism. Certainly, Cassen et al. (2016, 276–285) have illustrated the
many ways megalith construction and seafaring can interact at a practical level both in
a variety of ethnographic and modern, experimental contexts.
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8.1.2

Enter northern Wessex

The more generalised findings outlined above paint a much richer picture of the wider
socio-economic context of Britain in 4th millennium cal. BC, and allow for an informed
revaluation of the role of northern Wessex and its monumentality within this wider
cultural milieu. As discussed above, it seems likely that people initially flowed into
Britain from north west France, leading to a noticeable population 'boom’ around 4000
cal. BC, geographically focused in south-west of England (Collard et al. 2010),
although with a considerable focus on northern Wessex (Figure 8.1). In considering
why northern Wessex appears to have been an early focus for incoming Neolithic
communities, it is instructive to review Sherratt’s (1996) work Why Wessex?, which
outlines a logical rationale based around long-distance movement. His theory, briefly
discussed below, essentially hinged on the impractical nature of sailing around Land’s
End from north to south and the peculiarities of the southern and southwestern English
river system. Arguably, his work is given renewed currency in light of the recent
confirmation of Neolithic maritime migration, the connection between megalithism and
the sea, and a greater appreciation of early Neolithic mobility (discussed further below).

Figure 8.3- England and Wales a) spatiotemporal density of radiocarbon determinations c. 4000 cal. BC, b) Cunliffe’s
hill fort zone, c) rivers with navigable sections bold c. 1750AD, d) population density, c. 1750AD, e) Sherratt’s (ibid.)
proposed trans-ithmian routes to the west involving the Avons.
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As noted by Field (2008, 24–5) the tidal regime of the English Channel is wellestablished, having prevailed from the middle of 6th millennium cal. BC. Thus, there is
good reason to believe that, around 4000 cal. BC, the narrowing of the English channel
from west to east likely then, as now, acted as an amplifying funnel for the prevailing
westerly Atlantic currents, hampering inbound maritime access from the south to the
Irish Sea, Wales and the western coast of Scotland. Warnings are still issued
surrounding the unusually high incidence of poor visibility in the channel and the
heightened capacity for winds to adversely affect the strength and direction of tides,
especially in the spring (NGIA 2004, 5). Sherratt (ibid.: 212–6) suggests that those
wishing to reach such regions from the south would be forced to take a ‘trans-ithmian’
route to the Bristol channel (i.e navigate inland rivers involving portage across the
Cornish peninsula to avoid circumnavigating it by sea).

As seen on Figure 8.3 B, however, historically, there is lack of navigable rivers along
this stretch of the peninsula, and the nearest available known waterway with
reasonable inland penetration is the Hampshire Avon. Figure 8.3 E shows that this
river could be followed for some distance due north, whereupon a range of tributaries
are encountered, each offering different onwards options to reach either the Bristol
Channel, west Wales or the Irish Sea, most of which involve passage along parts of the
Warwickshire or Bristol Avon. Access to these more distant, northern-westerly lands is
particularly interesting given the very early presence of Neolithic culture there. Might
parts of the these three rivers have formed a crucial thoroughfare from continental
Europe to Wales, Ireland and parts of western Scotland from the very earliest
Neolithic? Their combined catchments broadly approximate to Cunliffe’s (1991) ‘hill fort
dominated’ zone (see Figure 8.3 B), implying a continued importance during the Iron
Age. Sherratt (1996, 214) also notes that it is highly unusual for three adjacent rivers to
share the same name (Avon) unless they were historically perceived (and perhaps
used) as a single entity.

For the reasons outlined above, it is likely that some initial Neolithic arrivals to Britain—
whether they were bound for southern England or more north-westerly locales—landed
at Christchurch harbour before navigating inland up the Hampshire Avon (note also the
density of ground stone axes marking the point at which the Avon discharges into the
English channel, Field 2008, 49, fig 4.13). In this model, Salisbury Plain marks the
point at which northward-bound individuals arriving by boat would need to disembark
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and portage to different watercourses to complete their onwards journey (the
Marlborough Downs serving the same function for those arriving from the south east).
This ‘nodality’ (Sherratt 1996, 217) in relation to long-distance routes instantly confers
an importance on the area during the Neolithic migrations7. The landscape itself was
also no doubt appealing. The lack of a substantial Mesolithic presence (Pollard 2012,
96; Whittle 1990), the abundance of both nodular and high-quality, tabular seams of
flint within the chalk—a resource known to have exploited almost immediately for
production of axes to clear the land (Schauer et al. 2019)—a mosaic of fertile
agricultural land, mixed woodland, and riverside pasture, surely all played their part in
making the area an immediate and continued focus in the Early Neolithic.

8.1.3

The social context of Early Neolithic construction

As Whittle et al. (2008, 68) note, however, there is probably a lag between the
construction of long barrows and causewayed enclosures around the north Wiltshire
Downs, most of which date to after the turn of the 38th century cal. BC, and the earliest
Neolithic activity here, c. 4000 cal. BC. Earlier dates for long barrows and chambered
tombs in southern Britain do exist, for example Coldrum, Kent (pre-38th century cal. BC,
discussed above), Broadsands, Devon (ca. 3800 cal. BC, see Schulting 2016, 327)
and Burn Ground, Gloucestershire (also ca. 3800 cal. BC, see Smith et al. 2006).
Notably though, these are all tombs either on, or not far from, the present day
coastline. More early structures may well have existed in similar locales but are either
now destroyed or remain undetected; as Field (2008, 44) notes, the coastal plain of
southern England was intensively cultivated during historic times. Nevertheless, the
frequency and scale of early Neolithic construction undoubtedly increased in northern
Wessex—like much of Britain—sometime after 3700 cal. BC (Thomas 2015; Whittle et
al. 2007).

The climatic data summarised in chapter 7 is perhaps a useful starting point in
comprehending this lag. Following a decrease in flint mining and open ground species

7 Parker Pearson (2018, 11) has suggested that the presence of a slate projectile point— probably derived from

Wales—found at the incredibly long-lived site of Blick Mead (occupied continuously c. 8th–5th millennium cal. BC) might
indicate that the ‘structural’ importance of Salisbury Plain extended much farther back in time.
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from ~3950 cal. BC (Schauer et al. 2019), these data show that a severe episode of
climatic instability, comprising colder winters and wetter summers, began between
3700–3650 cal. BC and lasted until c. 3250 cal. BC. As already demonstrated, the
onset of this climatic downturn broadly correlates with the first major spike in labour
(s1), which includes both an increase in long barrow construction and the creation of
new, labour-intensive causewayed enclosures (see section 7.1.2.2). To understand the
social context of this labour it is necessary to first think about how these environmental
changes were experienced and perceived by communities living in northern Wessex. In
this respect, it is important to remember the vulnerability of northern Wessex soils to
nitrate leaching (demonstrated by the neighbourhood analyses, section 7.1.2.2), which
increases with heavy rainfall (Mastrocicco et al. 2019). Indeed, the onset of the climatic
instability also coincides with a sharp increase on charred wild foods remains
(hazelnuts), which would be consistent with an increased reliance on wild foods—
already utilised as part of a mixed subsistence economy (Cummings et al. 2011)—as a
response to lower-yield harvests. The external data shows that charred cereal remains
(of all species) continued to enter the archaeological record, however, though Bevan
(2017, 10526) note that the hardier Barley (Hordeum sp.) becomes more prevalent
after c. 3500 cal. BC.

Given the impact of the above wider environmental changes, costly signalling theory
(CST) might aptly describe the pretext for the increase in long barrow construction. As
outlined by Conolly (2017, 435), CST is grounded in evolutionary theory, positing that
organisms routinely engage in ‘costly’ signals to predators, such as a springbok
‘stotting’ (jumping on the spot) in sight of a predator rather than running away. The
signal confers the high fitness of the prey to the predator, which may choose to
conserve its own energy by not giving chase. Mathematically, the idea hinges on the
cost of the signal being proportionally higher for low-fitness prey than high-fitness prey.
In terms of human behaviour, the hosting of feasts, an ethnographically well-attested
mechanism for both increasing familial social standing and mobilising labour (e.g.
Adams 2007; Dewar 1966; Heyerdahl 1958; Hoskins 1986; Hutton 1921), is frequently
cited as one such “wasteful”, prosocial form of costly signalling.

As Boone (1998) has demonstrated, during episodes of resource stress and increased
mortality, the cost of diverting resources to enhance survivability of offspring (i.e by
increasing social standing with feasts) can be a more successful reproductive strategy
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than producing more offspring (Conolly 2017, 437). Extending this idea, Bliege Bird
and Smith (2005) go onto show how such processes can also benefit the entire
community by facilitating the optimum choice in terms of leader. The approach has
utility in archaeology (and shall be returned to later) but, like all functionalist arguments,
the cultural specificities of the signalling behaviour are ignored (Shanks et al. 1987,
89). Perhaps it is best to both recognise that exogenous factors such as climate
change provide a pretext for action, whilst appreciating that the nature of subsequent
events as they unfold is historically and culturally specific, and worthy of study in these
terms. So what was it about the construction of long barrows specifically that made
them an appropriate choice to respond to the worsening conditions of northern Wessex
c. 3700 cal. BC?

8.1.3.1 Rivers to the sea: a history of Early Neolithic construction in northern Wessex
It is argued that, at least for the first few centuries following the migration, the
construction of these structures drew on the collective memory of a shared ancestral
heritage, which, as the evidence summarised above shows, was bound up in an
evocative narrative—no doubt passed down through generations—involving a mass
seaborne migration to these shores from a world in which the dead were venerated
and the sea respected using specific forms of megalithic architecture (also see Teather
2018). Hosting feasts was one mechanism by which individuals could mobilise wider
pools of labour but the object of this labour had to be embedded within wider
aetiological understandings of the self, such as the above, that ‘made sense’ to those
participating. As we have seen, the tradition was repeated in coastal regions of Britain
quite rapidly following the migration but remained curiously low-key within inland areas
until after c. 3700 cal. BC.

Might this oceanic tradition have become less relevant to the riparian communities of
northern Wessex until worsening conditions prompted an introspective rethink? In this
context the construction of megalithic long barrows (or earthen long barrow
construction, where no stones were available)—the architectural style of which,
however locally idiosyncratic—was a surely direct appeal to this collective heritage,
which might have constituted a historical exemplar of strength and resilience (more
recent examples can be found in Tibettan diaspora communities, see Hussain et al.
2011). Occasionally, as in the case of the trapezoidal mound at Beckhampton Road
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long barrow, direct comparisons with French antecedent structures were also
recognisable (Sheridan 2003).

As discussed below, the proximity of long barrows to watercourses might also be
interpreted as supportive of the above. However, before considering this it is worth
revisiting evidence relating to the lifeways of earlier Neolithic communities living in
north Wessex. The assumption of a fully sedentary Neolithic has been questioned for
some time (Bradley 1993; Whittle 1997) and more recently, Neil et al. (2017; 2016)
have used isotopic analyses to demonstrate that significant proportions of the
individuals buried within long cairns at Hazelton North, Gloucestershire and
Penywyrlod and Ty Isaf in south-east Wales had spent considerable amounts of time
alternating between the local area and locations up to 30–40km distant (Neil et al.
2016, 9).

These findings have been interpreted as broadly supportive of the notion of ‘tethered’
mobility (Kelly 1995; Whittle 2003; Whittle 1997), which posits that groups repeatedly
ranged between favoured occupation sites, which, by virtue of the activities undertaken
there (e.g. episodic forest clearance, tending crops, hunting, storage of food,
construction of monuments etc.), they remained partially ‘tethered’ to (also see Robb
2013, 663). Copley et al. (2003) have also demonstrated a close relationship with
domesticates, particularly cattle, at this time, which necessitated the seasonal
movement of herds throughout the landscape and regular cycles of dairying (Thomas
2000, 665). Given a reliance on cattle and other animal domesticates, it therefore
seems unlikely that boating on rivers played a major role in movement as part of the
seasonal round, which may have instead predominantly involved journeys along and
across long-standing ridgeways and valley floors.

Returning to a consideration of the spatial distribution of long barrows, we can now
ask, even if the increase in building long barrows in northern Wessex was partially a
response—albeit one imbued with historical meaning—to toughening climatic
conditions, why were locations close to rivers preferentially selected? At a broader
scale, the sheer density of Early Neolithic construction in northern Wessex is surely a
testament to the region’s immediate importance, both for its own resources and its
riverine nodality in relation to more distant lands. Related to this is the mobility of early
Neolithic lifeways (discussed above), which, as discussed may have more routinely
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manifested in overland travel. In this context, the rivers remained associated with
longer-distance travel and the construction of burial sites overlooking them might well
have been a reference to this (see below). It is also worth noting the that the visual
relationship from the barrow to the river might well have been two-way and such a
relationship would increase the effectiveness of the barrow as a signalling device. As
Cummings and Whittle (2003) have observed, this visual connection would be most
probable during the winter months, when deciduous trees lining the river valleys had
shed their leaves and the water table most likely higher. Another corollary of the above
is that the location of long barrows should not be viewed as a proxy for settlement or
even territory; rather, they may be more liminal locations selected for burial out of much
wider tracts of a lived landscape.

To explore the issue further it is important to better to first qualify the nature of the
spatial relationship between long barrows and rivers. Around the river Wylye, Field and
Eagles (2004, 61) have demonstrated that long barrows are found at ~2km intervals
along the valley side, a pattern also visible around the headwaters of the Kennet and
(since dried up) Beckhampton brook, and one which they propose could indicate
segmented access to sections of river frontage, in part based on the viewshed from the
barrow towards the river. Yet, the locations observed by Field and Eagles (ibid.) also
approximate to bluffs within individual combes or tributary catchments lining the river
valleys today. Conceivably—as in other parts of northern Wessex, such as the Kennet
Valley—some or all of these may have contained springs or at least winterbourne
streams during the Early Neolithic when the water table was higher, especially
following the onset of wetter climatic conditions from c. 3650 cal. BC onwards (Bowden
et al. 2015, 64; Field 2008, 38; Whitehead et al. 2012). The builders of tombs may
therefore have been seeking locations proximal to the sources of various watercourses
as well as with views down to faster-flowing sections of river frontage.
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Figure 8.4 – Distribution of early Neolithic monuments in relation to watercourses in southern England. Watercourse
data from OS Open Rivers (canal removed), monument locations from Modern Antiquarian, typologies included: long
barrows, bural chambers, chambered cairns, chambered tombs, dolmens / quoits / cromlechs. Note: authenticity of
points has not been confirmed and so distribution should be regarded in broad terms.

Again, an interpretive framework sensitive to the megalithic-maritime heritage of those
living in northern Wessex can be helpfully deployed to comprehend the above. The
construction of long barrows and their containment of recent, or more ancestral human
remains, might have conferred some sense of familial or wider kin group ‘ownership’
over particular sources of water, which in turn represented a direct channel for the
deceased back to the sea along their ancestral route of entry into what is now southern
England. The notion of proximity to source, when considered alongside the increased
probability of springs to issue within heavily river-dissected parts on the landscape,
where steep valley sides frequently transect the water table, might go some way to
explaining the clustering of long barrows noted in these kinds of locales through the
basin analyses (see section 7.1.3). Returning to the connection between rivers and
sea, certainly, inland rivers may have been perceived as the closest thing to the sea,
both in a historic sense (they were navigated by the ancestors), materially (both are
water), and literally, in terms of travel time. In light of the above, it is interesting to note
that the distribution of all Early Neolithic monuments in southern England is skewed
heavily in favour of rivers that either discharge at Christchurch harbour—Sherratt’s
(ibid.) preferred point of entry—or are otherwise linked to rivers systems that form part
of Sherratt’s (1996) overall Avon route (see Figure 8.4).

As already discussed, aDNA evidence (Sánchez-Quinto et al. 2019) has established
that certain megalithic tombs may have served as burial sites for individuals from
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particular patrilineal lines, an idea long considered probable (Fowler 2010, 16; Thomas
et al. 1986, 137). These findings significantly add to our understanding of the social
context of barrow construction in that they confirm that individuals from multiple families
collectively constructed a space devoted to a single lineage. In addition, SánchezQuinto et al. (2019, 5) noted the possibility of a first-degree relationship between two
male individuals from two broadly contemporaneous Early-Middle Neolithic tombs,
separated by just 2km, in County Sligo, Ireland (Tomb 1 at Primrose Grange and
Listhogil Tomb at Carrowmore). The most probable relationship was father and son.
Though the tombs from County Sligo are around two centuries later than the earliest
tombs in northern Wessex, if the latter were spatially structured along comparable
familial lines, then the observed spatial patterning of long barrows at river headwaters
and more downstream sections could represent patrilineal generations of the same
extended family, rather than the contemporaneous tombs of multiple clans.

8.1.3.2 Causewayed enclosures: product of proto-chiefdoms?
The above discussion outlined both an environmental basis and a historical, culturallyspecific context for long barrow construction in the Early Neolithic. Using costly
signalling theory alone, the same arguments applied to long barrows could equally be
made for causewayed enclosures (i.e their construction was part of a costly signal at a
time of resource stress etc.). Certainly some components of their construction
(including their scale) might support this categorisation, though the more varied use
history (Oswald et al. 2001) and clear ancestral association of causewayed enclosures
with settlement on the continent (rather than death and sea) points to a more prosaic
origin, which makes it difficult to classify them as pure “wasteful advertising”, in an
evolutionary sense. That said, this does not imply that their construction not another
indirect consequence of the aforementioned climatic downturn.

As suggested by Stevens and Fuller (2012, 714) the correlation between charred wild
food remains and the construction of causewayed enclosures may be related to a shift
towards an increased reliance on pastoralism, driven by lower-yield harvests caused by
increased nitrate leaching due to wetter weather. Oswald (2001, 131) reports evidence
consistent with this, noting an overrepresentation of mature females and an absence of
juveniles within cattle bone assemblages recovered from Hambledon Hill, which could
represented the slaughter of excess stock in a dairying economy. This also has
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implications in terms of seasonality, and—along with the predominance of hazelnut
shells, crab apple seeds and sloe pips—may indicate that causewayed enclosures
were preferentially used during the late summer or early autumn.

The proximity of single causewayed enclosure with clusters of long barrows was
interpreted by Renfrew (ibid.) as evidence of the pooling of labour within a semihierarchical ‘proto-chiefdom’ social formations. This is arguably a good example of the
‘centralisation bias’ (Kienlin 2012, 17–8), whereby open-ended archaeological
evidence is preferentially interpreted as indicative of political centralisation, possibly as
part of a wider, subconscious and ethnocentric project affirming the rise of modern
society (Shanks et al. 1987, 144–65). Certainly, there is a possibility that causewayed
enclosures were merely different physical manifestations of whatever social structure
produced long barrows. As discussed above, there is a potential overlap between
these two structures types in terms of labour and the fact that that multiple, nearby long
barrows might represent subsequent generations of a single lineage also undermines
the idea that causewayed enclosures emerged from the combined efforts of socially
distinct different tribes.

On the other hand, perhaps the labour estimates are once again wanting in that they
fail to account for the potential labour required to clear any forested land within
causewayed enclosures. The same may be said for the labour relating to long barrows,
of course (e.g. possible forest clearance underneath South Street long barrow, Ashbee
et al. 1979), although causewayed enclosures dwarf long barrows in terms of overall
site footprint8. Halstead (2018, 45) has documented how labour intensive the task of
clearing well-established woodland can be (also see Robinson 2014) and Oswald’s
(2001, 65) description of causewayed enclosures potentially standing out as enormous
‘bald patches’ in the tree canopy helps convey the magnitude of the undertaking, in
addition to the digging of the ditches and construction of outworks.

Moving away from labour to consider the spatial element of Renfrew’s (ibid.) claim, the
recurrent spatial association between single causewayed enclosures and collections of
long barrows contained within river basins does leave open the possibility of a single-

8

Assuming forest was always cleared from within enclosures, a simple improvement to

the recording system might be to collate the spatial footprint of structures.
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to-many relationship between these classes of structure (and the people that built
them). As well as falling within, or near to, long barrow-containing minor basins, the
basin analyses (section 7.1.3) also indicate that causewayed enclosures are situated in
relation to more major watersheds in such a way that no two shared significantly larger
catchments which separated, major rivers. (e.g. Robin Hood’s Ball and Larkhill). More
widely, the siting of causewayed enclosures in relation to watercourses is welldocumented (Oswald et al. 2001, 90–100), and varies from extreme adjacency
(positioned on slight rises in the valley floor), nearby, on the valley side just a few
kilometres from a river, or in upland locations, away from rivers but in location where
they are often overlooked (Haughey 2016; Haughey 2009, 193–4).

The hierarchical relationship between causewayed enclosures and long barrows, both
in terms of labour (more to less) frequency of structure (single to many) and
association with rivers (major catchment to individual river / tributary catchment) moves
beyond simply stating that the two types of structure are frequently found together,
which, as Oswald (2001, 119) notes is already well-established (also see Whittle et al.
2008). Rather, the relative role of causewayed enclosures in the above relationship
begins to chime with the more general view that individual causewayed enclosures
were imbued with ‘catchments’ and formed seasonal foci for those living in the
surrounding landscape (I. F Smith 1965, 18–20; Mercer et al. 2014, 767; Piggott 1954).
At Hambledon Hill, for example, excavators noted that clay and lithics recovered from
the various enclosures derived from regions located some 30–40 km distant in the
direction that the enclosure itself overlooked (Mercer et al. 2014). More recently, Neil et
al. (2018) have shown that the majority of the sampled individuals buried at Hambledon
Hill also exhibited strontium isotope ratios consistent with these distant zones.

Considered together, the above could conceivably provide the basis for Renfrew’s
(ibid.) proposal that causewayed enclosures were constructed by the combined efforts
of some of the same communities responsible for building individual long barrows. As
observed from the basin analyses, the construction of multiple long barrows around the
upper reaches of individual rivers—whether each barrow represented a different
patrilineal generation of the same family or another family entirely—would, over time,
confer a ‘basin-specific’ collective identity distinct from the common, continental
ancestry. The construction of causewayed enclosures no doubt both materially
changed and reified these existing, though loosely-defined social relations, whilst
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simultaneously celebrating and facilitating novel aspects of a modified lifeway, which
necessarily placed greater emphasis on pastoralism and the harvesting of wild foods.

At a finer scale, however, the spatial relationship between causewayed enclosures,
their cultural ‘catchments’ and nearby river systems is somewhat curious. Outside of
the study area, Hambledon Hill is known to overlook, and contain artefacts from, lands
to the south-west (see above) but is actually positioned within the catchment of the
river Stour, which drains to the south-east, where the majority of the nearest long
barrows also lie. Similarly, in northern Wessex, both Rybury and Knap Hill could both
be said to overlook the upper reaches of the southwards-draining Avon (though
viewshed extent / direction is often complicated, see Oswald et al. 2001, 99, 104),
whilst the majority of long barrows lie to the north, around the headwaters of the
Kennet on the North Wiltshire Downs. On Salisbury Plain, Robin Hood’s Ball similarly
sits within a basin draining south-west into the Till, yet the majority of known long
barrows are situated on the Till-Avon interfluve to the south-east. This may reflect the
fact that, as discussed above, the locations of long barrows did not correlate with
locations that communities actually lived and that those that built them spent more time
occupying the landscape overlooked by the enclosures.

However, this apparent pattern could easily be spurious and, as Oswald (2001, 99)
writes, there are too many variables to truly know how much of a part (if any) views to
or from causewayed enclosures played in their location, though a link has surely now
been proven at Hambledon Hill. That said, the connection between long barrows and
watercourses is better-attested (see above) and in this respect it remains possible that
a conscious effort was made not to emulate aspects of this relationship by the siting of
causewayed enclosures in altogether more outward facing locations. Certainly, the
positioning of these structures on the other side of more major drainage divides would
seem ensure that they were not associated with any single section of river or spring
already overlooked by a long barrow, however in several cases (Knap Hill, Hambledon
Hill, Robin Hood’s Ball) a single long barrow lies in close proximity to the enclosure.
Occasionally, however, such barrows seem to have segregated from the causewayed
enclosures by timber palisades, as at Roughton in Norfolk (Oswald et al. 2001, 115).
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8.2

Later Early, Middle and Late Neolithic

During 3650–3350 cal. BC, the present study indicates that some continuity existed in
northern Wessex across a number of metrics. From its initial construction in the first
quarter of the 37th century cal. BC, Windmill Hill remained in use for between 300–400
years, though in terms of causewayed enclosures this was an exception rather than a
rule (Whittle et al. 2008, 67). Over this time, further causewayed enclosures and long
barrows were built, though the latter perhaps in fewer numbers relative to the previous
century. The labour model indicates an overall decline in labour investment over this
period. The external datasets also trend consistently: the time span is still
characterized by climatic instability, C14 SPDs decrease steadily, indicating inferred
population decline, cereal and wild food aoristic sums are present at similar levels,
whilst pollen records show that grasses and open ground species increase, possibly
indicating a resumption of forest clearance. Schauer et al.’s (2019, 156) mining SPDs
do not demonstrate a corresponding increase in flint mine activity, however, indicating
that clearance was probably conducted using ground flint axes fashioned from local
surface or nodular deposits (Pitts 1996).

8.2.1

Cursuses: monuments to movement

Despite the implied continuity of the above, the construction of two completely new
types of monument on the Avon-Till interfluve— the Greater and the Lesser
Stonehenge cursuses—perhaps indicate that subtle changes were in fact occurring.
The former was constructed sometime during 37–34th centuries cal BC (Thomas et al.
2009), the latter c. 3400 cal. BC (Richards 1990). In terms of labour, this class of
structures presented a different problem to the application of Renfrew’s model (1973,
549–50) across Neolithic Wessex as a whole. Renfrew (ibid.) suspected that these
monuments might be Early / Middle Neolithic but, based on the enormous dimensions
of the Gussage-Pentridge (Dorset) cursus, he also reckoned they required ‘over ten
million hours’ of labour, a figure that would dwarf estimates relating to the
chronologically later ‘mega henges’, such as Avebury and Durrington Walls. The fact
that that such quantities of labour were seemingly marshalled during the Early / Middle
Neolithic period ultimately challenged the trajectory of Renfrew’s (ibid.) overarching
narrative, which supposed that such organisational capacity should not be present
within Wessex until some thousand years later, with the emergence of fully-fledged,
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centralised chiefdom societies (see below). Pre-empting such criticism, he suggested
that cursuses may have in fact been built over much longer periods of time, possibly
even centuries, a scenario he also noted was well-documented at later monuments,
such as Stonehenge (1973, 549).

It remains unclear why Renfrew (ibid.) asserted that the construction of the Dorset and
Greater Stonehenge cursuses both required over 10 million hours of labour. The
former was not analysed by the present study but estimates provided by Loveday
(2006, 145) suggest that the figure is of this magnitude, though Bill Startin has
(probably erroneously) placed it as low as 450,000 hours (Bradley 1984, 63). Published
estimates relating to the Greater Stonehenge cursus, however, are considerably lower,
with Loveday (ibid.) placing the figure at just under 2% of that associated with the
Dorset cursus. This accords well with the results of the present study, which yielded a
figure of around 50,000 hours of labour. The Lesser Cursus required just a few
thousand hours. Clearly, if the Dorset cursus is included (regardless of whether it is
split into its smaller component parts of Pentridge or Gussage), the above data are too
variable to be grouped into unified category in terms of labour.

Until such time as their construction can be demonstrated to have occurred over a
substantially longer period of time than is currently supposed, large scale cursus
monuments such as the Dorset cursus present an intractable problem for MMSO as
universal framework for Wessex. In the context of the present study—which excludes
Dorset—however, the lower, revised estimate for the Greater Stonehenge cursus
potentially complements Renfrew’s overarching narrative. A value of 50,000 falls
comfortably within the range of revised estimates relating to contemporary structures
such as causewayed enclosures and large long barrows, and negates the need to
employ special pleading around the likely duration of its construction.

8.2.1.1 Building on the move
As a class of monument cursuses remain enigmatic, as there is often little deposited
material contained either within their interiors or ditches. Johnston (1999) argues that
their linear form might have memorialised already important, well-trodden routeways,
an interpretation which might go some way to explaining the occasional incorporation
of long barrows within their terminals, as at the Greater Stonehenge Cursus (also see
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Thomas 2006), or the transecting of causewayed enclosures, as at Fornham All Saints,
in Suffolk (Oswald et al. 2001, 135). Though they have been observed to run parallel to
rivers, this was not the case at the Greater Stonehenge cursus, which runs ENE-WSW
orthogonally across a dry valley floor. As such, its construction represents some of the
earliest labour investment to occur at lower elevations in the area.

Perhaps most significantly, however, contra Ruggles (1997), Loveday (2012) has
recently shown that the Greater Stonehenge cursus was the earliest Neolithic structure
on Salisbury Plain to demonstrate an astronomical alignment approximating to sunrise
on the Vernal Equinox, possibly calibrated using the 3rd full moon following the summer
solstice. Citing an shared preoccupation with the movement of animals, Loveday
(2012) suggests much earlier monuments in the area might also have shared this
preference, including an alignment of Mesolithic postholes underneath the Stonehenge
carpark (Vatcher 1961). Certainly, historic accounts of transhumant societies in
northern Britain indicate the importance of spring in the pastoral calendar (McDonnel
1988). In ninth- and tenth-century North Yorkshire, for example, the latter part of this
season involved leaving degraded winter settlement sites and journeying to greening
‘half-way’ pastures, also known as heimseter in Norway or vorweiden in Switzerland. In
extreme cases, spring migrations could be month-long marches of up to 300 miles,
such as those undertaken by the medieval Mesta sheep ranchers of Castille
(McDonnel 1988, 6). Ultimately, the combination of a clear understanding of time—or at
least seasonality—and transhumance enabled pastoralists to exploit to the full the
widely varying habits and growing-seasons of different species of herbage (1988, 6).

In light of the above, it is interesting to note that the external datasets demonstrate a
rapid and sustained decline in charred cereal aoristic sums over the course of 34th
century cal. BC, which forms the later part of the cursus construction phase in northern
Wessex. Those relating to charred wild foods remain consistently high, however, and
increase over the centuries following the crash in cereal SPDs. Reflecting the location
of cursuses, monument neighbourhood analyses demonstrate an increased preference
for freely-draining soils that are better supporters of grassland occurred from 3500–
3250 cal. BC. The pollen record is equally suggestive, with grass pollen decreasing
and tree pollen increasing from c. 3200 cal. BC onwards, somewhat later than the
collapse in cereals SPDs but certainly too close to ignore, especially given differences
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in the chronological precision and geographical scope of the two datasets (see
Woodbridge et al. 2014, 223).

To add further context, the above implied shifts in subsistence occur over the final
century and a half of the initial 500-year episode of climatic instability previously
outlined. As Stevens and Fuller (2012, 714) observe, the collapse of cereal SPDs on
mainland England (along with other lines of evidence, such as a lack of cereal grains
impressions in pottery) may actually represent the near total abandonment of cereal
agriculture in southern England from the 34th century cal. BC onwards (though see
Jones et al. 2007). As discussed below, this implications are far-reaching in terms of
how the construction of Stonehenge and other major monuments is perceived.

Yet, in the centuries before Stonehenge stage 1 (c. 3250–3100 cal. BC), climatic
conditions temporarily recover, over which time a minor resurgence of cereal aoristic
sums can also be seen, along with a plateau in C14 SPDs, indicating inferred
population stability. As discussed in section 7.1.2.2, this century and half is one of the
few periods over the entire study during which little to no monumental labour is
modelled as invested, which is intriguing if monument construction is viewed through
the lens of costly signalling theory (discussed above). The resumption of climatic
instability around 3100 cal. BC once again results in a decline in inferred population
(though see below). Beyond this, however, climatic instability does not correspond with
changes across any other analysed external datasets, such as charred food remains
(wild foods remain the exclusive source of food) or pollen counts (grasses and open
ground species continue to decrease as hazel and tree species increase). Within the
context of the above, the construction of Stonehenge stage 1 around 2900 cal. BC,
represents the second major spike of labour in the study (s2).

8.2.1.2 Stonehenge stage 1
As discussed in Chapter 5, the construction of Stonehenge stage 1 involved the
transport of scores of bluestones from south-west Wales, in addition to the digging of a
substantial ditch. From the above, we can now infer that this labour-intensive act of
construction occurred during a period of increased climatic instability but also part way
through an already ancient and more drawn-out transition to more pastoral lifeways,
characterised economically by an exclusive reliance on wild plant foods and the
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consumption of animals and their secondary products. In this respect, it is highly
significant that the spike in labour (s2) falls just before the largest spike in charred wild
food remains recorded throughout the entire study. An entirely new scale of mobility
also appears to be another key feature of Middle Neolithic lifeways.

An inhumation—analysed by Mays et al. (2018) dating to the 33rd or 32nd century cal.
BC—recovered from nearby what would soon become the site of Stonehenge on
Salisbury Plain, is instructive in this respect. Based on isotopic analyses, the authors
tentatively conclude that this individual lived in Ireland before making his way to
Salisbury Plain in later adult life. Consistent with the environmental data above, his diet
(hazelnuts, pig meat, milk, freshwater fish) mainly consisted of food derived from more
heavily wooded environments than equivalently analysed Middle Bronze Age
individuals (Mays et al. 2018, 706). This length of journey (~400 km) dwarfs those
associated for individuals from early Neolithic contexts (30–40 km max, see above),
and could be symptomatic of a more generalised decline of ‘tethered mobility’,
discussed above.

The increased scale of movement also manifests in other aspects of Middle Neolithic
society. The linear spatial extent, for example, of cursus monuments themselves—
already interpreted as architectonically related to movement—was something entirely
new, especially in the case of the Dorset Cursus. Within this context, the movement of
c. 80 bluestones such a distance—estimated to have required some 500,000 hours of
labour—becomes less of an anomaly and more of an apical event in a wider, dynamic
landscape of long-distance transhumant movements, structured by key grazing
locations, the pastoral calendar and its inextricable relationship to seasonality. As
Parker Pearson (2018, 17–8) writes, Stonehenge stage 1 connects the passing of the
seasons with the land itself, via its solsticial alignment and construction over preexisting, equivalently-aligned periglacial stripes, respectively. Linear movement is also
implied, if—as seems likely on the basis of diagnostically Middle / early Late Neolithic
chisel arrowheads—the riverside side of Bluestonehenge was constructed to be
contemporaneous with Stonehenge stage 1 (Allen et al. 2016). Furthermore, the
placement of an already ancient cattle skull and red deer tibia on the base of henge
ditch, both animals that seasonally move, or need moving, also seems pertinent
(Teather 2018).
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8.2.1.3 Agglomeration: less is more?
As discussed below, labour distributions also indicate increasing agglomeration of
labour at this time (see Müller 2016). Renfrew (ibid.) did not assess the labour
requirements of smaller early 3rd millennium cal. BC henges in Wessex but the present
study estimated small henges at Fargo Plantation, Sutton Common, and Coneybury, all
required under 5,000 hours of labour. When measured over the entire study region, the
above inequality of labour investment results in an elevated Gini coefficient (see
section 7.1.2.2). In addition, of all labour invested, the vast majority falls within SPW,
marking the transition from the late 4th to the early 3rd millennium cal. BC as the period
during which Salisbury Plain emerges as dominant in terms of overall labour. This
agglomeration is also reflected in the simulated distribution maps and basin analyses
(see sections 7.1.2.1 and 7.1.3). These indicate that, from c. 3250 cal. BC, labour was
invested in an ever shrinking number of drainage basins. Around c. 3000 cal. BC, the
model indicates that all labour expended was distributed across just 19 individual
basins, a figure which dropped to just seven by 2750 cal. BC.

The above are observations are pertinent in critically assessing the notion that
Stonehenge stage 1 occurred in what appeared to be a period of inferred population
decline, following the brief hiatus in climatic instability (c. 3250–3100 cal. BC) outlined
above. Both Bevan et al. (2017) and the present study note the possibility of a
continuation (or resumption, in the latter case) of previously observed unstable climatic
conditions around this time, although Parker Pearson (2018, 46) has pointed to the
likelihood that decreasing soil fertility or disease might also have played a part in
depressing population levels. In respect of the above agglomerating tendencies and,
given the method outlined by Shennan et al. (2013, 6), there is also some ambiguity
around how reliably the mass aoristic summing of radiocarbon dates would be able
assess the agglomeration of large proportions of the population at more finite scales
(i.e if more radiocarbon determinations from a single site actually represented
increased population, rather than recovery bias). In northern Wessex at least, it seems
possible that the apparent confirmation of lower inferred population levels by increased
tree cover might also be a reflection of the more wholesale adoption of pastoral
lifeways, rather than simply less people clearing less trees.

Similar arguments can also be advanced with regards to the later Neolithic ‘mega
henges’ (i.e henges with diameters of more than 600 ft. / ~183m) and Stonehenge
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stage 2, which were all constructed towards the middle of the 3rd millennium cal. BC,
when inferred population was at a similar level to that observed around Stonehenge
stage 1. Excluding Stonehenge, Renfrew (ibid.) supposed all these structures required
approximately one million hours of labour to construct and the present study broadly
corroborated these figures: Avebury required around 1.3 million hours and Durrington
Walls c. 700,000. The revised estimate for Marden henge, however, was substantially
lower at just c. 130,000 hours on account of it relative shallowness. Estimates for stone
circles, such as that at Avebury, Clatford and the Sanctuary, ranged from 10,000–
100,000 hours, and were therefore consistently lower than most of the estimates
associated with contemporary major henges (see below). Uncertainty around the
transport costs associated with the transportation of megaliths, however, means these
figures should be considered minimums. The most major disparity is between
Renfrew’s (ibid.) and the present study’s estimates for Stonehenge stage 2, totalling 30
million and 3.1 million hours, respectively. Although this is large in absolute terms,
these figures still sustain the shape of the MMSO narrative in relative terms.

As discussed in section 7.1.2.2, the different labour estimation methods result in either
a small decrease or increase in labour over the transition 3000–2750 cal. BC, though
this could be an artefact generated by wide range of dates associated with Avebury
and the positioning of the chronological bins. This is made more plausible by an
increase in charred wild food aoristic sums during 2650–2500 cal, BC, a trend
associated with both prior spikes of labour (s1 and s2). Continuities in wider trends
between the construction of Stonehenge stage 1 and the construction of ‘mega’
henges and Stonehenge stage 2 can also be found in comparable trends in pollen,
which at both points in time show increasing tree cover. The location of henges near to
rivers also results in comparable trends in soil neighbourhoods, namely the presence
of soil type 58, described by Hallett (2017) as a ‘loamy and clayey flood plain with
naturally high groundwater’ which can be productive grassland ‘provided drainage is
maintained’. It might well be a happy coincidence that the digging of large henge
ditches in these kinds of soils would improve grassland, though this might be construed
as further evidence for a link between pastoralism and henge building in northern
Wessex.

Whilst there is much that refutes MMSO, some of the findings outlined above arguably
complement the overall trajectory of Renfrew’s (ibid.) narrative, if modifications are
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made. For example, the present study estimated that Stonehenge stage 1 required
some 500,000 hours of combined labour, a high figure for the turn of the 3rd
millennium cal. BC but one much more comparable with, and slightly lower than, the
estimates associated with the somewhat chronologically later major henges at
Durrington Walls and Avebury. Similarly, a revised estimate of 3.1 million hours for the
sarsen phase of Stonehenge (down some 90% from Atkinson’s 30 million hours)
ensured that this still ranked as one of the most labour-intensive constructions of the
3rd millennium cal. BC but by a considerably smaller margin, requiring approximately
twice the labour invested in digging the gigantic henge ditch at Avebury. Together, the
revised estimates for Stonehenge still emphasise its pre-eminence in terms of overall
labour expenditure but bring its construction into much greater alignment with
contemporary building activity.

Labour aside, the above discussion around population levels certainly has implications
for one of the more critical stages of Renfrew’s (ibid.) hypothesis: the emergence of
chiefdoms. The possibility that population levels were actually lower in the Late
Neolithic than the Early Neolithic raises an additional, possibly fatal, issue with the
MMSO narrative. As already discussed in chapter 4, a sustained belief in the
inalienable and universal nature of such ‘hard limits’ (whether applied to labour
expenditure, agricultural output or population density etc.) underpins the
neoevolutionary classification of archaeological populations, and such a situation would
surely violate Renfrew’s (ibid.: 543) chiefdom classification, which holds that chiefdoms
should show an ‘increase in the total number in the society’.

8.3

Concluding thoughts

The above discussion has considered a revised suite of labour estimates and spatial
analyses set within a probabilistic chronological framework, both in terms of how they
relate to Refnrew’s (ibid.) original hypothesis—as laid out in MMSO—and new datasets
shedding light on wider processes of change during the Neolithic period. Together, the
analyses offer support for some of the broadest empirical aspects of MMSO, such as a
hierarchical relationship between long barrows and causewayed enclosures in the
Early Neolithic, and a general movement towards fewer, more labour-intensive
structures distributed over a more restricted area towards the Late Neolithic. The
reanalysis also exposed several critical flaws within MMSO however, such as the
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inexplicable presence of the Dorset Cursus, which the new estimates reveal required a
level of labour expenditure beyond even that associated with the sarsen phase of
Stonehenge.

A greater appreciation of the chronology of labour, and how this relates to wider
changes in climatic instability, inferred population levels and subsistence strategies,
highlights the various complex social contexts of intense episodes of monumental
construction, which further undermines the presumed steady, socio-economic and
demographic evolution that forms the foundation of MMSO. Some of the earliest spikes
in labour appear to have been accelerations of more routinised expressions of a
shared, long-held sense of collective identity imported from mainland Europe, possibly
as part of an attempt to draw on collective heritage as a means of coping with resource
stresses triggered by climatic instability. Later episodes probably related to
reconfigurations in the relationship between those occupying northern Wessex, the
land itself, animals and one another. Notwithstanding issues relating to agglomeration
and C14 inferred population levels, we can now tentatively propose that, in comparison
with previous periods, the spikes in labour associated with Stonehenge stage 1 and
stage 2 likely represented the greater collective effort of on overall smaller population
with little reliance on domesticated cereals.

The possibility that both the major constructional phases of Stonehenge were
undertaken by seasonally-unified, bands of semi-nomadic pastoralists both disrupts
their traditional characterisation as pivotal points in humanity’s inevitable lurch toward
the agrarian, hierarchically-structured ‘civilisation’ of today (e.g. Renfrew 1973) and
offers promising perspectives from which to interpret some of the site’s more puzzling
material and architectural dimensions. The transport of the exotic bluestones to
Stonehenge from the Preselis, for example, might be more readily comprehensible if
one considers that these mountain ranges may have been occupied during the spring
and summer by pastoralists who wintered in the Avon valley. This form of ‘inverse
transhumance’, whereby the more permanent upland settlement is abandoned over the
harsh winter months, has been documented in the Balkan peninsula (Evans 1940),
though the distances travelled in this case would have been far greater. As discussed
above, the medieval mesta of the Iberian peninsula were known to have undertaken
comparably long-distance seasonal rounds, though this was in part due to the
particular physiogeography of the region (Ruiz & Ruiz 1986).
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The above observations notably expand the remit of labour estimates and the study of
monument construction in general the beyond the narrow terms as defined by MMSO.
Marrying long-term labour data against similarly long-term environmental datasets
problematises the central proposition of MMSO: the steady prospering of central
authority assuming control of increasingly large swathes of densely populated land,
from which they can exact tribute for public works. A picture of a somewhat depleted,
highly-mobile population of pastoralists that agglomerated en masse at key points in
the landscape (Madgwick et al. 2019) at key times of year (Parker Pearson et al. 2011;
Craig et al. 2015) better fits the historical sequence of events leading up to these
constructions as well as more recent evidence gleaned from their excavation and
analyses. Ultimately, Renfrew’s (ibid.) static representation of predictable growth is
replaced with a complex picture of overlapping long-term phenomena, economic
shocks and innovations, and dynamically shifting relations between disparate parts of
Britain and Ireland.
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10 Appendices
10.1 Appendix 1
Terms used to query EH monument database
ALTAR TOMB
ARTIFICIAL MOUND
AVENUE (LANDSCAPE FEATURE)
BANJO ENCLOSURE
BANK (EARTHWORK)
BANK BARROW
BARROW
BARROW CEMETERY
BELL BARROW
BELL DISC BARROW
BOUNDARY DITCH
BOUNDARY MOUND
BOWL BARROW
BURIAL CAIRN
BURNT MOUND
CAIRN
CAIRN ALIGNMENT
CAIRN CEMETERY
CAIRN CIRCLE
CAUSEWAYED ENCLOSURE
CAUSEWAYED RING DITCH
CEMETERY
CHAMBERED BARROW
CHAMBERED BARROW
CHAMBERED CAIRN
CHAMBERED CAIRN
CHAMBERED GRAVE
CHAMBERED LONG BARROW
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CHAMBERED LONG BARROW
CHAMBERED LONG BARROW
CHAMBERED LONG CAIRN
CHAMBERED LONG CAIRN
CHAMBERED LONG CAIRN
CHAMBERED ROUND BARROW
CHAMBERED ROUND BARROW
CHAMBERED ROUND BARROW
CHAMBERED ROUND CAIRN
CHAMBERED ROUND CAIRN
CHAMBERED ROUND CAIRN
CHAMBERED TOMB
CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE
CIST
COFFIN
CREMATION CEMETERY
CREMATION GRAVE
CUP AND RING MARKED STONE
CUP MARKED STONE
CURSUS
CURVILINEAR ENCLOSURE
D SHAPED BARROW
D SHAPED ENCLOSURE
DEFENDED ENCLOSURE
DISC BARROW
DITCH
DITCHED ENCLOSURE
DOUBLE DITCHED ENCLOSURE
EARTHWORK
EMBANKED AVENUE
EMBANKED STONE CIRCLE
EMBANKMENT
EMBANKMENT CROSS
ENCLOSED CREMATION CEMETERY
ENCLOSURE
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ENTRANCE GRAVE
FOUR POSTER STONE CIRCLE
FUNERARY ENCLOSURE
FUNERARY SITE
GALLOWS MOUND
GOAL POST ENCLOSURE
HENGE
HENGE ENCLOSURE
HENGIFORM MONUMENT
INHUMATION CEMETERY
KERB CAIRN
KERB CIRCLE
KERBED MOUND
LINEAR EARTHWORK
LINTEL GRAVE
LINTEL GRAVE
LONG BARROW
LONG CAIRN
LONG MOUND
LONG MOUND
MONUMENTAL CHAMBER
MONUMENTAL MOUND
MONUMENTAL MOUND
MORTUARY ENCLOSURE
MORTUARY HOUSE
MOUND
MULTIPLE DITCH SYSTEM
OSSUARY
OVAL BARROW
OVAL ENCLOSURE
PALISADE DITCH
PASSAGE GRAVE
PILLOW MOUND
PILLOW STONE
PIT DEFINED ENCLOSURE
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PLATFORM BARROW
PLATFORM CAIRN
POLYGONAL ENCLOSURE
POND BARROW
PORTAL DOLMEN
PROSPECT MOUND
RECTANGULAR ENCLOSURE
RECTILINEAR ENCLOSURE
RECUMBENT STONE CIRCLE
RING BANK
RING BARROW
RING CAIRN
RING DITCH
RING ENCLOSURE
RITUAL SHAFT
ROCK ART
ROCK CARVING
ROCK CUT GRAVE
ROCK PAINTING
ROUND BARROW
ROUND CAIRN
SAUCER BARROW
SCARP
SEGMENTED DITCH
SPECTACLE ENCLOSURE
SQUARE BARROW
SQUARE CAIRN
SQUARE ENCLOSURE
STANDING STONE
STOCKADED ENCLOSURE
STONE ALIGNMENT
STONE AVENUE
STONE CIRCLE
STONE COVE
STONE SETTING
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SUB CIRCULAR ENCLOSURE
SUBRECTANGULAR ENCLOSURE
STRUCTURE
SUB SURFACE DEPOSIT
TIMBER CIRCLE
TOMB
TOR CAIRN
TOR ENCLOSURE
TRAPEZOIDAL ENCLOSURE
TREE MOUND
TRILITHON

Database fields
geom_master was used to store the following information:
•

ID – automatically incrementing unique identifier generated by the current
study.

•

geom – geometry hex (point location).

•

status – workflow field denoting status of record.

Allowed values

•

o

COMPLETE – metric data exists referencing this record

o

REJECTED – the record has been rejected

o

MORE – record has been processed and more research is needed

o

UNKNOWN – record has not been processed

o

REMOVE – record has been identified as a duplicate or error

status_exp – free text workflow field expanding reason for status (notes relating
to further research, reason why rejected etc.)

•

data_sourc – original source of location data.

Allowed values

•

o

NMR – National Monuments Record (Pastscape)

o

WILT – Wiltshire and Swindon HER

o

WBERK – West Berkshire HER

o

HAMP – Hampshire HER

o

EXT – External data source

class – monument typology according to vocabulary defined in chapter xxx

The latter of these tables was used to store the following information:
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•

GID – automatically incrementing unique identifier generated by the current
study.

•

geom - geometry hex (point location).

•

ID – the original, data source specific, unique ID of this record.

•

sub_id – the original, data source specific, sub ID of this record.

•

short_text – an abridged free text field containing a summary of the record or
the monument name.

•

long_text – a free text field containing the full summary of the monument.

•

master_id – a foreign key reference to the ID of a record (archaeological
structure) from geom_master.

•

grid_reference – the location of the record given as an 8-figure OSGB grid
reference.

All monument labour total
These can be accessed online at:
https://github.com/beedawg1985/lol.git

All recorded metrics
These can be accessed online at:
https://github.com/beedawg1985/lol.git

Finding and removing duplicate records from the NMR and HER monument data
Pastscape polygon data was converted from multi-part to single-part geometry and
each discontiguous polygon assigned a new object ID. HER point data was used to
spatially ‘sample’ the polygon data, returning a table of any polygons and their
attributes that the HER point data intersected with. Next, convex hulls were generated
from the single-part Pastscape polygon data, using the monument ID as a grouping
variable. In this way, a convex hull was generated from any polygons that shared the
same monument ID. For polygons representing groups of structures (e.g. barrow
cemeteries) this process had the effect of ‘filling in’ any holes that had been ‘cookiecuttered’ out of them by polygons representing internal structures. The HER point data
was then used to spatially sample the new convex hulls, again returning a table of
polygons and attributes that intersected with the HER point data. Importantly, this table
contained the IDs of the group polygons. Both the tables generated by the spatial
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sampling were merged to create a list of HOB UIDs and object IDs for which there was
a (spatially equivalent) HER point.

Polygon centroids were then generated for only single-part Pastscape polygons whose
object IDs were not present in the HER point sampled list. These represented records
that were distinct to the Pastscape dataset, or at least no HER point had intersected
with the polygon originally used to denote the record. These centroid points were
merged with the HER points to create a definitive set of structures.

10.2 Appendix 2
Python scripts relating to least cost paths and hauling estimates
These can be accessed online at:
https://github.com/beedawg1985/lol.git

Python script relating to reconstruction of Stonhenge ditch
These can be accessed online at:
https://github.com/beedawg1985/lol.git

Further explanation of ditch reconstruction method
Cleal’s plan I was digitised using a large-scale, flatbed X scanner. The resulting image
was imported into a new QGIS 2.12-Lyon master project as a raster layer, where it was
georectified using a linear transformation type within the OSGB 1936 / British National
Grid CRS. Annotated grid points projected from the easting and northing values visible
on the limits of original plan were used as control points. The equivalent process was
undertaken for a digitised version of Cleal’s (1995: 66 fig. 36) plan of the ditch
‘segments’. Cleal’s plan I shows the extent of Hawley’s trenches and features both the
upper ‘lip’ of the ditch, represented by a thick solid stroke, and the edge of the base of
the ditch, represented by a thinner solid stroke. Occasionally, thin solid lines are used
to denote sloped areas and other irregularities on the ditch sides and floor. Three
vector polygon layers were developed (ditch_upper, ditch_base and ditch_segments).
Polygons describing the limits of the upper and lower extent the ditch were added to
the first and second layers respectively by tracing the extent of these features as
shown on Hawley’s original, georectified plan. A series of polygons representing the
individual ditch segments were created by duplicating the polygons describing the
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traced limits of the upper extent of ditch and subsequently using QGIS’ ‘split features’
tool to separate these continuous polygons at the locations shown on Cleal’s (ibid.)
plan of the ditch segments. Hawley’s excavated sections of the ditch were georectified
with the overall ditch plan by using the corners of excavated trenches and distinctive
ditch features as control points. This enabled the geolocation of the section lines within
the overall ditch plan. A vector point layer (section_measurement_points.shp) was
developed and points denoting the edge of the ditch base at each section line were
added and assigned a unique ID.

A new QGIS measurement project was created and each of the detailed section
drawings added as a new raster layer, projected in an arbitrary user-generated CRS. A
vector line layer was developed to accompany each section drawing and, as described
above, lines were added denoting the depth of the ditch at either side of the ditch floor.

A total of 106 individual measurements were made in this way. Within the attribute
table, each line shape developed was assigned a section reference so that it could be
identified on the detailed plan (e.g. ‘profile 6’), a section end reference (e.g SW), a cut
reference (e.g. C29) and a segment reference (e.g. 21, see below). Each line was also
assigned a unique ID that corresponded to the appropriate point within the
section_measurement_points.shp layer (described above), Finally, the field calculator
was used to generate a new field containing the geometric length of the line. A second
field was then generated containing the scaled length of the line, calculated by
multiplying its geometric length by a scale factor derived from the geometric length of
the scale bar on the original section drawing (ibid.). Data from each vector line layer
were merged and exported as an attribute only text file. This attribute table was
imported back into the master QGIS project and a table join, based on the shared ID,
was created between the measurement attribute data and the point layer.

Where the section extended onto the undisturbed bedrock around the ditch, the likely
original height of the chalk bedrock before the ditch was dug could be easily estimated
in other cases this was more difficult to judge and likely resulted in small errors.

Hawley’s publications (ibid.) and diary entries (see Cleal et al. 1995: 65–94) also
contained references to the depth and form of the ditch in various locations. In a similar
manner to that described above, figures contained within these references were
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aggregated into a text measurement database along with reference information. Each
record in this database contained the same fields as the section measurement vector
database with the addition of a text field containing the document and page number
(e.g ‘Cleal, 1995: 92’), an extract of the text (e.g. ‘0.8m deep towards eastern end of
segment 28’), a simplified description of the location of the measurement (e.g. ‘Eastern
end of segment 28’) and the isolated depth value (e.g. ‘0.8’). A local turf thickness field
was also added in which the likely thickness of the turf as derived from the section
drawing nearest to the described area was inputted. A new vector point layer was
developed in the master QGIS project (text_measurement_points.shp).

One or more points were added describing the location of the ditch referred to in the
text. Points were assigned corresponding IDs to the relevant records in the text
measurement database. The text measurement database was imported into the master
QGIS project as an attribute only layer and a table join, based on the shared unique
IDs, was performed between this attribute data and the text_measurement_points.shp
layer.

A number of variables needed to be declared before the reconstruction could begin.
Firstly, the resolution of reconstruction had to be defined. A figure of 0.1m2 reflected
the likely margin of error encountered when recording in the field and was found to
provide the best balance between accuracy and computational demands. Secondly,
the average reduction of the natural chalk bedrock level since the ditch was dug should
be accounted for. Some debate exists around the extent to which the natural level of
the chalk bedrock at Stonehenge has fallen (cf. R. J. C. Atkinson 1957: 232–33;
Bowden et al. 2015), a figure of 0.2m was used here. Finally, the upper width of the
ditch as measured and recorded by Hawley is almost certainly substantially greater
than that of the ditch when originally cut. This is because lateral erosion of the already
naturally friable, fragmented upper profile of a chalk ditch cut occurs quickly (see Jewell
1963). Over the course of a few years this process produces the classic ‘trumpetmouth’ profile of many excavated prehistoric ditches today (Ashbee 2004). As
described in X, extrapolation of the very lowest portion of a ditch cut profile probably
offers the most representative profile of the whole cut. Measurements taken from
Hawley’s ditch sections drawings indicated the upper width of the ditch had, on
average, increased by about 0.3m since the feature was originally cut.
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All of the vector point and polygon data developed within the master QGIS project
described above were imported into the GRASS GIS session. The computational
region was then set to encompass the extent of the vector layers and set to the
specified resolution. A base raster map spanning the entire extent of the region was
generated, with all cells set to zero. Next, an internal buffer polygon was generated
from the upper ditch outline polygon, the negative offset distance of the buffer being
determined by the value of erosion discussed above (0.3m). This layer (the
hypothetical extent of the upper ditch, pre-erosion) was converted to a raster and its
non-null extent was used to ‘clip’ the base raster (set corresponding cells to null). All
remaining vector polygons were then converted to raster layers. The number of the
ditch segment as per Hawley’s classification was used to determine the raster value on
the ditch segment map.

All point layers were converted to raster maps. The cell values of the point rasters were
determined by the recorded depth values. The thickness of the turf (0.25) was then
subtracted from all non-null cells of the text measurement points raster map. The point
raster data were patched together into a single raster layer. The drop in natural chalk
level (0.2) was added to all non-null cells in this map. The surface of the base of the
ditch (the ditch ‘floor’) was then interpolated from the rasterised point data using
r.resamp.bspline (Metz 2016). The non-null extent of the ditch base raster was used as
a mask during the interpolation. The mask was removed and the clipped base raster
was patched with the interpolated ditch floor raster. The remaining null cells on this
map (the ditch walls) were interpolated using a bilinear interpolation algorithm as part
of r.fillnulls. The volume of the resulting feature was calculated using r.volume, with the
ditch segment raster employed as a clump map.

The depth of the ditch that Hawley recorded in his diaries was simply measured from
the top of the turf to the bottom of the ditch. This is confirmed by a comparison
between Hawley’s descriptions and published sections drawings. For example,
Hawley’s notes describe the ditch as 1.65m deep at northern end of cutting 28 and
1.32m at the southern terminal of segment 3. Measurements from his section drawings
(Cleal 1995:78-9: profiles 1 and 2 respectively) confirm that the turf (0.27m) was
included in these measurements.
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The above reconstruction deliberately portrayed the ditch as being dug into a perfectly
level ground surface because not all Hawley’s section drawings show the absolute
elevation of the features (e.g Cleal et al. 1995: 73, 75), meaning that measurements
from certain sections would have to be excluded if an absolute elevation system was
implement. An absolute elevation system would also exclude the depth measurements
that Hawley recorded in his diaries, which were all made relative the height of the
ground. A standard turf thickness was subtracted from these measurements so they
were in equilibrium with the section measurements, which were made relative to the
chalk surface.

10.3 Appendix 3
Stonehenge stone weights and gravities
These can be accessed online at:
https://github.com/beedawg1985/lol.git

10.4 Appendix 4
R Functions
These can be accessed online at:
https://github.com/beedawg1985/lol.git
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